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ABSTRACT.

This thesis analyses the strategies and mechanisms adopted by the postwa¡ Spanish civil and
ecclesiastical authorities to indoctrinate the provirrce of lv{.ilaga in counter-revolutionary and
Catholic political social and reþious values. The recatholicisation project implied the attempt to
inpose a homogenous culh¡ral and religious code which belied ttre reality of social and cultural
life in Spain and constin¡ted a form of cultural inperialisrn It is argued that the recatholicisation
project represented a form of institutional violerrce against the traditionalþ Republican sectors of
the population, and that pastoral practices constituted an indirect perpetuation of Civil War
divisions.

The process of recatholicisation is seen as fatalþ flawed. The recatholicisation project was based
on tlre assumption that there was such a thing as traditional Hispanic culture, and that this was
synonyrnous with tridentine Catholic cuhure and values. The thesis e)ømines ttre peculiarities of
local cultural and reþous values in lvLílaga, and how they were or wene not affected by the
proc€ss of recatholicisation The existerrce of a traditional cultural code in Mátaga which is not
synonymous with Catholic cultr¡¡e indicates that the central premise ofNational-Catholicism -the
syrnbiosis between traditional and Catholic culh¡¡e- is errorrcous. The recatholicisation project
was based upon a furdamental misconception about the natwe of Spanish cuhwe and religiosþ;
as a result the strategies for recatholicising the population are often seen to have contradictory or
unexpected results.

The pastoral practices of the two postwar bishops of Mílaga are closeþ analysed. The second
bishop -Angel Henera Oria eminent lay Catholic during the Second Rçublic and renou¡ned as a
social refonner dr¡ring the postwar- i,s judged to have been a paradoxical figure, uño played an
irrportant role in developing the social conscience of the Spanistt Catholic Church- On the other
hand, ttrc so-called "red bishop of Málaga" is seen to be an ultra conservative force within his
own diocese, whose ånre as "red" rnust be debr¡nked and his åme as social reformer seriously
qualified.

Both the recatholicisation process in general and Herrera Oria's projects specificalþ, were
characterised by paradox and dichotomy. Both were ultimately failures, victims of their own
contradictions.
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INTRODUCTION.

Mäaga is a provirrce of 7,276 squ¿ue kilometres, situated on the Mediterranean coast,

and flanked by the Andalusian provinces of CáÃizto the west, Sevilla and Córdoba to the north

and Granada to the e¿st. Th€ political and social developnrent of Malaga throughout the t9th

arid 20th centuries was intimateþ related to the rise ard consolidation of its economic élites,

which came to exercise an overwhelrning hegemony over all aspects of public life. The economic

history of Mri,laga was cha¡acterised by an earþ industrial boonL as intense as it was shortlived.l

In the earþ 19th centur/, Miúagawas a prosperous province, whose wealth was based on its

agricultwe, with an influential comnrcrcial and nrercantile bourgeoisie. Three åmilies of this

bougeoisie led the industrialisation of lv{.ílaga which canrc to be amongst the rnost industrialised

provinces ofthe nation in the first half ofthe lgth century. These three were Heredia Larios, and

Löring.2 These åmilies were involved in the establishment of the mining indtstry in Mrilaga the

giant textile industry (especialþ the two åctories In Industria Malagueña and In Aurora),the

creation of banks, the construction of the railway, and the energy industry'

By the second half of the lfth century, the process of de-industrialisation began. Nftilaga

experierrced acute ecorpmic crisis, t¡nable to compete with Spanish ard internxional rivals. After

1880, the province sutrered the devastation of its virrcs by ttrc Pþlloxera vastatrix- Thousarlds

of peasants lost their livelihoo{ and flocked to the clty in sea¡ch of work" which was scarc€ as a

result ofthe closing down of factories and workshops'

The economic crisis did not affect the different classes in the same way. The process that

had led to the death of an interprising industrial bourgeoisie had also signalled the triumph of an

agarian oligarchy which benefitted from the disentailment of common and Church lands carried

out throughout the lgth century. Some members had received noble title, some forged marital

alliances with the afluent and/or noble families, and consolidated their wealth by investing in

urban and rural properties.r Of these families, that of Larios is perhaps the most emblematic

,On the economic history of Málaga in the l Sth and lgth centuries, see J. A. Lacomba' Crecimiento y crisis

de la economía malagueña (Málaga, 1987)'

2See J. A. Jiménez euintero, "El triángulo financiero Heredia-Larios-Loring," in Jdbega, no' l9 (1977)'

,On some of these marital alliances, see M. D. Ramos Palomo, Burgueses y proletarios malagueños' Lucha

de clases en la Crisis de la Restaut'ación (1911-i,923)(Corðoba, l99l), 85'



-indee{ to this da¡ the main street of lr4álaga ßtlrc Calle Larios- but other rìrmrcs of the local

eminent include: HuelirL Pries, Lara Lürottu IGaüel, Livernnre, Crooke, S¿iena Rein, Alva¡ez

Net, Bolír¡ Werner, Gross, Fórmica Larrrithe, Miró, Ganet, Lop"r4 McKinley Temboury,

Grund, Peralta, Perez Bryaru arid Estrada The predominance of foreþ nanrcs is indicative of
the extent to which MiJagas economy had been "colonised" by non-nratives. Even of the native

Sparìiards, the nrost significant and influential were not natives of Mrilaga: La¡ios and Heredia

were ûom Logroño, while Huelin was from Casile.a

The latifundta (or large rural estates typically in the hands of absentee landlords) which

were fornred in these years came to occupy 3040% of all the land of N{rilaga-t In sorne

municþal dishicts of Antequer4 Archidona" Campillos and parts of Rond4 the proportion of
land given over to latifi¡ndia was much higher. In the lowlands of Antequera in 1930, 63% of tIrc

regisered rural wealth was in the hands of one proprietor.6 The rest of the land was divided into

srnall to rnedium landholdings, princþalþ excessiveþ srnall landholdings, or minifundiaT The

inequitable economic structure led to the existence of a dominant oligarchy comprising upper

bourgeoisie allied to the old order; a vast landless proletariat; a pool of smallholders or

sharecroppers who nevertheless worked as wage earrrcrs to zupplenrent their nreagre inconæs

from the land; and a body of artisans, srnall iridustrial and cornnærcial interests, and a srnall

petite-bourgeoisie zuch as teachers a¡rd civil servants.

The oligarchy defended its interests by dominating ttre political arena and the

administration lts overwhelming economic power and the networks of patronage that went

along with it gave some of its nrembers the status of virtual feudal lord. Political office was often

regarded as the patrimony of certain families.s Comrption and graft was prevalent.e The

aA. García Sánchez, La Segunda República en Málaga: La cuesîión religioso (1931-1933) (Córdoba, 1984),
99.

tE. Malefakis, Reþrma agraria y revolución campesina en la España del sigto XX (Barcelona, l97l).

6J. Tusell, Oligarquíay caciquismo en Andalucía (lSg0-1923) (Barcelona, 1976),261.

ton th" social and economic structure of Málaga during the hrst two decades of this century, see M. D.
Ramos Palomo, "Estructura social en Málaga (l): El vértice del poder 1900-1920," and "Estructura social en
Málaga (II): Medianas y pequeñas burguesías. Los sectores populares 1914-1923," in Baëtica, no. 8 (1985),
and no. 9 (1986), respectively.

*On the patrimonialisation of politics in Marbella, Tolox, and Torrox, see M. D. Ramos Palomo, Burgueses
y proletarios malagueños, 107; J. Sánchez Jiménez, Vida rural y mundo contemporáneo: Análisis
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oligarchy was overwhelrningþ rnonarchist, conservative, and a staurrch defender of the Church

and its privileges. Heredia and Löring were generous benefactors to the bishop and religious

congregations, including their social-cha¡itable work with the poor, the ill, childreru the seminary,

the cathedral, and other ecclesiastical buildings. They helped to fund the costs of running the

diocese ard the bishop's personal necessities.r0

For its part, the Church in Milaga defended the established order and its own privileges.

Religious ritt¡als becanìe s,r'mbols of reaction to social and political change; as a result,

pilgrimages, processions, and churches were occÍrsionally attacked.r' The bishops of Mrílaga

publicalþ defended the mona¡chy, the established order, and Spain's unpopular colonial

campaigns, and extolled the virtues of the local eminent in homilies, public rituals, in catholic

publications, and at the fimerals oforrc ofits nrembers.r2

Tlroughout the course of the l9th cenhrry, simulüaneously with the profound social and

economic changes, religious indiffererrce grew arnongst the masses. Cleric¿l authority

plumrnettd b,reaches of clerical norrns, especialþ sexual nonnq were rife, and there was a

decline in religious practice and in the reception of sacranrcnts in both n¡ral and urban spheres.''

The clergy and ecclesiastical hierarchy attributed the apostasy of the masses to Anarchist and

N{andst propaganda and to the consequent of Christian taditions a¡rd values. The

pastoral r€sponse was to foster the recæ,ption of sacranrcnts, to teach catechisûL to organise

missions, pious acts, ard a range ofpaternalistic initiatives to alleviate the economic plight of the

workers. Pastoral visits of bishops as part of the missions were organised. They were

ceremonious atrairs often accompanied by acts of intolera¡rce and fanaticism such as public

burning of impious literature.ra The pastoral visits, and the social apostolate (comprising mostly

sociohistórico de un pueblo del Sur (Barcelona, 1976),195; and J. Tusell op. cit.,236.

eOn vote-rigging at elections, see J. Tusell, op. cit., 135-57.

'oE. de Mateo Avilés, Piedades e impiedades de los malagueños en el siglo XIX: una aproximación a la
religiosidad española contemporanea (Mâlaga, 1987); and F. J. Rodríguez Marín, "Las clases industriales y
su papel en la transformación de la Málaga decimonónica: la Casa Larios," in Jábega, no. 62 (1988).

ilE. de Mateo Avilés, Anticlericalismo en Malaga (1874-1923) (Málaga, 1990), 104-5.

'tE. de Mateo Avilés , Piedqdes e impiedades de los malagueños,325-9.

r3Seeibid.,25-34,307-24:,andMdlagacontemporánea:textosydocumentos(Málaga, lg83),274-7.

lnE. de Mateo Avilés. Piedades e impiedade.s de los malagueño.s,34,36.
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of vertical Catholic syndicates) naturally received the fi.ilI support of the local élites.rs

Bourgeois Republicans and workers movements accused the Church of being

reactionary, backwa¡d and ignorant; of disracting the oppressed ûom seeking justice; of being

fabulousþ wealthy and allied to wealtlu and of indoctrinating the flock in order to maintain its

social and political hegernony. In Mílaga ttrere were cases of nepotisrn a¡rd of exploitation of
politicat influence involving the clergy.'u There were clergy a¡rd canons renou¡ned for their

reactionary diatribes.tT It was even alleged that one of Milaga's bishops owed his position to

political patronage. I E

The accusations that the Church was reactionary and ignorant can at least partialþ be

attributed to the inadequate state of the seminary.'' The drarnatic decline in the ntunbers of
secular clerry and serninarians also adversely afected pastoral relations.2o In general terms, the

clergy, especialþ the rural clergy, lived in poverty, a¡rd constituted the tragic counterpoint to the

ostentious lifestyle of the bishop arid the \ilealttL whether real or imagined, of the regular

orders.''

The regular orders, unlike the secular clergy, expanded rapidly during the Restoration

rrnnarchy. Often they were accused of being parasitic upon society." l"lany congregations

constitutd conpetition for workers, because they taught their charges basic trades and skills and

ttsee ibid.,33 l4l; and M. D. Ramos Palomo, "El'otro sindicalismo:'El campesinado malagueño y la
Confederación Nacional Católica Agraria (1914-1923)," in Jábega, no. 52 (1986).

'uE. de Mateo Aviles, "Caciquismo y clero en la Andalucía de la restauración; entre el protagonismo de la
crítica," from I Congreso sobre el Andalucismo Histórico (Seville, 1983).

r7D. Benavides, El fracaso del catolicismo social: Arboleya-Martínez (1870-1951) (Barcelona, 1973),
189-92,196-8;andA.GarcíaSánchez,op.cit., 187,206n.71,271,325-7,330,and334.

'tE. de Mateo Avilés, Anticlericalismo en Mdlaga,68; and Mdlaga contemporánea,260-l .

'non th" Seminary of Málaga in the lgth and beginning of the 20th century, see E. de Mateo Avilés, "La
formación del clero en Málaga durante la restauración (1875-1923) in Jábega, no. 64 (1989); and "El clero
parroquial en Málaga durante la Restauración (1875-1923), in Actas del IX Congreso de Profesores-
Investigadores.'Hespérides' (Almería, I 99 I ).

toE. de Mateo Avilés, "La formación del clero en Mâlaga," 67.

t'On the difference between the income of the ordinary secular clergy and that of the bishop, see M. Tuñón
de Lara, "lglesia y Estado durante la Segunda República," from A. Gallego (ed.), Estudios hislóricos sobre
la lglesia Española conlemporáneø (El Escorial-Madrid, 1979),326.

ttOn the religious congregations present in Málaga in I 930- I 93 I , see A. García Sánchez, op. cit., 64-5.
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sold the products in order to raise rnoney to keep tlre organisation going. lvfany fenrale religious

communities did laundry worh or sewing, for example." Itt M,íluga's two poorhouses of San

Carlos and Santo Domingo, the beggars were housed in exchange for nuking shoes and

slippers.2o Another source of resentnrcnt was that religious practices were imposed as a

condition for receiving assistarrce, and that the reþious activeþ proseþtised arnongst the

nrarginalised and desperate.

Undoubtedly, the order that rmst attracted the hostility of the anti-clerical circles, in

MÉtaga as in the rest of Spai& was the Society of Jesus, which was the symbol of ecclesiastical

hlrpocrþ, frnaticism and obsc¿nturisrn The Jesuit college fun Estanislao de Kostka was buift

using the frbulous forn¡ne bequealhd to the order by the lvlarchioness of Pa^strana in 1982, arid

taught the children of the local élite. The kirid of instn¡ction it gave tlrese children was rnoulded

to their social backgrowrd a¡rd to tlrcir future prospects as leaders of society; it ditrered

absoluteþ fiom ttre kind of instruction given to the child¡en ofthe popular classes." Whils there

was any shortage of well-stocked schools for the child¡en of the élites, the children of the

workers were largely illiterate, despite the frct that -or because- the Church insisted on its rights

to educate. During tlæ first two decades of the 2fth cenhrry,lv[Íiaga registered the highest level

of illiteracy of all SpafrL2ó The Bishop of Nf^ílaga from l9l7-lg3l, Gonzábz Ctarci+ nlrrde

sincere corrcerted efforts to remedy the situation, but it was too little too late. Indeed, it is a sad

and illuminating reflection on the state ofthe Spanish Church at this tinìe that his efforts nrct with

the incomprehension and suspicion of his own ecclesiastical colleagues."

Hostility to the Chwch was sumrned up in the four institutional reforms dernanded by the

anti-clerical sectors. These were; the separation of Church and State (including the ending of

"F. Lannon, Privilege, Persecution, and Prophecy: lhe Cqtholic Church in Spain (,575-|975) (Oxford,
1987),76.

'oon th" charitable work of the religious congregations of Málaga see E. de Mateo Avilés, Palernqlismo
burguës y beneficiencia religiosa en la Málaga de la segundq milad del siglo XIX (Mâlaga 1985),
especially 52-7.

"On the kind of educ¿tion given and the world view of the Society of the Sacred Heart in Bilbao, see F.

Lannon, "The Sociapolitical Pole of the Spanish Church -A Case Study," in Journal of Contemporary
History, no. l4 (Apr. 1979).

264. García Sánchez, op. cit., 47.
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sate firnding and the limitation or prohibition of teaching by religiots); the dissolution of

religious orders; the nationalisation of Church property; and the expulsion of the Jesuit order.

Anti-clericalism to a grcater or lesser degree becarne the distinguishing ctraracteristic of the

anti-rmna¡chist opposition, and anti-clerical rhetoric was to become prominent in the

anti-rnona¡chist press.2t Anti.clericalistt occasionalþ spilled over into violence, for which

Mrilaga was sadþ to beconp ånrots. In December 1930, there wa.s an atternpt to set fire to the

episcopal palace. Shortþ afrer the municipal elections of April l93l which brought in the Second

Republic, a wave of anti-clerical attacks led to a renewed attack on the episcopal palace, where

the 400 year old archive was destroyed, along with the bishop's car, and fumiture and works of

art. Hostilities were then directed at the Jezuit residence, the lr,farist Brothers and the Augustine

colleges and residences, and on convents and churches. In the drarnatic events of I l-12 May

1931, there were burnings, raids, looting, and destruction and robbery of artistic and liturgical

works. In an attack on the convent of the Capuchin Sisters, bodies were disinterred from the

cemetery and paraded through the streets.2e

MriJagas anti-clerical fame was confirmed by electoral results which clearly indicated its

overwhelmingly left-wing nature. Already, in the municipal elections of 1931, lv[ilaga had

elected the first Commr¡nist councillor of a[ Spain, Andrés Rodríguez. In the elections to Cortes

of 1933, in wtrich tlrc Frente Unico Antifascista (electoral alliance which was¡ pr€cuñior of the

Popular Front, comprising npmbers of the Radical Socialist Paúy, the Socialist Party, and the

Communist Party) won thnee of the fou¡ seats of the capital, including one for the Commr¡nist

deputy Cayetano Bollva¡, agairL the first Communist deputy elected to the Spanish Cortes. In

these elections, the victory went to the Right only because of the weight of the nral vote, which

had been achieved due to an anti-natural electoral alliance between the anti-clerical Republican

Radical Party and the clerical conservative Acción Popular.to If this could happen in the 1933

elections, there could be no surprises about the landslide victory of the Popular Front in 1936

ttlbid., 154; see also S. Guerrero Salazar, "193 l, La II República en Málaga," in IV Congreso sobre el
Andalucismo Historico (Cádiz, I 989).

"For a comprehensive narration of these events and their consequences, see A. García Sánchez, op' cit.,

235-88.

toE. Barranquero Texeira, "Los Partidos políticos de derechas ante las elecciones generales de 1933 en

Málaga," in II Congreso sobre el Andalucismo Histórico (Casares-Málaga, 1985); and J' Velasco Gómez,

Elecciones generales en Málaga duranle la II República (Málaga, 1987),97-107.
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(ten deputies for the Popular Front in comparison with two for the Centre-Right coalition),

which was consistent with Malagas "red" and "anti-clerical" fate.3l

In the earþ days of the Civil Wa¡, as we shall see in the first chapter, Miálaga would

provide the final drarnatic evidence to confirm its reputation for anti-clerical barba¡isrn The

province not onþ stood out as bastion of left-wing feeling, of hostiþ to the Chr¡rch and the

political and social values it represented; it also had the misforture to frIl to the insurgent

generals earþ in the course of the Civil Wa¡. The recatholicisation of the population therefore

began while hostilities were still underway and in the logical atmosphere of fe¿r and paranoia that

the Civil Wa¡ had engendered. It is now highly debatable whether the anti-clerical events

illustrated the feeling of the rnajonty of the citizens of Milaga- Nor can it be assurned that

anti-clericalism was identical to apostasy or hostility to religion. At that tinre, however, Miílaga

had become "Málaga roja," and this foûned the psychological background to the process of
recatholicisation.

In the post-war, both Chuch and State made concerted efforts to socialise, or at least

rrcutralise, the political opposition of the population of Mílaga and re-establish ttìe Chr¡rch's

ideological hegemony. This shrd¡ then, is an analysis of the nrechanisms by which it a set of

cuthral-religious values were to be implanted on an intenseþ anti-clerical and left-wing

populace. These values sought to inculcate submission to political and clerical authority and

acceptance of the status quo. They implied the consolidation of counterrevolutionary ideology

and the destruction of all the values that the Second Republic had ever stood for. The time frame

chosen has been the thirty year period running from the beginning of the Civil Wa¡ in Málaga in

June 1936, to the resignation of its second post-war bishop, Herrera Ori4 in August 1966.

As a result of this study, a n¡rnber of assertions can be made about the natwe of the

Franco régime, about the nature of the Spanish Catholic Church and the application of social-

Catholic doctrine in practice, and about the nature of cultural and religious values and their

transmission. The process of recatholicisation of Málaga manifests the many contradictions and

paradoxes inherent in the policies adopted by the régime and by the ecclesiastical authorities. The

Franco régime and the National-Catholic ideology that sustained it is demonstrated to have been

rrP. Fuertes de Estefani, "La campaña electoral en las elecciones del Frente Popular. Málaga, 1936," in III
Congreso sobre Andalucismo Histórico (Granada, .l987); 

and J. Velasco Gómez, op. cit., l4l-3.
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a victim of its own contradictions. On the one hand, the régime maintained its dominance by

continual reference to the traumatic Civil War and its stereotypes in all public discourse. The

ostracisrr¡ vigilance, and discrimination to which the Republican or supected Republican sectors

of the population were zubmitted wa^s in effect a form of institutionalisd violence' The

repressive nature of the réginre contrasted starkly with the irnage of itself that it sought to

present internalþ and extemalþ of Catholic State which operated on the basis of Catholic

prirrciples ofequity and social jusice.

lvlany other contradictions undermined the régime. On the ideological front, the Franco

régime had legitimised itself as defender of the ChurctU which in tum was guarantor of Spanish

tradition and balwa¡k against modernity. The régirne's credibility as bastion of orthodox Catholic

values was therefore seriously undermined when ttre Catholic Cht¡¡ch began its process of

aggiomamento úxngthe papacy of Pope John )Ofltr. The struggles in the seminary of Málaga

are a rnanifestation of the contradictory position that the régime found itself in.

On the social front, whilst the réginre sought to consolidate patriarchal society and

erìsure the subordination of wornen on the one hand" on the other hand it mobilised women and

had them working as rnoralising agents, vigilants of the åmily and public virtue, and as

socialisers arid transmittors ofNational-Catholic ideology. To sonp exten! the régime therefore

fostered tl¡g training and public role of nrany wornerL for the paradoxical purpose of errcouraging

the rnajority to stay away from public life.

On the economic front, the réginre purported to be anti-liberal in its political and social

philosophy, but it embraced economic liberalisnL wholeheartedly adopting modern neo-capitalist

economic reforms during the later 1950's and onwards. As a result of these economic reforms,

the régime revolutionised the social and economic face of society. The introduction of modern

communications and media such as televisioru as well as the huge increase in the tourist industry,

brought with it contact with foreign customs and values which were often in direct contradiction

with the nucleus of conservative Catholic values that the régime purported to defend and foster'

Similarly, the régime maintained an elitist attitude to education, which was principally mn

by and for the child¡en of the Spanish dominant classes. But while not stimulating education on

the one hand, the Francoist induSrialisation policies and other economic reforms necessarily

demanded that there be an increasingly well-trained and specialised working class. Hence, the

régime, which proved surprisingly unaware of the vast numbers of illiterate citizens that it had,

was obliged by the logic of its own economic polìcies. to address the issue of public instructior¡
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a¡rd set up public schools where earlier it had refi¡sed to assunæ that responsibility. Although

there continued to be discrimination in the nature and extent of educational possibilities available

to worner¡ agatn, it was during the Frarrco régime that wornen began to be increasingþ

incorporated into the labour force, and began to receive public instruction in ever greater

numbers and to ever irrcreasing levels.

The social and economic revolution which began in the 1960's included the rnass

migration from countryside to cities. The proc€ss of r¡¡banisation, however, also brought with it

a greater secularisatior¡ as age-old religious traditions which were habitual in rural communities

were lost. Many of ttre traditional practices, both relþious and non-religious associated with

rural society dlsappeåred as villages were abandoned. Hence, a reginrc which purported to

deferd the traditional was actr¡ally responsible for the destruction of the traditional way of life in

nrany villages decirnated by emigratiorL and the loss of many traditional values and practices -

irrcluding relþious values and practices-, which had no reason for being or nothing to zuccour

them in the nrore atomised and impersonal conditions of urban life.

Paradox is also what characterises the pastoral practice of the bishops of Mrírlaga

especialþ that of the bishop ofNláiagafrom 1947 to 196ó, Angel Herrera Oria Henera Oria had

been orie ofthe princpat elaborators ard advocates of Catholic social doctrine as the solution to

Spain's social and political ills. His role as Catholic politiciarU propagandist a¡d journalisf and

especially the true nature of ttre accidentalist policy adopted by the Catholic nrass party he trelped

to found, the CEDA has been closely considered by other historians." In the postwar, however,

despite being very much a public marU and no less active than in the Republic, Herrera Oria

disappears from historical analysis. In this study it is revealed how Herrera Ori4 one of the

Catholic public men most genuinely and publicalþ devoted to the application of Catholic

concepts of social justice and social reforn¡ proved to be one of the principal obstacles to social,

economic, and pastoral reform in his own diocese. Herrera Oria's fame as social reformer is

subjected to scrutiny and found to be exaggerated. His reputation as "red bishop" is debunked.

During his period as bishop, Herrera Oria was ideally situated to implement social reform

"Se", ". 
g., P. Preston, The Coming of The Spanish Civil lItar. Refor , Reqclion and Revolution in the

Second Republic 193l-1936 (London, 1978); M. Fernández Areal, La Política Calólica en España
(Barcelona, 1970); J.R. Montero, La CEDA. El catolicismo social y político en Ia II Republica,2 vols.
(Madrid, 1977); and A. Sáez Alba, La Asociación Católica Nacional de Propagandistas: La olra "Cosa
Nostra" (París, I974).
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according to the precepts he had advocated since pre-Republican and Republican days. It wa-s to

be corporativist, clericalised, based on the collaboration between Church and State, and based on

the princþle of class harmony. yet despite the ide¿l circumstances in which Herrera oria found

himself in the postwar, it will be seen that his reform projects either frile4 did not outlive hirn, or

did not develop as he had originalþ intended. It is ironic that Henera Oria was the spiritual åther

of a process of self anaþsis and criticism within the Spanish Church, which soon overtook him

conpleteþ.

The recatholicisation project is judged to be a åilure according to its own terms, which

sought to instil authoritarian political values on the one hand, and entice the rnasses back into the

temples and within the folds of orthodox Catholic morality on the other. The åilure of the

political and ecclesiastical authorities to do so reveals much about social and cuhr¡ral values in

Spain Cultgral-religiou.s inperialism was one of the strategies adopted by ttte Franco reginrc to

secure political hegennny and the destruction of the regionalist or separatist movements in

Spain This consisted of inposing a homogeneous model of what officialþ constituted "Spanish

culture', upon the entire population. The stark regional differences in culture, worldview, and

values, were reduced to being virtuatty folkloric differences arnor¡nting to little more than

differences in regional dances and dress. A rmdel of what was authenticalþ Spanish -closeþ

identifiable with Castile- was identified as the ideal, the most autlrentic, the purest form of

HispanisfrL a¡rd certainly the model to which all should aspire. This was an essential part of

National-catholic doctrine, which purported to have identified a spanish essence' intinrrately

related to the catholic fritb which was unique to all Spain and disinguishable from all other

nations, including other Catholic nations. Even the bishops tried to base religious practice and

belief on the relatively austere and sober Castilian style'

Yet the regional differences remained. The struggle of the bishops of Malaga with the

exuberance and ,,laicism" of Andalusian religiosþ was an unending battle which in fact continues

to the present day. Similarly, attempts to impose and entrench strict sexual and moral values met

with the intransigeance of the locals, whose own concepts of sexual morality and immorality

were not necessarily identical to those of the clergy'

This work is thus part of the current hisoriographical trend of carrying out local

histories, which add a fresh perspective to the overall picture of the nature and development of

the Franco régime and National-Catholic ideology. The different Spanish regions may have little

or nothing in common with others. Local culture conditioned the natwe of religious belief and
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practic€, local social struchues and worldviews conditioned the nature of the community's

relations with ecclesiastics and with the institutionalised Chu¡ch. There was little in common, for

example, between the nature of anticlericalism felt by the Galician minifirndist, and that of the

landless agricultural labourer of Andalt¡si4 except the fact of their anticlericalisrn When the

Spanish bishops purported to identify the essence of Hispanism with the glorious Spanish

Catholic past, they were ignoring the multifrceted nature ofthe Spanish nation. Their attempts to

irnpose a homogenous comnþn set of cultural and religious values necessarily faile{ because

Spain was not a culturalþ homogenous nation

The inescapable conclusion is that the purported symbiosis between traditional and

relþious values which National-Catholic theory insisted was at the core of Spanish culture and

the national esserrce, was in frct a mytlr" From this study of Mllaga it is clear that traditional and

religious values were sornetimes at odds with each other, and they rernained so over the course

of nrany years of intense recatholicisation

This is not to deny the intenseþ religious nature of the populatiorl nor to deny the

intimate relationship between religious and traditional values. It is nrcreþ to acknowledge the

role that religion playd and plays in the social construction of identþ, both individual and

commr¡nal Reþious adhererrce or identific¿tion has, apart fiom its pr¡rety spiritual aspects, a

cultural and social comporrcnt. Ttrc bishops identified relþiow identification with national

identification Anticlericalism in turn was identified with the enemies of the Spanish nation, and

of Catholicism in general. The population of Mâlagu however, appeared to use religious

identification as a rneans of social and cultural identification on a much smaller scale than

national. Religious rites served to distinguish v'rllages from other villages, social classes within the

natural communþ fiom other social çlas5ss, and so on. The people of Mrílaga also appeared to

clearly distinguish between the Church and its professionals in particular and religion in general.

It was perfectly possible for a virulent anti-clerical to be a fervent devotee of his favou¡ite virgin

or saint. The bishops mistook anticlericalism for apostasy or ineligiosity. It was their belief that,

havittg destroyed anticlerical propagand4 the flock would return to its pastor. This was to

misunderstand the true reasons behind religious identification (apart from the ptuely mystical and

spiritual) and was to lead to misguided pastoral policy which was detrimental to the process of

recatholicisation.

The process of recatholisation could not be successful, bas€d as it was on the

misinterpretation of the causes of the Civil War. on ignoring or trying to eradicate the cultural
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differences between the peoples of Spair¡ and on a lack of understanding of the Church's own

responsibility for the fiasco. It also depended upon insulating the nation from contact with

foreþ ideologies, which proved to be completely impossible, particularþ after the economic

reform plans of the late 1950's and thereafter. After studying the recatholicisation of lv[ilaga

what strikes the observer at the end of the day a¡e the contradictions, dichotomies, and

paradoxes. Recatholicisatiorl zuch as the ecclesiastical hierarchy interpreted it, could never have

succeeded by the nnans it adopted.
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I. CHURCH AND REPRESSION IN MALAGA.

1. MALAGA FROM REVOLUTIONARY COMMITTEES

TO MILITARY DICTATORSHIP.

\rIálaga fell to Nationalis ûoops in Febnuary 1937. TI:rc relativeþ earty collapse of one

the rnost renou¡ned "red" capitals e4posed it to an exemplary punishnænt. Ttrc bishop, clerry and

religious of Málaga collaborated in the brutal repression that followed its åll directþ and

indirectþ. The repression had two frcets. The first was pureþ prophylactic, and comprised the

physical elimination of political opposition to Franco and the isolation and submission of all

potential dissidents. The second åcet was that of the irdoctrination of tlre penal population and

their frmilies in National-Catholic ideology. Over tirne, when the elenrent of socialisation took

precedence over the physical elimination of enemies, the repression becanre institutionalised in

what was purportedly Catholic penal policy and practice. This was done by dehuntanising the

Republican oppositior¡ representing them as ignorant, barbaric, uncivilise{ imrnoral and

antireligious beings. The Civil War, frr from being considered the consequerrce of a complex

web of political social and economic frctors, was explained with reference to the deficient

cuhure, rnrrrality, or qpiritualify ofthe opponents of ùe insugents arld their zupporters.

On the l7 July 1936, the radio of lvlálaga had annourced tløt a military uprising had

b,roken out in Morocco; by the end of the montb Mráúagawas under attack ûom air and seal

During the first week or so after the attempted uprising, there did not appeff to be any

executions in Málaga" ahhough many people, including priests and religious, were arrested,

ostensibþ for their own securþ. This included, on the 22 July, five Salesians working in

technical schools who were taken before the Civil Governor, and subsequentþ imprisoned.

Similarty, 33 secula¡ clergy engaged in doing spiritual exercises at the seminary of Miílag4 were

also arested and imprisoned on July 21.2 The bishop and a few clergy were able to escape

thanks to the help of individual citizens and in the case of the former, of the Itatian consul. By 28

'Fo. a more detailed account of these events, see: A. Nadal Sánchez, Guerra Civil en Mólaga (Málaga,
1984),25-49; "Málaga, l8 de julio de 1936," in Jabega, no. 2l (1978); "Acontecimientos militares en

Málaga (Julio del 36 a Febrero de 1937)," in Baética, no. ó (1983); "Las tramas civiles y el l8 de julio," in
Baética, no. I I (1988); and G. Brenan, Memoria personal (1920-1972) (Madrid,1974),274-319.

2Fr. García Alonso (S.J.), Mls dos meses de prisión en Málaga (Seville, 1931),9.
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Juþ, there were 43 priests and religious imprisoned at the jail.3

Two key factors appeil to have sparked off the mass executions which would

subsequently add to Málaga's already anticlerical reputation. The first was that the stories of

¡lassacres and atrocities committed by the insurgent forces were filtering in ûom other parts of

SpafuL and propagated by General Queþo de Llano in his tenifying radio chats. The second

important factor was the Nationalist aerial attacks against the civilian populatiorL which began in

Churriana and Torremolinos, very close to ttre capital, on29 Juþ 1936. Tlre Natiorlalist Army

was receiving German and Italian military assistance, ard frced no aerial resistance.

It was after an aerial attack against the civil population that the first mass killing of

political prisoners took place in the capital. Montero Moreno, priest and historian of the

anti-clerical nìass¿tcres, decla¡es: "It can be said that all the evacuations from ttt" jutl, above all

when these were ca¡ried out tumultuously by the mobs in a direct assault on the prisorL had the

character of an act of revenge for the previous Nationalist bombardnrcnts."4 The jail was situated

on the outskirts of ttrc cþ, which made its defence against a nrob attack much more difrcult.

The first attack took place on the 22 August, an hour after the bombing of the local petrol

deposit. In this attack fifty four people who were associated with the right-wing parties and

tmveripnts were taken out and shot. The first clerical losses in the capitat took place on the

nights of 30 a¡rd 31 Augr¡st, after a night bombing. At two o'clock in ttre moming, militianrcn and

assauh guards appeared at the prisorL and selected sixty people to be shot, amongst which there

were sixteen priests and religious. The next attack on the jail took place after a bombing, on the

20 September. On this occasior¡ 47 people including a parish priest were taken out and shot.

Another attack took place on the 22 September. Finally, after another very intense bombing raid,

another 14 priests and religious lost their lives, of approximately 120 victims.5 After this, the

authorities moved the political prisoners to safer quarters, and in general funher bloodshed was

avoided.6

The Anarchists, whom Tamames describes as having carried out "the most absurd red

34. Montero Moreno, Hisloria de la persecución religiosa en España. 1936-/,939 (Madrid, l96l )' 278-87.

olbid., 280. All translations from the original Spanish are the author's own, unless otherwise indicated.

ttUid.,2g2. Note that the number of victims is uncleart Montero Moreno refers to the different estimations

given by various authors.

utbid.. 2g+.
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terror in all Republican Spair¡" appear to play a prominent role in the anticlerical attacks.T In

particular, it was the small apparentþ uncontrolled tenorist groups, drawn from the violent

anarchist FAI (Federación Anarquista lbérica or Iberian Anarchist Federation) which were

responsible for a great many revolutionary attacks. One of these groups app€a$ to have been

responsible for the nìassacre of members of the order of Saint John of God, which ran a hospital

on the outskirts ofMrilaga and who were dedicated to the care of the mentally ill. On 17 August,

a goup of men apparentþ members of the anarchist FAI appeared at the hospitaf and arested

eight of the ten religious there present (the director, for some reÍìson, was not arrested; another

brother managed to save himsetf by virtue of his Colombian citizenship). The eight, who were

purportedly taken away for questioning, appeared shot dead shortly afterwards.s At around the

same time, another crime took place in Rond4 where three lorries of FAI youth appeared,

rounded up ttre prisoners, and threw them alive over the cliffthat stlrrounds the public gardens

-five hundred and twelve people died, including some women According to Fr. García Alonso,

the Jesuits of Málaga arrested on August 17 were arested by the FAI, which took them away

and shot thern Of eight clergymer¡ five were lost, as well as three of the five brotherr.n Thet"

were other executions ofpriests and relþious which may have been the responsibility of the FAI,

although there is no direct evidence. Six days before being taken over by Nationalist forces on

the l2August, five Capuchin brothers were removed ûom the monastery of Antequera and shot.

Other executions took place in Alora and Motri[ agaq principalþ in the rronths of August and

September. Gradually, the authorities assumed a greater control of the situation.to Nevertheless,

the atrocities committed by the Republican tribunals were to be prominent in Nationalist

propaga.tda."

7R. Tamames, La República. Lq Era de Franco; Historia de España Alfaguara I¿l1(Madrid, 1973),301.

tone was shot dead on the road to Málaga; the rest appeared heaped together and abandoned in the

cemetery of San Rafael. A. Montero Moreno, op. cit', 284-6.

eFr. García Alonso (S. J.), op. cit., I 18.

'oG. Brenan, op. cit., 3lo.

"These -and subsequent- executions in Málaga provided the basis for a number of tendentious and

sensationalist publicátions which served as magnificent propaganda. See Fr. García Alonso (S. J.)' op' cit';
G. Gómez Bajuelo, Mólaga bajo el Dominio Rojo (Câðiz, 1937); A. Gollomet Megías and J. Morales

López, Sangre y fuego. Uahgo (Granada, 1937); Ll. F. Valls, Mi diario entre los mdrtires. Cárcel de

Uàaga tglO. in¿.nã. 1C.unuda, 1937);M. Octavio, Relación de los sucesos acqecidos en el Sanatorio de

San iosé, de la ciudad de Mtilaga, durante la dominqción marxistq (Palencia, 1937); and P.T. López Cerio,

Treinta semqnas enpoder de lis rojos en Málaga. De julio afebrero (Seville, 1938). For a reassessment of
the true nature of the "red terror" see A. Nadal Sánchez, "Los comités malagueños," in Los nuevos
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The fall ofN{.álaga to the Nationalists finally took place on 8 February 1937. Immediately

afer the fall of N{,ilag4 the propaganda machinery began to weave the myth of "Red Málaga."

This myth consisted of creating the image of "red" rule as being a reþ of terror, in which the

most depraved and comrpt of human instincts of human nature had been given fiee rein. In the

words of Nadal, "I believe that in the Francoist propagand4 at State level there was no

construction of image more denigrating and extreme than this one. Málaga was scurn The

"committees" were instruments of villains."t' A, orr" of the first Republican strongholds to åll,

and as a province of renowned Republicanisrn, Málaga was used as the example of what the

Republic stood for, and to justfy the necessity of the insurrection. This process of satanisation

was necessary to legitimate the action of the insurgent Generals, once it was clear that the

rebellion had failed in its inxnediate objective and that there was a civil war alread ofthern

No effort was spared to demonstrate the depths of human baseness to which the

Republicans of N{.álaga had sunk. It was necessary to dehumanise the enemy. The Republican

authorities and the popular classes were referred to in terms such as: "the revolutionary wave,

emboldened by by the electoral triumph;" "criminals;" "the Moscovite tyranny reigned;"

"perverted mobs inebriated by unconscious hatred." They were resporìsible for "outrages, crimes

and sacrilege to extremes such as do not exist in the history of peoples;" "they destroyed by fire...

[and] went extending desolation and death;" "devastation;" "exterminatiory" "...the Church.. was

zubjected to the iron clad and ominous yoke ofthe N{andst followers."r3 The anticlerical violence

was inevitably much used as proof of the debased nature of republicanism: l12 members of the

secular clergy -including canons, professors at the seminary, chaplains, etc-, 56 members of

masculine religious orders, 4 seminarians, and 6 female religious, lost their lives in the massacres

of July 1936 - February 1937. For the secular clergy, this meant the loss of 48Yo of its members;

for the regular clergy, the proportion was a staggering 75% of the total.ra Few dioceses

registered such dramatically high losses; and apart from the actual deaths, there were also

considerable attacks against churches, clerical properties, and religious images. Six churches

historiqdores qnte la Guerra Civil española, vol. II (Granada, 1990), l4l-52. See also P. Navarro Jiménez
and A. Nadal Sánchez, "Los Comités y el Estado," in V Congreso sobre el Andalucismo Histórico (Almería,
l99l),400.

'tA. Nadal Sánchez, "Los comités malagueños," 141.

'tcited in A. Nadal Sánchez, Guerua Civil en Málaga,343-8.

'oE. de Mateo Avilés, "La restauración religiosa en Málaga tras la ocupación nacionalista (1937-1939)," in
Los nuevos historiadores ante la Guerra Civil española, vol. lI,9l-2.
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were completely destroyed, and 282 were partiatly destroyd profand or looted.rs The

anticlerical repression was nìaximised to achieve the greatest political and propagandistic value

possible. Photographs were taken of the state in which the churches and the cathedral were left

ir! and utilised as an example of the absolute contempt shown towards religion and towards the

Church. [n some c¿lses, the churches were littered with clothes, remafuìs of food, old bedding,

etc. mereþ because frightened and homeless people had taken shelter there -this had been the

case in the cathedral- but in every case, this was presented as a profrnation by the irreligious.

Sections on the anticlerical repression received titles such as "Martyrs for the faitlL" or "The

savaging of the Chwch"r6 Lists were compiled of the rurnber of buildings and works of art

destroyed, a goodly proportion of which belonged to the Churct¡ and calculations of their

monetary value were established in order to demonstrate red ba¡barism and contempt for culture

and civilisation.rT

The other victims of the Republican repression comprised members of the established

élites and those perceived as enemies of the social revolution. During the months of July 1936 to

February 1937,60Yo of the candidates presented for elections by the monarchist coalition, or

their direct relatives, perished. Similarl¡ two of the thnee candidates of the Bloque Antimarxista

[Antimarxist Block] which opposed the Frente Unico Antifascista lAntifrscist United Front] in

the 1933 electiorl also perished.'t Nadal's study of the revolutionary violence in lMálaga indicates

that the social classes and sectors that supported the uprising were the principal targets of the

attacks; concretely, 46Yo of the victims were proprietors and professionals; another 39Vo were

military men and members of religious orders and clergy; only 5Yo of the victims of revolutionary

violence were manual labourers.re The atrocþ stories were spiced up with stories of

humiliations, insults, torture and all sorts of crueþ carried out by the Republic-r.to Th"

ttThe dioceses which registered percentages of deaths of secular clergy higher than that registered in
Málaga were: Barbastro (87.8%), Lleida (65.8%), Tortosa (619%), Segorbe (55.4%), Menorca (48.7%).
See V. Cárcel Ortí, La persecución religiosa en Espøña durante la Segunda República (1931-1939).2nd
edn. (Madrid, 1990), 235-6, and 240-l on the destruction and looting of churches throughout Spain; and A.
Montero Moreno, op.cit., 282.

'uG. Gómez Bajuelo, op.cit., 122-30, l3l-7.

ttlbid., l06-l l.

'tA. Nadal Sánchez, "Las tramas civiles y el I 8 de julio," 556-7.

'nA. Nadal Sánchez, Guerra Civil en Mátaga, 172-3.

20See the anecdotes in A. Gollomet Megías and J. Morales López, op.cit., e.g.,7l,82. See also G. Gómez
Bajuelo, op. cit.
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Nationalists themselves were represented as the saviotus of the masses. The insurgents began to

publicalty urge those who had fled Mlílaga for fea¡ of the instugents to come home without

fearing any repression: only those who had shed blood, it was asserted, would be punished. The

contrast between the terror of the Red Chekas, and the justice of the Nationalists became a

constant theme in official propaganda. Of the residents of N{álaga who began to return to their

abandoned homes after the fill of Mitaga to the Nationalists for fear of the repressior¡ it was

said that "The news that these horrors are one of the characteristic lies of the enemy has soon

spread, and the people are returning to their homes trustingly and in hanquillity, bringing with

them their children and their most valued possessions..."2r The reality of the situation was quite

different, however; a systematic, methodical rule of terror was imposed which annihilated many

ofthe enemies ofthe new régime, and terrorised the rest ofthe population into submission

A new legal order was constructed on the basis of the illegitimacy of the former. The

constitutional situation was tumed on its head; the Republican government, and the parties,

syndicates and associations that supported it were decla¡ed to be "rebels," thus retrospectively

sanctioning acts and behaviour that was perfectly legal at the time of commission or occulrence.

By Decree of 24 July 1936, the Junta de Defensa Nacionol fNational Defence Committee]

assumed "all State powers." At the end of September, these powers were assumed by Franco

personally, who became Head of the Armed Forces, of the Government, and of State. Another

Decree of 13 September 1936 declared all parties and politicat and social a^ssociations of the

popular Front, and all organisations opposed to the National Movement, illegal. All political and

syndical action was declared illegal by Decree of 25 September 1936; and the single Party -the

Spanish phalarx or Falange Española Tradicionalista y de las Juntqs de Ofensiva Nacionol

Sindicalista (FET y de las JONS)- was established by Decree of 19 April 1937'

The repressive effect of the dismantling of all politicat and syndical opposition was

reinforced by the application of military law to the civil jurisdiction. In the first instance, the

military authorities applied the Code of Military Justice. A military Decree of 28 July 1936

declared military law in all territory under the control ofthe Army, extending the offences subject

to military law. The objective was to extend military control of the civil populatior¡ secure its

collaboratiorL but also to punish political opinion and those faithful to the Republican

government. Notably, the offence of rebellion was interpreted in such a way as to include

anything at all indicative or suggestive of affiliation to the Republican side or opposition to the

"Cited in A. Nadal Sánchez, Guerra Civil en Máløga,464
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Nationalist cause. Article 6 included as acts of rebelliorU the circulation of "frlse" or

"tendentious" news about the Army and those who cooperated with it; possession of firearms

and explosives; celebration or participation in meetings, conferences or demonstrations without

prior authority; certain economic offences; and limited the freedom to contract labour, or

abandoning worlq whether they be employers, or workers." It -u"t be noted that these offerrces

were zubrnitted to zummary trial arìd were zubject to the death sentence. Su@uently' fr¡rttrcr

legislation expanded the jurisdiction ofthe military tribunab.23

The most ûequent accusations made were: adherence to the rebellion; assisting the

rebelliory and stimulating or fomenting the rebelliorr'n Th" attitude of the accuse{ expressþ in

favour of a Republican victory their political opinions (or apparent apoliticism), and certain

trivial details which were in themselves legal, or were very minor offences, served as evidence to

convict for military rebelliontt Republicans who could not be convicted for adherence to the

rebellion (which i.plied senterrces which ranged from the death senterrce to very long prison

senterrces) were sanctioned under the second ofthese offences. Finally, the offence of fonrenting

the rebellion was applied to minor zubversives or propagandists, that is, to anyone whose words

could be interpreted as a criticisrn of Franco, the Nationalist canxie, the Army, or the dominant

ideology of ttre Natiornlists and ttrcir supporters.

Nationalist justice was characterised by the combination of an excessiveþ generalised

militåry jr¡risdiction, the generality of the wording of the offerrces with "catchall" phrases, the

lack ofjudicial guarantees, the severity of the sentences, its retrospective nature, and its objective

of punishing people for their ideology or political opinions.'u Another characteristic was the

22The ofFence of rebellion was redefìned, albeit in very similar terms on 2 March 1943'it maintained the

summary procedure for the trying of this offence. The law dernanded that "from now on, let nobody dare

deviate from a rigid social discipline." Note especially, article 4, which includes as act of rebellion, "Those

who carry out acts with the objective of interrupting or disabling public services or the routes and means of
communication or transport. Sit down protests, strikes, sabotage, unions of producers and other similar acts

might also have this character when they pursue a political end and cause grave disturbance to public

order.,, See Justicia en Guerra. Jornadas sobre lq Administración de Justicia durante la Guena Civil
española: instiluciones y fuentes documenlqles (Madrid' 1990)'

23See article 3 of Decree of 5 September 1939, repealing republican reforms to the Code of Military Justice.

Fortherepublican reforms, see Decrees of ll May 193 l, l8 August 193 l, and articleg5 of the Republican

Constitution.

2al. Berdugo, "Derecho Represivo en España durante los períodos de guerra y posguerra (1936-1945)," in

Revista de la Fqcultad de Derecho de la (Jniversidad Complulense, no.3 (1980).

tt¡bid, tz2-3.

tuA study of the accusations brought by the local insurgent authorities against political enemies in Córdoba
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inposition of sentences out of proportion with the nature of the offerrce, but which satisfied the

needs of the regime of establishing a firm control via a rule of tenor. As a rezult of the

application of the Code of Military Justice in M¡ilaga the rna.ss shootings in MráJaga began in

February 1937 simuløneously with the entry of the troops. Nadal has published lists of the

nanrcs of the victims of the Nationalist repression from 1937-1940. The fimt days of February

were especialty d¡amatic. On Feb'ruary 16,1937, no less ttran 86 people were officially shot in

one of the ten rnass shootings that took place that rnonth According to these "official"

executions (which natwally exclude those acts that were not strictþ authorised by the military

authorities), 1,884 people were executed in Málaganl937; another 227 were executed in 1938;

172 n 1939; and finally, 252 n 1940: a total of 2,537, which irrcluded wonËrL sixty of whom

were executed by the particularþ brutal form of strangulation þanote v/1. Nadal's figures

exclude, however: l. deaths caused in the y'rllages of the province upon the entrance of the

Nationalist troops; 2. deaths in tlre capital cat¡sed during the entrance ofthe Nationalist troops; 3.

deaths in the capital between the 8 February, when the troops entered, to 16 Feb'ruary, when the

first "official" executions t"gutu 4. the number of deaths caused by the aerial attack on the civil

population on the road to Alrneríq 5. deaths caused by the repression in the villages of Mrilaga

which were never transfened to the capita[ and 6. deaths in action Taking all these åctors into

account, the real number of deaths caused by Nationralist repression would be much higher.

Nadal himself calculated that they could rpt have been lower than 7,000." Salas tarrazábal puts

forward a total of 3,678 deaths in Mílaga between 1939-1940 as a direct consequence of the

repression; however, both his methodology and his objectives a¡e much dþuted, and cannot be

given much credibility.2s Yet another calculatioru this tinrc based on English consula¡ sources,

has been canied out in F. Moreno Gómez, Córdoba en la posguerra. (La represión y la guerrilla, 1939-
1950) (Córdoba, 1987), 109-39.

ttA. Nadul Sánchez, Guerra Civil en Mataga, 190-1.

t*R. Salas Lanazítbal, Pérdidas de la Guerra (Barcelona, 1977). Salas Larrazábal's fìgures are based on the

facts available in Civil Registers, taking for granted that all violent deaths were appropriately registered
along with the cause of death. Salas Larrazábal's methodology has given the lowest number of victims of the
post war repression of all historians, even lower than that offered by the régime's "official" historian,
Ricardo de la Cierva. (See H. Thomas, The Spanish Civil I(qr. 3rd edn. (London, 1977), 926-7; R.

Tamames, op. cit., 353; R. de la Cierva, Historia ilustrada de lq Guena Civil espoñola, vol. II (Barcelona,
1970),221 and G. Jackson, The Spanish Republic and the Civil llar (New York, 1974), from the Spanish
translation, La Repúbtica Española y la Guerra Civil (México, 1967), 446. ln recent years, regional studies
on the repression clearly indicate the insufficiency of Salas Larrazábal's figures, and are able to prove that
indeed, not all violent deaths were properly registered. A few examples include: A. Nadal Sánchez, "La
represión nacionalista en Alora," from IV Congreso sobre el Andalucismo Histórico (Câdiz, 1989); A.R.
Frías, "La represión en Soria," from La oposición al régimen de Frqnco: Estado de la cuestión y
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puts the total at 16,g52.2e Even by Salas Larazábal's conservative estimates, Mâlagawas one of

the Spanish cities most castigated by the repressior¡ both in absolute and relative terms.3o

The Italians were staggered by the brutality and ferocity of the repression. The victory in

Mátaga "wa.s celebrated in Italy as their owr¡ as a result of which General Roatta the

arnbassador and the Consul of Italy tried to stop the repression which General Queipo de Llano

unleashed."" Cantrlupo, the Italian arnbassador, complained that Italian troops were being

discredited by the executions atWátaga and he rnanaged to obtain the dismissal of two judges

and reprieves for nineteenrnu*^."

These protests in no way restricted the savagery of the repression. The military trials

were carried out on the basis ofthe reports received from neighbours, which gave free rein to the

lowest passions of the population. In the postwar climate, where denouncing one's neighbour

could heþ to deflect attention ûom oneself, and which provided the perfect circumstances for

some to exact revenge, accusations based on trivialities, real or invented, were rife." The

utilisation of the legal machinery as a rirc¿rns of revenge and of terror was exacerbated by the

metodología de la irwestigación, vol. I, part 2 (Madrid' 1990); F. Moreno G6mez, La guerrø civil en

Córdoba 1936-lg3g (Vtadrid, 1985); and A. HernándezGarcia, La represión en la Rioia durante la guerra

civil.2 vols. (Logroño, 1984).

,nH. He;n", La oposición política al franquismo (Barcelonq lg83), 44-5. The losses are exceptionally

difficult to quantifi for various rearoni. Firstly, Málaga was swolleri with refugees from other

nationalist-controlled zones such as Sevilla and Granada -it is unknown, for example, how many no

residents of Málaga fell on the road to Almería in flight from the Army. Secondly, losses due_to combat are

dif6cult to distinguish from those which were purely the result of revenge or repression for political reasons'

Thirdly, the jail itt Vtetug" was used for prisoners awaiting trial, and in case of receiving a prison sentence,

they wére usually sent to other institutions to serve their sentence. See Redención. Semanario para los

,"il^o, y sw famìlias (15 Nov. l94l), 3. Indeed, a favourite tactic of Francoist justice was to send

prisoners to priions outsiàe their native communities, thus making it more diffrcult for family members to

Leep in toucir. tn sbort, the prisoners in Málaga were not necessarily locals, and many locals could have

been interned in jails itr ottr". parts of the cóuntry. The process is infinitely more complicated by the

destruction of the records of ttre ¡ait of Málaga in àn alleged riot after Franco's death. The fire virtually

destroyed all the jail's records. The brutality of tne repression, unreflected in offrcial records, nevertheless

remains in the pópular memory in the form of Captain Arias Navarro, Prosecutor for the Army from 1937

to 1939, and eventually Prime Minister to Franco from 1973 to 1975: he is still remembered by many as

"the butcher of Málaga."

,h.. Salas Larrazâbal,op. cit. The conservative estimates made by Salas Larrazábal are well refuted in J' A'

Lacomba, "La represión en Andalucía durante la guerra civil. El asesinato de BIas Infante," Arbor, no'

49l-492(1986), tZt-ZO. Se¿ also P. Fuertes de Estefani, "Cárcel de Málaga. Febrero de 1937," in Actas del

IX Congreso de Profesores-Investigadores. 'Hespérides' (Almería, I 991 ), 461-7 .

3rR. Tamames, op. cit.,276.

"H. Thomas, op. cit.,586.

"lbid.,515.
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tenderrcy to appoint citizens u¡ho were relatives of victims of ttre Republican repression' as

militaryjudges,,so that the reprisals would be exhaustive and implacable."34 The local influential

played an important pa¡t in formulating accusatiorrs and appearing as witnesses. These migþt act

directly or through their employees, such a^s foremer¡ mral guards, old blackleggers, etc' It must

be renrcmber€d that nthre Consejos de Guena [War Tribunals] onty two prosecution witrBsses

wef€ necessary, afid in ffimy cases it was deenrcd uffi€cessary to trear the accused' Many

offences were collective, so rûiny were tried together, rnaking it impossible to establish different

grades of responsibility. Many of the military tribunals were a nrere formatity, consisting of a

propagandistic harangue by the prosecutor, after which sentence was passed. No appeals were

possible until g January 1940. The class nature of the Nationalist repression is patent: Moreno

notes that the repression in latifi¡rdist zones was hþher thari in others, and that even in villages

where there had been no revolutionary violence, the reprisals we¡e as extensive as in the rest'

Ttre rnajority of those jailed in Córdoba by the Nationalists were registered as day or agricultual

labourers.35

The arbitrariness and savagery of the repression was also exacerbated by the occasional

roundings up which took place without any kind ofjudicial authorisation: they were simpþ taken

out for a walk lpaseol, from which they never returrpd. These deaths were often justifed by

apptying the sinister "ley de fugas," [fugitives law] which empowered the authorities to shoot to

kill in cases of attenpted escape of prisorrrs. Ttpse deaths were rpt acts of r¡¡rconûolled

violence, but were ordered by the authorities.3u The c¿se of Antonio Carmona ft,nrez resident

ofthe town of Alora in ¡4ilag* is a graphic illustration of how the "þ de fuga's" was applied'37

Hence, a rule of terror became institutionalised. 'Ihe legal system was oriented towards

the sea¡ch for, and punishment of, particular political and social ide¿s. Members of the Popular

Front government, parties, and associations, were condemned, not for crimes of blood' as the

official propaganda declare4 but for their ideas. Up to the end of the war, the Permanent War

Tribunal of Granada lConsejo de Guerra Permanentel, which had jtfisdiction over }dát]ngu

'nF. Moreno Gómez, Córdoba en la posguerra,95'

,tlbid., l7-2g; and F. Moreno Gómez, "La Represión en la España campesina," in El primer franquismo'

España durante la II Guerra Mundial (Madrià, 1989), 189-90; and A' Reig Tapia, Ideología e historia:

,oLre h represión franquista y la Guerra Civil (Madrid' 1984)'

'uF. Moreno Gómez, Córdoba en la posguerra,5l-7 '

ttA. Nudul Sánchez, "La represión nacionalista en Alora.'' 606-7 '
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acted in thousarids of trials -nþre than 4,000 only in 1937, of which virh¡alty all were against

accused from Mrílagu-" Afte, the Nationalist victory, in jus one montl¡ rnore than 1,000 people

entered the jail of Mrí'laga.3n Thi. is not surprising given the variety of military, paramilitary,

police and militia forces with jurisdiction to make arrests -Civil Guards, Assault Guards,

Falange, Army, Foreþ tægior¡ etc. Between 8 February 1937 ald April 1939, at least 819

wornen arid 4,168 nìen were sent to jail, excluding tlrc provirrcial jails, and those in the

concentration camps. The nrajorþ were locals of Mrilaga: 50.6% were rural worken; another

405% were artisans and semiskilled industrial workers. Only 25% were professional people. Of

the wonrer¡ 75%o werc housewives.oo The rnajority of arrests took place n 1937, especialþ in

February, and the nt¡rnber of a¡rests in earþ 1939 wa.s also notable. The longest sentences were

imposed at the beginning:

Thus, for example,33yo of the total were condemned for "military rebellion" in
1937, while the proportion descended to 7%o in 1938 and even less in 1939: for
"Aiding the RebelliorL" th€ evolution is similar: 29.5o/o;7.4% y 7yo n the three
years respectiveþ. On ttrc contrary, the evolution is inverted in the case of
"Inciting rebellioq" which c¿rried a lesser senterrc€.n'

Due to the acute lack of space, civil hospitals, barracks and other public buildings were

temporariþ used as prisons in Mrilaga. A special body -the Junta de Clasificación de Detenidos-

was set up to classify tlre prisoners. Many were interned in corrcentration camps: the bu[ring of
lvláúagarthe old ñctory of In Awora, at Alhaurín el Grande, ard at Torreriolirþs. Occasionalþ,

relations and widows of the victims of revolutionary violence would appear; they would identify

an individuat who would be taken away and never heard of again. Many were taken to the

cemetery, placed against the wa[ and shot.a2

From the very beginning, the hierarchy, clergy, and religious orders, a.s well as the lay

apostolic movements, played a significant role in the legitimation of the repressior¡ and actively

participated in it. The clergy, and especially the parish priests, were called upon to provide all

"R. Gil Bracero, "La justicia nacional y el Tribunal de Responsibilides Políticas de Granada: las fuentes y
primeras conclusiones," in Juslicia en Guerra,605-6.

'nE. Barranquero Texeira, Mdlaga entre la guerra y lø posguena. El franquismo (Málaga, 1994),215.
Barranquero argues that the real figure must have been much higher, because her figures are based only on

a list of those who were released in that month.

torbid., 229-30.

t'rbid.,232,234

o2on the concentration camps, the prison, and executions in Málaga, see ibid., 218-39
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sorts of information about their parishioners for both the civil and ecclesiasical authorities. In

1938, the bishop of Malaga asked his clergy to prepare a report on the events in the parishes

which occurred after the uprising, to be sent to the Holy See. They were asked, amongst other

things, about the results of the February 1936 elections in their parishes; what political centres

existed, and their strength; the attitude of the villages to the disturbances, whether those

responsible were from the same locality or not, and if so, what the reaction of the villagers had

beery and whether they had acted to save the lives of the clergy and religious, or wlrether they

had caused their deaths.o' Th.y were also required to keep the diocesan censr¡s up to date' To

this purpose, they were ordered to keep records of all the families in the paristL with personal

details on every individual and including the frequency with which they received the sacraments,

and the regularity of compliance with reþious practice.aa

Much rnore sinister was the active role played by the clergy in collaboration with the civil

and military authorities in the repressive apparatus. There were certificates fiom parish priests in

all indictrrrcnts before the military courts, along with those of the mayor, the commander of the

Civil Gua¡d, and the local chief ofthe Single Party, known as The Movement or as the Falange.

These certificates as to the good or bad conduct and cha¡acter ofthe accused from the parish

priest could be of vital importance given that these indictments tended to attract a high

proportion of death sentences.a5

The clergy also played an inrportant role in the issuing of salvoconductos, or travel

p^*r.ou Tlrc salvoconductos were necessary in order to travel within the sanre province until 5

April 1945, from one province to another until I January 1948, or to move anywhere that

bordered with Portugal or France. These papers were really issued by the Civil Guard, but in

many small villages, it was the parish priest, in his condition as one of the only literate people in

the village, who filled in the forms, and handed them in to the Civil Gua¡d. This might have

caused the mistaken impression that the priest was the ultimate authority in the matter.ot Be that

as it may, the local parish priest was the visible face ofthe repression of fieedom of movement of

the civil population.

a3 Boletín Eclesiástico del obispado de Málaga (hereafter BEOM) (1938), 278.

oaBoletín Oficiat del Obispado de Mólaga, successor of old BEOM, (hereafter BOOM) (1941)'254.

ntF. Moreno Gómez, op. cit., 33.

a6The obligation of receiving official permission to travel was instituted by Circular of 2 June 1939.

aTConversation with Fr. Rafael Gómez Marín, in Málaga, 9 June 199 l'
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It is possible that some nrembers of the clergy of Mrilaga adopted a position in defence of

individuals who the authorities had under suspicion. Certainly, it would app€ar at the very least,

that members of the clergy were deepþ involved in issuing good conduct certificates, personal

guarantees, and in participating in nrrany civil duties and posts. This was not at all to the bishop's

liking. In Ma¡ch 1938, Santos Olivera published a letter originally published by the bishop of

Salanønc¿ to his clergy. The letter stated that the civil authorities had been reporting cases of

priests filing complaints, informing on people, ac{Æpting civil posts, and joining "political

organisations.,, The sourc€ of the problem appeared to be that the authorities had not agreed

with all the complaints and reports, and had accordingly complained to the bishop. The bishop,

on being inforrned, agreed that "in effect, in substance or in fornu they distance themselves from

the prudence, propriety and serenity which should always characterise ecclesiaSical

communications."4s Santos Olivera declared that, in order to avoid what he described as

,,annoying incidents," no priest was to accept non-obligatory civil Posts, nor join any political

organisation of any kind, nor inform on anyone, without the prior permission of the bishop' It

would appear his admonition was not heeded, for he repeated it on thræ s€parate occasions' in

lg3g, lg40 and lg42.In lg3g, under the heading of "Neither informers nor abettors," he warned

the clergy not to exceed the orbit of their responsibility and compromise themselves. They were

neither to inform -which was contrary to their mission of peace- nor act as guarantors for anyone

before the judicial authorities, especialþ ifthey were not conpleteþ sure that some responsibiþ

did not lie.ne There is no direct eviderrce to indicate the nafire of cleric¿l participation in the

repressior¡ but as in other parts of SpairU there were presumably priests who sought to defend

individual parishioners, and others who were more motivated by a sense of vengefulness' An

example of the former type is the case of Alfonso Gómez Serrano, then prison chaplain in

Málaga who was graveþ affected by the fate of one prisoner, whom he assured was innocent of

all wrongdoing, and who was nevertheless executed.to On the other hand, the pastoral work of

another prison chaplain of the postwar, VillalaÍn (see below), is an example of the latter case'

The clergy played a fi¡ndamental role in the repression whether they chose to or not'

Over time, the clergy were assigned more and more civil obligations and duties' They had to

ot nooM !Mar. 1938), l5l-2.

ontbid. lJune lg3g),2g3. See also ibid. (June 1940), 383; and ibid' (May 1942),438-9'

5oConversation with Fr. Rafael Gómez Marín. Gómez Serrano passed away in 1980 and no further

information is available on this episode'
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rcpresent the hierarchy in an extraordinary array of boards and tnbunals, ranging from the most

transcendental to the absoluteþ mundane. In some cases, the clergy's pr€senc€ was lnore

symbolic than real: for example, the parish priest was a member of the Junta Provincial

Reguladora del Abasto de Carnes fProvincial Committee for the Supply of Meat], along with

the veterinary surgeon and other specialists.sr In other cales, the mere presence of ecclesiastical

representation gave the Church a decisive advantage in the formulation of public policy and in

the shaping of the new society. For example, article 2 of the 1943 legislation regulating film

censorship provided that no session could be heard in the absence of the ecclesiastical

representative. The legislation also provided that approval had to be unanimous. The veto of the

ecclesiastical representative was sufficient to impede the showing of a filrns2 The clergy were

also present on boa¡ds that purged schools, universities, lib'raries, and public servants of all kinds,

and were increasingþ present on the boa¡ds of penal in*itutions and of nrany committes of the

Ministry of Justice. These would include, ¿N we will see, tIrc Patronato de Redención de Penas

for inrnates of jails, tIre Consejo Superior de Protección a la Muier, for the protection of

wornerL and the Patronsto de Protección de Menores, which safeguarded the interests of

minors.

The prison population received very particular attention from the clergy and apostolic

organisations. Tlrese dedic¿ted their pastoral care principalþ to the giving of last sacranrents, and

reguhrising ofnraniages in a last min¡te quest for the salvation of souls. According to Eiroa San

Francisco, "From oral testirnony we know of the zeal with which the priests in prisons worked

so that those sentenced to death rnarry within the Church before being executed."s3 One of the

prison chaplains, Fr. VillalaírU left a short published memoir of his work in the prison of Malaga

in the first days of Nationalist occupation. Fr. Villalaín worked in the administration of

sacraments to the prison populatior¡ whom he referred to as "monsters of crime and of

degeneration"5a Despite this, Fr. Villalaín asserted that "The disgrac€ of these wretched men has

always attracted me" and he reflected that they were always open to Christian charity and to the

5tBoletín Oficial de la Provincia de Málaga (hereafter BOPM), no.99 (May 1938),5.

s2Ecclesia (9 Nov. 1943), 19.

ttM. Eiroa San Francisco, "La conjunción lglesia-Estado en el primer franquismo: Málaga, l94l ," in Actas

del vil congreso de Profesores-Investigadores. 'Hespërides'(Baena,1990), 604.

toFr. Villalaí n. Memoria de la actuación det Rdo. P. Villalaín durante los primeros díqs del Movimiento y
en la Prisión Provincial de Málaga (Málaga, 1939),12'
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possibiLty of salvation For this rcason, he ddicatd himself to spiritual assista¡rce in ttrc prison

of Mrárlaga" and wa.s invited weekly to confess those about to be executed on execution nights.

His work consisted of preparing "for a Christian death all those abject souls who by their earlier

conduct had deserved such final punishment."ss

Fr. Villalaín came to the corrclusion that amongst those tre confessed on execution

nights, there were sonre who genuineþ repentd and who deserved more than the zummary

confessions he was able to offer. For this reasor¡ he began to rnake daiþ visits to the prison,

especialþ to the prison clinic, in order to conduct a mo¡e diligent and serene spiritual

preparation Frequentþ, he would sit in the confessionary box at thnee in the aftemoon and

would not emerge until nine in th€ evening. According to the rnemoir, few refused confessior¡

and tlrc rnajorrty confessed

... with sincere sutrering. Many asked me for a crucifx to alleviate the difficult
nprnent. All reminded nre of their child¡en arid with tears in their eyes asked nre

to give sorne attention to [the children's] hapless sûate, sonrcthing that would
serve to alleviate their state of abandonrnent.'o

Meanwhile, his companiorU Fr. Uriarte (S. J.), "devoted himself to legitimising nrarriages of

those who had c.omicalþ united themselves in nratrimony before the civil committees."sT

Fr. Villalaín's preoccupation over the spiritual heålth of the prisoners did not end with the

rnere administration of sacranrents. He nranaged to get the entire penral population to recite the

rosary every day, io groups. He atso distribr¡ted rnany rosaries' innunrerable tþty npdallions, and

irnages. He was also geatty preccupied \Ä/ith holy literature, or "buenas lecturas." He distnbuted

many of his own books amongst the prisoners, comprising bibles, hymn books, and religious and

patriotic books.

Fr. VillalaÍn was able to rely on the local bourgeoisie and nobiþ and its organisations

with his spiritual work. In due murse, the Damas Catequísticas de Málaga [Catechistic Ladies

of Malaga] came to assist in the organisation of prison missions, given by various religious

orders. Amongst the help he received, Fr. Villalaín was able to count with the assistance of

influential widows and ladies of the social élite, who gave donations of rroney, clothes (the

widow of the deceased vice-consul generously donated her former husband's clothes), or other

things. ReirU for example, distributed tobacco from his tobacco factory. Local industries also

ttrbid., l2-3

turbid., 
I 3.

ttrd.
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responded generously to Fr. Villalaín's pleas on behalf of the orphans of the prisoners, offering

work. Needless to sy, Fr. Villalaín counted with the enthusiastic support of the

Director-General of Prisons, Manuel Cuervo, and the Director of the Prison of Málaga. Fr.

Villalaín'r conception of the princþles of the Gospef of the nature of the "red" prisoners, and of

his own pastoral duty was of a ma¡kedþ vengeful nature. He declared that the prisoners'

psychology wa.s thneefold. Firstly, for the murderers and their accomplices, the priests' role was

to act as "cÆnfessor who accompanies them in their just tornrent," who would remind them of

divine nrcrcy, and that their salvation lay in eternal life. For those of "dissolvent ideas," the priest

wa.s to be a "teacher with the doctrine of Chris on his lips, in order to correct with the truth and

the doctrine of salvation those comrpted minds." Finall¡ there were the cowards and the weak,

for whom the priest was to be "the rnediator who will interpose his judgenrent before the

Suprenrc Judge" in order to secr¡re ,raaay.tt

The physical elimination of political enemies reached its peåk in Mátaga during 1937.

Another rise was registered in September l939-December 1941, apparentþ coinciding with the

retum of local refugees from other parts of Spain5n Smaller rises were registered during April

and September of 1942, due to the course ofthe Second World Wa¡.

This was, however, merely the most overt, brutal and direct form of repression. Over

time, the repression would develop a new dirnension, based not on the physical extermination of

the enem¡ but on control of the population by nreans of inforrnation services, limitations on the

liberty of movement, and special nrca$res over the rural populationuo The control of the rural

population was especially necessary because of the existence of the maquis, members of

revolutionary parties and opponents of the fascist régime who had fled to the mountains, from

where they continued their struggle for survival and to defeat the fascis régime.ór The penal

t*rbid., 16.

seAccording to Eiroa San Francisco, during 1939-1942 in Málaga, a further 8,523 people were jailed. of
which 364 were executed, principally in the final months of 1939 and during 1940. The vast majority were

agricultural labourers judged under military law for offences which were registered on the prison records as

"unknown." M. Eiroa San Francisco, Mdlaga tras lq guerra: el qsenlamiento del sistemafranquisla 1939-

I 942 (Mâlaga, 1992), (thesis) 627 -35.

*H. Heine, "Tipología y características de la represión y violencia políticas durante el período 1939-1961,"

in La oposición al régimen de Franco, vol. l, part 2,312.

ursee J. F. García, "lniciación al estudio de la Agrupación Guerrillera de Granada-Málaga. El Séptimo

Batallón," in La oposición al régimen de Franco, vol. II, part 2; J. M. Azuaga Rico, "La'Agrupación
Guerrillera Granada-Málaga.' Estudio sobre las mentalidades y la vida cotidiana," tn Espacio, tiempo y
forma. Historia Contemporáneq. no.4, ( I 99 I )l F. Romeu Alfaro, "Panorám ica sociopolítica de los primeros

movimientos guerrilleros en la España del 39 al 44," in El primer franquismo.; and E' Pons Prades,
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legislation was also repressive, and was usod to identfy political adversaries, who might then be

the subject of socialisation.

2.NATIONAL-CATHOLICPENALPHILOSOPHY,ANDTHE

RECATHOLICISATION OF THE PENAL POPULATION.

The Church did not participate in the conspiracy against the Republic. Nor was the

defence of religion a¡rd of the Church one of the reasons for the uprising.ó2 Religion was,

however, the arnalgam that held together ttrc drspamte supporters of the military uprising. The

bishop of Mrilaga eagerly supported the Nationalist cause, in his homilies and pastoral

docunrents, by raislllg funds for the Arm¡ in the rituals and religious practices cånied out in the

cathedral, and he was even photographed rnaking the fascist salute. The rnasses and ceremonies

in hornage to Franco, tþe new reginrc, a¡rd to frllen Nationatists were continuous, and always

included representatives of the military and civil authorities. The local paper Szr reports, for

exanple, ,'MÍiagahonor¡¡s tbe Cauditto of Spain: Mass and Te Deum -Review and parade of

troops. patriotic speech by his Excellency ttrc Mlitåry Governor in the public sQuar€."6¡ Speciul

nìasses for the fallen were held for the Assauh Guards, Civil Gr¡ards, and Infintry.óa Significant

frscist dates were also celebrated in religious cerernonies -the Mass for the Fallen Student, the

anniversary ofthe death ofJose Antonio Prirno de River4 individual lrcroes or martyrs or groups

such as tIre Agrupación de Coftadía.s nUnion of Catholic Brotherhoodsl, or anniversaries such

as the Corquest of Mrálaga by the Catholic Kings. Santos Olivera even buift an altar in memory

of the martyrs of Man<isrnut In 1939, Franco visited Malaga- The bishop was in the line of

official cars which accompanied Franco in his triumphal visit. Franco visited the cathedral, which

he entered bajo palio.66

Guerrillas españolas 1936-1960 (Barcelona, 1977), especially l14-27 for the maquis in Málaga'

uton this question see H. Raguer , La Espada y la Cntz. (La lglesia 1936-1939) (Barcelona, 1977); J' Chao

Rego, Iø iglesia en el Fraiqursrno (lr,iadri¿, tqZO); and F. Blâzquez' La traición de los clérigos en la

øtp"no de Franco. Crónica de una intolerqncia (1936-1975)(Madrid, l99l).

63Sur 
12 Oct. 1937), 4. This celebration was held annually'

*tUid.1S Oct. t937),4;ibid. (14 Oct. 1937),8; and ibid. (10 Dec. 1937),7, respectively.

ut noout 1t94 l), 2l o.

6M. prados y López, Ruta malagueña y triunfal del Generalísimo a Malaga. 19 y 20 de abril del año de la

victoria (Málaga, 1939). To entã ba¡o palio mantto enter the Cathedral in solemn procession under a special

cånopy held aloft by ecclesiastics, a privilege normally only concrcded to the ecclesiastical hierarchy'
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Whilst still in exile in Tangier, Santos Olivera published a pastoral letter on I November

1936, descnbing the insurgents as instruments of divine providence, sent to hlberate the

populatiorL "still imprisoned under the ominous yoke of terror and iniquþ."6t Curiously, he

nevertheless urged the flock to reject enmity and apply the Christian precepts of forgiveness and

fratemal love. On retuming to Mrílaga the bishop gave an inaugrral speech giving free rein to

the triumphalism he felt. He declared t\ntMâlagahad been rescued from a reþ of darkness and

irnpiety, and he welcomed the new order of juSice and peace. He honoured the Army, and

knowledged that the Church owed it a debt of etemal gratitude. By hberating the province and

making the cowardly enemy flee, it had filled the entire world with amazement and admiration

and written one ofthe most brilliant pages of its history.

Santos Olivera's speech had two principal threads. Firstl¡ he caref,rlly distinguished

those who had brought Mátaga into disgrace from the mass of ordinary citizens. He bitterly

inveighe.d against this nameless minorþ, treated in his rhetoric as antipatriots, agents of foreþ

powers, saboteurs, whose objective was to wipe out religion:

How foolish and what imbeciles our adversaries! The enemies of God and of the

Motherland believed they were going to exterminate Religion from ou soil, and

they have done nothing more than enliven and stimulate the frith and religious

,"ntirr*rrt....ut

Secondly, the bishop demande.d the "purification" and "clearning" of the diocese, with

the collaboration of the new authorities, in whose sense ofjusice and nobility of purpose he frrlly

trusted:

At all costs we must try to eradicate for all time the black legend of our lovely

and loved city; we must wash from its face the ignominy that spurious and

denaturalised sons have cast upon it. With the most worthy authorities whom we

fortgnately have as leaders, with the decided support of the just and

understanding New State, and ... with the enthusiastic support and sacrifice of all

those good .hild."n of this soil we will soon see a new Malaga arise, prnified

and clearU honorued and noble; aMrálaga in short, that is genuinely Spanish and

fervently Christian.óe

The bishop ended his speech with a wann greeting for the mayor as a symbol of the

pledge of füendship and inviolable concord that he hoped would always exist between the civil

and religious authorities. In the days that followed, Bishop Santos Olivera dedicated himself in

6Tpastoral document from Tangiers, of I November 1936, in BOOM (1936),346. See also pp' 360-64 for the

bishop's radio message from Seville to his clergy'

urnoov çt937),39.

u'Id.
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the early days of his return to an intense cycle of nrass atonenpnts, rites of purificatiorl and

nìasses and eulogies for the fallen Nationalists, rrrtìarryrsrr of the faittl Th€ cathedral underwent

special rites to atone for its supposed profanation by the "reds" who had resided there for a

period. Similff rites were held in other churches in Mrílaga On the Feast of Saint Josepb the

bishop invited all the Catholics of the diocese to a special mass of atonenpnt for the "honible

profrnation and sacrilege conrnitted by ttre marrdst hordes in our ciþr.rr70 On Good Friday, a

candlelight procession was trcld as an act of peniterrce. The processiorl held in siletrce, departed

at nine in the evening, and did not return until half past one in the moming. Accord[rg to the

diocesan bulletin, 8,000 people participatd and another 50,000 were silent spectators. Although

the real motivation of all these people is highly questionable given the atmosphere of tenor of the

times, the bishop proudþ declared, "You have set the Sandard of what a hoty procession should

be. Who would have said so two months a4ol""

The idea expressed by Santos Olivera as to the necessþ of purging and disinfecting the

community was enshrined in penal legislation and endorsed by the ecclesiastical hierarchy. In its

collective pastoral letter of I Juty 1937, -signed by 48 bishops, and with onþ rwo notable

exceptionsT'- the hierarchy expressþ legitirnated arrned resistanc€ to attacks agains traditioru

patriotic values and religion arìd justified the supposedþ prophylactic measures being undertaken

byNationalist justice. The insngent uprising was presented as not rnereþ a military coup, but as

a popular, civic response to revoh¡tionary, antipatriotic and antirelþious tyranny ard to the threat

of communisrn Thomist doctrine on the just rebellion was applied to the Civil War to justify ttrc

uprising, and the zubsequent repression and "purification" of the populationt' The Nationalists

represented the destruction of atheistic cornmunisnL and the restoration of traditional society,

public order and justice.

torbid., 40.

t'rbid..46.

trThese were Mons. Múgica, Bishop of Vitoria, and Cardinal Vidal i Barraquer, Bishop of Tarragona. Both

were resident in Rome ai the time. On the missing signatories, see F. Lannon, Privilege, Persecution, and
prophecy,204-6.The collective pastoral isin Documentos Colectivos del Episcopado Español (1870-1974)

(Madrid, 1974), 219-42.

t,lbid., 227 . See also the doctrinal studies to the same effect: on the theory of the just rebellion, see F'

Stampa lrueste, Et detito de rebelión (Madrid, 1945), who argues that armed resistance and even

tyrannicide is legitimate in Catholic doctrine in certain circumstances. Stampa Irueste argues that there was

no gou"*.n"ntìn Spain in 1936, but only anarchy and chaos. Similar views are maintained by Fray l'
n¿eñéndez-Reigada, La guerra nacional española ante la moral y el derecho (Salamanca, 1937); and J' de

la Cruz Martínez. ¿,Cruzada o rebelión? (Zaragoza, 1937).
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In its anatysis of the causes of the war, the emphasis on the "spiritual contagion" of the

Republicans inevitably led to the philosophy of adopting prophylactic nteasures, to prevent that

contagion spreading. Furthermore, the the vanquished Republican enemy was dehumanised as a

consequence of the rhetoric adopted by Catholic ideologues, thus rnaking it ñr simpler to carry

out a savage repression. The monstrosþ and the satanic nature of the anti-Franco forces were

greatly emphasised. Their barbaric natue led them to despise all manifestations of human virtue,

culture, and spirituality.to Th" selfishness and materialism which motivated the advocates of the

class struggle was attributed to their ineligiosity, their lack of moral values and of a Christian

concept of life.

As the causes of communism were a spiritual problen¡ and not a personal social, or

political problen¡ commtmists were treated as diseased persons who in nìany cases were

inemediably infected and beyond recovery. The danger of contagion of anti-Catholic

philosophies remained latent as long as the individuals concerned either did not open their hearts

to Christ, or were not removed from society. While the communist peril had been defeated on

the battlefield, the danger nevertheless continued "insofar as these souls lack the idea of God,

and this is a call for our activities and our apostolate.Tt C-.ade mentality inexorably led to the

justification ofthe repressior¡ as Tello notes.Tó

The collective pastoral letter of Mray 1937 had also denied accusations that the

Nationalist repression was rN cruel as, if not more cruel tharU the Republican atrocities. The

ecclesiastical hiera¡chy decla¡ed that Popular Front justice had consisted of tenible crimes

against God, society, and mer¡ and with one fell swoop discredited the Republican legal system

declaring: "There can be no such thing as justice if God has been eliminated." The destruction

carried out for its own sake by the Republicans could not justþ be compared with the actions of

the military. Cardinal Gom{ Primate of Spain, declared that all wars had their excesses,

tnJ.A. Tello Lâzaro, Ideología y política: La Iglesia Católica Española 1936-/,959 (Z,atagoza,1984), 79. In

the Carta Colectiva of the Spànish hierarchy of July 1937, for example, the "Communist" revolutionaries

were accused of plotting the premeditated destruction of the Church; of hunting down clergy with dogs over

the hills; of carrying out ali kinds of barbaric tortures and mutilations; of not respecting the honour of
women, not even that of female religious; of profanating cemeteries; of destroying the works of civilisation

of hundreds of years. Cardinal Gomã even referred to a storyhe had read in which it was reportedthat the

enemy had played football with the head of the deceased Bishop Torras y Bagés. See Cardinal Gomá, "Sobre

la guerra de España," ln Documentos Colectivos del Episcopado Español,23l-5.

TsBoletín de la Asociación Católica Nacionql de Propagandistas (hereafter BACNP), quoted in J' R.

Montero Gibert, "El Boletín de la Asociación Católica Nacional de Propagandistas (1939-1945)," in M.

Ramírez (ed.) Las fuentes ideológicas de un régimen (España 1939-1945) (Zaragoza, 1978), 100.

tuJ.A. Tello Lazaro, op. cit., 86-7.
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including on the Nationalist side. While reproving these excesses, he nevertheless denied that

Nationalist justice was as brutal as that of the Republicars, affirming that there was a vast chasm

between the administration ofjusice on one and other side.tt True jusice was being applied by

the Nationalists, according to the bishops and writers, because all executions were subject to a

judicial sentence, all legal guarantees were observe{ and the accused were given the chance to

repent and be reconciled with God before being executed. One of the most horrendous

manifestations to this effect was that of Fray Martín Tonent, who was the chief prison chaplain

and one of the formulators of Francoist penal policy, when he decla¡ed, 'Nobody is more

fortrmate than the man sentenced to death, because he is the only one who knows exactly when

he is going to die, which gives him a better opportunity to set his soul at peace before

surrendering it."78

The Franco régime, which decla¡ed itself Catholic, was presented as the antithesis of the

cruel and degenerate Republic. The new values of the Crusade were being fully realised in the

Nationalist controlled areas, acc.ording to the ecclesiasical hierarchy and Catholic rhetoricists.

The ecclesiastical hiera¡chy gave full support to the ideology known as nacional-catolicismo,

whose two dominant cha¡acteristics a¡e indicated in its n¿une, nameþ an exaggerated

nationalisrq and a religious integrism which overvalued Catholic orthodoxy and extended it to all

aspects of life.Te

The elaboration and implenrentation of penal policy was necessariþ influenced by this

Crusade mentality, and implemented by a judicial and penitentiary system heavily dominated by

Catholics. The first Minister of Justice, Count Rodemo, was replaced by the traditionalist

Esteban Bilbao. The Propagandis Máxinn Cuervo Radigales was Director of Prisons fiom

1939; the Propagandists Jose Guallart and Ferrer Sarna professors of Penal Law, were active in

TTCardinal Gomá, op. cit., 239. See also Doctor Mugueta, Ellos y Nosolros. Al mundo calólico y al mundo

civilizado (Pamplona, 1937),45, cited in J.A. Tello Lazaro, op. cit.,87. One slightly discordant voice was

that of the Archbishop of Pamplona, Mons. Marcelino Olaechea; see G. Hermet, I'os católicos en la España

franquista, vol. II (Madrid, 1986), l2l-2.

t*Cited in J.A. Tello Lázaro, op. cit., 186.

tnFor an analysis of the characteristics of nacional-calolicismo, see A. Alvarez Bolado, El experimento del
Nqcionql-Catolicismo (;,939-1975) (Madrid, 1976),45. See also E. Gonzâlez Calleja and F. Limón Nevado,

La Hispanidad como instrumento de combate. Raza e imperio en la prensa franquista durante la Guerua

Civil española (Madrid. 1988); R. Morodo, Acción Española: orígenes ideológicos del franquismo
(Madrid, 1980);and F. Urbina, "Formas de vida de la lglesia en España: 1939-1975," in lglesiay sociedad
en España 1939-;,975 (Madrid, 1977).
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ttre formul¿rtion of Fra¡lcoist penat policy and legislationso The Church's authorþ over the

elaboration and implementation of penal policy was unquestionable: the Church had a right to

attend to penral policy insofar as the spiritual welfa¡e ofthe prisoners -indeed their salvation- w¿ls

at st¿ke. The Minister of the Exterior, Serrano Súñer, decla¡ed that the Church's contribution

was vital: "... the Søte cannot reþ onþ on sanitary prophylaxis nor on the penal legislation. It

needs the cooperation of 'other entities that live beyond its sphere,' and concretely, the

unsubstitutable teaching of ttre Church. "8 
I

In accorda¡rce with Cn¡sade philosophy, penal policy sought two objectives: firstþ, the

prophylactic, and secondly, the re-educational. Instruction in Catholic doctrine was the antidote

or remedy to the spiritual ailment of the individual and the appropriate vaccination for the

population at large. Santos Olivera urged ttre flock not to seek reform of prisoners only thnough

laws, advocating religiors instruction and the apostolate as antidotes to laicism a¡rd what he

descnlbed as "the propaganda ofthe Èlse apostles of liberty."82

It was necessary to identify all those potentialþ infectious elements of the population

with a view to their instruction Repressive legislation w¿ts drafted as broadþ as possible with the

clea¡ intention of bninging as nnny citizens as possible under the scrutiny of the authorities, both

civil a¡rd ecclesiastical. Orrce identifie4 these individuals -irideed, entire åmilies- were subjected

to a conrplex process of socialisation and indoctrination The identification and socialisation of

"srrtrspect" citizens was greatþ ñcilitated þ a Decree of 1939 -ttrc Ley de Responsibilidades

Políticas [Law of Political Responsfuility of 9 February 1939]. The way in wtrich this law was

applied also served as a form of public humiliation -an aspect of the Fra¡rcoist repression which

has never attracted sufficient attention and whose practical importance has been underestimated.

By identifying "suspect" citizens, it also served rN a nrcans of public vigilance and control.

Finally, it was an important nrcans of fund raising for the Søte.

This extensive piece of legislation -89 a¡ticles in all- purported to clear up the

responsibility ltiquidar las culpas]of all who, "contributed, with acts or grave omissions, to the

red subversior¡ to keeping it alive during more than two years and to ohructing the providential

and hisorically inevitable triumph of the Nationalist Army..."

The legislation was retrospective. It ratified the illegalisation of all parties and political

toA. Sáez Alba, La Asociación Católica Nacional de Propagandistas, XXXI.

stEcclesia (15 Jan. l94l),3.

t' BooM çFeb. 1938), I 03.
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and social groups which had been integrated in the Popular Front after February 1936, as well as

all those related or affiliated associations, separatist organisations, and "all those which might

have opposed the triumph of the National Movement." The property of zuch parties and

associations was confiscated in its totality by the State (articles 2 and 3). By subsequent order of

23 September 1939, all works of art, fumiture, precious metals, etceter4 were auctioned, and

the belongings of the prohibited parties passed to the Movement. Furthermore, all physical and

juridical persons were declared politicalþ responsible i{ from 1 October 1936 to 18 Juty 1936'

they contributed to "creating or aggravating the subversions of any type to which Spain was

made victim and those others which, after the second of said dates, opposed or oppose the

National Movement with concrete acts or grave passivity." The broad wording of the legislation

was quite deliberate, expressly designed to encornpass "all those acts whiclL in the judgement of

the Government, are deserving of sanction.... The judicial discretion will be as extensive as the

complexity ofthe acts and omissions which must be judged demand."

Article 4 elaborated the types of offences which specifically fell within the scope of the

legislation. Most notable of all was that all those convicted under the military jwisdiction for the

crimes of rebellior¡ adherence or inducement to the rebellior¡ and who were therefore

imprisoned, were automatically subjected to the provisions of the Ley de Responsibilidades

Política,s; they were consequently tried twice, and sanctioned with prison sentence and with

economic sanctions for the same offence. In other cases, many who could not have been accused

of an offence under the military code ofjustice, could nevertheless be sentenced under this Law.

Its application was so general and so broad that it permitted the "netting" not only of

Republican sympathisers, but even of citizens who merely dissented with or even were indifferent

to, the new régime. Furthermore, the legislation placed at least as much emphasis on acts of

omission and "grave passivity" as on concrete acts, thus effectively imputing a criminal

motivation to failures to actively support the Nationalist uprising. Ambiguþ in itself was

suspicious and dangerous. As it is highly problematical empirically proving that "grave passivity"

was motivated by political intentions, the effect of the legislation was also to reverse the burden

of proof, that is, the State did not prove the accused's guilt, but on the contrary, the accused had

to prove his or her innocence. Many people could be placed under suspicior¡ for not being

convincing enougt¡ and doubtless there were nmny borderline cases. Many must have been

tempted to throw in their lot with the Nationalist cause, informing on neighbours, appearing as

prosecution witnesses, being seen regularly in the churclU etc. in an attempt to deflect attention

from themselves. The inducement to do so was very real. Doubtless a prudent dose of cynicism
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and foresight saved many families, at the cost of condemning many others. In essence, ttrc

legislation sought to try intentions and beließ, and not concrete actions, which led to the

de|lberate misinterpretation of acts, or omissions, in search of a culpable intention or ideology.

Proceedings could be instituted mereþ by the accusation of a citunrt, as well as by the

military tribunals or any of the authorities (article 35). The generality of the wording and lack of

legal guarantees virtually guaranteed indictments. The sanctions were threefold: disqualification

ûomthe practice of one's profession, exile, or economic sanctions which c,ould include loss of all

goods and properties. Article 15 decreed that economic sanctions will be made effective againS

the estate ofthe accused, even in cases where the accused has deceased before or during the

proceedings.

The legislation served to gtavely sanction and stigrnatise a great proportion of the

population Firstty, these sectors of the population were exposed to serious economic hardship.

Secondly, they were distinguished and discriminated from the rest of the population; indeed, a

law of 27 September 1940 extended the economic sanctions, and decreed that the ftimes of the

convicted should be made public. This allowed property registries to prevent the accused from

disposing of their assets. Banks could block accounts, and individuals and associations were

authorised to keep the accused persort's belongings, not respect debts owed to thenU etc. As

Moreno Gónre,zhas demonstrated in the case of Córdoba" this w¿ts open to all kinds of abuse'83

Finally, these individuals were susceptible to close vigilance by the police and to the ca¡eful

ministry of the ChurcÌ¡ which was ever disposed to see to the spiritual necessities of the strayed.

It is probably impossible to know exactly how many prisoners and their families were aflected by

this legislation; Abella argues that the total of cases instructed by the Tribunql de

Re spons abilidade s P olíti cas reached 700,000.84

The body of repressive legislation continued to build over the y"*r.tt The judicial

interpretation of the body of repressive law relied on the application of the nattral law as much

as on positive law. In his study of the political thought of the judges of the Supreme Court

lTribunal Supremof, Bastida notes how the judges handed down judgements supporting their

t,F. Moreno Gómez, Córdoba en la posguerra,272-5;see also R. Gil Bracero, op. cit., especially 607-10 on

the application of this legislation in Granada.

tnR. Abe¡a, por el imperio hacia Dios. Crónica de una posguerrø (1939-1955/ (Barcelona, 1978),66.

sssee Ley para la Represión de la Masonería y el Comunismo, I March 1940; the Ley de Seguridød del

Estado irômulgated-on29 March 1941; the ieform of the Penal Code in 1944 andthe Ley de Orden

Público of June 1959, amongst others'
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¿ìrgunents with references to biblical texts, encyclicals, pastorals, and other religious texts, "... to

the extent that in some sentences, the TS pontificates rather than gives sentence;"86 but the same

did not happen when the defence lawyer reminded the tribunal of Catholic doctrine on human

rights: "In such cases the Supreme Court argued that such doctrine cannot be of direct

application by the tribunals... "87

Those gnlucþ enough to be jailed were subjected to a special vigilance and to a more

intense process of socialisation. From the first, Francoist penal policy constituted abiznte mix of

brut¿l repression and process of indoctrination; the eradication of political opposition by force

was combined with the theory of redeeming and regenerating the penal population. As Angel

Sanz, General Director of Prisons, decla'red on taking office, "I aspire not only to wirL but also to

convince ["No aspiro solo a vencer, sino a convencer"l.tt Similarl¡ the Propagandist Ztthteta

remarked in a speech to an assembly of the ACNP lrr'l942,that99% of inmates in Spanish jails

were reds; but that shortly 99Yo of themwould be fervent Catholics.sn

As a first step in the Christian regeneration of prisons, the clergy and religious orders

were given administrative posts. This was no noveþ; in many cases, this was merely reverting to

the situation that had existed before the p,enal reforms of the Republican period. By Decree of 22

November 1936, the Reglamento de los servicios de Prisiones of 14 November 1930 was

reestablished. The 1930 legislation included the obligation of all prisoners to hear rnass on

Sundays and holy days; the participation of clergy on the disciplinary boards; and the

participation of female religious orders in basic maintenance and administration.no This luttet

issue was confirmed in legislation of September 1938. According to this legislation, the prisons

were entitled to contact with orders such as the Daughters of Charity, Oblatas, etc, in order to

intensify the moral values in prisons. These orders were entrusted with general services in

women's prisons, including book-keeping and administratioq nursing, kitchen duties, and as

wardens. In men's prisons, the religious communities were entrusted with ntrsing and running

tuF. J. Bastida, Jueces y franquismo. El pensamiento político del Tribunql Superior en la dictadura
(Barcelona, 1986), 185.

ttlbid., r3-25.

ssRedención (8 May 1943),1.

tnA. sáez Alba, op. cit., XXXII.

noDecree of 14 November 1930, articles 27,37,40, 381 and 385.
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the clothing department.nt These duties were progressiveþ extended to administering the

provision of food supptes,n' exclusive jurisdiction over the adminishation and accounting in

women's prisons,n' and participation in the discþlinary boards.ea In Málaga the Carmelite nuns

were involved in running the men's prison as early as the beginning of l939.es Apart from their

role as socialising agents, the work of the religious communities was extremeþ beneficial to the

state because it lowered labour costs.ou The "regenerative" work of the reþous orders was

greatly appreciated by the régime. In 1944, for example, Sor Pilar Gómez Martb of the

Community of Carrnelites of the Eucharistic Hea¡t of Jesus, and Superior of the Prison of

Málaguwas conceded the Medal for Penitenciary and Social Merit.et

The administrative work of the religious communities was supplemented by the spiritual

and pastoral work of the prison chaplains. From October 1938, the bishops were charged with

the organisation and supervision of religious worship in prisons a^s a provisional measure; in

January 1941, adecree of the MinistÐ/ of Justice reinstated the Corps of Prison Chaplains.es

Finall¡ article 3 required that Directors of Prisons satisfy whatever the bishop should regard as

necessary for divine worship.tn The bishop and chaplains were assisted in the prison apostolate

by Catholic Action. In the early years of the régime, the usual strategy adopted was the running

of missions in prisons for the spiritual regeneration of prisoners, and Catholic Action assisted in

the organisation and carrying out of the missions. The diocesan bulletin published comnrcntaries

on the variors missions, which the penal poptrlation always attended en rnasse. In 1938, for

example, missionary fathers gave missions in the prisons of Melilla. The inmates were preached

at "with simplicity and af|ectior¡" about the fimdamental truths and obligations of the good

ntBoE (5 sept. 1938).

"tbid.1tl Aug. l94l).

n'Ibid.1zs Jan. 1943).

entbid. 
16 Feb. 1941).

e5Specifically, the Religiosas Terciarias Cqrmelitas. BOOM (1939), 58-9'

nuln 1941, female religious working in prisons received a pay rise up to six pesetas a day, which was still
two pesetas per day cheaper than what was being paid to non-religious statr. BOE (10 Aug. 1941)'

ei Redención (24 June 1944),3.

ntBoE (l Jan. 1944).

truio. qr oct. 1938).
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Christian. At Rostro Gordo, thirty inmates did not compþ with their religious obligations, but in

Victoria el Grande, all of them did, except for nine Arabs, referred to as "Moors". Here, there

were also two renunciations of masons. At the prison of Znluin, a whole week of instruction was

meted out, moming and night, by the mission fathers. Instruction was given from high up in the

watch tower to the patio of inmates waiting below and "The resuh was highly satisfactory," that

is to say, two hundred prisoners received communior¡ and ten individuals made a public

retraction for being nulsons, and received absolution for their sins.too

In 1939, in the men's prison of Mrílaga the bishop gave the inmates a talk, followed by

the singing of religious songs by the prison choir. In the same year, there was a mission held in

order to prepare the inmates for Easter. Twenty five priests \ryere necessary to administer

communioq and2,440 inmates received communion. tn the women's prisorL there was also a

preparatory missiorl and mass was said for about 900 women.tot In 1939, adecree was passed

making Our Lady ofMercy the patron of prisons: from then or¡ special masses would be said on

tlrlt day, and special privileges were offered to the prisoners to celebrate.to' In 1942, the

diocesan bulletin again mentions missions in the prisons of N{.álaga; in the men's prison from 3

April to 16 April, and for the womer¡ fiom the 3 April to 21 April. As always, the missions were

declare.d a great success. The bulletin reported that 1,973 men attended, of which 1,010 received

commnnion. Ofthe women, 750 attended, and720 received communion The bulletin insisted on

the voluntary and spontaneous nature of the inmates' attendance, and reported cases of intense

religious fervor, something which was typical of all the religious press of these years, and which

app€ars more rhetorical than real.to' In subsequent years, the hierarcþ would depend on the

specialised apostolate of Catholic Action to carry out apostolic work in prisons. At the V

Diocesan Assembly of Catholic Action in Málaga the male branch of Catholic Action received

special preparation to carry out its apostolate in male p.isons.too

The role of the religious orders, clergy, and lay apostolic movements in the prisons is an

issue which raises passions. According to Eiroa San Francisco, who has carried out interviews

'oo BooM lJnly I 938), 477 -8.

'o'Ibid. (May 1939), 58-9,279-80.

'o'Ord"r of 24 September 1939.

to' 
B oo M çl./lay 19 42), 408-9.

tÙaEcclesia (7 Mar. 1942), 4. On the work of Catholic Action's specialised apostolate in prisons in
Madrid-Alcalá, see ibid. (25 July 1942),5.
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amongst ex-prison inmates in the prisons of lv{.llaga "It is curious that all coincide on the rullity

of the help supplied by the clergy in general to the population, although from the

pulpit and the confessionary they sought to control their spiritual and political formation"r0s

Religious ceremonies were the order ofthe day; mass on Sundays and holy days was obligatory;

nevertheless Barrarquero Texeira decla¡es that in th€ jails of Mrírlaga, tlre prisoners rejected

religious cerernonies, especialþ ttrc propagandistic official acts in the presence of the authorities,

and rnany hid from Fr. Gorospe, "whom they considered to be not just an infornpr, but indeed a

policernan in disguise.rrr0ó Oral testimony ûom ex-prison inmates of MriLlaga indicates that the

behaviour of sonre clergy and relþious was not ideal. There arc accusations of nrembers of

religious orders steåling rnoney, or dernanding money from prisoners for the cårrying out of

favotus zuch as passing letters on to relatives. Ottrers irrclude non compliarrce with norms on the

feedlng of the prison population, and of humiliatiorL ill treatment and insutts in general.'ot Matty

other sources severeþ castþate the religious commr¡nities for their purported inhunranity and

crueþ.tot

The incorporation of clergy and religious within the penal institutions was not the only

nrcans by which prisoners might be indoctrinated. The Redención de Penas scheme, which was

rnade necessary by the extraordinariþ overcrowded nature of Spanish jails under Franco, was

also used as a nìearìs of socialisation According to an estinrate of N{ráximo Cuervo, Director

General of Prisons, the prison population in l94l was twelve to fourteen times hþher than the

*rr¡1ton The prison population had experienced an enorrnous increase; from a total of 12,571

prison inmates rnlg34,to 100,262 in 1939 to a peak of 270,719 in 1940.rr0 In 1944, the

Director General of Prisons, Sanz Nogués, announced the incorporation of prisoners as

labourers in public works, either for the State or subcontracted to private enterprises. The

'otM. Eiroa San Francisco, "La conjunción lglesia-Estado," 607'

'*E. Barranquero Texeira, Mdlaga enlre la guerrq y la posguerra,236'

'otM. Eiroa San Francisco, op. cit.,608.

,otsee, e. g., G. di Febo, Resis/enciay Movimiento de mujeres en España (1936-1976) (Barcelona, 1979),

17-47. On the work of prison chaplains in córdoba, see F. Moreno Gómez, op' cit., 38.

twEcclesia (15 Jan. l94l),9.

"oFrom Anuario Estadístico de España(Madrid, 1943),41; published in D. Sueiro, El Valle de los Cqídos'

Los secretos de la cripta franquisla (Barcelona, 1983), 55-6. On the vexed question of how many prisoners

existed in the Franco regi*e, see also R. Tamames, op. cit., 353-6; A. Suárez, Libro blanco sobre las

cárcelesfranquistas, Ig39-1976 (París, 1976),63-5; and H. Heine, op. cit. 3l l.
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project purported to regerrcrate the inmates through hard labour, or as the director general

decla¡ed, "To recover for the Motherland... the intelligence and ttre manual labour lying inert in

jails, to rnake it fertile in the task of reconstructiorl " 
I I ' The ¡ustifi"ation for this polic¡ based on

the book of Genesis, was that work was divine punishnrent for original sin. Catholic doctrine

defended both ttre necessþ and the nobility of labour, arid the necessþ of repairing the darnage

done to the communþ. According to Fr. Perez del Pulgar, "It is very just that the prisoners

contribr.rte with tlrcir labor¡r to the reparation of the danrage which they contributed to by their

cooperation with the mandst rebellion"r't S-t Nogués declared that work was a way of

redeeming one's own guift ard of making anrends and thus regenerating the prisoner.

Considering work in this light, he decla¡ed, it was impossible to regard it in the sanre light as

forc.ed labour."'

As earty as 28 May 1937, a decree established the prisoners' "ri8ùlt" to work. The

prisoners were put to work both for State mrxricipalities and private enterprises. They were paid

two pesetas per day, of which 1.5 wa^s reserved for their maintenance, and the rest paid to thern

There were also additional paynrcnts to prisoners' wives and child¡en These were personally

handed over to the frmilies. This gave the civil and ecclesiastical hierarchy the opportunity of

nraking contact with ttrc åmilies for apostolic purposes. Indee{ a Decree of 7 October 1938

stated that it was appropriate that those organisations entrusted with ttre zubsidies exercise their

apostolate by combining this act of nnterial assistarrce \ilith the spiritual and politfual

inprovenrcnt ofthe inrnates arid their families.

To this end the decree established the Patronato Central de Redención de Penas

[Central Board for the Redemption of Sentences], and Juntas Locales Pro Presos þocal

Committees Pro Prisonersl, in all the localities where prisoner's families worked. They were

responsible for all services regarding the prisoneß, "h order to carry out the enormous task of

purging from the prisoners and their relatives the poisonous ideas of hatred and anti-patriotisnL

substituting them for mutual love and close solidarity between all Spaniards." The Patronalo

included a priest or member of a religious congregation named by the primate (in the 1940's this

representative was Fr. Ignacio de Zulueta). It was to watch over prisoners, and could

tttRedención (l Jan. 1944),3.

"'J. A. Pérez del Pulgar, La solución que España da al problemq de sus presos políticos (Valladolid,

1939), cited in D. Sueiro, op. cit., 50.

t13 Redención (22 lan. 1944),3.
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reconmend that they be transferred nearer to theh frmilies, or that their sentences be reduced for

work done, at a rate oftwo days'reduction for every days'work done. Onþ spouses of prisoners

married according to canon law, a¡rd legitirnate children could benefit fiom the subsidy.

Furthermore, female inmates received none at all, unless the children of under fifteen yea¡s were

Ètherless.

Ttrc Juntas wer€ conposed of a representative of the mayor, ttte parish priest, and a

wornan chosen from "annng the most charitable and zealous elerrcnts." They were to personalþ

hand over the money to the åmilies of inmates, and inspect for any changes in the circumstances

of tlre ftmily, "trying fi.lrthermore to alleviate those in necessþ with a spirit of true assistarrce

and social solidarþ, and promoting as fr¡ as possible the education of the children of the

prisoners inrespect forthe Lawof God and love of the Motherland..." The Decree of 7 Jr¡ne

1939 on the granting of conditional libefy established a clea¡ relationship between redeeming

senterrces by hard labou¡ arid the attainnrent of the status of conditional libefy, disposutg that a

regiser be kept of all days worked, which would be taken into account in conceding conditional

liberty. On 8 February 1946, work within the inside of the prison was rnade obligatory; article 28

of this legislation decreed that the working day would comply with the labour legislatiorL but

article 44 decreed that rejection of extra work would be considered avery grave åult, along with

blasptremy and misbehaviour. Inmates were therefore mobilised for the postwar reconstructior¡

alleviating an exEaordinary financial burderi on the State both in peniterrciary expenses and in

reconstruction expenses. Ft¡rthermo¡e, an r¡nknown number ofprivate enterprises also benefitted

ûom the forced labour which the régime provided, despite the allegations to the contrary.

Another, greater step was taken withthe Decree of 23 November 1940, -BOE p9 Nov.

1940)- on Redención de Penas. The new legislation offered "redemption" of prison s€ntences,

not merely by physical labour, but also through what was termed "intellectual" or "artistic"

labour. This intellectual effort was to consist of religious, political and basic literacy classes. The

importance of teaching religion was based on the conviction that the Republican revolution had

been caused by a spiritual malais€ and by the ignorance of the population According to Cuervo

de Radigales:

It was logical that the task of redeeming sentences be extended to intellectual
work, with whict¡ besides, we get those who do not know the beauty of otu
religion to appreciate it, distancing them from that ignorance which perhaps was
the only cause of their ineligiosþ, given that it is impossible to love what one
does not know.... Hence, everything that mears op€ning the eyes of these people
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to our doctrine and pouring charity into their souls, insofrr as it is compatible

withjusice, is a very great task of Catholic Action."'

By attending classes, and offering their abilities and skills to the penitenciary authorities,

innrates could reduce their prison sentences. Religious instruction was offered for two, four and

six months, for elementary, intennediary and superior levels respectively. These classes had to be

given by prison chaplains, atthough inmates could work as auxiliaries. The inmate had to pass an

examinratior¡ and appear before an examiration tribunal on which a priest or nrember of a

religious order was to be Present'

Basic literacy was also required. Elementary instruction or special classes approved by

the General Director of Prisons had to be "inspired by the most vibrant patriotic spirit." Those

who ceased to be illiterate could reduce their sentences by two months, and another tluee for

every additional level they acquird after examination before the tribr¡nal. Reductions were also

offered to those with artistic or technical skills or expertise, if they devoted themselves to

sonrething deemed worthy in the prison, and to@ in prison. Finally,

extraordinary redemption could be offered to those who ca¡ried out "an artistic or literary

production of any order which is esteemed to be of real nìerit."

In every case, in order to receive conditional liberty, inmates were obliged to have

received an elemental relþious and basic instruction Thus, even those who might have been

inclin€d to igrnre the benefits of classes for ideological reasorìs, would have been obþed to go

through the motions if he or she had wanted to benefit fronU for exanple, an amriesty.

The emphasis placed on the redeemability and regeneration of inmates was regarded with

considerable satisfaction by the authorities and ideologues as manifest proof of the superiority of

the Spanish penal qystem: "... it does not deny the human condition of the delinquent, a complete

evaluation, a possibility of salvation." "t In Ecclesia, it was held to be the most advanced penal

system in the world, while the Minister of Justice, Aunós, decla¡ed that the Spanish penal system

served in part to reconquer the world for God in the spirit of the Gospels.r'u Th" Propagandists

were majority nthe patronato, aswell as in its local boards.r't Their pres€nce assured that the

ttaEcclesia (15 Jan. l94l),9.

ttsRedención (8 May 1943), l.

tl6Ecclesiq (21 Mar. 1942), l0; Redención (15 Sept. 1943),1-2'

"tA. Sáe, Atba, op. cit., XXXI. The propagandists were members of the Asociación Católica Nacional de

propagandislas (ACNp). It was established by Herrera Oria as a Catholic intellectual élite which acted as

lobby group and organisation for the development and instruction of Catholic social doctrine. lt sought to
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rec¿tholicisation ofthe inmates would be treated with seriousness. They were soon prominent in

all the penal and judicial organisms of the new State, from where they developed and applied

penal and judicial policy, impregnating it with Cattrolic concepts of jusice, regeneratiorL and

pardon."t The secretary of ttre Patronato decla¡ed tløt a profoundþ Christian philosophy

underpinned the policy of redemption, which considered prisoners to be recoverable for the

greater glory of Spui*"g He denied that there had been any political repressior¡ explicitþ

considering the Republican prisoners to be cornriþn criminals, whose behavior¡r had to be

moulded for a new rnoral life. Ttrc peniterrciary policy ofthe niginr was described as "a policy of

love;" the product of this policy would be prisoners "with religious devotior¡ full of life and

strengtl¡ lovers of the Motherland." 
I20

In reality, the concem for the spiritual salvation and regeneration of the prisoners was no

less inportant tban ttrc consideration that these individuals, if rnt adequateþ resocialise4 might

serve to reactivate the social and political struggle in civil society. The process of redenrption

therefore consisted of testing whether or not the individual was indeed rehabilitatod, because "it

is not possible to categoricalþ declare that an individual is or is not socialþ rehabilitated without

prior testing..." l2l

Fr. pérez del Pulgar, to whom the idea of redenption of sentences was attributed

(atthough he generousþ atbftuted the idea to Franco), and was member of the board of the

patronato Central para la Redención de Penas por el Trabaio,lvas¡ even clearer:

... it is not possible, without taking the necessary precautions, to retum to
society, or rlàl we say, to social circulation, damaged, perverted" politicalþ and

t*øiy poisoned elements, because their reincorporation into the normal and

tee Sianisn c,ommunity, without more, would represent a danger of comrption

and of contagion for a[ as well as beiog an historic failure achieved at the cost of
so much *ãfi"".'"

form many of the nation's future leaders and directors in all walks of social, cultural, economic' and

political li-fe, and thus guide the nation's future destiny along the lines of orthodox Catholic ideology' See

also ¡. R. Montero Gib€l, "El Boletín de la Asociación Católica Nacional de Propagandistas (1939-1945)'"

,'ton the presence of the ACNP in repressive, penal, and judicial bodies and tribunals of all kinds, see ibid',

XXIX-XXXII.

tteRedención (25 SePt. 1943),3.

ItoThe Secretary of the Pqtronato para la Redención de Penas, Gervasio M. Castrillón, citing the Minister

of Justice, Aunós, in ibid. (l I Dec. 1942)' l'

'2'rbid. (30 oct. 1943), l.

'"J. A. Pérez del Pulgar. op. cìt.. cited in D. Sueiro, op' cit" 5l-2'
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The inmates' disciplinary record was taken as an important indication of the degree of

repentance felt by the prisoner, and of the success of the regenerative process. FIanco's Christian

penal systern, it was argued dernanded moral regeneratiorL of which important indications were:

good spirit, discþline, assiduity, diligence, hard worþ and always being cheerfi¡üy disposed to

the task at hand.r23 Naturally, obedience, and submission to authority, both civil and

ecclesiasticat, were highly prue.d. Special reductions in sentences were offered to prisoners who

behaved well. According to the penal publication Redención, inmates were divided into variors

gfoups. Those who were classified as "very Good" received four days off Those who were

"extraordinarily good" -which rneant excelling all others in obedience, discipline and work-

received six days offfor every day of work.'to The slightest infraction could mean the loss of

benefits accrue{ at the minimum In 1941, for example, one unfortunate individual lost all the

benefits accrued under tlrc redención de penas scheme, and was transfened from Murcia to the

island oflas Palmas, for blasphemy.t2s

T}rc kind of intellectua/artistic work for which redemption was conceded generalþ

consisted ofpropaganda in åvou¡ of Frarrco and the réginre. Reduction in sentences was offered,

for example, to those who participated in the weekly publication of the Patronato de Redención

de Penas, Redención,ainrcd at the penal population''u Its first editor was the Propagandist Jose

Ndaría Sánchez Muniain Qrfay 1939 to January 1943), followed þ another prominent

Propagandist, Nicoliís GotuÍlez Ruiz. Giuliana di Febo alleges that innrates refr¡sed to buy

Redención, so that, in order to stimulate its pwchase, it was decreed that those who subscribed

to it would be rewarded with an extra visit from their frmilies eve.y month'tt

Its tone -either menacing, or patemalistic- reflected the general attitude adopted towards

the recatholicisation and political socialisation of inmates. A large part of the paper was

dedicated to official news and speeches rnade by Franco or his ministers, particularly the Minister

of Justice . In the early years, great coverage was dedicated to the course of the Second World

V/a¡ which began to decline when the Axis fell into decline. The religious context was ever

t23 Redención(16 Jan. 1943).

''otbid. (14 Aug. 1943), l.

'tttbid. (l Mar. l94l), L

''uR. Abella, op. cit., 61.

'ttc. di Febo, op. cit., 32. See also A. Suárez. op. cit', 89-90
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present, even in tlre most innocuous, zuch as cartoorrs. Articles on questions rclating to Catholic

doctrine ard dogma saints and great mystics, were regularþ publislned, usually written by clergy

or diSinguished Propagandists. All religious events held within the prison itself were inevitably

comnrented on -nüNses, baptisms, canonical rnarriages which "corrected" the immoral situation

of some inmates, hoþ days celebrated within the prisoq etc. Redención alsn particþated in the

education campaigp During lg4l, rt began to publish a guide to the letters of tlre alphabet,

acconpanied by religious texts in bold print with which to practise. In this wa¡ basic literacy

skills were connected with religious instruction Basic catechism questions were also published'

in question and answer fonq to åcilitate rote learning.l28

Redención also reported on the numbers of inmates benefitting fromredención de penas,

and the åvourable evolution of literacy statistics. Presumabþ in an effort not to be totally

indigestible, the publication also irrcluded articles on sport, and question and answer columns on

various questions, like handyrnan hints, and legal advice for the inmates. In 1943, under the

headng "For tle moral elevation of the inmate," Redención published news of the creation of a

new status -that of "sh¡dent of honour." Every montt¡ the director of the prison was to put

forwa¡d the name of a student who had distinguished him or herself by good conduct and

application This had to be signed by the teacher, and the chaplain. During that rnontt¡ the

student would receive as "reward:" being the first in lin€ wtren rnarching in forrnatiotU permission

to write a daiþ letter to their frmilies, or r€c€ive a daiþ parcel; permission to receive two extra

visits per week. Any åutt, however slight, would restrlt in forfeiture of the title. Three titles won

in one year were rewarded with the "diploma of honour." This permitted the inmate to kiss his

mother, wife, and children on one visit, with the prior approval of the director of the prison't'

On other occasions, competitions were held to incite inrnates to participate in religious acts of

some kind. For example, a competition was held to select the lyrics of the official hymn of the

Patron of Prisons, Our Lady of Mercy.'30

It is unknown exactly how many inmates took part n Redención, or 'tn the va¡ious

competitions and other schemes. Abella suggests that according to the Ministry of Justice,

'"These questions at elementary included, for example: What is a good Christian? Who was Jesus Christ?

Whare are the sacraments? Recite the Our Father. Why does God allow physical harm? What is the doctrine

of original sin? How many way does a Christian cross himself and what does it mean?

t2e Redención (27 Feb. 1943), L

'torbid. (20 Feb. 1943), l.
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40,000 inmates underwent Redención,although not all ofthem finished.t3r Ecclesiatriumphantty

declares n 1942 tbat22,897 inmates had learnt to read and write in a year, and many more had

received catechism classes. Illiteracy, it decla¡ed, had been totally wiped out of Spanish prisons,

and the inmates had read a total of 35,266 books, "of religious, patriotic and technical

instruction"l12

Some examinations were held amidst gteat cerennny, in the presence of local authorities

and irrcluding pnzes, hymns a¡rd otlrer rituals.'33 Redención was full of exanples of exemplary

conversions, changes of heart and miracle..'to Lit".ury and artistic competitions were also hel{

with an overtþ propagandistic function. A clea¡ example is one literary competition held in

Granada n 1937, and doubtless representative of what was taking place in the rest of the nation.

The topic ofthe competition was "Franco, Caudillo and Saviour of Spair¡" and it attracted work

from the "the most select and most brilliant pens of those who, for political errorls, principally

suffer loss of Êeedorrr' and who a¡e nowadays sincereþ repentant, with the hope of being useful

sonre day to the new Spain which is dawning." 135 The competition was open to all inmates, with

cash prizes of sixty, forty, thifty, twent¡Áve and twenty pesetas, plus a diplonr4 awarded in a

solemn c€rernony in November 1937. The prison sentence was expressed to be an opportunity to

reflect, to seek spiritual purification and rectify one's past effors. The conrpetition was therefore

the manifestation of the frtrits of this prolonged meditation Indeed, prison was explicitly

conrpared to a nnnastery by the Director ofthe Prison of Granada:

Prison is not onþ a place for transcendental rectifications, wtrich is the supreme
finality of any penitentiary policy, but is also a plac'e for profound meditatiorl of
deep reflectior¡ done fa¡ fiom the flurry of ordinary life, without perturbing
influences, in an atmosphere of forced repose which has much that is penitential
and much that is monastic."u

'''R. Abella, op. cit.,64.

t32Ecclesia (21 Mar. 1942),10. See also Justicia en Guena,3l2, which gives a total of 29,354 applications
for conditional liberty approved during 1942; and Redención (18 Sept. 1943), l, which gives 23,888
inmates inscribed under the scheme in April 1943.

t33Redención (l I July 1942),20.

''otbid. (5 Nov. 1943).2.

'"T. H. Redondo, Professor of Literature of the University of Granada, in his introduction to Franco,
Caudillo y Salvador de España. Trabajos Premiados en el certqmen literario celebrado en la Prisión
Provincial de Granada (Granada, 1938).

'tu"Discurso pronunciado por el Sr. Director D. Amancio Tomé Ruiz," in ibid., l0l .
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As a consequerrce of this reflectioru the inmates repented of their enors a¡rd dedicated

themselves to sirrcere praise ofthe new civilisation.

All this... clearþ demonstrates... that here noble sentiments are cultivated, that
here in the marsion of suffering, pain and suffering a¡e used to purifr spirits, to
rectifr errors and modif conduct; to awaken repentance with hearts set on God
and on the essence ofthe Motherland.'"

Opinion shared by ttre hofessor of Literature of the University of Granada Tornís H. Redondo,

who noted that sonre of the greatest works of Spanistr literature had been written in jtt
including Don Quijofe: "Prisor¡ therL is a place of nreditation for elevated and sincere souls."

The forgotten Christian values, cause of their present disgrace, were now overflowing Êom their

souls through their pens, proof of their retraction of past effors and of their desire to incorporate

themseþes to the task of reconstructing the "rrcw Spai¡¡"tre

The policy of redención de penas was not merely a nnans of spiritual regeneration of the

inmates; it was also necessary in order to release nrany thousands ofpolitical prisoners, which the

State was unable to nraintain in prison, whilst keepng them under vigilance. Hence, the

legislation on redemption became oriented towards the virtual automatic concession of
redemptior¡ with sca¡ce grrarantees as to the authenticity of the spiritual regeneration which was

the purported objective of the scheme. In April of 1940, a ministerial order offered conditional

lfterty to all inrnates of over sixty years of age, arid with sentences of less tltan 20 years,

provided tttey tnad not committed blood crinps. This could be rcvoked if ttrere was evidence of
rmåvourable or censurable behaviour.t" Subsequentþ, legislation of June 1940 conceded

conditional liberty to inmates with sentences of less than six years; in 1940 and 1941, to

sentences of less tl:øurr 12 years; n 1942, to sentences of up to 1 4 years; and in 1943 , to sentences

of up to twenty years, always on the condition that the sentence had not already been reduced

from the death senten"".'oo

Redemption began to be conceded on a massive basis. In 1943, 15 days of redemption

were automatically conceded to all inmates to celebrate the feast day of Our Lady of Mercy,

'"rbid., r06.

'"T. H. Redondo, op. cit.,4-5.

"nBoE(5 Apr. l94o).

raoSee legislation of 5 April 1940;4 June 1940; I October 1940; I April l94l; I October 1942; 30 March
1943, respectively.
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patron of prisons, and another 15 to celebrat e Et Día del Caudillo.'nt Fro^ 1943 on, redenption

served, not onþ to be released on conditiornl liberty, but also to reduce the actual s€ntence, so

that the prisoner spent less time on conditional lib"tty.'o' Atso in 1943, redemption was

autonraticalþ offered to sick inmates. Those who had been ilI, and who had canied out any kind

of work, would add on as redemptionq the tfune that they had been ill. Directors of prisons were

instructed to set the political prisoners to work, in cleaning, conservation of ttre buildings, or

entertâinnrcnt of the inmates, and that would give them a right to benefit from redenption'

Article 5 expressþ conceded redemption to writing for ttre prison paper; buying the paper

Redención for the prison archive; the copying of paragraphs fiom the catechism or religious

works or educational works as indicated by the chaplain or prison teacher; or listening "with

attention and benefit" to the reading out loud of a chosen religious or culh¡¡al work, also

indicåted by the ctlaplain or teacher. These forms of redemption were expressþ to be employed

principalþ for the elderþ, ttìe ill or the disabl€4 but even so, article 7 asserted that the previous

articles were of an demonstrative nature, and did not limit the discretion of the director of the

prisorL who was expressþ ordered to organise services in the prison "in such a way that"' all the

prisoners to which these instructions appþ benefit from redemption" r43 A week later,

redenptionwas offered to inmates uûro gave blood for transfisions.tno special concessions were

rnade for c€rtain inmates, according to their particular circumstances, on ttre grourds of theh

qpecial collaboration with ttrc authorities. Inmates u¡ho undertook to be auxiliary teachers, for

exanple, onþ needed to do about 75Vo of the lessons that the others had to do, provided

satisfrctory progress was made.'ot similar concessions were oflered to assistant libra¡ians,

writers, artists, and composers who worked for the prison authorities ot tt"*'pape'''ou

According to Redención,in 1940, 10,836 inmates were released on conditional liberty'

In 1941, the figure was 47,234, and in 1942, and Ig43,29,353 and 70,000 respectively'ra7

tatRedención (2 oct. 1943), I

tn'Ibid. (9 oct. 1943),9.

'n'tbid. (13 Nov. 1943),2-3.

'nntbid. (20 Nov. 1943), l.

'ntlbid. (12 Sept. 1942), l.

'oulbid. (16 Jan. 1943).9'

'otlbid. (l Jan. 1944). 5.
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According to Moreno Gómea by the end of 1943, ttrc reginre had released 150,000 inmates into

conditional hberty.tnt In practice, it is virtualty impossible to know how many were released

because of the régime's opaque nattue when it came to stating how many political prisoners there

were in Spanishjails.

The adequate recatholicisation of inmates required specialised staffwho could create the

necessary nreditative atrmsphere and provide the necessary spirih¡al and doctrinal assista¡rce for

the inrnates. The role of the prison warder¡ fr¡ from being mereþ the custodian of prisorrcrs, was

extended to that of missionary. One writer argued that in their daily missions, Spanish prison

officers had ceåsed to be jailers. They could save thousands of souls for God and their country

and derive a spiritual satisfaction Êom their work as no other professionro' To this end, the

Propagandists created the Penitentiary Studies School fEscuela de Estudios Penitencianbs].rs0

Ttre course was not optional; it was indispernable for anyone who wanted to advance

professionalþ.'t' 'Ihe prison officers were taught that they had a transcendental, redemptory and

spiriftral missiorU as well as administrative fi¡nction It was not merely a job; it was a vocation.

According to Redención, "It is necessary that the functionary ... beconre an educator; it is

nec€ssary ... not to appear to be in their eyes a custodiaru but to be a comrade who shares with

thern their hours of captivity The courses run by the School focussed heaviþ on teaching

Catholic dogrna and social doctrine, principally the papal encyclicals. Detailed studies were also

rnade of the regime's legislation In all probabiþ, the course was rrcver nrore than an annoying

fornnlity, necessary for the professional advancenrent of the peniterrciary staff The composition

of the penitenciary staffwas heavily inclined towa¡ds individuals who lacked the necessary level

of training and turderstanding to carry out a missionary role, but rather had been victims of the

Republican repressions. Some articles publishe.d rr-lg44 criticised this state of affairs.'53

The work of the prison chaplains was also intense. The Directorship General of Prisons

lDirección General de Prisiones] acknowledged that the chaplain was the most effective

'ntF. Moreno Gómez, Córdoba en la posgueta,3l5.

tae Redención (24 June 1944), 2.

'torbid. (20 Feb. 1943), r.

't'Ibid. (26 June I94I), L

'tttbid. (4 Sept. 1943),3.

'tttbid. (15 Jan. 1944),3; ¡bid. (29 Jan. 1944),3-41and ibid
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instrunrcnt of regeneration in prisons. ln 1942, six days were dedicated to tlre sttrdy of the

penitenciary apostolate. The chaplains received classes on psychology of delinquents, on penal

legislatiorL and on teaching of catechesis to inmates, relations with those under sentence of

execution, relations with the members of the families of those under a death sentence, and with

the prison officers, sacratrrcnts, etc.tt'

Ttre work of the chaplains was regarded as very positive and highty productive. The

succ€ss of failure of their work was invariabþ calculated by the gmde of extemal adhesion which

the inmates demonstrated towards the basic precepts of the Catholic fritb and the Catholic press

did not admit the possibihty of their being any motivation other than the strictþ religious. Under

the heading of "Two hurdred chaplains regenerate prisoners for God a¡rd for Spair¡" Ecclesia

stated that in the missions held in Spanish jails in the last year, 70% of prisoners complied with

their Easter obligatior¡ and there were 1,480 rnafriages celebratd as well as 331 first

commr¡nions.'tt According to the glowing reports of the Catholic PËs, the ctraplains had

succeeded in *iprg out the hate and suspicion from the hearts of bitter people, guiþ in many

cases of horrendous crimes against the Churctu by their patemal, constant, and patient work.'tu

In 1944, the head chaplaiìr was also incorporated onto the boa¡d of the Patronato para la

Redención de penss por el Trabajo, fiom where he was to supervise the work of all religious

and ctraplains in prisons, and presunrabþ fonrcnt a closer collaboration and coordination between

the civil and ecclesiastical authorities.ttt The ctraplains maintairrd a close watch over the

spiritual health of the inmates, to the point that a report n Ecclesia recomnrended that chaplains

establish a special file on all inmates who entered or left infirmaries. Thus the chaplains would be

able to report on the spiritual state of sick inmates to the new chaplains, should the inrnate need

to be transferred.'t*

The regenerative process meticulously carried out in prisons was also extended to the

inmates, families, and particularly to the children. Catholic Action carried out a vital role in this

respect. Aparici, president of the Youth sections of Catholic Action explained that this

tsaEcclesia (9 May 1942),8.

'ttln 1941, lg6 missions were given to inmates by clergy and religious in Spanish jails' Ibid' (21 Mar

t942),9.

'tutbid. (9 May 1942),7-8.

"' BoE ( I Jan. I 944); also in BO)M (Mar . 1944), 197 -9 '

tssEcclesia (6 June 1942).14.
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apostolate was firndamentaf because on emerging from prisor¡ many ex-inmates found society

closed against thern, and this could cause them to be keep the company of the dangerous and

anti-Spanish elements of society. If inmates could see that the Church had been attending to their

families, they would be more kindly inclined towards Catholic society.'tn

During the visits of members of Catholic Action to the inrnates' frmilies in order to hand

over paynrcnts, the moral conditions of the åmily were carefully scrutinised. Members of the

local boards of the patronato de Redención de Penas could also make routine visits. If any of

them esteemed a child to be in great need or moral danger, the child could be removed ûom his

or her home against the parents' wishes and institutionalised, usually in a Catholic college.tuo

Inrnates who did not have their children in Catholic colleges, were nevertheless strongþ

encouraged to do so. T]ne Patronato de Redención de Penas appealed to the fernale religious to

particþate in "the great redemptive labour" by accepting at least a certain proportion of these

child¡en In return, the govemment would pay the bomd of children enrolled in Catholic

boarding schools, and guarantee a minimum number at all times. It also offered public assistance

for the construction of new institutions if it were necessary, although the majority were intemed

in already existent institutions.tut Th" Patronato subsidised part of the costs of boarding and

construction of schools with the money earnt by the inmates.r62

According to Redención,long lines of women patientþ waiting to enrol their children

were reported.tu' The publication was full of news of baptisms, füst communions, etc, of the

children of inmates, as well as the school marks of the brightest; all them appeared to be cheerful,

content, and well fed and clothed. Those who joined religious orders were naturally the object of

the greatest satisfaction. Letters were printed from sons studying for the priesthood, in which

they expressed their deepest gratitude to the authorities and the cunent social and political order,

which received editorial comments such as "Ironies one constantly finds in life!"1ó4

The sending of these children to Catholic colleges, far from an act of repressiorL was

tse Redención (4 Jan. l94l), 4.

'uolbid. (23 oct. 1943),4.

t6t Ecclesia (l June 1941), 29'

'utlbid. (21 Mar. 1942),10.

t63Redención (12 July 1941),4; and Ecclesia (21 Mar

t6aRedención(13 Nov. 1943), l.

1942),10.
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regarded as "a work of sublinre charity." The parents'absolute liberty to withdraw tlæir children

from the college at any time without offering any explanations, was heavily emphasised, though

scarcely credible. Great emphasis was also placed on the fact that the children were treated

exactty the same as the rest, without being distinguished or discriminated in any way, to avoid

causing resentment or feelings of inferiority.'ut L"tt"tt from delighted parents were often

published in the pages of Redención.'uu It is not surprising that the nwnber of children admitted

to these colleges increased slurply in a very short tinre, ahhough it is impossible to say how

nìany were admitted voluntariþ and how nrany simpþ removed from their parents. On the one

hand, admission guaranteed an education and the maintenance of the childreru a.s well as

providing proof of the regeneration of their parents. It on the other hand, the parents were

steadfast in refusing to educate their children with the religious orders, political suspicions might

be aroused. Thousands of children were interned in these colleges.'ut At the beginning of 1944,

the national total had reached 12,000.rut In Mrílaga there were 198 children interned n 1942,

and tlre Civil Governor made a special contribution of 50,000 pesetas to the fund for the

protection of children of inmates.ru' It sho.rld be noted that children could be placed under the

tutorship of the Patronato de Redención de Penss without actually being intemed. In January

Ig42,therewere 4,135 children in colleges, but another ll,6g4under grrardianship.rto

If the inrnate had shown sufficient signs of spiritual and political regeneratiorL the tirie

c¿np u¡trcn that individual wa.s release{ under "conditional liberty." The first prerequisite was

t¡¿ving passed the relevant examinations. Su@uentþ, however, the prison director was

required to solicit reports from the mayor, the Commander of the Civil Gua¡d" and the chief of

the Movement in the locality where the prisoner lived. If the mayor and the chief of the

Movenrent were one and the same person, a report fiom the local parish priest was also required.

Subsequently added to these were the reports of the chaplair¡ the teacher, the doctor, and the

prison director himself The reports had to certfy that the inmate had received basic religious

'uttbid. (17 Jan. 1942),4.

'*tbid. (2 Mar. 1942), l.

'utlbid. (28 June l94l), l. By August 1942,there were 6,719 children boarding in these institutions, and

new colleges were continualty being opened. See ibid. (29 Aug. 1942),l.

'u*tbid. (l Jan. 1944),3.

'u'tbid. (12 Sept. 1942). l.

'tolbid. (3 Jan. 1942), l: and ibid. (10 Jan. 1942), I respectively.
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instructioru was literate, and free of dise¿se. Finally, a report ûom the disciplinary board was

sought. Of all these reports, the most ñ¡ndanrental was that the inmate should have had no

disciplinary problems, and had received sufficient religious instruction:

Good conduct in the prison and the minimum of religious instruction a¡e
indispensable requisites to obtain conditional lfterty and the Patronato has never
apprõved any case which had negative reports from the Board of Discþline.r7'

Once atl this paperwork was completed the application went first to the Provincial Commission

of Conditional Libeúy, then to its secreta¡iat, and finalþ to the board of the Boa¡d of Conditional

Liberty lPatronato de Libertad Condicionall.

Having survived this process, the inmate was in no way free from the process of
socialisation begtur in the prison Initially, redención de penas reduced the tinre that the prisoner

had to serve in case that prisoner had worked and been of good conduct. Subsequently, it also

reduced the actual sentence, so that, for every day workd the sentence was reduced by three

days. Nevertheless, it did not extinguish the actual sentence. Therefore, any infraction could land

the ex-inmate back in jail to serve the rest of the sentence. From April 1939, inmates in Mrálaga

began to benefit from conditional liberty; a third approximately left prison between 1939 and

l94l; others were transferred to other prisons all over Spain, many of whom were taken to work

on public works.tt' According to Redención in September 1942, conditional liberty was

conceded to 377 inrnates of Mrálaga a¡rd anotlrer 28 applications were rejected. Ar¡other 17

inmates we¡e no longer rquired to live exiled from their honrcs.'t3

A strict vigilanc.e was rnaintained over ex-inmates by both civil ard ecclesiastical

authorities. The Local Boards Pro-inmates f,Juntas Locales Pro-Presosl, subb,ranch of the

Patronato de Redención de Penas which had been established in 1939, were fi¡nctioning in

nearly 500 provincial capitals and villages by I942.t74 These bodies maintained close contact

with the families of inmates, to provide moral and material support. Each local boa¡d comprised

a representative ofthe bishop, and ofthe rnayor, plus a secretary. Their work was voluntary and

unpaid. According to Redención, these people had to demonstrate deep rooted Catholic

sentiment, zeal, and missionary activity and vocation if they were to carry out a this task, which

't'tbid. (lo Apr. 1943), l.

'ttE. Barranquero Texeira, op. cit., 238

t13Redención (l2 Sept. 1942), L

'ttr d.
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was to be saturated in "deepþ chariøble Wirit."lzs These bodies acted as internrediaries between

State, penitenciary authorities, the inmates, and the inmates'åmilies. They exercised a kind of

guardianship ltutelaf over the ex-inmates, helping them to find work and accommodatioru as

well as reintegrating ex-prostitutes.' 
7ó

The massive integration of political prisoners into civil society required the taking of

extra measures. In 1943, a ntrnber of innovations were made. A new board was established -the

National Board of Inmates and Sentenced fPatronato Nacionol de Presos y Penadosf.It was to

attend to all the physical, moral and spiritual matters in prisons, as well as support the families,

and especially the children. The central goveming committee had to have two clerical

representatives designated by the bishop. The provincial boards were also required to have

ecclesiastical representation The Patronato was to inform the Directorship General of Prisons

monthþ.r77 In the sarrc year, the Patronato para la Redención de Penas was modified and one

ofthe representatives on the permanent commission had to be a member of the clergy, regular or

secula¡.ttt Also in 1943, the Service for Liberty under Vigilance lservicio de Libertad Vigiladal

was established by decree; Propagandists were prominent on its boards' Its fi¡nction was to

observe the political and social conduct of all who had been sentenced by militaty tribunals' The

service was to be in continual contact with the security and police forces. Each provincial capital

and m'nicipality was to have its own board. The municþal boards were required to report on the

ex-inmates under their scrutiny at least once a monthlTe

Amongst the things the boa¡ds had to report ort were cases in which "the concentration

in one same locaþ of an excessive number of freed prisoners is inadvisable for the maintenance

of public order." The boards could recommend varying or restricting the inmates' residency'

,'\¡{hen such concentrations may result damaging for public security'"I80 Ex-inmates had to

receive a favowable report from each board if he or she wanted to change residence from one

municipality to another. If the proposed move was from one province to another, the process

tttId.

tturd.

tttDecree of 26 July 1 943; see also Redención (7 Aug' 1943), | '

tTsRedención (31 July 1943), l.

ItnDecree of 22May 1943.

'toArticle 4, Decree of 22 ¡¿'ay I 943 ; see also Redención (12 June I 943), 1 , 4
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was even nþrc complic¿ted; authorisation had to come Êomthe central authorþ of the board. If
the move was in order to find work, even rnore reports were required, in particular from the

appropriate syndicate. Finally, the ex-inmates were required to appear in the Civil Guard

banacks periodically, causing great inconvenience to those living in the rennter villages.'t'

Residency in ttrc bigger cities was discotuaged because control there was inevitabþ laxer.

Similarty, sonrc zorrcs were totalþ offlimits, zuch as, for exarrple, all areas bordering Frarrce and

Gibnalta¡.tt'

Tlre ex-inmates \ryere marked out in the community they lived in, by having to carry a

special identity car{ ttre tarjeta de libertad vigilada, until their senterrce expired. Su@uentþ,

they were also issued a "redemption notebook" or cartilla de redención. This included the

irdividual's personal details, fingerprints, and a complete list of the work cå¡ried out that had

earned reductions in tinre served, with the dates, total days redeeme{ etc.tt3 Subjected to

rigorous control and vigilance, the ex-inrnate lived itt petp"tral fear of transgression and return

to jail. The authorities were quite clear on this point. Those on conditionat liberty were warned

to use their liberty wiseþ:

IÆt this be understood; the freed prisoner who does not adjust his behaviour to
the hurnanita¡ian disposition of Franco will return to prison with no possible

remission, with the loss of all rights that he might have acquired during his
larnentable and r¡nforh¡rrate condition as cornrnon delirquent. Iæt this be cb;.ltn

Tlre nanps of transgressors, their misdenrcanours, and the zu@uent punishnrcnt, were

published n Redención in order to drive the point home. Individuals were punished with the loss

of conditional liberty for mininral trarsgressions, or for "bad conduct."l85

The ex-inmate also suffered from inequality before the law. Being an ex-prisoner

accorded the individual an inferior status. A worker who had been a prison inrnate was still

primarily a prisoner and was subject to special conditions. Companies that contracted ex-inmates

still on conditional liberty were required to finance the sending of the workers' children to special

colleges on occasions, or provide special classes for the workers at the company's exp€nse.

't'F. Moreno Gómez, Córdoba en la posguerra,3l4.

't'rbid,314-5.
ts3Redención (23 Oct. 1943), L

'totbid. (12 June 1943), l.

'tttbid. (9 oct. 1943),2.
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"Thus," comûrents Redención, "the spiritual finality of the regeneration zupersedes other rnore

secondary objectives of labour." 
| 8ó

The network of ideological controls exercised by the régime under the guise of imposing

Catholic social justice and harmony very effectiveþ dismantled all organised or popular

resistance to the régfune. As we have seer¡ the most basic hurnan sentinrents -such as patemal

feelngs for tlreir child¡eru the natural desire to leave prison, or receive special privileges such as

visits from the åmily-, were nranipulated arid used for the purposes of socialisation The inmates

were ma¡ked out and distinguished from the rest of the population, allowing the réginre to divide

and rule. This is turn was geatly åcilitated by the Cafholic rhetoric which presented the half of
Spain which had supported the Republic as little more than anirnalised beings, savage, inhuman

a¡rd inhurnane, and therefore not worthy of the normal respect for hurnan dignity. Spiritual

hygiene dernanded the cauterisation of an infectiorU and fi¡rthermore, ex-Republicans were

oblge{ not næreþ to abstain from the rnanifestation of a particular ideolory or worldview, but

to activeþ rmsrrne an ideolory, worldview and set of cultural and historical values with which

they were, or at least, had beer¡ in profound disagreenrent. The rehabilitation of inmates

therefore did not mereþ consis in the abandonnrent of certain practices or even of a certain

ideolory, but the active assunrption of new orrc, which implied the assumption of a range of
social norms, customs, traditions, and political and culh¡ral practices. This was expressþ

declared m Ecclesia, where the writer argued that it was necessary that innrates leam certain

social nrorrs so that the community could live harmoniously. In a Christian society, no one

igrrorant of Catholic dogrna and morals could live without violating social nornìs and disrupting

society. For this rerisou, it was argued, inmates were obliged to study and follow the basic social

and cultural rrrores of Catholic society.rtt Ironically, the a¡ticle also alleged tl:rrt redención de

penqs did not aim to impose Christianity forcibly or with coercion.

The socialisation of inmates proc€ss adopted by the Spanish Church in the postwar was

not immune to the danger that an important sector of the population would adopt Catholic

ideology, values, and behaviour in order to avoid prejudice to themselves or their families. The

recatholicisatior¡ therefore, w¿rs not necessarily a process which occurred though personal

convictior¡ but was possibly merely the assumption of external norrns of behaviour, adopted

probably with a simmering inner resentment. The ecclesiastical authorities themselves were not

'tutbid. (4 Sept. 1943),3.

t81 Ecclesia (21 Mar. 1942), l0
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r¡naware of this problern, alttþugh ¡eserves were ahnost non-existent in conparison with the

rivers of ink spilt on triumphalist propaganda In 1942, Fr. Ignacio Zulueta rnember of the board

of the Patronato para Ia Redención de Penas, decla¡ed that not everyone was being sincere in

their reception of the sacraments. He expressed the suspicion that sonre might be'receiving

communion bec¿use they feared sarrctions, or standing out. He therefore decreed that no more

general nìasses wer€ to be held. Instea{ at the end of missions, and on feastdays, there would be

a daiþ rnass the next day, at which attendarrce was vohrntary. Redención also emphasised this

point, reminding inrnates that they were perfectly free to receive commt¡nion or not, for only

God could judge the hearts of men and wonæn Non attendance, it was a.ssertd would not

affect their condition adverseþ, nor would attendance get them out of prison earlier. The

editorial denied that a record was kept of those who received communion and those who did

not.'tt Ecclesia advised the clergy that one of their principal fi,¡¡rctions was to watch out for the

simulation of religior.r.s spirit and fight agains "the belief that relþion could serve them a^s a

nËans of attaining material benefits."'to In order to minimise this danger, it recomnrcnded that

spirih¡al exercises and missions be given in small groups. It also advocated that select groups be

chosen from amongst the inmates to undergo apostolic retreats, absoluteþ separated from the

rest. It was envisaged that this nucleus of individuals would later constitute an evangelising

inffr¡ence arnongst their fellow inmates and peers. The article also suggestd that the rates of

rnass atte¡rdance in prisons were lower than what was usualþ euphoricalþ clairned.t'o

The construction of the National-Catholic state was based on tlre imposition of

supposedþ unified and unifying "national" values upon a bitterþ divided population On the one

hand, the image of the "Málaga roja" was kept alive and used to justify the continuing political

and social repression On the other hand, the fiction of a unified religious-political community

was maintained, whose values were the antithesis of the values of the modem democratic

nations. The Franco régime eliminated and cowed its ideological enemies. The Church had

participated in this process, both in the elaboration of the ideological framework that justified the

physical elimination of political enemies and in the socialisation of political dissidents and their

families. Pastoral practices in the early postwar period had little to do with reconciliation and

much to do with retribution upon an ideological enemy which had been satanised and

t88 Redención ( I 8 Apr. 1942), I

tseEccles¡a (9 May 1942), S.

'nord.
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dehurnanised. The repression eliminated the political enemies of ttp reginp and secured the

abject zubmission of the populatioru it also destroyed the ideological enernies of the Spanish

Catholic Church and allowed it recover its ideotogical infltrence a¡rd social importance.
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II.THE RECATHOLICISATION OF THE \ryORKERS
IN MALAGA.

I. BISHOP SANTOS OLIVERA AND CATHOLIC ACTION:
THE RETURN TO THE STATUS QUO AND THE ORIGINS
AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIAL APOSTOLATE.

The hisory of the recatholicisation of the working nunses of Mrílaga is the story of the

struggle between two completeþ diverse concepts of the workers' apostolate, of pastoral

practice, and of spiritual life in general. The first was a corporativist, highly clericalised and

culttually homogenous concept of worker's apostolate intinrrately associated with the Spanish

bourgeoisie. It emphasised piety and mysticisrn, and was highly respectfi.rl of hierarchy as well as

a staunch defender of the status quo in all its economic, political, social and religious aspects.

The second reflected the less individualistic and more social dimensions of working class culture.

It emphasised g:oup solidarity, temporal compromise, a ntore democratic ecclesiology, and

challenged social injustice, and therefore the status quo. This second form of spirituality tended

to identif the working classes with the poor, oppressed and marginalised so often refened to by

Jesus in the Gospels. The workers' apostolate was therefore a political affair from its inceptior¡

faithfrrlly minoring the two dianretrically opposite worldviews which had come into conflict in

tlrc Civil War. As it reflected the changing political and social values of the tinrcs, the workers'

apostolate becarne ever more politicised, as political struggles were played out in what was an

essentially religious and pa.storal issue.

The workers' apostolate under Franco w¿ts founded on the idea of Catholic

corporativism According to its ideologues, the new State based its labour philosophy on the

principle of class harmony. Labour relations were now based on the establishment of a single,

State-run syndicate, subject to party-political control, and based on the pre-exiSing capitalist

social-economic order.r The Labour Charter, or Fuero del Trabojo, of 9 March 1938 established

that all productive forces were to be integrated into lay State-run vertical syndicates, led by

militants of the Falange.2 Catholic corporativist doctrine was influential in the elaboration of

Francoist syndical doctrine, primarily in reconciling the Party's anti-liberal rhetoric with the

lOn the syndical theory of the Falange, see L. Mayor Marlinez, Ideologías dominantes en el sindicalo
vertical (Madrid, 1972)', and M. Aparicio, El sindicalismo vertical y la formación del Estado Fronquista
(Barcelona, 1 980).

rSee the Le¡t de Unidad Sindical of 6 February 1940 and the Ley de Bqses de la Organización Sindical of
December 1940 which established and organised the vertical syndicates.
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continued existence of private properry.3 The Republican agrarian and industrial legislation was

dismantled.o Th" Chtuch collaborated directþ with the syndical system through tlre Asesoría

Nacional de Sindicato.l fNational Council of Syndicates], established in 1945, which named a

national councillor and an ecclesiastical representative p€r province. Throughout the first twenty

years of the régime, ecclesiastics zuch as the Jesuit intellectuals Joaquín Azpiaztu and lvfartín

Brugarola (the latter rnember of the National Ecclesiastic¿l Council of Syndicates) defended the

official syndical doctrine, arguing that it was of Catholic inspiratiorL and in line with Catholic

social doctrine.s

Behind the national-syndicalist rhetoric, the reality was that the traditional oligarchies had

returned and resunred control of the institutions of the new State. In Febnrary 1936, there were

no rnore than 40 rnembers ofthe Falange in the province of N{.iLlaga- On the eve of the war, a.fter

the influx of synrpathisers of the extreme right-wing organisation Renovación Española, the

Catholic corporativist CEDA,, and its youth movernent, the Juventud de Acción Popular (JAP),

the number of members had reached 300.6 One month after the occupation by the Army, there

were 18,000 inscriptions to the Falange in M¡ilagq these reached 40,000 barely one year later, in

February 1938.7 In Mrálaga the Falange office holden did not include many old grrard rnembers,

given the weakness of the Party, but did include many eminent mona¡chists, conservatives, and

rnembers of the pre-republican oligarchy in general. For example, the Provincial Administration

of the Party fJefatura Provincial] in Mrilaga iricluded N{anuel Pérez Bryan, ard Peralt4 with

Jose Luís Estrada a.s Provincial Chief of Press and hopagandat Sottte of the eminent locals of
Malaga who were rewa¡ded for their services to the Falange in the postwar included such

eminent members of the pre-Republican oligarchy as Femando Löring-Cortés, Jorge

Rein-Segur4 Enrique Huelin Hueliru Rafael Crooke Campos, Luis Peraha-España and Francisco

'M. Aparicio, op. cit.,58.

aSee Decrees of 30 August 1936,24 September 1936, and 6 April 1938.

tR. Belda, "La lglesia y el sindicalismo vertical," rn lglesiay sociedad en España 1939-1975.

uE. de Mateo Avilés, "Orígenes ideológicos del personal político franquista en Andalucía. Los

Ayuntamientos malagueños (1941)," in IV Congreso sobre el Andalucismo Hislórico,23l-2.

tA. Villalobos Casanova, "Los inicios del sindicalismo vertical en una ciudad andaluza durante la Guerra
Civil: El casode Málaga." in IIICongreso sobre el Andalucismo Hislórico (Granada, 1987),596.

tM. Eiroa San Francisco, Mataga tras la guena,466
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Baena Ruiz.e Nanres intirnateþ associated with the traditional political and social élites reappear

on the organisations established to direct economic, administrative and cuthral activity

immediately after the entry of the Army. At provincial and municipal level, Comisiones Gestoras

[Governing Committees] ran administrative affairs turtil the definitive re-establishment could be

organised.lo Tlne Comisión Gestora est¿blistred in Ma¡ch 1937 irrcluded Ca¡los Rein Segur4

Jt¡an Temboury Alvarez, Leopoldo Werner Bolín and Julio Garrcedo S¿ienz.r' The post of mayor

often fell into the hands ofthe influential åmilies as long as these were favourable to the régime,

thus excluding, for example, bourgeois families of Republican tradition. The mayor of Mrílaga

from December 1939 to 1943, Pedro Luis Alonso, had particþated in the l93l elections in the

Mona¡chist coalition After the fall of Mrilaga to the Nationalist forces, he was entrusted with the

purging of the Town Coturcil and in his speech on taking power, he expressed his loyahy to the

Caudillo and to ttrc Falangist ideology.12

This same phenornenon is apparent in the Town Councils fAytntamientosf. Ín 1939, the

various concejalías [specialised cowrcils] of the Town Council fell to such familia¡ ruunes as the

nrerchant Pedro Ala¡con Bryan (markets and street stalls), Jose María Huelin Müller (charity),

Emilio J. Souviron (education), And¡és Peralta (waterworks), Francisco Benjumea Heredia

(personnel and fiestas) and Juan Temboury Alvarez (public cleaning). Some of these men

proceeded from the sarne 1931 nronarchist coalition as the Mayor Alonso.'' The occupants of

these public posts were all professional people -lawyers, doctors, engirrcers, chemists- or military

rrrcn, businessnrcn and nrerchants and public servants.la As for the provincial advisory councils,

the Diputaciones Provinciales, the president of the same in 1939 was Manuel Pérez Bryar¡ who

was also the local Falange chief and Secretary of the Movement. Another eminent conservative

on the council was Juan Huelin Thus, posts in the Town and Provincial Councils typically fell to

wealthy and influential people who were not afiaid to use their posts to increase their wealth and

'rbid., qlrz.

rosee E. Barranquero Texeira, Mólaga enîre lq guerra y la posguenq, 53-80, on the provincial and

municipal commissions.

"E. Barranquero Texeira, "Las instituciones en la implantación del nuevo Estado: El Ayuntamiento de

Málaga, en 1937," Bqëtica, no.l I (1988), 514-5.

''M. Eiroa San Francisco, op. cit., 78-9.

'trbid.. 82.

'nlbid.. 83. A list of allthe councillors of the Town Council in 1939 is noted at pp. 80-2;other public offìce
holders at pp. 82-6.
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social influence.lt

The reorganisation and reopening of the educational social, and cultural institutions in

accordance with the new dominant ideology, were also carried out by the local élites. It is

important to remember the work that these nrcn, or members of their family, caried out before

the wa¡ in defence of Catholic education and ecclesiasical censorship. Juan Nvarez Temboury,

who had been responsible for the saving of artworks from the c¿thedral was aJso a nrember of
tlrc Junta Pro Catedral, set up in March of 1937 and comprising prominent npmbers of the local

bourgeoisie.'u Pto-inent rnembers of the bourgeoisie of MáJaga also sat on the myriad of
essentialþ repressive or triumphalist organisations zuch as the Comisión Pro Víctimas del

Mamismo, the exhumations committees, or the Junta Oficial de Recuperación y Restituciones

(dedicated to the return of property confiscated or looted during the Republic and Civil Wa¡ to

its original owners).

The class nature of the new provincial authorities is therefore unquestionable. Despite

the revolutionary rhetoric of the Party and the propaganda which promised to eradicate and

supersede the traditional dominance of the conservative élites, the reality was that the power

structure in post war Miílaga comprised basically the same élites as those that dominated local

life before the Second Republic. An understanding of the ideological orientation of those

exercising political power in the postwar can be gleaned from the study of the composition of the

town courrcils of Málag a n !94I , carried out by de Mateo Avilés. 17 The source used is the Libro

de Gestoras, which includes all the office holders of all municipal courrcils of Malaga for 1941.

The series includes the personal details of all these individuals, including their ideological

orientation before the Unification Decree, and their past political activities. Virtually all the office

holders were now rnembers of the Party, and the nnyors were normally also the local chieß of
the Party. Nevertheless, the presence of the Party is more bureaucratic than real. When asked

about their ideological orientatioq the overwhelming rnajority of office holders -nearly halÊ

declared themselves to be ex-members of monarchist parties, of the Catholic corporativist

Confederación Española de Derechas Autónornas (CEDA), of the reactionary Acción Popular,

or described their ideology vagueþ as "mona¡chist", "conservative" or "right-wing." A very small

proportion identified itself as ex-Agrariar¡ ex-Radical ex-Renovación Española, ex-member of

'tlbid., r65.

'uBEorv (r937),88-9.

'tE. de Mateo Avilés, op. cit.
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Unión Patriótica or Unión Monórquica Nacionsl (nnvements created in support of the ex

Spanish military dictator Prirno de Rivera), traditionalist, or ex-member/ supporter of a

Republican patty. An important proportion (34.41% of the total) declared themselves to be

apolitical which de Mateo Avilés attributes to people recently a¡rived in political and

administrative life, with no ideological past, and easily adaptable to the political circumstances.

What is notable is the relative weakness of the FET y de las JONS -only 6.76% were camisas

viejas, that is, members ofthe Falange before the Unification Decree.

The political commitnrent of the members of the Party in Mrílaga was scarce. In the

1940's, the Provincial Chief of the Falange in Mrílaga was constantþ complaining about this. In

one report, he complained that the rnayors, the military commanders and the local chieß of the

Falange in towns and villages dedicated their time to private rows and disputes, were fiequentþ

comrpt, did not comply with social legislation, permitted economic abuses, and in the case of the

mayor of Ronda even da¡ed to criticise the Party.rs The provincial chief sought rneans to

eliminate the influence of the loc,al caciques, or traditional political bosses, as well as to enable

the Falange to "proceed energeticaily against those political bosses who have deliberately

remained distant from all service and sacrifice, with the objective of directing local politics from

the shadows."le

Ttre caciques were firmly pro-Allied and hoped that an allied victory in the Second

World Wa¡ would seal the fate ofthe Party, and restore political and social circumsances as they

were before the Second Republic.20 Consequentþ, attitudes of nrany of the caciques were

relativeþ cold towa¡ds the Party. They were merely biding their time. One monthþ internal Party

report decla¡ed that the atmosphere in the provincial party was cold" and there were ca¡d-

carrying members of the Falange who neither felt close to the Party nor complied with the Party

norïns, either public or private. It was a situation of "almost absolute indifference."2l

By July 1943, with the allied campaign in Italy underway, the atmosphere in the Falange

of Malaga was one of frank depression, whereas it was causing manifes satisfaction amongst the

tsArchivo General de lq Administración (hereafter AGA), letter to Secretary General of the Falange in
Burgos. Presidenciq. Delegación Nacional de Provinciqs. IDD no. 17.10, box 41, folder 4.

'nld. In fact, in 194 l, the posts of Civil Governor and Provincial Head of the Falange were fi.rsed, as were
the posts of mayor and local head of the Falange.

toAGA. Presiclencia. Delegación Nacionql de Provincias. IDD no. 17.10, box 61, folder 4. "Parte de l5-3 I
julio 1940."

t'AGA. Presidencia. Delegación Nacionql de Provincias. IDD no. 17.10, box 41, folder 52. "Parte de julio
l94l ."
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groups hostile to the Falange.22 The first purges of the Party in lvLéúagatook place in September

1942, n which influential locals associated with the monarchist parties including Alvaro Pries

Crross and Juan Huelin García were expelled for their intrigues against the Party and disreputable

public and private lives."

The implementation ofthe just economic social order announced by the propagandists of
the régime was, in short, in the hands of the traditional oligarchies. This new order was

characterised in its early days by rationing, severe unemployment, and hunger.'o Rationing was

introduced in May 1939 (not to be abolished until 1951), and was accompanied by its alrnost

inevitable concomitant, the black market.2s The Civil Govemor established the so-called Bases

de Trabajo, the first of which set wages in the countryside at between 3 and 9 pesetas for mer¡

and 3.5 for women.'u AI wage claims were declared to be "crimes of rebellion" and therefore

subject to the death sentence. According to Tuñón deLan, the cost of living rose in Spain from

lg3g-l942by 274%o, whilst wages only rose by 150% for the same period.2t At the same time,

the government's policy of economic interventionism and self sufficiency favoured the interests

of the traditional oligarchies.tt Ce.tain sectors of the population -often members of the

traditional oligarchy, but also sectors of the urban populatior¡ including fi.rnctionaries, military

mer¡ and others in positions of power or influence-, became illegitimately enriched. The

bureaucratic and syndical apparatus set up by the government lent itself to all kinds of
comrption. The traditional élites in many cases saw the Falange as the perfect mechanism

through which they could re-establish and institutionalise their practices of patronage, and graft

"AGA. Presidencia. Delegación Nacional de Provincias. IDD no. 17.10, box l2l, folder 30. "Parte de julio
1943."

t'AGA. Presidencia. Delegación Nacional de Provinciqs. IDD no. 17.10, box 41, folder 4. On the purges of
the Party in Málaga more generally, see M. Eiroa San Francisco, Málaga trqs lq guelra, (doctoral thesis),
476-84.

'oon econottric conditions in Spain in the postwar, see R. Tamames, La República. La Era de Franco; Ll.
Ferri, J. Muixí and E. Sanjuán, Las huelgas contra Franco 1939-1956 (Barcelona, 1978), 25-6; and M.
Tuñón de Lara, "El modelo franquista," in Historia 16, ExtraXXIV 0982),77-80.

2sSee Gerald Brenan's testimony on rationing in postwar Andalusia in G. Brenan, La faz de España
(Barcelona, 1985), 54-5, 97-8.

'unorv ç6 Nov. 1937).

2tM. Tuñón de Lara, op. cit.,77 .

28see E. Sevilla Guzmân, La evolución del campesinado en España (Barcelona, 1979).
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became a common feature of life.2e The black ma¡ket in wheat, for example, wffi such a

profitable business that the black market wheat exceeded the amounts of legally sold and

rationed wheat in circulation.'o L*ge landowners of the latifi.mdis regions including Andalusia

dramatically increased the production of wheat during 1939-1951, taking advantage of the

favourable economic circumstancer.'' In }y'rálagu the local landowner Leopoldo Vy'emer BolÍn,

was the Provincial Chief of the Servicio Nacional del Trigo which set official wheat prices and

production quotas, and was responsible to the Civil Governor for everything related to abuses of

the system and the hiding of wheat.32 Hence, he was in a privileged position to protect his fellow

landowners in cases of warehousing of wheat, which many of them were actively engaged in. On

tlre other hand, a war widow who sold a few loaves of bread on the black market was liable to

suffer an exemplary punishment. In Andalusia generally, the wheat policy adopted by the

govemment permitted the enrichment of the local rural oligarchy.33 The agricultural syndicates

fHermandades], supposedly instruments of class harmony, were dominated and manipulated by

the agrarian ba¡ons at will and did not represent the interest of all agriculfiral worke.r.'o Th.

programmes for the creation of family plots for peasants in rural Spain only settled a minuscule

portion of the rural proletariat on lands." With respect to irrigation policy, the defence of

exclusively class interests and the maintenance ofthe status quo again comes to the fore.'u

Nevertheless, according to official propagand4 class conflict and social injustice did not

exist in Spain. Under the fatherly guidance ofFranco, in Spain there was (according to one of the

propaganda slogans of the time), "Ni un hogar sin lumbre, ni un español sin pan" [no home

without a heartl¡ nor any Spaniard without bread to eatl. The State assumed the responsibility of

defending the workers' interests, and engaged in extensive social programmes, constructing

tnM. Eiroa San Francisco, op. cit., 85.

30C. Barciela, "La España del 'estraperl o' ," in El primer franquismo, 121 .

3rE. Sevilla Guzmán, op. cit., 160-8.

t'M. Eiroa San Francisco, op. cit.,289.

33E. Sevilla Guzmán, op. cit.; and C. Barciela, op. cit.

'asee A. Peña, "Las Hermandades de Labradores y su mundo," in Horizonte español, vol. II (Paris,1966);
and E. Sevilla Cuzmán, op. cit., 175-6.

35E. Sevilla Guzmán, op. cit., 169-73; and R. Tamames, Estructurq económica de España (Madrid, l9ó9),
392.

tuA. M. Bernal, "Riegos: Los latifundios del franquismo inicial. (1939-1950)," in El primerfranquismo.
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housing, establishing pension schemes, and offering many other public services, in which the

vertical syndicate and the Movement played a predominant part. In practice, a gteat part of the

Francoist social security system was operated on a decentralised basis by the syndicates. These

provided educational facilities, sports and recreational facilities, arranged holidays for workers,

ran medical centres, sanatoriums, insurance and pension programmes, built parks, housing, and

established cooperatives. The list of welfare, educational and recreational activities of the

syndicate absorbed 40Yo of the syndicate's budget in the 1960's.37 In Málaga, the great housing

campaign was of greatest relevance.3s

The attitude of the Bishop Santos Olivera to the political developments w¿ts one of

optimism and complete collaboratioq unlike other prelates who hâd manifested disconformity

with the régime or with aspects of its ideology." With the cooperation of the new régime, the

bishop reassumed his project of recatholicisation much in the same style as before the war,

relying on the patronage and support of the traditional élites, channelled tluough Catholic

Action, on the exercise of public charity, and on instruction of Catholic doctrine, principally via

catechism and missions.

Santos Olivera began to prepare the spiritual reconquest that was to follow the military

reconquest even before he returned to the capital. In pastoral letters from Seville, he instructed

his clergy to re-establish religious services in those parts of the province already under control of

the Army, and urged the giving of catechism classes and of sacraments, especially to those

individuals distanced from the Church.a0 The giving of the sacraments, especially amongst the

indifferent or ineligious, and acts of public worship such as masses and processions, were the

tasks that Santos Olivera established as being most urgent.o' The acts of worship were to be

37J. Foweraker, Making Democracy in Spain (Cambridge, 1989), 87.

trlndice de qctividades del Gobierno Civil y de lo Jefatura Provincial del Movimiento (Mëiaga, Mar.
1950); and Operación Chabola. La lucha conlra el chaboli.smo en la provinciø de Málaga. Publicaciones
de la Jefatura Provincial del Movimiento (Míiaga, undated).

reCardinal Segura, Bishop of Sevilla, was the most famous dissident of these years. He never forgave Franco
for not restoring the monarchy, and was openly hostile to the Movement on the grounds of its totalitarian
nature. On Segura, see R. Garriga, El Cqrdenal Segura y el nacional-catolicismo (Barcelona, 1977). Even
Cardinal Gomá, staunch defender of Franco and Crusade ideology, expressed his concern over the
totalitarian tendencies ofthe new State in his pastoral letter "Lecciones de la guerra y deberes de la paz,"
published in the Boletín Eclesióstico del Arzobispado de Toledo (l Sept. 1939), which was duly banned by
the censors.

oo BE)M 1Dec. I 936), 345-56.

o'tbid. 
1te:o), 361; and ibid. (1937),6-7
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accompanied by the militar,, and civil authorities. Before retuming triumphantþ to the capital on

15 Ma¡ch 1937,the bishop ca¡ried out a month long visit of inspection ofthe northem zone from

Olvera to Antequera and Ronda. [n the pres€nce of all the local politica] authorities and socially

influential, Falange militias, and military mer¡ there were Te Deums, processions, banners, and a

speech by the bishop. Stiffand dogmatic, Santos Olivera was effilsive in his thanks to the new

authorities which were purging the nation of an adulteration which tlreatened to destroy civilised

society.

The destruction caused in the diocese as a result of the anticlerical violence and Civil

War obliged the bishop to depend on the resources of the social élites more than ever. A great

deal of administrative work was necessary before the work of recatholicisation could begin to

take place. The grave loss of clergy meant that many parishes were unattended and the bishop

was obliged to put two or more parishes under the pa.storal ca¡e of one priest. Alhaurín el

Grande and Alhaurín de la Tone, for example, were entrusted to one clerg¡rnrar¡ and another

was entrusted with the villages of Yunquer4 el Burgo and Tolox. Yet another saw to Parauta,

Carülgirrr1 Pujerra and Igualeja.ot Twelve Catalonian priests were also sent to Mrüaga at least

during the war years. A great deal of npney would be necessary in order to train the young

clergy required for the recatholicisation of the province. The lack of State fi.rnding during the war

(it was to be re-established in 1939) forced the bishop to set about a campaþ of donations.

Special collections were held" fees for the administration of sacrarnents a¡rd the saying of rnass

were increasedby l0%o, and other rn€asures adopted to regularise the chaotic financial situation

and help to reconstruct the ruined churches, convents, etc.a3 A considerable amount of work was

necessary to reestablish Chwch records on baptisms, mÍuriages etc, which had been destroyed in

the churches.

Santos Olivera set about the administering of sacraments to the population -but with a

particular interest in the working classes- tluough an intensive programme of Missions. He was

to decla¡e n 1942 that "The humblest class was always the principal concern of the plan for

these Holy Missions of Malaga."4o In 1938, seventy one missions were conducted in villages and

parishes by various orders.ot In the sarne year, 64 pastoral visits were carried out by the bishop,

o'E. de Mateo Avilés, "La restauración religiosa en Málaga tras la ocupación nacionalista (1937-1939)," 96.

o'neoM 
ç1937),337 .

oo gooM (May 1942).399.

t'nr,oM 
11939), 56-8.
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and a total of 19,496 people were confirrned.ou Dtrring these years, the public ceremonies with

their inevitable propaganda f,mction were an inescapable part of life. The bishop's principal

concern was that the working classes be purged somehow of the marxist infection, and to

gu:rantee that a strong and effective religious education would prevent the recurence of the

infection. This strategy was consistent with classical Catholic interpretation of the class struggle

as being, not the rezult of structural rralfunctions in society, but of the inadequate spiritual and

moral formation of the population Tlre bishops continued to express the idea that only the

sustained reeducation of the population in Catholic doctrine and values could re-instil the lost

national virtues and prevent a recurrence of violence.aT

Santos Olivera's principal instrument for the spiritual and moral reformation of the

diocese was Catholic Action. Catholic Action was restructured in 1939, and adopted as a kind of
lay apostolic army.ot The 1939 statutes, unlike tlrc lg32 statutes, made the local, parish or

diocesan structures predominant over the national. The role of Catholic Action was the

organisation and carrying out of all apostolic activities of the åithful, and the co-ordination and

development of pious, cultuaf charitable and social institutions, assisting the ecclesiastical

hierarchy. In 1941, it was described by the ecclesiastical hierarchy's weekly pâp€r, Ecclesia, as

"the official institution of lay catholics at the service of the hierarchy."a' It hud an overtly
,50evangeßlng role.

The responsibiþ for es'tablishing arid directing Catholic Action conesponded

exclusiveþ to the bishops. The structu¡e was highþ clericalise{ closeþ tied to the vþilancæ of

the parish priest at pa¡ish level, the prelate at diocesan level, and the Spanish episcopate at

national level. The faithful were divided into four main b,ranches, one for adult mer¡ one for adult

wonrcrL one for young men and the las for young woÍrcn. The women's branch was entrusted

with the young boys until they reached I I years of age, after which they became the

responsibility of the young men's branch. The young women's branch saw to all girls of less than

16 years of age. Although the structure of Catholic Action was clearly and rigidly centralised, the

outbid. 1t932),432-6.

"S"... g. the pastoral letter of Cardinal Gomá, Primate of Spain, entitled "Causas de la Guerra y Deberes

de la Paz," which was published in Málaga in BOOMQlov. 1939), 647-705.

asEcclesia (l Jan. l94l), part 1,35-3; and ibid. (15 Jan. 1941), part 2,20'1.

ontbid. lt5 Jan. l94l). 19.

totbid. il Feb. r94t),22.
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implementation of policy was designed to be carried out at parish levelsr

Catholic Action also became an "umbrella organisation" which encompassed all aspects

of Catholic lay apostolate and indeed all cultu¡al and social activities with a view to enforcing

turity, conformisrn, orthodoxy, and uniformity of action.s2 Clerical control wa.s given the utmost

importance. In 1944, on closing the reunion of presidents of the Juntas Diocesanas, the Primate,

Plá i Deniel, advised members of Catholic Action to be "intimateþ united with your Prelate,"

adding that "all the external Apostolate is directed in each diocese by a successor of the

Apostles.... Catholic Action... has an absolute dependence upon onþ the bishop, and for this

reasorl... everything must must receive the approbation and blessing of the pastor himself "51

The bishop of Miílaga's own pastoral exhortation on the importance of Catholic Action

was reprinted n Eccles¡a under the heading "E><trenrcly important pastoral exhortations."S4 As

the social problem was prirnarity a spiritual and moral problen¡ the spirihral and moral needs of
the diocese were to have absolute priority. The bishop decreed that all parish priests were to set

up centres of Catholic Actior¡ in all four of its bnanches, even ifthese onþ consisted of a handful

of members. lnterparish unions were to be established to encompass villages with no parish

priest. Then the parish junta was to be set up, and all pious or cha¡itable organisations integrated.

All members, whether collective or individuaf were to pay a due, and the bishop also

recommended zubscription to the Tarjeta de Ia Acción Católica, or Catholic Action Ca¡d. In

order to ensure compliance, Santos Olivera warned that he would not approve the forrnation of
any rnore pious associations unless there were a b,ranch of Catholic Action in the paristt, of the

same branch and gender as that which purported to establish the association. Santos Olivera

warned his clergy that Catholic Action was "one of the principal obligations of the pastoral

ministry," as well as being an official organisation of the Church and not a merely private

initiative. It was a grave duty for all clergy and all faithful to promote and support Catholic

Action, and the clergy in particular were instructed to treat Catholic Actior¡ not as an extra

burden, but as a powerful and providential aid to the apostolate.s5

In fact, the terrible scarcity of priests in the province, particularly hard hit by the

t'tbid. 
1ts Apr. l94l), 19.

"tbid. 1t June l94l). 15.

t'lbid. 
1zz Jan. 1944), 5-6.

tolbid. (ts Apr. l94l),24-5

tt Id.
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anticlerical violence, rendered this an onerous duty on the few priests u¡ho rernaine{ particularþ

given the scant margin to delegate. Santos Olivera also insisted that interparish centres were to

be avoided except in cases of necessþ: "everything that can be done on a parish level... must not

be ca¡ried out on an interparish basis."5ó

During Santos Olivera's tirne as bishop, the diocesa¡r bulletin was always full of Catholic

Action news, activities, and enterprises dedicated to the propagation and defence of Catholic

values and culture. Catholic Action adopted a campaign theme every year, and all propaganda

and cultural and social works was geared towa¡ds this particular objective. It is notable,

however, that the "social question" appeared to occupy the bishop's mind onþ slightly, and the

resolution of said question appeared to consist of preserving public morals and fostering of
Christian pious practices. In 1940-1941, the bishop launched the campaign "Pro Seminar¡r," in

which Catholic Action drew attention to the needs and the importance of the Seminary in the

evangelisation of the province. The next year, the campaign "Pro Charity," was launched, and

1942-1943 was the campaign of "Sanctification of Feast Days." To this end, special lecture and

study circles were held on these themes, and propaganda campaigns organised.

The number of centres of Catholic Action grew steadily.By 3l May 1942, Santos

Olivera was able to boast of 12 Juntas Panoquiales lpatish boards], 17 centres for mer¡ 30 for

worrrcrL 33 for young mer¡ and 53 for young ladies, with a total membership of 7,357.57 By the

time ofhis transfer to Seville rrr_1947, the bishop was able to publish an inpressive list of centres,

committees, and related cultural, pious, charitable, propagand4 and moralising organisations,

although nrembership numbers left much to be desired. The diocesan boa¡d had many specialised

secretariats established, including those of morality, propagand4 charity, and the Institute of
Superior Religious Cultu¡e. The Unión Diocesana de Hombres fDiocesan Men's Union]

curiously only totalled 749 members in its different centres. The Unión Diocesana de los

Jóvenes fDiocesan Young Men's Union] had, 37 centres, but the number of members is

unknown. The women's centres were more promising. The Unión Diocesana de las Mujeres

[Diocesan Women's Union] had 50 centres, comprising 3,000 members; the Unión Diocesana

de las Jóvenes fDiocesan Young Women's Union] comprised 88 centres for young womer¡ and

totalled 4,586 members." The fledgling movement even counted with its own magazÅne -Fuego.

'urd.

t'Boott qlv47). 98

t*rbid.1t947), loo.
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Despite the bishop's enthusiasnL the organization did not attract ma^ss support, even

among committed Catholics. There were various reasons for this. Firstly, Catholic Action was

too closeþ associated with the CEDA and the Propagandiss of the Republican years, tainted

and discredited by their purported "collaboration" with the Republic. Secondþ, the younger

people were rnore drawn to movernents such as the Falange or the Opts Dei, which were tnore

dynamic and vital and not tainted by the staid piety or excessive cleric¿lism of Catholic Actionse

Thirdty, the economic costs of membership of Catholic Action must necessarily have detened

those who were not comfortabþ off There was a form of subscription for individuals, which

consisted of purchasing the Catholic Action Subcription Ca¡d. This subscriptiorL which wa.s

heavrty promoted by Ecclesia, canrc in ten grades. In 1941, the tenth cost one peset4 and the

first cost one thousand p€setas.uo Catholic press campaigns calling for the purchase of the ticket

were continual in these years of starvation wages and unemployment.ór In 1942, Santos Olivera

urged its purchase, if need be, by saving nroney from expenses which were "if not altogether

superfluous, are not strictþ necessary either." And he even went so frr as to offer an indulgence

for the day that the card was bought, and for every day that one was renewed.u' Santos Olivera

explicitþ fostered elitism in Catholic Actiorl because his strategy was the formation of a select

goup which would recatholicise society from the top down. On one occasion, he warned

potential rnembers that onþ those able to dedicate their full attention to the enterprises nur by

Catholic Action would be able to participate. In short, all those compelled to work for a living

were effectiveþ excluded.

The workers' apostolate of Cæholic Action comprised instruction in Catholic doctrine,

focussed primarily on the idea that poverty was inevitable and necessary, and emphasising the

nobility of manual labour. A stereotype of the ideal worker was constructed, embodying virtues

expressly identified with Christ himself. Christ was presented as a hurnble, obedient, loving sotl

willing to sacrifice and work ha¡d. The episodes of the Gospels where Christ demonstrated a

violent or rebellious character (such as when he expelled the merchants from the temple) were

either not emphasised, or were toned down. Work, fa¡ from being degrading or undignified, was

imbued with a mystical and sacred quality; so much so, that not even the Son of God had been

5eG. Hermet, Los católicos en la España franquista, vol. II, I 8l -7

60Ecclesia(l Jan. l94l), S.

u'tbid. 1t6 jan. 1943), 19. Seealso ibid. (23 Mar. 1946),8.

uttbid. 
1+ Apr. 1942),20.
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ashamed of his hurnble origins, or loath to work manually. Cluist's hurnble birth was constantly

in reference. In Mrílaga :ri'1943, for example, the men of Catholic Action held a series of lectures

on the theme of "Jesus, the worker."63 Santos Oliver4 for his paf, urged the working population

to attend missions safng, "Workers, come to the Holy Missior¡ and there in the workshop of

Naza¡eth you will see the Divine Worker labouring... He will teach yot¡ showing you his

calloused hands, that labour redeems and dignifies."6a

Those tenets of Catholic doctrine that taught the virtues of resignatioq hard work,

discipline and gratitude were greatly emphasised. These were "patriotic" qualities which were

juxtaposed with the blind egoisrn, violence, and anarchy that had characterised the "mancist

hordes." This ideology fostered conservatism as the fi¡ndamental political characteristic of the

workers, identifying this with patriotism and indeed the defence of religion and the State. Charity

was emphasised more than justice, individual duty was emphasised more than individual rights.

Underþing the thinking of the time was the traditional ecclesiastical idea that the poor

had a duty of obedience, subservience, and gratitude, and the rich had a duty to be merciful,

compassionate, and charitable. In his first pastoral exhortation of 1945, the bishop quoted

Scripture to the effect that there would always be poor among us, that they were part of the

natural order, and indeed a necessþ. Nothing could be done to remedy poverty except teach the

rich to serve the poor, making them merciful and magnanimous, and making the poor humble,

resigned, and grateflrl. Poverty was a positive, not a negative, circumstance of life: "Poverty is a

social binding; desired by God, like inequality of conditions, in order to establish between men

that constant interchange of services and relations which constitute the most powerfi.rl bond in

the human fârrily.rr6s Poverty served to foster the higher virtues in all sectors of society. As an

example of the bishop's concept of Christian charity, the bishop entertained 16 poor children at

his table for Christmas lunch as part of his Christrnas campaign "Pro the Poor Man's Christmas."

They were fed a sumptuous feast, and then va¡ious gifts were handed out to the poor thronging

outside.66 One of his proposals for Catholic Action as far as charity w¿ts concerned was to use

the census as a basis to take down information on all the poor, and their necessities, which would

then be passed onto the bishop, whose deacons would work out the accuracy of the claims. This,

u'tbid. 
1to Apr. 1943), 3.

uonooM 
TMay 1942),399

utrbid. 
1Feb. r945), 91.

uulbid. 
1Jan. 1945), 51.
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he argued, would provide the perfect opportunþ for them to uncover moral dangers in the

household and carry out "apostolic and mercifi¡I" acts. The next step would be to pass this

information discreetþ to the faithful, so that, moved by compassion, they might take steps to

remedy the situation. In this way, different classes would be put into contact with each other,

establishing bonds of Christian fratemity and undersanding.6T

Santos Olivera relied heavily on missions to recatholicise the popuJatiorl a^ssisted by the

men a¡rd wornen of Catholic Action. The missions for the workers of Mrilaga were given in their

work places, during the day. The bishop ass€rted that no one was to be obliged to atten4 and

confession and communion were only given in a church and not at the actual factory. Despite

this, attendance was significantþ high; for example, 35 of 40 male workers of the Ceregumil

åctory went to church to receive communion, along with 120 of the 130 fernale workers.ut

During 1942, the missions were held amongst railway workers, tramdrivers, workers of La

Industria Malagueña, the tobacco company, the port, and other individual factories. By May of

that year, the diocesan bulletin wa.s claiming a total attendance of 6,449 men and 1,389

*orrre*un Records were kept of the baptisms that resulted as a result of the missions, first

communions, and rnarriages, distinguishing those that already had children The male branch of

Catholic Action in Málaga also prepared itself to carry out its apostolate in male prisons in

1942.70

Other nreans of inculcating Catholic doctrine and values irrcluded study circles, lectures,

and courses. The IV Diocesan Assembly of Catholic Action in Málaga trcld in February of 1941

include.d a week of discussions and study circles, presided over by the bishop, accompanied by

the mayor, representatives of the Civil Government, the naval comrnander and other civil and

military authorities.Tt In 1940, Catholic Action had also established the Central Institute of

Superior Religious Culture. This national Institute with schools in all the diocese offered tluee

year courses for those who intended to exercise the apostolate of Catholic Action, teaching

religior¡ or anything related to religious studies and apostolic actions.T2 ln 1943, new sections of

uttbid. 1oct. 1944), 627.

utlbid. lMay 1942), 399-4oo

unrd.

'oEcclesia (7 Mar. 1942).4.

''tbid. 1t5 Mar. 1941).28.

"lbid. 1t5 Jan. l94l),4-5.
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the Institute were established; the Ganeral Academy of Propagand4 and the Social Section. The

latter was to concede the diploma of "social secretary" to all workers who studied there with the

aim of becoming worker-leaders of Catholic Actior¡ "... endowed with a solid religious culture

and capacitated to counsel their fellow workers in a Christian way on the exercise of their duties

and on their social family and individual rights."Tr All others who intended to exercise the

workers' apostolate was also to study there for three years, \r/ith studies comprising dogm4

social doctrine, natural law, labour legislation, propaganda techniques, and morals.

The instruction given to workers on their social duties and rights abounded more on the

former than on the latter. The bulk of the activities were aimed at the working classes. Attempts

to recatholicise the propertied classes did not meet with the same enthusiasrn One national study

circle for employers organised by Cafholic Action attracted the grand total of 20 representatives,

and the nurnber of dioceses that had initiated this specialised apostolate could be counted with

the fingers of one hand.74

The myriad of activities organised by Catholic Action did not, however, attract the

masses back into the temples, nor was there a manffest improvement in the state of public

morality or piety apart from that imposed by the State. At best, indifference was the norm.

During the early years of the dictatorship, the bishop of Malaga appeared to be at ease; the

revolutionary workers' movements had been completely crushed and there was virtually no

possibility of a recurrence of class violence. After the frll of the Axis powers, however, the

ecclesiastical hierarchy including Santos Olivera began to express a much more vocal interest in

the "social question" and to demand social justice.Ts On 28 October 1945, the first collective

pastoral letter on social issues was published by the bishops of the ecclesiastical province of

Granada" which included }y'râ1agu76 The pastoral denounced communisn¡ praised Franco's

profoundly Christian social prograÍìmes, and defended corporativist syndical organisations in

t'tbid. ltz June 1944), I l-4

totbid. 
1t3 Apr. 1946), 8.

ttse" 
". 

g. the pastoral letter of the Bishop of Jaén entitled "Uso y abuso de las riquezas," published in ibid.
(13 Jan. 1945), 6-7; and ibid. (20 Jan. 1945), 3-4. Also the pastorals and letters of Monsignor Pildain,
Bishop of the Canary Islands, e. g. his pastoral letter in ibid. (21 July 1945),9-20; and ibid. (28 July 1945),
17-9; and his articfe in ibid. (8 Sept. 1945),20-1.

'u"CaÍta Colectiva de los Obispos de la Provincia Eclesiástica de Granada," published in ibid. (15 Dec.
1945), 5-8; and BOOM (Dec. 1945), 791-810. The ecclesiastical district of Granada included Granada,
Cartagena, Málaga, Jaén, Almería, and Guadix. See also Ecclesia (12 Jan. 1946), 4, drawing attention to
the defects ofexisting social legislation.
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order to wipe out the class struggle. They also criticise{ however, the prevalence of
gnemployment in the soutb and the impunity with which certain sectors of the population were

amassing fortunes in times of widespread hardship and hunger. The bishops also criticised the

absenteeism of the great landowners. They argued that the concept of social jusice was firmly

tied to the unfair distribution of wealtlU and warned that without social jusice there could no

respite ûom the promotors of revolution They also criticised child labou¡, and recommended

that employers and employees form Catholic associatiors, thus questioning the syndical systern

This letter was not typical of Santos Olivera's usual tone or style. Up to therU the bishop

of Malaga had published very little on social questions in the diocesan bulletins. The only "social"

pastoral letter published by Santos Olivera in the diocesan bulletin was published in 1939 on the

housing problem in Mrílaga, and his interest appeared to be the political consequences of the

disastror¡s housing. His experience had taught him that in generaf these immense suburbs that

surround cities "have been the most propitious elements to introduce all sorts of sectarian and

unpatriotic propagand4 and to foster all kinds of tmrest, of rebellior¡ of crimes."Tt In 1941, the

bishop had participated in Catholic Action's "Pro-charity" campaign, but not on the grounds that

poverty was an evil to be eliminated. On the contrary, he decla¡ed that poverty and the exercise

of charity was the nrcans to strengthen fraternal bonds. He was, however, alarnrcd by the fact

that the existence of poverty fostered communisrn Therefore, he declare{ "... the great menace

of commr¡nistn we well know will not be entireþ until physical povery is conrpletely

eliminated, as well as the unjust suffering ofthe disinherited."Ts The;oint pastoral letter, therefore

was probably a sign of Santos Olivera's growing anxiety about the rising influence of

commutism rather than evidence of a new and sudden social consciousness.

By l9aA, Ecclesia was defending the desirability of setting up specialised branches of

Catholic ActiorU for workers, students, and different social and professional groupr.tn In order to

attract the membership of workers, certain economic, recreational and professional benefits were

to be offered to the workers via Catholic Action that were unavailable elsewhere. These benefits

-or obras marginales- were defended on the grounds that the Church "will not attract a great

nurnber of workers to the Chwch if we limit ourselves to offering them exclusively spiritual

"BooMlApr. 1939), 169.

'8 Ecclesia(l 5 Aug. l94l). 2.

'ntbid.120 May 1944). 15.
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benefits."80 Amongst the benefits that were interesting to workers were legal advisory services,

training in technical skills and education in general economic assistance, recreational åcilities,

etc. The direction of these services was to be secular, with adequateþ trained assessors for the

worker's centres. The spiritual and moral direction would belong to the ecclesiastical authority,

but professional and technical questions were best left to members of Catholic Action or even

non rnembers. Special enrphasis was to be given to obras marginales for children The writer

asserted that "It is difficult to win over the adult worker who is alienated from the ChurclU but

the work done in favour of their child¡en has a great indirect influence over thern The child¡en

are the best missionaries for conquering ttre parents."sr Orrce workers had been attracted to the

Chu¡ch's services, sonì€ groups could later be prudently formed of the select {he leaders or

influential peers, people who had influence and credibility, and were able to exercise authority

over their conpanions.

In May of 1946, the general nonns for the new specialised worker's section were

published; these would crystalise into the Hermandades Obreras de Acción Católica (HOAC),

or Worker's Brotherhoods of Catholic Actionst Th" HOAC, and its youth version the Jóvenes

Obreros de la Acción Católica (JOAC) lYoung Workers of Catholic Action],83 developed a

mentality which drew away fiom the classical insistence upon the harmonisation and integration

of social classes. Their members considered that spiritual and nnral developrnent had to occur in

the context of daiþ life and ordinary pursuits. The spiritual preparation ofthe militants was based

on a dynamic apostolate influerrced by a profowrd knowledge of the realities of working

conditions and of rnodem life in general. Hence, the movements helped overconrc the distance

that existed between the Church and modem life.to The workers assumed the responsibility for

the defence of their own interests and defended their own rights, applying a special Cttristian

methodology to the analysis and resolution of problems summed up by the expression: ver,

*otbid.1zo May 1944), l6

t'tbid. lzo May 1944), 17.

tttbid. 
14 June 1946), 7-8.

t'The JOAC was officially set up in Spain in 1949, but it was not autonomous of Catholic Action until
1956. when it was amalgamated with the international Jwentud Obrera Católica (JOC) which had been

founded by the Belgian Cardinal Cardijn in 1947. Upon this integration, the JOC substituted the JOAC.

t*F. Urbina, "Formas de vida de la Iglesia en España: 1939-1975," 56. See also A. Casamayor Fernández,
Teología v creenciq en Tomás Matagón (Madrid, 1988). On the history of the HOAC generally, see B.

López García.Aproximación a la historia de la HOAC (1916-1981)(Madrid' 1995)'
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juzgar, y actuar [see, judge, and act]. Reunions included study teams which were essentialþ

religious and scriphral but which also dealt with the social and political implications of the

application of scripture in working life. The specialised apostolic movements increasingly

adopted a prophetic role of denouncing social injusice. The weekly HOAC paper ¡TU! sr:,on

became the voice of a sector of society that sought to defend the rights of the deferrceless. As a

res,ult, ¡TUl wasnot infrequentþ in trouble with the authorities, which raidd offices, confisc¿ted

editions, and arrested HOAC militants.

The specialised movements of Catholic Action could not be considered nu¡ss

movements, but their influence went beyond their numerical importance. According to Hermet,

even at their period of greatest exparnion from 1959-1963, the HOAC/JOC never totalled more

than 150,000-180,000 militants and sympathisers, less thanll20 ofthe total working population,

and even less than some other organisations of Catholic Action such as the Wonren's branch of

Catholic Actionss This influerrce was due to their excellent organisational skills, capacrty to

negotiate, their discipline, efficienc¡ sense of commitment, and the impressive analytical and

critical training they received in theological, doctrinaf politicalq philosophical, and syndical

issues.

For the ecclesiaSical hierarchy, this raised the spectre of a conflict of interests between

employers arid the employees, and the possibftty of action being taken that might include strikes

and other forms of industrial action wtrich belied the classic discourse on class harmony. Other

worrying aspects included the HOAC's organisational structure, based on cells like the

Communist syndicates, and the custom of addressing of colleagues as "brother," which was

reminiscent of the communist "comrade."86 Such accusations were doubtless disseminated by

elements of the Falange who resented the new Írcasures which cut ground from under the feet

of the vertical s,yndicates, and which knew that this was a very sensitive issue for the Church. [n

1950, the Prirnate PLi i Deniel had to come out in defence of the HOAC, denying that they

encroached on territory of the vertical syndicates, and alleging that "The HOAC is not a

syndicate, but neither is it a pious association fcofradía1." 
tt Plá i Deniel's defence of the HOAC

was to become an annual event. usually on the Feast Day of Saint Joseph the Worker.

ttlndeed, excluding the sympathisers and including on the militants of the organisations, at the beginning of
the 1960s, the HOAC had probably 12,000 militants and 20,000 affiliates, and the JOC about 70,000

members. G. Hermet, Los católicos en la Españafranquista, vol' I,238-9, 242-3.

*urbid.. 232.

sl Ecclesiq (25 Mar. 1950), 5-6.
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The HOAC/JOC playe.d a notable role in the syndical action of the 1950's and 1960's.88

They were joined by Catholic apostolic groups, such as the Vanguardias Obreras Juveniles

(VOÐ formed by the Jesuit pries Luis María Granda in 1958, and Solidaritat d'Obrers Catalans

Cristians (SOCC) formed in Ba¡celona in the same year. The hierarchy was eventually forced to

suspend the publication of ¡TU!. The Prirnate of SpairL who had always defended the HOAC,

despite his own reservations on the subject, was forced to communicate the suspension to all the

bishops in order to avoid fi.rther problems with the civil authorities. The objective was no longer

to reeducate the worker, but rather to reeducate the régime, something which the régime would

not hear ofse

The establishment ofthe HOAC and the other specialised movements of Catholic Action

coincided with the departure of Santos Olivera to Granada and the a¡rival of Herrera Oria as new

bishop. Santos Olivera was named Archbishop of Granada on 4 November 1946, where he

remained until his death in 1953. On 27 Apnl1947, Angel Hener4 who had been parish priest in

the parish of Santa Lucía in his native Santander, was named ¿¡s successor of Santos Olivera. He

was corìsecrated bishop in Santa Lucia on 30 Jwrc 1947, and on 12 October took possession of

the diocese ofMrálaga

Before his departure, Santos Olivera had already taken some timid steps towa¡ds the

establishnrcnt of a specialised workers' apostolate. On 17-19 September 1946, the Fourth

Assembþ of Diocesan clergy was held, and here ttre workers' apostolate attracted a good de¿l of

attention The assembþ de¿lt with the question of instructing the clergy in social issues; the

establishment of a specialised workers'apostolate within Catholic Action; and the structuring of

parish charitable organisations.no It * agreed that the clergy were to be intensively instructed in

papal doctrine, and the intervention of the clergy in social matters was to be indirect, mostly

tt¡ough the instruction of futwe leaders and directors of the workers' apostolate, employing the

traditional means -preaching, propagand4 special courses, retreats, and/or spiritual exercises, in

parish or trade schools. However, the clergy was also to do everything possible to improve the

88F. Fanés, Lavaga de tramvies del I95l (Barcelona, 1977);Ll. Ferri et al., op. cit.; F. Jáuregui and P.

Yega, Crónica del antifranquismo (l). 1939-1962: Los hombres que lucharon por devolver la democracia a
España (Barcelona, l9S3); C. Molinero and P. Sás, "Luchas obreras y oposición al franquismo en la
Cataluña de postguerra," in Le oposición al régimen de Franco, vol. I, part 2; and P. lbarra, "Bases y
desarrollo del nuevo movimiento obrero en Vizcaya (195 l-1967)," in La oposición al régimen de Franco,
vol. l, part 2.

8ell. Ferri et al, op. cit.,62.

no BooM çJutv 1946), 408-9.
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rnaterial and economic situation of the workers, prirrcipalþ by trelping them to get all the social

benefits they were entitled to under the social securþ of the régirne, for example, housing. The

priests were also to collaborate with the Hermandades de Labradores -rural organisations of the

vertical syndicates-, to give them a more moral and religious orientation, and to collaborate with

the Secretariats of Charity in order to alleviate poverty.''

At the X Diocesan Assembþ of Catholic Action in December 1946, amongst the

conclusions of the Men's Diocesan Union was that the Union would assurne "as a principal

objective of imnrediate realþation, that of lending all its efforts and support to the budding

Hennandad Obrera de Acción Católica"e2 As for the young wornen's branch of Catholic Actiorl

the Council recommended that the young militants try to convert the women worker schools into

specialised centres of Catholic Action The Council also proposed to imnr.diateþ esablish an

interparish centre for female office workers.n3

TTrcse, ther¡ were the timid beginnings of the specialised workers'apostolate in Malaga

In the working class parish of Santiago in Málaga, the first young workers centre was established

by Emilio Benavent, then councillor ofthe Diocesa¡r Council of Youth-ea The opening cerernony

was attended by about one hundred young -"n." From 7 to ll February 1947, the Youth

Workers' Centre of Catholic Action of the parish of Santiago held spirihral exercises, attended by

29 boys, many of wlrom did not belong to the organisationnu At the sanrc tinre, the traditional

strategy of organising missions ¿¡s rneatìs of recatholicisation of the nìasses was still maintained.

In Decembe r 1946, for example, a mission was held at Antequera The mission had six c€ntres,

and singled out, amongst others, railway workers, metalworkers, carpenters, textile and rural

workers, doctors and medical stafi servants, teachers, the siclq and married wornen. Missions

were also held in other localities, such as Archidona Benauría, Benadalid, Atajate, and

o'tbid. 
1oct. 1946), 688-9.

ntlbid. 
1Dec. 1946), 783.

n'tbid. 
1Dec. 1946). 784.

eaEcclesia (4 May 1946), 17. Benavent was ther a young priest, renowned for his commitment to the cause

of the workers. Subsequently he became Auxiliary Bishop of Málaga, during which period his attitude
changed considerably.

ntlbid. 
14 Jan. 1947), 13.

nulbid. 
1zz Mar. 1947), 15.
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2.THE SOCIAL DOCTRINE AND PRACTICE OF BISHOP HERRERA ORIA:
AGRARIAN REFORM AND THE RECATHOLICISATION OF

THE URBAN \ryORKERS IN MALAG,A"

The social apostolate adopted a nrarkedþ different style ard tone under Bishop Herrera

Oria, successor to Santos Olivera from 1947. This was the reflection of the vastly different life

histories ofboth men. Santos Olivera was bom in 1887 in León. He studied latirL hurnanities and

philosophy at the seminary, and in 1905 -when he was eighteen- he was sent to Rome on a

scholarship. He completed his doctoral dissertations in philosophy and theology, and wa.s

ordained in 191L In 1913, on his return to Spair¡ he was appointed to the staffof the bishop of

Astorg4 and taught at the Pontificial University of Salarnanca- [n 1919, he won the post of

canon in Córdoba" and two years later, that of nrctropolitan of Seville, where he held chairs in

scripture, logic and theology for fourteen years. Santos Olivera was nanrcd bishop of Mrílaga on

5 August 1935, where he renrained until he was named Archbishop of Granada on 4 November

1946. He died in Granada in 1953.

In comparison with the classicalþ insulated world of Santos Olivera Herrera began his

career as a lawyer. In 1907, he won a post as State lawyer via public service exarns. He received

his doctorate in I¿w in 1909. He abandoned the practice of the law and took up journralism in

l9l l, when he became editor of El Debate.He sub,sequentþ abandoned this particularly brilliant

career in order to become director of Catholic Action in 1933. His political career wa.s no less

intense; he was only briefly the leader of Acción Nacional (later Acción Popular, and nucleus of

the Catholic rutss political party, the CEDA), but his work in favour of Catholic conservative

politics, through publications, schools, lobbies, syndicates, and associations, cannot be

underestimated. The mos important of the associations was the ACNP, of which he had been

the first president and one of the founding members. Herrera's influence over the many

enterprises, institutions, and projects related to the ACNP is overwhelrning, particularly in the

cultural sphere. Some of the many enterprises closely connected to the ACNP and Henera a¡e

La Editorial Católica (1912), the Escuela de Periodismo de El Debate (1926), the Catholic

agrarian syndicates of the CNCA and the sunmer courses at the Universþ of Santander. As a

layman his life's activities were therefore dedicated to the extension of Catholic influence in the

n'B)OM (Dec. 1946), 7s5-90
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temporal sphere.

Having resisted vocations for nnny years, Herrera finally left Spain for Switzerland in

May 1936, to study for the priesthood. He was ordained in July 1940; by this tirne he was 54

years old. On his retum to Spain in 1941, he was destined in a fishing village in Santander as

parish priest until he was narned Bishop of Mrálaga scarceþ six years later, on 24 Aptrl 1947.

Therefore, at his arrival in the diocese of Málaga Herrera had spent the greater part of his life

working in the modern lay world, and dealing with its social, political economic, cultural and

spiritual conplexities. In comparison, he had onþ spent seven years a^s a priest. This wealth of

experience, and Herrera's long history in the social apostolate, resulted in there being a dramatic

change in the social apostolate nMálaga, although the real consequences of the change must be

qualifid as we will see.

In 1948, shortþ after taking possession of the diocese, Herrera Oria asserted that a

section ofthe HOAC had been established in M¡ilaga, and he declared that he proposed to create

a rural section in Antequera- Apparentþ mistaking the nature of the new organisatiorU he

declared that the Church did not exceed its jurisdiction with this meast¡¡e, but on the contrary,

assised the State in offering it committed and well-educated Catholics, and therefore perfect

citizens.es Subsequently, he sent some delegates from the diocese to special c,owses on the

HOAC in Ndafti{ but on discovering the real nature of the courses he let the whole idea drop.

Apparurtþ, he had argued with ttrc National Councillor of the HOAC, Malagón, over the nature

of the n€w tnovernent, which Herrera wanted to mobilise the nrasses to form the syndical or

working class nucleus ofa Catholic political party.nn

Completely immune to the winds of change, Herrera remained absolutely true to the

methods and ideas that he had promoted when he was a young propagandist. He refi¡sed to

foster the HOAC in Malaga Indeed" during his tinr as parish priest in Santander, Bishop Eguino

had asked Herrera to be Councillor of the local HOAC, a post which Herrera had declined.rOo

ntlbid. lluly-Aug. 1948), 271 .

eFr. Miguel León Rodríguez argues that in one such dispute with Malagón, Herrera put forward his opinion

that the HOAC ought to form the germ of a "left-wing" of a Christian Democrat Parfy, such as in ltaly,

where the left-wing of the Christian Democratic Parfy, based on the Catholic syndicalist roots, had

permined the Party to have a fundamental influence on political affairs and brake the advance of the

Communist Parfy and the Sociallsts. Malagón rejected this view, on the basis that the HOAC was not

intended to be a political party, but to provide instruction which permitted the militants to carry out their
own struggle and defend their own rights. Interview held on 26 June l99l in Málaga. This is a point of
view corroborated by Julián Gómez del Castillo, a layman very involved in the HOAC and man in whom

Herrera trusted. in J.M. Garcia Escudero. Conversaciones sobre Angel Heruera (Madrid, 1986), 286.

'oorbid. 2i9-Bo.
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Instea{ Herrera Oria continued in his traditional strategy of organising social weeks fsemanas

socialesl,such as the Diocesa¡r Social Week of 1948, inaugurated by the Civil Governor. During

these events, the bishop participated in meetings and assemblies, where he expounded papal

doctrine in an attempt to instruct the population in its Christian duties and obligations.

What, therl was the cause of Herrera's refusal to permit the HOAC to establish itself in

Málagd? Certainly, as the virtuat leader of the "social-Catholic" group clustered a¡ound the

ACNP, Catholic Actioq and its associated organisations, Herrera had helped to foster a grcater

consciousness of class exploitation. This in itself was enough to distinguish him Êom Santos

Olivera" who was only heard to lament the lot of the working population in the collective

pastoral letter of the Andalusian bishops of October 1945. Hener4 unlike Santos Olivera

identified the dominant classes as a source of the social problerr¡ and specified that they, too,

needed to undergo a spiritual and moral regeneration And yet, while the specialised rnovements

were germinated in the seed bed of social-Catholicism which Herrera had done so much to

develop, Herrera proved to be a major obstacle to their development in the diocese of Mrálaga-

This was so because of the uftra-orthodox natu¡e of Herrera's anaþsis of the causes of

the "social problern" According to the neo-Thomist philosophy that prevailed at the time, both

the social classes and the right to property were part of the natu¡al law, and had a civilising and

moralising influerrce. As Herrera decla¡ed in a homily in 1959, "The existence of classes is in

accordarrce with næure. It is bom of the inequalities between rnen It is born also of virtue and

work. It is a social necessþ."'o'

This analysis rejected the mamist position that the classes were the rezuh of structural

malfi¡nction in society which led to class conflict. The "social problem" was the result of

persond moral and spiritual deficiencies. The solution was not the abolition of the classes or of

property, but the application of the Christian alternative, or "third way," that is, the application

of Catholic doctrine to social problems, thus overcoming both the exploiøtion of capitalism and

the materialism of marxism.

The "third way" implied the acceptance of an important qualification in the enjoyment of

property. Property, argued Herrera" was not a primary, but a secondary natural right. That is to

say, that it could only be enjoyed subject to the coûImon good of others and to the exercise of

charity. Wealth could legitimately be enjoyed in furtherance of the owner's "perfection", provided

that this consisted of enriching the soul with virtues, both intellectual and moral and that they be

'o'4. Herre.u Oria, Obras selectas de Mons. Angel Herrera Oria (Madrid, 1963)' 464
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in the social and economic interests of the entire community.'o' Expenditure on education was a

case in point, atthough there were many kinds of investments that could be made with excess

funds that would increase the national wealtlU "as long as the investments are not made for

profits, but for a social end."l03

The concepts of charity and justice played a critical role in the construction of the

Christian ahemative. Catholic doctrine sought the construction of true social P€Ítcê, and this

depended on the forging of fraternal relations between classes. The mere reclamation of what

was due as a nratter of justice did not satisff the demands of doctrine because, although the

exercise of charity did not substitute justice, justice was not complete without charity. Charity

complemented justice because the former virtue, unlike the latter, forged fraternal and loving

relations between the two parties.toa Furthermore, charity served the transcendental end of

saving souts. If the rich were impeded from exercising charity, there could be grave

repercussions on their supematural lives, because the rich who had not been given the

opportunity to be charitable and generoìrs with the poor whilst alive, could not count on the

intercession ofthe poor before God on their behalf when they died.tOt

The exercise of charity w¿ìs a moral virtue whose exercise had transcendental and

supernatural repercussions; but it could not be legally enforceable. Alms giving, whilst a gËve

moral obligation, "is not a duty of social justice. It is a duty of charity, which cannot be

demanded as a matter of law."r06 This patemalist mentality was completeþ impervious to the

slightest consideration of the human digruty of the poor. In a homily in the cathed'ral in 1961,

Herrera declared that the practice of alrnsgiving did not degrade anybody, but on the contrary,

"It exalts him who receives and exalts him who gives."lO7

Herrera's thinking was therefore radically opposed to the critical tendencies of the

apostolic movements. These adopted an increasingly anti-capitalist tone and used the language of

human rights and dig¡ities, and of social justice. Herrera's teaching emphasised resignatior¡

submission, and acceptance of the status quo. Justice would be done in the other world; it was

to'BooMlMar. 1948), I 16-7.

totlbid. (Mar. 1948), 117.

'oaA. Herrera Oria (dir), La Pqlabra de Cristo, vol. I, (Madrid,1953),547

'otHomily given 31 July 1960, in A. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas,648'

'ouspeech given in Madrid I April 1962,in ibid.' 53.

'otrbid., 638.
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not for the poor to foster antagonism and conflict in search of rnaterial justice, even iftheir claim

was legitimate. It is notable that Christ's words exalting the poor as heirs to the Kingdom of God

were interpreted as being references, not to the materially poor, but to the poor in spirit.'ot In

another homily, Herrera decla¡ed that God did not condemn wealttU nor the abundance of

wealth, but "[t is necessary to teach the rich to be poor. To be poor in spirit. To consider

t¡remselves to be administrators of God our Father."'o' The revolution that Herrera sought was a

spiritual revolution, not a social rebellion Saint Paul, he asserted" \ilas a leader of the spiritual

revolutiorL unlike Spartacus, the brave and noble yet reckless slave leader.rro

In reality, Herrera had had very little direct contact with the working marse.."' Eu"n ^
a la.ymag he had lived a semi-monastic existence, which was exacerbated when he was

ordui*d.'r' Accordingty, his view of class relations was cha¡acterised by a patemalistic

worldview derived from a nostalgic, idealised perception of the pre-capitalist pa^st. In his

references to the working classes, Herrera clearly regarded them as infrntile and helpless.

Sometimes this is made explicit, such as in the comnrcnt that "The people þueblol,like child¡erU

know perfectly well who loves them. And the workers arc very gfateful and respond with an

exemplary and even heroic fidelity;" or "The people, like the child¡en they are, when seduced by

peryerse leaders, can have a moment of obfuscatiorl of ire, of crueþ, and sacrifice the Jus

One.ul 
t' Herrera's refererrces to "the mob," "the masses" and "the poor comflþn people" are too

nwnerous to nrcntion Herrera profoundþ distrt¡sted the masses unless they were ordered

hierarchicalþ; "... the populace is one thing and the mob is another."t'o The lower classes, if

given too much independence, were prone to demagogic excesses and were easily manipulated'

It was not for them even to criticise the rich and powerful. In one homily, Herrera warned the

losHomily given 9 June 1963, in ibid., 734-6.

'tA. Herrera Oria (dir), La Palabra de Cristo, vol. I,286.

rroHomily given22 January 196 l, in A. Herrera Oria, Obras seleclas,580'

"'This was so much so that Herrera liked to take the third class compartment in trains in order to talk to

humblepeople. Testimony of Antonio Ocaña Medina, Secretary of Herrera Oria from 1949-1968' in J' M'

García Escudero, oP. cit.,408.

"'On Herrera's virnrally monastic lifestyle, see testimony of Rafael Gonzílez Moralejo, who was a close

collaborator of Angel Herrera, and companion in Santa Lucia, in ibid., 290-1.

",A. Herrera Oria (dir), La Palqbra de Cristo, vol. ll, (Madrid, 1954),412;and La Palabra de Cristo,vol.
l. 284. respectively.

rraHomily 2 July 196 l. in A. Herrera Oria, Obras selecta.ç' 638'
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poor not to judge the rich. Firstty, because Scripture said that God often rewarded holiness with

abundant wealth; and secondly, because only God could judge the hearts and minds of men:

"You judge by appearances and by the past; but you know the present imperfectly and you do

not know the future."¡15

The answer to the "social problem" was moral and spiritual; but this had to reach all

echelons of society, and not merely the working classes. Herrera's insistence on the necessity of

regenerating society's élites was therefore a disinguishing cha¡acteristic of Herrera's

recatholicisation strategy. Herrera used the expression "aristocracy," to refer to society's élites,

referring to the élites in all fields of hurnan activity, to the leaders of society, to the most virtuous

and the most instructed. The aristocracy consisted of the highest elements of the academic, the

administrative, judiciaf professionat or economic spheres, or "citizens who have been in high

posts in the govemment or in diplomacy; leaders of the workers with a long and clean history,

etc.""u The aristocracy was to be virtuous, in the Aristotelian sense. Gifted by breeding and by

education, and destined to be the leaders of society, the aristocracy was responsible for the

instüing of Chrisian values in the common people, both actively, as instructors, and passively,

by setting a public example of moral rectitude. The aristocracy w¿ts obliged to seek wisdom and

virtue, orient all its actions according to Catholic doctrine and the common goo4 and to place

spiritual ard moral considerations above individual interests and purety rnaterial

considerations."T

For Herrera Oria the comrption of the aristocracy was directþ responsible for the

collective convulsions of recent history. Without a true aristocracy, there was no real

community, but only nìass€s; there was no real aristocracy, either, but nrerely an oligarchy.'l*

Herrera was not loath to highlight the deficiencies of the élites with respect to their Christian

duties. In a conference given in 1945, he decla¡ed of the upper classes that nothing had been

leamt ûom the Civil War, and he denounced those Catholics "guilty of the apostasy of the

masses."l'n Such sentiments were not limited to texts published for the enlightened minorities,

but were also expressed in homilies. In one such homily in the cathedral on 4 December 1949,

rrsPastoral letter24 February 1954, in ibid.,527.

"ulbid.. 6,

" 
trd.

"8speech 6 March 1948. in ibid., 64.

' 'nA. Herrera Oria, Concepto de la justicia social (Granada, 1945),32-3
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Herrera advised those who were social leaders not scandalise with their superficiaf ostentatious

and expensive acts of public piety, whils omitting to carry out their obligations of social justice:

for the poor observed all, and were "Scandalised, and not evangelised."r2O

Hence it was necessary to recatholicise all the social groups; this wa.s to be ca¡ried out by

what Herrera called select minorities. The select minorities would proceed fiom all walks of life,

classes, economic and cultural circumstances and backgrounds. They would be specially and

intensiveþ trained in va¡ious nndem disciplines -sociology, propaganda techniques,

communications- as well as Catholic social doctrine. Acting within their own social and

professional envirorunent amongst their peers and colleagues, these groups and individuals

would constitute the vanguard of the recatholicisation Their work was to be caried out in

factories and suburbs, in the countryside, but also in the culh¡ral and educational organisations

for the upp€r classes. They were also to seek to exercise a profound influence on the apparatus

of Starc.r2r An important part of the work of these minorities would consist of the identification

and anatysis of social problems, \,r/ith all their legal, moral, social and political implications. The

solutiors were to be elaborated in Srict accordance with the guidelines established by Catholic

doctrine, and in close cooperation with the civil authorities.

Apart from their strictþ professional qualities, their personal virtues and piety were of

ñrndamental importance. Herrera counted on very few being chosen, likening them to the

apostles.l22 They were to be the forgers of a new Christian society, arising from the aslres of the

old. Herrera envisaged the quest as a modem crusade: "The idea is to form authentic crusaders,

like those of the Middle Ages, not to reconquer material territory, but spiritual territory. These

a¡e to be the foundations of futwe society."'23 It was clea¡ that the lay élites were mere assistants

of the clergy, to whom they owed filial submission and obedience. Only the clergy had the moral

authority to decide which reforms conformed with doctrine and which did not; and only the

clergy could legimitately act as intermediaries between different classes, resolving clashes of

interests for the comÍìon good.

r2oHomily given 4 December 1949, in A. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas,56l'

'2lReferring to Pope Pius XI's invitation to form select minorities and forge a new order, Herrera declared:

"lt is not sufficient -that great Pontiff said- to reform customs: it is imperative to reform institutions. When

we refer to institutions -he went on- we are referring to the State." Speech to the Escuela de Ciudadanía

Cristiana, in BOOM (Nov. l96l ), 896.

't'4. Herrera Oria (dir), La Palabra de Cristo, vol' f I, 802-3'

t2iExcerpt from BACNP, in J. M. García Escudero, El pensamienlo de Angel Herrerq. Antología política y
soclal (Madrid, 1987), I 79.
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The recatholicisation of society, according to Herrera's conceptior¡ also depended upon

close collaboration with the State. In 1947, whilst acknowledging the words of Christ that a

Christian was to "give to Caesa¡ what is Ca€sar's, and to God what is God's," Herrera retorted

that in a confessional society, "God and Caesa¡ are logically united in benefit of the community,

which belongs to Caesa¡ and to God." He went on to add that if the Church, represented by its

clergy, was not present in everyday reforms, the danger was that, despite the good intentions of

the governors, the communist spirit would infiltrate the insitutions. Therefore, he insisted, the

community would not react against the Church for its apparent particþation in politics. On the

contrary, on seeing how the Church collaborated with the State for the good of the community,

the community would reconcile itsef with the Churctu rnaking spiritual fathers of the clergy and

conceding the Church invaluable religious and moral authority.''n

Herrera's first importânt attempt to promote agdcultural reform in Vfílaga was anchored

in the two principles that cha¡acterised his thinking: collaboration with the dominant élites, and

collaboration with the State. With respect to the latter, Herrera wa.s excellentþ situated, despite

the initially negative reception he had received on his return to Spain.'" In 1948, within six

months of arriving in the diocese, Herrera initiated a scheme for agricultural reform of the

latifundist region of Antequera The reform question was pressing: the authorities were

indicating that productivity was declining in an alarming ÈshiorU and urgent nrcasures had to be

adopted.t2ó At the Jorrudos Sociales Malacitanot which consisted of a series of lectr¡res fiom

the 7th to the l$th of Apnl, Herrera endorsed the principle of agrarian reform and lectued on

the issue of the limits of the enjoynrent of property, defending the state's right to ta¿ and

reminding proprietors that goods have a social fi¡nction and must be used for the comnon good.

Furthermore, he drew the attention of proprietors to a recent circular from the Civil Governor,

which invited proprietors to give up l0% of their lands in long tenancies in the coming year -idea

which was to come to nothing and was abandoned.t" He drew an analogy with Italy, which he

believed was being dragged along the path to communisn¡ and which Spain had to be ca¡eful not

'tn"Programa de un episcopado," delivered in Málaga, l2 October 1947 , on taking possession of the diocese.

In A. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas,760-l .

'"On the harassment suffered by Herrera when he finally returned to Spain, see J. M. García Escudero,

Conversqciones sobre Angel Herrerq, 287 .

'2u4. Herrera Orta, Obras selecta.s,381. The Mayor of Antequera, Ruiz ftega, referred to "the almost

vertical decline of the productivity of manual labour." BooM (July-Aug. 1948),267 .

'ttc. B.enan, La Jàz de España.90.
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to imitate.r2t Herre.a expressþ refused to enter into the technical questions of how much land

ought to be ceded in leasehold, or under what kinds ofcontract, etc, but he urged that MáJaga be

the first in this initiative, because Mâlaga would inspire other Andalusian provinces to follow in

its wake, "And God knows what repercussion a generous attitude from this privileged comer of

the nation could have in the rest of the world."r2e Herrera believed that reform was a race against

tirne, during which it was necessary to take advantage of the åvouable circumstances to change

society radicalþ.'30

In May 1948, Herrera held a preliminary retreat, with spiritual exercises and special

assemblies to deal with the issue of agrarian reforrn A mission for proprietors wÍls held from 16

to 22lvlay, which 25 proprietors attended. The bishop had already been to Antequera twice

before to discuss the reforms, and other meetings on the topic had been held at the Episcopal

Palace. A special association -the Asociación PíoXl/ fPius )([I Association]- was established to

undertake these reforms. Its motto, quoting a papal expressior¡ was "The time for action has

arrived."rsr The civil authorities were also invited and participated.

The bishop expressed his frustration at the lack of land reforms.'" The bishop also

criticised the defensive position the proprietors had adopted to the Civil Governor's suggestion

that they voluntarily offer land for lease, warning them that neither the State nor the workers nor

the Church was åvourable to rnaintaining the current state of aftirs in the Andalusian

countryside. He criticised the abusive working conditions that existed in the countryside, and

questioned whether society had seriousþ attempted to overconrc social problems.r'l

Nevertheless, the bishop insisted that there could be no reform at all without the support of

landowners and ernployers, and that in Andalusia despite the fact that they had "a deficient

social formation," they had to preside over the application of the reforms, or otherwise they

would be expensive, unequa! and mutilated.l3a

'T BooM1\pr. 1948), 124-6.

''nA. Herrera oria, obra selectas,3Sl

'torbid., 382.

't'J. M. García Escudero, op. cit., 187

"' BooM lJune 1948), I 95.

'ttlbid. (June 1948), 196-7.

'ttlbid. (June 1948). 197.
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The proposals put forward at the meetings by the proprietors, were, not surprisingþ,

vague and conservative. One speaker proposed a system of sha¡ecropping faparcería or

medianeríasl, another the proportionat division of profits, which was not accepted so well.

Another speaker proposed the creation of a fixed staff of permanent workers, which would be

given to heads of åmilies, the creation of cooperative stores and n¡ral banks, and the

establishrnent of a sickness benefit -the gpical nrea$¡¡es which were being zupported by the

Catholic corporativist ag¡arian syndicate, the Confederación Nacional Católica Agraria

(CNCA), in the 1920's. The bishop himself propos€d the study of how to evangelise the workers

on the massive rural estater.'" H"t 
".a 

even went so fr¡ as to send one of his priests, Emilio

Benavent, to Rome to inform the pope on the Antequera p.oJ."t.''u

On 3 August, the Third Assembþ of the Pius )(II Association took place. In Herrera's

opening session he argued that Andalusian latifirndism was ob'solete and could not be supported

by tlre Church-r37 Ecclesiastical particþation was limited to the presentation of a proposal for the

evangelisation of landless rural workers.'" The agrarian reform as zuch was put to a vote, and it

was decided to distribute profits between landowners and their workers, although the

landowners dþute.d the amount to be conceded to the workers.''n It was a scheme which

guaranteed the dependence of the landless labourers, and as the bishop noted, ensured that the

landless would never achieve ownership of the land. Herrera preferred that the workers

eventualþ beconre tenant årnrcrq although he acknowledged that general opinion was not on

the side ofthis optionroo This despite the frct that one speaker, Ruiz Muñoz Rojas, who had set

up a number of estates on his land worked under the system of sha¡ecropping, or aparcería,

defended the apparentþ excellent results that this had promoted. The mayor of Antequera

avoided the issue of how to implement agrarian reforrr¡ by recommending that agrarian reform

be cårried out by the vertical syndicates. Finally, the President of the Provincial Council and

President of the Hermandad de Labradores [verticalist agricultural syndicate] in the province of

Málæq Baltasa¡ Peña, reported on the successful case studies of small plots of land being

'"tbid. (June 1948), 199-200.

''uJ. M. García Escudero, op. cit., 187

"' Boo M TJuly-Aug. 1948), 249-7 5.

'"tbid. (July-Aug. 1948). 262-3.

''nlbid. (July-Aug. 1948). 263-6.

'totbid. (July-Aug. 1948), 266.
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handed over to the permanent workers, in addition to their wages. He argued that production

had increased spectacularly since this measu¡e was adopted because the land was much better

ca¡ed for.'or His assertions were much disputed by the Assembly, who alleged that the increase

in production could not be solely attributed to the division and distribution of land.

At the end of the assembþ, the bishop gave his final address, and invited his guests to

approach the secretary and indicate which rneasures would be taken up on their lands. The

resolution adopted was to transform the current system of ownership by allowing workers a

share in gross production.'ot Ofthe lg landowners who still attended the meetings, I I had voted

in favour of the sharing of profits, and 8 in ñvour of the esüablishrn€nt of sha¡ecropping.'o'

Thereafter, the ecclesiastical bulletin was silent on the issue of agrarian refonrL until 1950, when

the issue was taken up again in the Social Week held in }l{LáÅaga on "Agrarian Reform", on26 to

30 April 1950. During this tinp, there do not appear to have been any important changes, except

for the confirmation of the fact that lelds from non inigated land had diminished considerably,

by 63.7% ben¡reen the years lg2g arñ 1948.'44 Tlre countryside was stil lacking in mechanical

assistance such as tractors, and there was exc€ssive reliance on rnanual labour. Mention was

rnade of the necessþ that the State irrigate land; the bishop also recommended that workers

work ha¡der, because in his opinior¡ they worked too little, too few houts, and unwillingly. He

also asserted that the latifundia were not caused by "the lack of good will of great mer¡ but by

climate, naturt..." 'ot Perhaps the bishop's fightlng spirit trad been dented by the public criticistïl

ofhis reformist spirit noted by Gerald Brenan, who was in Málaga at this tfurrc.146

By 1959 the bishop had reached the obvious conclusion that the great Antequera scheme

had been stillborn. In a homily in the cathedral of Málaga the bishop declared that, of all the

landowners invited to organise a reform project, "As far as I know one or two have introduced

some reforrn... the Association failed."'4? Nor did the great scheme for the Christian reform of

'o' Ibid. (Juty-Aug. 1948), 27 I -2.

'o'4. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas,443

'nt BooM (Apr. 1955), 123.

'notbid. (June l95o), 204.

'otlbid. (June 1950), 210- I .

'ouc. Brenan, op. cit., 90.

'o'BooM 1tug.-Sept. 1959), 253.
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the agrarian world fail only in Málaga A simila¡ project organised by Herrera in 1953-1954 with

great landowners of Seville, Córdoba and Cëtdtz also failed spectacularl¡ in the former case,

meeting also with the obstruction ofthe bishops, Ca¡dinal Segura and Bueno Monreal.'oB

Herrera did not appear to abandon hope, ahhough in 1960, the bishop of CádZ Antonio

Añoveros, expressed his grave doubts as to the reformist will ofthe dominant classes.'no HerrerA

however, was incapable of abandoning ideological positions forged in the 1920's and equally

incapable of doubting the goodwill of the landowners. Henera justified the response of the

landowners, praising these nren for their good intentions and for acting in good åfthrso fud in

his homily ofAugust 1959 commenting the failure ofthe Pius )üI Associatioru he asserted that it

would be unjust not to acknowledge the excellent good will of the landowners. He justified the

frilure on the grounds of the difficuþ of the task at hand; firstty, because of the difrcuþ of

changing property ownership; secondþ because of tlrc justifid fear of the landowners that they

would initiate a process which could take them too fr¡; and thirdþ Herrera decla¡ed that "their

good intentions were smothered by the atmosphere within their own social class." Herrera

recalled the doctrine of Pius )O to the effect that a landowner or employer could not be obliged

to introduce social reforms in isolation to the other members of his class. Finally, Hetrera

suggested that "thos€ gentlenrcn of proper Christian conscience" had been led astray by others of

a less conscientious nature: "HencÆ, it is necessary to share out responsibilities to a considerable

degree." 
r5r Tbe private secretary to the auiliary bishop also atErbuted tbe frih¡re of the reforms

to the wives of tlre landowners, which was a point of view shared by ttrc auxiliary bishop and

Herrera himself.'tt Herrera continued to wge the landowners to form another reform

'ntlbid. (Apr. 1955), 122-5; and J. Sánchez Jiménez, El cardenal Henera Oria. Pensqmiento y qcción

social(Madrid, 1986), 167, 183.

'nnLette. of Antonio Añoveros to Herrera Oria,5 February 1960. Herrera Oria's reply of 4 March 1960

manifeste.d his usual optimism. In it, the bishop of Málaga alleged that he was not very optimistic about the

collaboration of the leading classes, but that it was merely a question of time: "... we will reach the true

path.,, J. Sánchez Jiménez, op. cit., 184-5, from the personal correspondence of Herrera Oria in the Archivo

Herrera &iø (Madrid).

'toA. Herrera Oria, Meditación sobre España (Madrid' 1976),247 '

,t, BOOM (Aug.-Sept. l95g),253-4. Herrera's account of the course of the attempted reform in Antequera,

written in ìq05, is publisheá in A. Herrera Oria, op. cit.,244-9. Cardinal Herrera Oria notes the decisions

made by the Asociqción Pío XII, but omits any reference to the failure of the project.

,trBOOM(Apr. 1955), 124. According to this commentator, the womenfolk who were opposed to economic

sacrifrces of'any kind were those who effectively sabotaged the project. The then Auxiliary Bishop of

Málaga, Benavent, conveniently attributes the failure of the Antequera project to the great landowners of

Sevilie, who had close, and sometimes, blood ties with those in Málaga, and who were fìrmly against any

such reform. He also declares that the women ptayed a part in obstructing the reformist intent. See J' M'

92



association't'Moreover he continued to insist that the mere redistnbution of land was not the

solution to the rural question. The reform had to consist of the creation of the "exemplary

proprietor," that is to say, the virtuous proprietor in the Aristotelian s€nse. To this Herrera

continued to dedicate his efforts. In 1953, he asserted that the Govemment was right to refuse to

engage in agrarian reform if this implied redistribution of the land:

Agrarian refonn, as it has generally been caried out throughout history and in
modem tirnes in sonrc nations, is the worst of n¡ral plagues. It is a blight from the
heavens. It is a punishnrent from God. To redistribute property precþitateþ and
rapidþ is to cause economic, social and moral dislocation to the area affected by
the disastrous reforrn' to

In his attitude to the uban working classes, Herrera maintained an equally elitist concept

of industrial relations. Certainþ, Herrera condemned the upper classes for their infidelity to

Christian doctrine, and this was uncomfortable for those sectors of society unaccustonred to

criticisr¡ and overused to public defererrce and reverence. On the other harnd, Herrera's criticisms

were not meant to undermine, but to perfect and consolidate the established order. Herrera never

criticised Franco, and indeed, excused him personally for the evident deficiencies in the

implementation of social jusice and papal doctrine in Spain Herrera asserted that "the wisest

laws, received by a society with a deformed conscience, a¡e either not obeyed, or produce effects

contrary to those intended by the legislator."ltt On more than one occasior¡ other members of
the ecclesiastical hierarchy proved to be considerabty more daring than Herrera-r5ó

Herrera's unconditional collaboration with the Franco régime was doubtless influenced to

a great degree by personal circumstances. Firstþ, Herrera had a naïveþ ftvourable view of
Franco, with whom he enjoyed good, if not excellent relations.'tt Another factor which

conditioned Herrera's actions was his overwhelming fear that civil strife would return to Spair¡

García Escudero, C onversac iones sobre Angel Herrera, 187 -8.

tt'BooM 
l\ug.-Sept. 1959),257 .

r5aHomily of l6 August 1953, in A. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas,667

'ttlbid., 444-6.

r56The most notably examples were Monsignor Pildain, Bishop of Canarias; Gonzâlez Moralejo, then
Auxiliary Bishop of Valencia and ex-disciple of Herrera Oria; and Vicente Enrique y Tarancón (then
Bishop of Solsona, subsequently President of the Spanish Episcopal Conference). See F. Blâzquez, La
Iraición de los clërigos, I l3-5.

'ttsee J. M. García Escudero, op. cit., for the testimony of Herrera's personal secretaries, 254-5,346, 413,
512. Fr. Manuel Gonzäez Ruiz. Canon of the cathedral of Málaga also testified to the mutual respect felt by
both men. Conversation held 28 June 199 I in Málaga.
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particularþ in the form of a communist revolutionrtt Finafty, Herrera had benefitted from his

collaboration with the Franco régime, which had zupported many of his initiatives for the

recatholicisation of the flock, first when he was parish priest at Maliaño, and subsequentþ as

Bishop of Mrílaga Refening to his days as parish priest in Santander, in 1948 Herrera argued

that the evangelisation of the flock would have been impossible without the active collaboration

of Church ard søte and the neighbourhood would have been "... a focal point of
communism-"ltn

Not surprisingþ therefore, Herrera supported the industrial and labour policies of the

dictatorship, and only sought to perfect them as far as possible in line with Catholic social

doctrine. In 1949, for example, Herrera decla¡ed that the Labour Cha¡ter deserved praise for its

guldrng princþles, which, if well interpreted, would be the basis of wise legislation. It was "a

singular document," "of authentic Christian inspiratiorl" and could be the launching pad for

future labour reforms including paid Sunday rest and holidays.róo One of its inperfections was

related to possible State or public control of industry or banking, which was contrary to papal

teaching.'ó' As for the vertical syndicates, in 1954 Herrera wrote that despite the deficiencies of

the organisation, it too offered positive aspects. Although it was not perfect from a doctrinal

point of view, "it is incomparabþ superior to what we knew before; its sets an objective which it

defends with noble tenacity and in its frrndanrentals offers the basis for a definitive solution [to

ttrc s,/rdical question]. " 
I 62

On the conrplicated question of the legitimacy of strike actiorl in 1954, Herrera was still

arguing that the strike was not in itself immoral, was not expressly prohibited by the popes, and

could even be necessary in certain circumstances. Nevertheless, the strike "... is an imperfect

weapoq antijuridical and dangerous."'u' It caused grave damage, tended to be accompanied by

violence, wually served political and not economic ends, and was often the beginning of a

revolutionary movement. Therefore, "It is not, ... a desirable process." Moreover, in cases where

r5sHomily 24 February 1952, in A. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas, 457 .

r5espeech l5 February 1948, in ibid.,436-7.

r60speech 30 April 1949, in ibid.,402-3.

lurspeech 9 June 1950, in ibid.,422-4.

'u'Letter from Herrera Oria to Martin Artajo, 22March 1954, excerpt published in J. M. Carcia Escudero,
El pensamiento de Angel Heruera,247 .

'utA. Herrera Oria (dir), La Palabra de Cristo. vol. II, 935-7.
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strikes were prohibited by the authorities, Catholics were obliged to obey the law and not go on

strike. Catholics, argued Herrer4 were only entitled to break a positive law when it went against

a superior law; and this was not the case with strikes.t6o

Herrera Oria's urban worker's apostolate was therefore anchored in the social

paternalism that had characterised the social-Catholic reform projects of the pre-Republican and

Republican periods. In collaboration with the civil authorities, housing construction projects

were begun in M¡ílaga; one, for example in San Patricio (working class district of Huelin), with a

population of 15,000, where 1,400 living quarters and a church were constructed. In Melilla

another 600 living quarters were built, and yet another 150 living qua.rters and church in

[fbrique.lós In RondA a "worker's centre" was set up, which was to be the centre of education

and leisure of the population. It included a night school, sporting recreational facilities, and

offered classes in religious, moral and social formation.lóó The objective was to establish "a new

society guided by a better and more just brotherhood between its components... in which the

postulates of Religior¡ NatiorL and Family, foundation of a Christian society, are applied and can

take root."'ut In a working class district, "... the 'Worker's Social House is of maximum

importance." This institution was to instruct a chosen number of workers, who, once conectly

oriented, might direct their peers away from "dissolvent and utopian ideas" and towards their

own religious, moraf cultural and economic betterment. It was envisaged t\rat, at the end of the

working day, the workers would be able to rnake use of meeting rooms within their very

worþlaces, in which "honest recreation and instruction" would be provided.lut

Meanwhile, the working classes also received intensive instruction in Catholic doctrine in

the professional training and vocational schools of Málaga. The Escuela de Formación

Profesional 'Francisco Franco' was established to train specialised workers such as

metalworkers, electricians, carpenters, mechanics, printers, etc. The school was to provide

specialised training, but also forge a "whole mar¡" in social, political and religious terms.

Religion was taught at the school by the chaplair¡ who saw to the spiritual direction of the

students. The bishop received the ecclesiastical counsellor in 1957 and demanded that daiþ mass

'utld.

'ut BooM lJan. 1954),46-52

'uutbid. (Sept. 1954), 334.

'uttbid. (Mar. 1953), l2o-7.

'utlbid. (Mar. 1953), 127.
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be said at the school, which had its own chapel.tun Irr this chapel, some of the students were

married, and other religious ceremonies were held, such as the novena for the Immaculate

Virgq which was purportedly "followed by all the apprentices with naximum fervour."

According to the Institute's publicatior¡ Formación 925 students received communion.'to Th"

total nurnber of sfudents w¿ls approximately 1,150. There were also other professional training

schools in Malaga: the Escuela de Formación Profesional de Miraflores de El Palo, run by the

Jesuits; the Escuelas del Ave María, for poor working class children; and the Escuela de Artes y

O/icios in Antequera.

With the most important socialising mechanisms in place, Herrera dedicated himself to

disseminating his own views on the application of Christian doctrine to industrial and labour

affairs at a national level. In his proposed syndical refornl Herrera defended a hierarchical

structure based on the Thomist mixed constitution of monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy. He

likened the employers to the Monarcþ, and the workers in turn, were likened to the body of
citizens. In the middle, he regarded the shareholders as a form of aristocrac¡ counselling and

controlling the possible excesses of their head. The hierarchical structure was f,rndamental for

the prosperous management of an economic enterprise. Herrera refused to entertain any criticism

of the employers, or accept anything that undermined their authority. The claims of workers to

be allowed to particþate in the decision making and running of the enterprises where they

worked was, in the words of Herrer4 "demagogy." In 1949, he attacked democratic values in

industrial relations declaring that it was vulgar and foolish to criticise employers:

Entrepreneurs tend to be, generalþ, the creators.... Such men deserve every
consideration from society.... The egalitarian principle is as opposite to nature as

it is to healthy p,lril¡sophy. It is as disastrous in the political arena as it is in
industrial theory."'

And in the same lecture, he added: "I am an enemy of industrial demagogy as much as of

political demagogy. I do not accept that sovereignty resides in the masses'"'t'

Nevertheless, private enterprise could only legitimately seek private benefit subject to

the common good. The doctrine of the coÌnmon good included the moral obligation of taking

t6eFormación. Revista paraformación e información de los Aprendices de la I.S. Francisco Franco, no. 37

(Oct.-Nov.-Dec. 1957), 2.

'tolbid., no. 37 (oct.-Nov.-Dec. 1957), 13,27.

'ttA. Her.era Oria, Obras selectas,388-9.

'ttlbid., 395.
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issues of social justice into account and of complying with questions of the appropriate spiritual

and social protection and education of the workers. For example, the workers ought to be paid a

just wage, which would permit them to acquire a modest property and avoid falling into the

proletarian condition. What is more, the mere payment of a just salary might not be enough to

satisõ/ the requirements of social justice if the employer merely continued accumulating wealth.

In such a cas€, social justice would rnply, apart fiom the paying of a minimum wage, the

redistribution of wealth.

The structure Herrera proposed was as follows: the board of administrators would retain

absolute technical, economic, and legal control of all aspects of the enterprise's economic

activity. Existing alongside it, however, there was to be a social council which represented the

enterprise "as natural associatior¡ as human community." It would receive inforrnation with

respect to the physical, moral and spiritual he¿lth of the workers, social projects in the

neighbourhood such as the worker's living quarters, recreatior¡ vacations, the running of spiritual

exercises, etc. On the council labour was to be represented. Herrera e4pressed the firm

conviction that "the worker will particþate in the social cotrncil with real interest if the social

council, properly ordered and administered, offers him benefits."r73 The clergy were to be active

as referees between the workers and employers. The embryo of Herrera's ideas had already been

put into practice in his own working life when he was manager of El Debate and La Editorial
174

L:atoltcct.

The workers were not in a position to demand or coerce, let alone dominate the council.

It was not envisaged to be a pres$ne group or defence mechanism that could clash in any way

with the employers. Herrera suggested that the council might comprise, for example, nine

members. Three would represent the workers, three the enterprise and finally, tluee would be

professionals ûom outside the enterprise. These might include a social worker, an economist,

and, if he was not already on the corurcil, a clergyman. This structure was not limited to the

factory level; Herrera envisaged that it could effectively be applied at federation level or even

amongst groups of enterprise..'tt Th" financing of the councils would derive from three sources:

t"rbid.,396-7

t'aLa Editorial Católica, which put into place the commissions which Herrera defended as the ideal system

of organisation of productive relations, was one of the first journalistic enterprises to give its employees a

wide range of benefits like a paid month's holiday. See J. M. García Escudero, Conversaciones sobre Angel
Herrera,429-35.

'ttA. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas,396-7.
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firstty, from a percentage of the company profits that was dedicated to workers; secondþ, from

special reserves for social purpos€s as decreed by law; and thirdþ, the enterprise directly.

The success of this reform depended upon a moral and spiritual revolution taking place

in the hea¡ts and minds of all the implicated parties. It was an idea which depended upon the

spiritual perfection of each individual, and the fi.rll assimilation of Catholic doctrine into everyday

behaviour. Hence, the efficacy of this idea" as Herrera was aware, depended upon an adequate

instruction: it was necessary to establish social schools, most urgentþ for workers, employers,

and clergy, but also all other social sectors. It was also imperative to advance the faculties of
economics and sociology, to further develop and learn Catholic social doctrine.rTó

In Herrera's opinior¡ this system was fa¡ more in keeping with Catholic principles than

the rnodern trend towards syndicalisatior¡ whereby workers srnply elected representatives to

defend them as a class against the employers. Democratisation ofthe enterprise, he argued, could

onþ result in the oppression of the rich by the poor. Economic decisions would not be made on

the basis ofthe conurþn good, but on the basis ofpopular opinion'tt He argued that enterprises

left in the unfettered hands of real experts were better managed, because the economic measures

that were considered the soundest would be taken without fear of popular reaction or outrage.

The economic well-being of the natior¡ in short, depended upon preventing the obstructive

effects of democracy, even within the productive process. Similarty, the reforms had to be

implenrented from the top of the productive py"amid dowru and not as a rezuh of pressure or

instþation from horizontal class syndicates. He rejected the strategy of those countries which

defended the horizontal s,yndical systenu and criticised Catholic laymen who defended the right

of "co-management" or a sha¡e in the decision making by workers or the State in the economic

affairs of the enterprise. This, he considered, was "dangerous and scarcely compatible with papal

thought."r78

Herrera did not approve of State intervention in productive life in order to share power

among the productive elements or redistribute wealth. The role of the State in the intemal affairs

of the enterprise was, in his opinior¡ limited to certain functions such as the redistribution of
wealth via the taxation systern On the other hand" he reminded the State of the papal

exhortations that requested that the State not oppress private enterprise with a heavy ta.r burden.

'turbid., 397-8.

'tttbid.. 417-8.

'ttrbid.. 419-2r
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Nationalisation was also accepted, though only a.s a last resort in specific circumstances.'t' State

interventiorl however, was regarded by Herrera as essentially prone to imperfections and

drawbacks, and disastrous both in economic and social terms. Hence, Herrera urged that the

employers themselves undertake reforms as soon a.s possible before the State followed the

model of other European nations, and undertook reforms for thern'80

Herrera expounded his theories in conferences and lectures all over the country,

including in dioceses where the HOAC was in operationrsr Herrera's recatholicisation

progrurmrne was more and more to be oriented in Madrid. In Madri{ he attempted to recreate

the old Republican Instituto Social Obrero [Worker's Social Institute] in Madrid in 1956. The

project was intended to be a training school for workers, to be called the Instituto Pío XI, and

cowrted with the collaboration of political authorities and friends and disciples of Herrera't'

However, Herrera's plans were frustrated; the HOAC initialty indic¿ted its willingness to

participate, but nothing came of the proposal probably due to Herrera's insistence on choosing

the teachers.ls3

During the 1950's, members of some Catholic apostolic workers'movements such as the

HOAC and JOC were hea¡d to publically defend the principles of co-management in enterprises,

of dialogue with Communists, of liberty of press and of association, and to demand that the

Church take a more active role in the defence of the interests of the weaker sectors of society.

The change -or progression- in the ideological orientation of the HOAC aligted it much more

clearþ with the revolutionary groups than with the more conservative sectors of the Church- The

economic stabilisation plan of 1956 adopted by the technocratic government was met with the

vociferous opposition of these Catholic organisations as well as the clandestine syndical and

political movements.

þlálaga did not manifest this kind of strife; the HOAC did not officially exist there, unlike

'tnHerrera believed that other countries had gone too far in applying the principle of nationalisation. See

ibid..4l l.

'toIbid., 4oo- l .

't'Herrera frequently appeared in the Semanas Sociqles held by other bishops. In 1949, Herrera expounded
his ideas at the Semana Social in Murcia, even though there was a HOAC group established there. M.E.
Nicolás Marín, Instituciones murcianas durante el Franquismo 1939-1962. Contribución al conocimiento
de la ideología dominante (Murcia, 1982),79.

't'J. M. García Escudero, Conversaciones sobre Angel Herrera,253.

't'lbid.,234-5. See also the testimony of Julián Gómez del Castillo in ibid., 277-88.
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other parts of Andalusiawhich did have HOAC grotrps.ttn Nevertheless, the changes in Catholic

thinking were nationwide, and Malaga could not be immunised against them' The ideas and

methodology of the HQAC and the Joc did penetrate Malaga in a very timid way, despite

Herrera Oria's reservations. The bishop's absences from the diocese were frequent, and

sometimes prolonged, and he was to some degree distanced fiom what was happening in the

diocese. His general paffem was to come from Madrid on Saturday afternoons, and leave for

Madrid on Sunday afternoor¡ or on Monday afternoon.'tt In 1951, an auxiliary bishop was

appointed -Fr. Emilio Benavent- to assist Herrera in the running of the diocese, given that he was

absent one week in every two.'tu This perhaps liberated Herrera even further: in l95l and 1952,

Herrera visited South America" where he hoped to set up institutes similar to those established in

Spain.

Moreover, the bishop could not impede that individuals freeþ subscriþ to the Catholic

apostolic movements, which were neither illegal nor prohibited by the hierarchy' Hence,

according to one testimony, there were individuals who were militants of the HOAC in Mtálaga

before 1962, althoggh doubtless these were relatively few isolated individt'als, with little or no

infl.rence.'tt According to Hermet, n lgg,there were 110 subscribers to the HoAc bulletin in

Miílaga.'tt In about 1958, Tonr¡is MalagórL one of the founders of the HOAC, came to Málaga

to give a course to diocesan priests; on other occasions, individuals were sent from Madrid to

give the workers of certain åctories lectures on the HOAC. The bishop's response to these

initiatives was essentialþ obstructionist; Herrera offered no open opposition to the limited

HOAC activities that existed, but he ignored thenl and forbade clergy to go to its meetings'r8e

The Atxiliary Bishop Benavent was initially favourable to the Joc, but when he discovered that

,*oNotably Câdiz,Córdoba, and Granada.See Boletín HOAC (21 May 1953), l3; and ibid' (21 Jan' 1956)'

il
,,'J. M. García Escudero, op. cit., 248'.andconversation with Manuel Gonzâlez Ruiz' held in Málaga' 28

June 1991.

'tuJ. M. García Escudero, op' cit'' 228

l"García de la Cueva, leader of the metal syndicate in Málaga in these years' was alledgedly also a member

of the HoAC. Testimony of José Antonio Ruiz Muñoz, e*-member of the Joc and ccoo in Málaga in the

1960's. Conversation held in Málaga, 2l September 1995'

'88G. Hermet , Los católicos en la Españafranquista, vol' l'241 '

lseTestimony of Pepe Juítrez, member of the HOAC in Granada in these early years, and President of the

Andalusian HOAC in 1970: Juârez believes that F errera's obstructionism of the HOAC in Málaga is

exaggerated. Conversation held in El Palo (Málaga)' 22 September 1995'
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mernbers of the JOC were getting implicated in the workers' struggle, he refused

have access to diocesan premises to hold their meetings.leO

the

Hence, a HOAC-JOC style apostolate did not exist in Mrílaga until the 1

the personal work of a minuscule nurnber of individuals, such as Emilio Benavent and Jesús

S¿lnchez. Both Emilio Benavent, when he was parish priest of the working class district of San

Patricio de Huelin" and the young priest Jesus S¿inchez worked in San Patricio de Huelin, which

was referred to locally as "the red neighbourhood." This parish was very extensive, running from

the railway station of Malag4 all along the coast, up to the aþort of Torremolinos. Malaga's

industry was concentrated there, and the parish therefore included industrial, maritime, and

agricultural workers. In this paristr, four priests worked with different sectors. As parish priest,

Benavent had a relativeþ open attitude to the worker's apostolate. Benavent's father had been

founder of the Socialist syndicate, the Unión General de Trabajadores (UGT) in Bilbao; his

brother had been a Republican tank commander who was condemned to death by the

Nationalists.tnt Be*u"nt himself was a late vocation; in the seminary he studied with Malagón.

Benavent's thinking subsequently was to change considerably, becoming much more patemalistic

and conservative after being appointed arxiliary bishop to Angel Herrera. Rafael Marmoþo,

ex-Ana¡chist, remembers Benavent in those early days of the worker's apostolate as being a nrul

sympathetic to the left, who lacked the patemali;m that normally characterised the Catholic

workers'apostolate; so much so that he was able to enlist the aid of commwrists and anarchists
192

ln h$ proJects.

The youngest of the four priests working in the parish, Jesus Siánchez, was coadjutor of

Benavent, and was also in charge of the youth apostolate. Fr. Sánchez was also the teacher of

the 1,000 students who attended the railway apprentice's school, the Escuela de Aprendices de

la Red Española Nacional de Fenocarriles Españoles (RENFE). This was an important school

which trained apprentices to work in a numericaþ significant local industry -about 9,000-

because Malaga was a terminus station, and therefore had an important workshop for the repair

of trains. Fr. S¿inchez was also the teacher of the Institución Sindical'Francisco Franco',the

reoTestimony of José Antonio Ruiz Muñoz.

letTestimony of Rafael Marmolejo in En el recuerdo y el calor de Alþnso C. Comín (Málaga, 23 July
1981),22-3. Pamphlet published in limited numbers in remembrance of Alfonso C. Comín by his friends in
Málaga on the first anniversary of Comín's death. The author has a copy thanks to the kindness of José

Antonio Ruiz Muñoz

'n'rbid.,23.
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most important vocational training centre of MrilagA which comprised about 1,200 students

including 200-300 boarders. The hostility of the yourg men who attended these classes towards

indoctrination in religious or political matters w¿rs open and vehement. Fr. Sánchez relates that,

when he arrived to give class for the first time, Franco's portrait had been slashed and turned to

the wall, and he personally was informed that religion and politics classes were a waste of
time.tn' The workers of RENFE had travel passes, and therefore were able to travel overseas.

They were generally amongst the better informed workers in Spain, precisely due to their foreþ
contacts.

Fr. Sanchez, however, was not so easily intimidated. He had been trained in the JOAC in

Valladolid, and was accustomed a more open and tolerant worker's apostolate. In the RENFE

apprentice school in the Institución Sindical 'Francisco Franco'and in other schools, Siánchez

formed the JOAC cells and set about the study of Christian doctrine and the fostering of a real

and profound spirituality.

It did not take long for Fr. S¿inchez's work to arouse suspicions, and allegations began to

circulate to the effect that he was a "red." The students of the Institución Sindical 'Francisco

Franco'were obliged to confess and take communior¡ and attend the rosary, on the eve of the

important religious feass. If they failed to do so, they were given a "grave fault," and on

receiving tluee, they could be expelled from the school. These boys only received one day ofi
and had to come to Mrílaga from El Palo, which was a suburb on the outskirts of the city,

expressly to go to receive the sacraments and attend services. Fr. Sánchez did not believe in the

paying of lip service and suggested that the boys come to hþ but instead of making them

receive sacraments that they did not want to receive, he merely talked to them and blessed them.

News of this practice got out, and as a result, Fr. Sanchez \ryas removed from his position as

teacher ofthese lads.

On being withdrawn from his working apostolate in San Patricio de HuelirU in 1958, he

requested and was conceded the post of parish priest of one of the poorest parishes of Málaga

Santa Rosa de Lima. This parish was created n 1952 from the working class parishes of Santo

Domingo and San Ca¡los. Applying the JOC methodology he had leamt in Valladolid, Fr.

S¡ínchez changed the face of the neighbourhood drastically. Rejecting the custom of the priest

who had preceded hinì, Fr. S¿ínchez distnbuted the American aid which was then coming into

Málaga -butter, cheese, milk, clothes- without there being any need to attend rosary. The 600 tin

te3Conversation with Fr. Jesús Sánchez Pérez, held in Málaga, 1l June l99l
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and c¿rdboard shacks in which the residents lived were knocked dowu and 600 homes buih by

the authorities, tired of the continual harrassment of the combative parish priest of Santa Rosa

The local cht¡rch and secondary school, however, were constructed by the locals without any

assistance either from the civil or ecclesiastical authorities. Herrera was aÍìÍzed on discovering

what this enterprising priest wa^s able to do in his paristr-'no on one occa-sior¡ the bishop wa^s

taken a¡ou¡rd to inspect the living conditions of the poor in MÍùagu Herrera was overcome by

what he saw, and rema¡ked to Fr. Sránchez, "We have no contact with the people," to which Fr'

s¿inchez pertly replied, "You nigþt not!" This episode caused a profound impression on Fr'

Srinchea and in a course being offered in the diocese on lines simila¡ to that of the HOAC, he

repeated Herrera's declaration. The course was about the necessity of getting closer to, and

having more contact wittr, the working population. Fr. Sanchez pos€d the rhetorical questior¡

that if the most socially conscious bishop in Spain could make such a c,omment, what was the

rest of the Spanish episcopate, and indee{ the rest of the population like? This comnrcnt was

made at about eight o'clock in the evening. The next morning, he received instructions to

abandon the course.

The successes of Fr. Sanchez were very much personal successes, which depended upon

the drive of the priest and his capacity to mobilise others to support him The development of a

JoC nrentality which created an autonomous group of Catholic militants did not begin in Málaga

until october 1961, however, after the arrival of the influential Catholic laynran and self

proclaimed Communist Alfonso Ca¡los ComÍnret Comín began working as a teacher in four

different schools dedicated to professional and technical training. on his second day of teaching

in one such college -the Jesuit boys' technical college run by the Jesuit father Mondéjar- he wa's

expelled, for objecting to the use of corporal punishment to discipline the boyr.'nu Comín was to

work, during his fou¡ years in Malaga, in the Instituto Católico de Estudios Técnicos (ICET)'

fhe Escuela del Ave María de Huelin, the Escuela de Peritos Industriales, the Escuela de

Trabajo social ,,Estela Aurora" (the only feminine college, established by Herrera for the

instruction of social workers) and he began to teach in the Escuela de Maestría Industrial'

Comín attempted to develop class consciousness in his students in reunions he arranged after

class, in which he discussed the class struggle and other issues. On one occasiorL he was called

'no rd.

re5See A. C. Comín, Fe en la tierrq (Bilbao,1977)'

'nuThis episode is briefly related in ibid., 91, as well asin España, ¿,País de Misión? (Barcelona' 1966)
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upon to give a religion class, as the usual teacher was ill; Comín's class caused a sensation.

No-one had ever hea¡d anfhing like it.rnt His students were all young, ranging between 14 and

1B years of age, and were vastly impressed with the social sensibility of their new teacher.

Comín and his family lived in a working class suburb on the beach in the fishing district

of El palo. Shortly after arriving, Comín and some of his neighbours formed a JOC group. One

ofthe members ofthis group, Pedro Andres GotuÍiez recalls that Comín inspired trust because

he did not try to "convert" or evangelise anybody. Thus he was able to have relations with

commurists, socialists and anarchists, and together they and the JOC began to mobilise and

organise social and political opposition to the régime'ret

Comin's work in the JOC was not carried out in a clandestine fashion from the bishop; on

the contrary, ComÍn sought the collaboration of the bishop. However, the first initiatives of the

JOC, in the words of ComÍrL "... were totally frustrated by the total incomprehension of the

Herrera Oria-Benavent duo, who smothered the initiatives adopted by those who were beginning

a task in incredibly hard and selÊsacrificing conditions."tnn Comín's contacts were essentially

with Benavent, who effectively ran the diocese in Herrera's absences. Comín describes

Benavent's reaction to their meeting as being largely evasive; "There was nothing to talk about or

discuss. Everything was his jurisdiction. Monsignor Herrera and he knew what they were

doing.... Monsignor Benavent was never even remotely interested in dealing with such questions,

he never tried to assimilate what might be of use from otr experiences, from our lives."2oo

Comín's initiatives were also to run into ecclesiastical opposition on one other notable

occasion. ComÍn had founded an industrial cooperative, called Cooperativa Industrial

Malagueña, based on a similar initiative which was working well in Mondragór¡ in the Basque

Country. ComÍn had personally sought financial assistance from the German episcopate; but

before he could receive it, Herrera informed ComÍn that he was to abardon the cooperative if he

wanted the cooperative to receive the money.'o'

ComÍn also worked as technical advisor in a factory in Hueliq until his employer,

leTTestimony of Inocencio Fernández, ex-member of this class and disciple and friend of Comín'

Conversation held in Málaga, 2l September 1995'

ttsEn el recuerdo y el calor de Alþnso C. Comín,40.

tnnA. C. Comín, Fe en la tierra,92.

toolbid.,93.

2orSee A. Sáez Alba, La Asociqción Nacional Católica de Propagandistas, 106, fn l; and the testimony of

Miguel Pérez, in En el recuerdo y el caLor de Alþnso C. Comín,41-9'
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Jacinto pariente, dismissed hþ given that "Alfonso dedicated part of his time to counselling the

workers, something which, obviously, did not interest D. Jacinto."2o2 Finally, dwing his time in

Málaga ComÍn prepared his book entitled España del Sur [Southem Spain], in collaboration

with some of his colleagues in Málæa on the unjust social-economic conditions of the

Andalusian working classes, and their causes. Subjected to police vigilance and raids, ComÍn

was finally obliged to abandon Máiaga and retum to Barcelona in 1965. He was to write that:

',The different controls placed on us -ecclesiastical as much as political- made the most minimal

task almost impossible. "2o3

Another formidabte ideological opponent of the bishop of Malaga was Jose María

GovÍiez Ruiz, Canon of the cathedral, theologiar¡ and biblical specialist. GorzÍlez Rulz

provoked the suspicion and opposition of Cardinal Herrera over the subject matter that he taught

at the seminary, and suffered considerably until the opening of the Second Vatican Council,

during which many of his ideas and opinions were ratified and vindicated. Due to the pressure of

the bishop of Malaga (who did not have authority to remove Goruiùez Ruiz from his post as

canon, but did everything possible to make his life as uncomfortable as possible), GorzirlezRuz

spent relatively little time in Mrálaga in the 1960's. When he was there, "González Ruiz's house...

\ryas a parade of people from the Church or not, who needed to meet, talk or ask for something

for the cause ofthe worker's movement."2o4

Govátlez Ruiz defended profound changes in the traditional thinking with respect to

traditional ecclesiology, pastoral practice, and theology, and the rejection of the values of

National-Catholicism. He was especially interested in the possibilities of dialogue between

Christians and Marxists, participating ir many philosophical debates with eminent Man<ist

philosophers and theorists. In 1962, he published Marxismo y Cristianismo frente al hombre

nuevo, in which he rebutted the Marxist criticism that the Christian nrcssage was incapable of

bringing about human advancement.'ot In his relations with the working classes and their

organisations, GotuiúezRuiz acknowledged the Church's historical mistakes. In his homily on 1

May 1966, celebrated by the Franco régime as San Jos,é Obrero, Gotuilez Ruiz criticised

202Testimony of Gabriel Puga and family, in En el recuerdo y el cqlor de Alþnso C. Comín,49'

to'A. C. Comín, Fe en la tierra,95.

tooJ. A. Ruiz Muñoz, Como viví el movimiento obrero de Malaga (1965-1977),10. Unpublished typewritten

memoirs, in the Municipal Library of Málaga, dated June 1987'

'otJ. M. GonzäezFruiz, Marxismo y Cristianismo frente al hombre nuevo (Madtid, 1962)'
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Catholic negþerrce, culpable silence, and collaboration with the oppressors of the working

classes. He reminded his listeners of the words of the Second Vatican Council expressed in

Scheme 13 (subsequentþ to become the pastoral constitution Gaudium et Spes): "the Christian

who fails in his temporal obligations, fails in his duties to his neighbow, fails, above all in his

oblþations to God, and places his eternal salvation in danger."2ou 'lhe work of Gonzilez Ruiz

had a greatinfluence on the Catholic apostolic rnovements zuch as the HOAC; irideed, one of the

biblical specialists consulted and studied by all the HOAC militants was preciseÏy Goviúez

Ruiz.tot

Despite the changes taking place in Catholic thinking both in Spain and, especially, in

Europe, Herrera Oria remained faithf.il to Crusade values and to the essentialþ l9th century

concepts of pastoral practice and apostolate. Therefore it wa.s to ttre great surprise of Herrera

Oria that the pontificates of Pope John )O(II and Pope Paul M gave an enonnor¡s impulse to

the work of ttrc HOAC, JOC, and individuals or apostolic organisations in lirie with the thinking

of these groups. In the encyclical Mater et Magistra (1961) Pope John )Oütr drew a close

relationship between personat salvation and the practical application of Catholic social doctrine in

the ordinary life of every Christian, denying that there was any contradiction between the quest

for personal perfection and what Pope John )O([II called "active presence in the world."208 The

common good was interpreted more in terms of the defence of individual human rights and

dignities; amongst these rights, the pope defended ttrc right of workers to freeþ form and run

associations in order to defend their own interests.2Oe Workers were entitled to activeþ

collaborate in economic enterprises and politicat organisations.''o 'fh" principles of equþ, social

justice and respect for human dignity were to be determining factors in the construction of

economic life.'" The pope paid considerable attention to the particular problems of the ru¡al

workers, arguing that they should form associations in defence of their own interests, and that

2mHomily of José María González Ruiz given in Barcelona' in J. A. Ruiz Muñoz, op' cit', appendix'

2oTTestimony of Pepe Juârez.

totThe version used here is translated by the author from the Spanish language version in Ocho grandes

mensajes. gth edn. (Madrid, 1976), l2l-200, see paras226,255.

'*lbid., para22.

''olbid., paras 77, 9l -3, 97.

t"lbid.. paras 2l .71^73^82-4.
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rural workers were to be the protagonists of their own advancernent.''t Finaüy, the pope urged

the development of the lay apostolate; he urged Catholics to collaborate loyally in all those

works "which are by their nature good, or at least can lead to good."2ll

In his comments on the encyclical Herrera maintained a guarded silence on the papal

words indicating that workers had a right to establish their own associations. Indeed" when

Mater et Magistra was published, Herrera wrote to tlre PoPe, ilggesting that ttrc Spanish

translation had to be defective, as it was impossible that the encyclical could realþ declare that

,,the advarrcenrent of the peasants must be the work of the peasants themselves." The pope had

to correct him on this point.2ro In 1961, when explaining the text in a lecture to civil servants,

Herrera decla¡ed that the pope had written that the landed proprietors were responsible for their

own advancement, by offering "noble and sircere" collaboration with the govemmental

agricuhural reforms.t't As to the implications of the encyclical on Spanish qindical policy'

Herrera acknowledged the pope's words on tlre prormtion of the working classes, and the right

for workers to particþate in the life of the enterprise actively; but he also noted that the pope

eulogised ,'the syndical organisations of Christian inspiratior¡" evidently with the Spanish vertical

syndicates in mind.''u InI964,he wamed workers that:

The workers who foster the class spirit amongst themselves are ¿Ni distanced

from the Gospels a^s those rich who defend ttreir positions. One thing is the

deferrce of one's own interests and another is ttre maintenance of a closed and

exclusivist class spirit, which fosters individual egoism and predisposes spirits

towards the class struggle.''t

Herrera also notabþ avoided rnaking any reference to the papal comments on the collaboration

of Catholics with non Catholics in social and economic initiatives that favoured the common

good.

In his comments on the encyclical Herrera was always most carefi'rl to remind his

readers that the encyclicals define general principles, but do not offer concrete and practical

''tlbid., paras 144, 146, 148.

''tlbid., paras237-9.

''nJ. M. García Escudero, Conversaciones sobre Angel Herrera'281 '

"t BooM çlov. l96l), 89 l-2.

''utbid. (Nov. l96l), 890-1.

t''J. M. García Escudero, El pensamiento de '4ngel Herrera,75, quoting homily of l2 July 1964
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solutions to day to day problems.t't He *as also ca¡eful to note that the encyclical's conclusions

,,cannot be applie.d literally to all nations and in all circumstances. Repeatedþ the text says that

the reality oftime and place, different and changeable, must be taken into account'"2'e

In generaf Herrera took pains to indicate that, despite the commotion caused by the

encyclica! the papal doctrine therein expounded was no noveþ on ea¡lier papal doctrine' On the

question of socialisation of the nreans of productioq he declared that: "He who reads the text

carefi¡lþ will see that the encyclical does no more than repeat old ideas and establish the new

situation;,' on State inten¿entionisnL he declared that: "The doctrine is exactly the same as that of

Pope Leo KII;" on property, he decla¡ed that: "There is nothing new on property in 'Mater et

Magistra.... It is, in short, the traditional position."22o

Herrera,s explanrations of the encyclical to his flock always consisted of proving the

consistency of the new document with established authority, and confirming the doctrines that

Herrera had always taught. His comnrents on the encyclicals included the usual appeals for

collaboration with the State, and between State and Church even when these directþ

contradicted the spirit and even the words of the encyclical;22' and they habitually included

references to the necessþ of establishing select minorities.tt' The formation of select minorities

of workers was especialþ necessary. In his commentary on Mater et Magistra, Herrera insisted

that the presenc€ of workers in all aspects of public life dernanded thal they receive an adequate

instruction The economic enterprise had to be converted into a hurnan community, for which

prrpos€ workers needed a carefill Christian social instruction If this were not forthcoming,

Herrera argued they would seek it independently from communist doctrine, "so åscinating

because of what it contains that is truthfi¡I..'"223

Herrera,s elitist thinking was increasingly anachronistic and inconsistent with doctrinal

and theological developments which had occurred without him apparently noticing'"4 If ht did

"tBOOM (Nov. l9ól), 886; and A. Herrera Otia, Obras selectas'345'

''nA. Herrera oria, op. cit., 345.

"oBO)M çNov. I96I), 887, and 889-90, respectively'

tt'4. Herrera Oria, op. cit., 351.

tt'rbid., 352-6.

tttrbid.. 355-6.

r2oln the light of the developments during and after the Second Vatican Council. the publications of the

Biblioteca de Autores CrÌstianos. in which Herrera and the teachers of the 1ns¡iluto social León xIII
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notic€ the contradictions, he simply relied on the affinnation that "Spain is different" to justify

not following the dictates of modem papal authonty."t

Despite Herrera's lack of support for the specialised movements of Catholic Action'

these began to develop real social influence in the 1960's, and particularþ a-fter the year of

Henera's death in 1968, impelled by the vast social and economic changes. The economic

revolution nlvlitagacame in the form of migration and the development of the tourist indusury'

which r¡ndermined the traditional economic structures and traditional ways of life. Thousands of

peasants left the land to join the industrial working population in the large cities and towns.ttu

The Spanish economy and labour force underwent a dnunatic transformation in relatively little

time from n¡al economy to indusrialised consumer society. Andalusia was one of the regions

most affected by these changes in the labow force. In 1930,3.7yo of the natives of Malaga lived

outside Andalusia; by 1970, that percentage had risen to 18.6o/o.227 The rnajority of migrants

from N{.álaga went to Catalt¡ña (52.5%), overwhelrningly to Barcelona and another inPortant

number went to Madrid (20o/ù.22r The rnajority of these migrants were rural workers, mostly

young men (between25-C4 years of age), unskilled or semiskilled, and unmarried. An average

8.6% of these migrants were illiterate, in comparison with the national average ol3.7Yo.22e

normally published, reflected the new orientations of Catholic doctrine. Every ancyclical published by the

popes wäs studied and a collection of commentaries on the various paragraphs and sections of the ørcyclical

,"rîtt* by the professors of the Instituto Social I¿ón XIil was subsequently published. Herrera Oria

normally wrote the prologue or the concl
cosmology between the contributors and

Oria sounds radically old-fashioned and
(Madrid, 1963\; Et diálogo según la mente de Pablo

1965); Comentarios q la-Encíõt¡ca "Pacem in lerris" (Madrid, 1966); Curso de doctrina ,social calólica

gr4ajriO, l9ó7); and Comentarios a la Constitución ''Gaudium et Spes" sobre la Iglesia y el Mundo Actual

(Madrid, 1968).

,ttThis was the case with respect to the phenomenon of worker-priests, about whom Herrera declared that

',... son dos mundos distintos Francia y España, especialmente en lo que se refiere a la práctica de este tipo

de apostolado social," although he declared he had sent out a fact finding party to study the situation' Sur

(28 Dec. 1965).

22uon Spanish migration, see R' Tamames, Ia et al'

op. cit., 207;8. Sevilla Guzmán, op. cit., 176 en lq

Andalucía Jianquista (Málaga, leA+¡, 3?' See /isis y

teslimonios (Madrid, 1977), on the social-economic a

t2tJ. Velarde Fuertes (dir), Decadencia y *isis en Andalucia (Sevilla' 1982)' I I l.

22*M. Delgado and J. Sánchez, "Movimientos migratorios en la provincia de Málaga," in Jábega,no'27

(197e),74-s.

"nrbid.. 75-6.
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In the first years of tlre 1950's, the first foreþ tourists began to appear in Mrárlaga the

tourist boom that followed was to be as rapid as it wa.s intense."o From the beginning of the

1960's, there were natives of Malaga working in the construction industry overs€Íls as well as

important seasonal migration from the villages to the centres of Malagas tourism on the Costa

det Sol-the capital Maúella Torremolinos and Fuengirola or to other Andalusian p.ovinces."'

This geographica! demographic and economic transfornration was not, of course, either

the resuh or the cause of a redistribution of rural wealth" The latifimdist estates continued as they

had before, and though the loss of labour caused a rise in agricultual wages, this was oßet by

the introduction of machinery and other forms of increased capital investment on the land. The

massive dþlacement of the population alleviated the ills caused by the agrarian social and

economic structu¡e. Tlre social consequences of this economic revolution were paradoúcalþ to

change everything so that everything might remain the sanre. The structural problems of the

economy of lvlálaga were not addressed.2" In the early 1960's illiteracy was still well above the

national average nWálaga.2" Th" structwal problems in the ownership of land had not been

add¡essed since the years of Second Republic. The landed estates, if anything, were consolidated,

and the composition of the social classes unchanged. In the 1960's, the traditional rural oligarchy

-landed proprietors who employed an average of seventeen people- constituted less than 5Yo of

the labour force of Eastem Andalusia whilst 22.9% were smallholden that did not employ

labour, another 7o/owere skilled salaried workers. The rernaining 6f.Yowete unskilled landless

labourers -tlte braceros or iornaleros.23o

Mrilaga in particular continued to be an essentially backwa¡d and economically

dependent regioq but with a newly developing l-g., ignorant, and exploited wban

subproletariat.t" At the time of Herrera's death in 1968, wealth was still very unequally

distributed in the province of Malaga and the distance between social classes still enormous.

t'oc. Brenan, Memoria personal, 503.

2trJ. Sánchez Jiménez, Vida rural y mundo contemporáneo,299-300.

t"Alfonso Carlos Comín carries out an analysis of the human costs of the economic transformation of
Andalusia in Nolicia de Andqlucíq (Seville, 1985). See also the personal testimonies collected by Ronald

Fraser on the social, political and economic changes experienced in the small village of Mijas in Mijos'

Repúbtica, Guerua y Franquismo en un pueblo andaluz (Barcelona, 1985).

t"A. C. Comín. España del Sur (Madrid, 1966),527.

ttts. Juliá. "población ¡, movimientos migratorios," in los andaluces (Madrid, 1980), 506-

tttA. C. Comín. op. cit.. 528-9
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The workers of Málaga began to mobilise and undertake syndical action in the 1960's. In

19&-1965, the first meeting of the Communist-dominated clandestine workers' movement

Comisiones Obreras (CCOO) had taken place. The first organised workers' movements

independent of the vertical syndicates appeared in Mrílaga in 1965-1966' Its immediate strategy

was to seek concrete objectives such as better working conditions, political and syndical liberty,

an end to the dictatorship, a.s the basis for later seeking the real objective which was the

destruction of capitalisrn Herrce, CCoo participated in syndical elections in order to infiftrate

the syndical systenu which it did in Miiaga with some success. The first nreetings of organisers

of CCOO were held in the working class parishes of Perchel and Trinidad, amongst whom there

were sonrc members of the JoC and HOAC of Mrálaga. As there was close police vigilance, ten

to twelve people were arrested, and protest movements were very limited in number and the

natwe of actions that c,ould take place.2'u The Communist Party, tlrc Juventudes Comunistas del

pCE ard the Frente de Liberación Popular (FI-P) fornrd the basis of the mass mobilisation.

During the 1966 syndical elections there was a great surge of support for CCOO The first strikes

and denpnstrations took place n 1966;237 and subsequently the organisation wa-s illegalised in

1967.238 A police round up in 1968 in which 28 communist militants were a¡rested temporarily

paraþsed the activities of CCOO in Malaga until 1970'23e

The srnal JOC group of Malaga was especialþ implicated in the CCOO and its actions,

and was supported by a progressive parish priest of the working class zuburb of Carranque' The

JOC reactred an agreement on collaborating with the CCOO in a meeting in a diocesan meeting

room in May 1965, along with three or four members of the HOAC.240 In 1966, again on

diocesan premises, there was a reunion of young progressive clergy who organised the apostolic

movements, including the JOC. These included Pepe Sanchez Gánez and Pepe Cascos, who

worked on the Secretariado Social Diocesano, the organisation in charge of the social

236Testimony of Antonio Camaño Gómez, militant of CCOO in Málaga in the 1960's' Conversation with

Camaño, now in Secretaría de Relaciones Sindicales de CCO} de la Provincia de Málaga, held in Málaga'

on 20 September 1995; and see J' A. Ruiz Muñoz, op' cit'

"tJ. A. Ruiz Muñoz, op. cit'

2t8on the syndicalelections in Málaga, see ibid', especially l6-23'

,rnThe Communist cells of Málaga fell in 1961, 1968, 1970 and 1972.ln l96l the police repression was

especially brutal. and various *oik"., were imprisoned for circulating the Communist publication' Mundo

Obrero. See ibid., 8.

r{0Testimony of José Antonio Ruiz Muñoz'
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apostolate which ironicalþ had been esablished by Herrera-to' At this tinìe, the borderline

between what was åith and political commitment was scarceþ discemible; there were members

of the Joc and of the HOAC who were also communiss, and indeed, n 1967, the communist

party raised the question of whether or not to admit Christians into the Party, question which

was resolved favourabþ, althougþ with an inferior juridic¿l status, that is, they did not have fi'rll

voting rights.'ot Tlre npmbers of the HOAC especialþ worked elbow to elbow with the

Communists, with whom in M¿ilaga according to the testimony of Carnaño Gómea then militant

of CCOO, they got on very well. Some of the priests associated with the JOC in Malaga began

to accuse the young militants of being nranipulated by the Communist Pafty. This issue is denied

by some ex-members of the apostolic movements who were, at the same tirne, members of

ccoo or political parties; others however argue that there was no such thing as the Joc in

Mitagaû¡ring these years, but that it was nrereþ a cover for political operations, principally for

BanderaRoTa, political organisation whose members were eventualþ to enter the Communist or

Socialist Parties.2a3

On 19 August 1966, Henera Oria (who had been named Cardinal in January 1965)

offere.d his resignation to the Vatican, which was immediately accepted. He had been in ill health

for many yea$. In fact, he had suffered an attack in 1953 fiom which he never recovered

completeþ ard in l962,hehad received extreme unction vvhilst in Rome attending the Vatican

Council.2an On 2g Juty 1968, Herrera Oria died in Madrid. He was eighty-two years of age' In

ttrc last years, Herrera Oria was too ill to be fulþ responsible for the running of the diocese' The

development of the specialised apostolic movements and of the workers'movement in Málaga

coincided with the Ca¡dinal's period of decline'

In the years immediately after Herrera's deattu the workers syndical and apostolic

movements begar to mobilise and become a nìÍ¡ss phenomenon. The apostolic movements

2o'ld.

2a2Testimony of Antonio Camaño Gómez. See also G. Hermet, Los católicos en Ia España franquista, vol' l'
353-4.

'o'Th" two points of view are personified by José tatus as militant

of the JoC with membership ff CCoo, th; FLP that in general'

people did not use the lOi for political, rather than re the other hand'

Pepe Juárez argues that the JOC was totally politicised a which had been

formed in Málaga by Comín, along with ihe frrst JOC circles. Testimony of José Antonio Ruiz Muñoz'

member of the Joc in Málaga, and Pepe harez, militant of the HOAC.

tooBooM (oct. 1968), 857.
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assumed politicål compromises and denncratic values which were radicalþ opposed to Herrera's

elitist philosophy. Workers, students, progressive clergy, collaborated to construct a political,

laboral and social order more in line with the rest of modem Europe than with the feudal

constructs of ultra orthodox Catholic ideology. Herrera's ideas no longer had their day. No more

was hea¡d of select minorities or collaboration with social élites or with the political authorities in

the years a.fter Herrera's death Herrera's projects for the workers'apostolate in Mrilaga died with

him Paradoxicalþ, orrc of the Catholics most dedicated to fostering the Catholic social

conscience h Spuou and to whom many owed a debt, died with a scarce legacy to show for his

years of work. Herrera had sirrtpty been overtaken by events.

The workers'apostolate, theq can be seen to have had different levels of success. Dwing

the years of Catholic triumphalisrq which principally sought to bring the apostate masses back

into the ritualistic fold, the mass administration of sacraments and the mass missions satisfied the

bishop's dernands that there be at least an external compliance with reþiors oblþations. Overt

anti-clericalism disappeared, as did the class struggle. As tinrc went or! however, religious

indifference was perhaps the word that best described the traditionalþ Republican sectors of

society.

When it was established, the specialised apostolate was not especially desired by the

hierarch¡ but it proved to be essential if a workers'apostolate was to exist at all in rnany parts of

Spairl However, it could not be politicalþ neutral If it were excessiveþ devoted to pious

practices and mysticisn¡L it would be seen to serve the status quo; if it ptusued b,roader

objectives, it inevitabþ questioned the régime and served to destabilise society. The Catholic

organisations proved to be one of the only vehicles through which dissenting views could be

expressed, and a myriad of individuals were active in the organisations until the syndicates and

workers' movements were legalised, after which membership of the Catholic workers'

associations plummeted. The Franco years were years in which the religious and the political

were not readily distinguishable by anybody, no matter what their political ideology.

Herrera Oria occupied a peculiar middle ground in this ideological battleground, where

he managed to become despised and/or ignored by both extremes. He was an express apologiS

of the régime and of the dominant élites, his social theory was patemalistic and he was devoted

to Crusade values. His concept of evangelising, while incorporating modern strategies and

technologies, was redolent ofthe classical image of the Spanish conquistador, sword in one hand

and cross in the other. As Catholic philosophical and theological values increasingly emphasised

principles of social jusice a¡rd human rights, so Herrera's classical discouse based on concepts
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of obligation and duty sounded more and more inelevant. On the other hand, Herrera's dogged

insistence on the necessity of recatholicising the middle and upper classes and on instituting

social and economic reforms were a grating annoyance to the members of these classes, who

were more accustomed to being publicly acclaimed for their generosþ as benefactors and

unswerving defenders of the Church and its privileges.

It is highly paradoxical that Herrera's time never appeared to a¡rive. During the years of

totalitarian rule, when Spain was isolated fiom the intemational community, triumphalist values

precluded any talk of reform or any hint of self criticism. Herrera's calls to social consciousness

were lost on a class which was absolutely secwe in its power base and which had every reason to

feel complacent. During the late 1950's and after, when Spain's economic boom took place, the

cultural and social evolution of society led to the increasing demand for democratic values,

including pluralism and freedom of conscience. Social and political values swung from one

extreme to the other, from Catholic totalitarianism to modern parliamentary democracy'

Herrera's conception of the workers' apostolate was based on the constructs of feudal society,

and was as inappropriate in the triumphalist society of the 1940's and early 1950's as in the

turbulent years of the Second Vatican Council. The fact that the workers' apostolate in Málaga

developed independently of the bishop, despite the frct that he dedicated his life's work to the

social apostolate in Spaitu is a sad reflection ofthis fact.
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III. THE RECATHOLICISATION OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION IN MALAGA.

1. PUBLIC INSTRUCTION AND SANTOS OLIVERA, 1937-1946.

Francoist educational policy was heavily anchored in the clerical discourse of truth and

error. The laicising policies of the Second Republic, with their enrphasis on pluralisr¡ tolerance,

and equality, were regarded with abhorrence. Postwar education sought to eradicate all trace of

ideologies that conflicted with the tenets of National-Catholicisrq and to p€rpetuate the status

quo. As a rezuh, educational policy was largely based on wholesale indoctrination of the

populatiorL substituting one ideology and set of values for another. The children of the dominant

classes were educated to assume their role as leaders of society. Education for the humbler

classes consisted firstty of religious instruction, innoculating them againS ñlse doctrines and

ideologies. Clerical influence over an intenseþ elitist educational system was restord and thus

inequalities were perpetuated insteåd of mitigated. For the hurnbler classes especially,

socialisation rather than instruction was to be what cha¡acterised education lronically, however,

the neglect of the principle of universal literacy was one of the elements which would have a

negative impact on the recatholicisation project in the long run

One of the prinrary obsessions of the Nationalist bloc was the recuperation of

"traditional" Spanish values and cutture, and the destruction of foreigr¡ lfueralb ard mandst

perversions which had ptrportedty undermined the integrity of the nation Republican

educational and culh¡ral inçitutions were dismantled, and intensive purges canied out of

personnel in schools, Universities, libraries, newspapers, and of books and publications to

eradicate anti-religious and anti-patriotic ideologies. One of the régime's official ideologues, the

Catholic conservative tinked to the reactionary pressure goup Acción Española, Jose PemartÍrL

asserted that to ask for tolerance and respect for those not allied to the Crusade was akin to

asking for tolerance and respect for those who argued that two plus two equals five, and

decla¡ed that the Nationalists could never tolerate or resp€ct erroneous opinions. He advocated

"Absolute intolerance for doctrines or opinions that differ from the true Catholic Religion;

compassion and Chrisian charity for those who sustain thern"r

The greater part of the pro-republican intelligentsia went into exile, including more than

'Cit.d in A. Alted Yigil, Política del nuevo Estado sobre el palrimonio cultural y la educación durante la

Guerra Civilespañola (Madrid. 1984)' 160.
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two thor¡sand teachers.2 Many others had perished as a rezult of the war or of the repression3

Those who did not actually lose their lives were subjected to political repressior¡ and were

subject to imprisonment, fines, censorship, impediments or obstructions to working in the public

service, or to working at all and all kinds of public and private harrassment and humiliation

Thus a terrible vengeance was exacted upon those who had da¡ed to be opposed, or simply

inditrerent to, the values ofthe "glorious national revolution"

Special attention was dedicated to the purging of teaching personnel at all levels,

primary, secondary and tertiary, in the Decree of 8 November 1936. The purging of teaching

staff was jusified on the grounds that the teaching profession had been influenced and nearly

monopolised by "dissolvent ideologies and institutions." This necessitated a total and radical

revision of public instruction in order to root out "those Èlse doctrines whiclU along with their

apostles, have been the principal frctors causing the tragic situation to which our Motherland has

beendriven" a

This piece of legislation established committees to purge Universities, technical schools,

secondary and prinrary schools, as well as a committee at provincial level, which were to collect

reports and determine whether or not to suspend, dismiss or otherwise sanction teachers and

lecturers. More explicitly, the committees were instructed to perrnanentþ separate ûom their

posts all those who were or had been nrembers of the Popular Front parties, of secret societies,

and ttpse who sympathised with these parties and societies even if not activeþ members, by

orienting their professional lives according to the philosophy of these movements.t Indeed, 
"u"tt

those who were considered to be moralþ irreproachable and who had never participated in the

"Communist subversion" directly or indirectly, were to be transferred from their posts if they had

sympathised with any of the regionalist parties of Catalonia the Basque Country, or Galicia.6 By

Ma¡ch 1939, a teacher could be removed from service if "evident passivity in those who could

'F. Blírzquez, La traición de los clérigo.s, 61. See also Gonzalo Torrente Ballester, who in 1940 declared

that the exiled comprised about 90o/o of the total Spanish intelligentsia, cited in E. Díaz, Pensamienlo

español (],939-1973) (Madrid, 1974), 18. Díaz includes an extensive list of exiled intellectuals, albeit
necessarily incomplete, at pp. l5-9.

3The most internationally famous case was the death of the poet Federico García Lorca. On the
circumstances surrounding the death of Lorca, apparently at the hands of the local Falangist chief, see I.

Gibson, Granqda, 1936. El asesinato de García Lorca (Barcelona, 1979)'

aPreamble legislation Decree of 8 November 1936, in BOE (l I Nov. 1936).

torde, of 7 December 1936.

urd.
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have cooperated in the triumph of the Movement" were demonstrated.T

The committee that purged the teaching body collected information on the political,

syndicaf social and professional activities of the teachers, as well as their ideological orientation

and whether or not they complied with religious precepts. This inforrnation was sought via a

questionnaire which also asked what papers or magazines the accused subscribed to, and what

hiVlrer conduct had been after the "glorious national revolution" began" These questionnaires

were sent to the local Mayor, the parish priest, the local comrnander of the Civil Guar4 and a

local reputable head of famiþ. The commission was also able to reþ on information from other

sources, such as the information services of the Movement, or private indMduals. The

determining factors in the purging of the teachers were ideological; having been a member of the

Republican teacher's unioru or having voted a Republican party was sufficient evidence of the

individual's hostiþ to the Nationalist caus€. Evidence of religious belief or disbelief also played

an important part. Many were sanctioned, at least in part, because they were atheists, or

indifferent, or for being merely "externally Catholic."s The investigating committees were

expressly authorised to request as many reports as were deemed necessary, and the utmost

detachment and dedication was demanded. The puging committees were wamed against letting

witnesses hide or falsi8'facts because they were affected by "reprehensible nrental res€rves or

out of place sentimentalisrns." Those who urjustifiably alleged not to know frcts on the persons

r¡nder investigation were to be publicalþ expose.d by the committees, "to their perpetual shanìe."e

The sanctions ranged from temporary suspension for different periods of tinre, to

provisional or definitive transfers either in or outside the province of origir¡ to being definitively

removed fiom all teaching poSs, or confirnration in their posts. As ftiz Heras has noted, the

investigations carried out were based on the assumption of guilt, and the teachers were obliged

to demonstrate their innocence.to

The va¡ious studies on the regional purging committees which ate now coming to light

reveal that the decisions adopted by the purging committees were often based upon value

judgements, gossip, opinions unsubsantiated by evidence, anecdotes, unconfirmed rumours, and

torder of l8 March 1939

tJ. M. NasarreLopez, "Depuración de maestros en la provincia de Huesca," in La universidad española

bajo el régimen de Franco (1939-1975) (Zaragoza, l99l),228.

norde. of 7 December 1936.

ruM. Ortiz Heras. "La depuración del magisterio en la provincia de Albacete. El lenguaje de los expedientes

de depuración," in Za universidad española bajo el régimen de Franco.
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nrere suspicions. A clear nexus existed in the mirds of the committee members between lack of

religious fervour and left-wing political opinions.'r For this reasorL the investigation of the

religious beließ and practices of the individual under investigation assunËs a vital importance.

Hence, the committee investigated for indications of atheisrn, heterodox religious opinior¡

insufficient religious practice, tense relations with tlre parish priest, etcetera There was no room

for ambiguities. Teachers who had mereþ subscribed to tlre revolutionary or Republican PË$,

even if onþ for a short tirne, were punished; similarþ teachers' friends and social relations were

closeþ inspected. Signs of "irregular" nnral or sexual conduct were s€verely dealt wittu

especialþ in the case of wonìen Sexual misconduct was the most serious, but other practices

-drinking, dancing until late- were also sanctioned. The studies of the purges caried out by these

different hisorians manifest the great credibiþ that the reports prepared by the parish priests

ha{ and 1þ diligence with which nrany of these complied with this unpleasant duty. Indeed, in

rrìany cases, they were more intrarnigent than the other authorities.

Even after passing the purges, the prinrary teachers' general behaviour was subjected to

close scrutiny. Special committees, entitled Juntas de Primera Enseñanza tPrimary Education

Boards], were established at local municipal and provincial level, for this purpose. The

committees included ecclesiastical representation designated by the bishop, va¡ious professionals,

representatives of the civil authorities, and of the parents. It wa^s to act on the information

provided by the municþal committees; these in turn were to report on any irregularity in the

teachers'public or private lives if these led to "notorious discredit."r2 It was also to report on

teachers' negligence, improper treatment of students, or any other cause. The committee

exercised a very important degree of control over teachers, given that it was responsible for the

service records on the basis of which bonuses, prizes and other distinctions were awa¡ded. Apart

from these already conclusive measures to guarantee the ideological affliation of the teaching

stafi a significant number of teaching positions were also reserved for men who could only be

considered unconditional devotees of the régime.r3

"See J. M. Nasarre Lopez, op. cit.; M. ftiz Heras, op. cit.; J. Crespo Redondo, et al, Purga de maeslros en

la Guerra Civil. La depuración del magisterio nacional de la provincia de Burgos (Valladolid, 1987); M. J'

Dueñas Cepeda, "La represión en el profesorado de enseñanza primaria en Valladolid," in los nuevos

historiadores ante la Guerra Civil española, vol. II; F. Moreno Sáez, "La educación en el primer
fianquismo (1939-195 l)," in G. Sánchez Recio, et al, Guerra civil y franquismo en Alicante (Alicante,

1990); and W. Alvarez Oblanca, La represión de postguena en León: Depuración de la enseñqnza

I 936- t 943 (Madrid, 1986).

'torder of l9 June 1939.

lrOne Order of 26 January 1940. publishedin BOE (7 Feb. 1940), reserved 4,000 posts for officers; another
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The purging of teaching staff in Málaga counted with the sincere collaboration of the

Bishop Santos Oliver4 who demanded of his clergy that they be objective when they were

elaborating reports, because:

... the proper selection of [the teaching statr] being so critical, it is necessary that
the priests be absolutely objective, salng all and only the whole truth and trymg
to carefirlly disinguish between proven facts and the personal interpretations of
the informer.ra

The nature and extent of the purges in Málaga are almost impossible to study at the present

juncttue.r5 According to Barranquero, from December 1936 to the end of March 1937,120

teachers were purged in the province of Málaga. The list of purged teachers discovered by

Barranquero does not spectû how many were readmitted to their posts, how many were

sanctioned, nor what kinds of sanctions these individuals suffered.tu The internal monthly report

of the provincial branch of the Falange seem to indicate that a vigorous purge was still being

carried out in Málaga n!943, a full six years after the end of the war in tr'4ëtlaga. Concretely, in

June 1 943 there were 4 I 8 files under investigation; in Juþ, there were 679, n August, 61 8 and in

September, 4g2.r7

After the teaching staff had been appropriately purged, they were submitted to special

courses to prepare them for their new role as missionaries and þ assistants of the parish priest.

During the war, primary school teachers in Nationalist territory were requested to attend short

courses, including one on religion. The prelate set the latter course, and the materials to be used.

During two weeks in summer, teachers received special training, apart from religion, on such

issues as "The Motherland," or "Mankind and the teacher." Attendance was voluntary;

Order of l7 October 1940 reserved 4,000 posts for ex-combatents, ex-prisoners of war of the Republicans,

and war orphans. On the 25 November 1940, this number was increased to 5,000. Another 4,000 posts were

reserved for military offtcers with a minimum of six months at the front'

'oBishop Santos Olivera, letter dated 3 I December 1936, publish ed in BOOM (1937),363.

r5The purging of teachers ÍÌom Málaga apparently took place in Granada, directed by the rector of the

University of Granada, Antonio Marin Ocete. The AGA contains scraps of information in the general

summaries published by the Provincial Party for internal use, but in isolation, they are not particularly
comprehensible. According to J. F. Jiménez Trujillo and M. Burgos Madronero in Los Instilutos de

Bachillerato de Málaga (l,940-1993)(Málaga, 1994),159, there is documentary evidence of the purges in
the Archive of the University of Granada (see Legajo 1803. Depurqciones. Años 1932-1942), which I was

unable to consult.

'uE. Barranquero Texeira, "La enseñanza de la historia en la implantación del nuevo Estado: Málaga
lg37-lg3g," in Actas det VI Congreso de Profesores-Investigadores. 'Hespérides'(Montilla, 1987)' 335'

Barranquero uses the list of sanctioned teachers published inthe BOPM.

'tAGA. Presidencia. Delegación Nacional de Provincia,s. IDD no. 17.10, box. l2l, folders 18,30, 32,33.
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nevertheless, "it will be considered a merit and will be recorded on the interested party's service

records."rs By 1939, even those teachers who had proven their hostility to the Republic were

obliged to pass special examinations and do some professional orientation courses' satu¡ated in

the religious and patriotic values of Franco's "Crusade." 
tn It *at held that otherwise, the

teachers would be incapable of inculcating the religious spirit and Catholic morals of the

Nationalist movement on the student body. In October of 1946, a new plan for the teaching

degree was passed. It was dominated by religious studies and history, "The former in its most

integrist forrn The latter in its National-Catholic and imperial versiott, so much so in its explicit

contents as in its significant omissions."2O

Books and other publications were also diligartly purged. According to the prevailing

philosophy, there was no such thing as scientific neutrality with respect to books. They were

either right or wrong, truthful or deceitfuf and all were had to be rooted in orthodox Catholic

doctrine, which was repository of the truth and the foundation of all human disciplines. The first

p1¡ge was decreed by the Ministerial Order of 4 September 1936, which compelled the

destruction of all works "of communist or socialist nuance," and permitted only those books that

"... correspond with the principles of the Christian religion and morality and exalt patriotism."2r

Under the Order of 16 September 1937, a purging committee was set up in every university

district, end included a representative of the ecclesiastical hierarcþ as well as one from the

Catholic Association of Heads ofFamilies. The committee was responsible for the inspection and

withdrawal of all works from libra¡ies which contained corrosive, Mafüst, or immoral ideas, or

which \ryere an offence against the dignity of the Army, the unity of the natior¡ or the Catholic

religion, or that "is opposed to the meaning and objectives of our National Crusade."22 Prior

censorship on all printed documents was imposed by the Junta of National Defence as early as 28

July 1936.2'On" of Franco's first decrees as Head of State was that of 23 December 1936,

'torder of l3 July 1937.

'no.d"r of 28 December 1939.

'oG. Cámara Villar, Nacional-Catolicismo y escuela. Lq socialización política del franquismo (1936-1951)

(Jaén 1984),256.

"Order of 4 September 1936.

"Fo. a list of some of the authors withdrawn from libraries, see A. Alted Vigil, op. cit., 64'

tton censorship in the press, and the purges of Spanish journalists, see J. Sinova, Censura de prensa

durqnte elfranquismo (1939-1951) (Madrid, 1989); and J. Terrón Montero, La prensa en España durante

el rëgimen de Franco: un intento de análisis político (Madrid' 1981)'
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prohibiting books and publications of a "pomographic," socialist, communist, libertarian or

generally corrosive nature.

rWhile the ecclesiastical authorities were neither able to monopolise nor elude the

censorship apparatus, their influence was overwhelming in the formulation of the guiding

principles that were applied by the censors. In the Church-State agreement between the Spanish

government and the Hoþ See of 7 June 1941, the ecclesiastical hierarchy was permitted to

exercise a second level of censorship over school books, which was purely ecclesiastical and

overrode the normal civil process. It also allowed bishops to prevent the publicatior¡

introductior¡ or circulation of books judged to be "bad or pemicious." Hence, novelists and

writers of the postwar period found themselves in the buzr:re position of having been approved

by the official censor, and subsequently vetoed by the ecclesiastical r"osor''o

Norms were established for all school books, assessed for their religious, moral,

patriotic, and pedagogic value. Those which were "politically conect" but perhaps did not reflect

the values of the Crusade ideology to sufficient degree were required to correct the defects

before they could be accepted as official school books.2t For example, in one book (España es

asíby Agustin Serrano de Haro), the 1933 edition referred to the discovery of America in the

following terms: "Ever since Columbus discovered the immensities of America" Spain has

propelled itself at that new world with the zealous idea of conquering it for Spain and of taking

to those savages the benefits and the progress of civilisation." In subsequent editions, the author

was obliged to add "and the solace of the faith" to this sentenc..tu Th" bishops also had the right

to ban any books directly or indirectly related to the faith or morals, and the bishop of Malaga

made use of this right to ban one reading book in 1944, on the grounds of its insufficient, or

ambiguous religious content. The book, entitled Corazón. Diario de un niño by the Italian

Edmundo de Amicis, was not explicitly on religious themes, and had been extremely popular in

schools. Nevertheless, the bishop noted that, whilst not openly heterodox or immoral, it

2aRafael García Serrano's novel Lafiel infantería won the literary prizeJosé Antonio Primo de Rivera tr¡

1943, but was nevertheless removed from bookshops in 1944 due to the intervention of the Primate of
Spain, Cardinal Plá i Deniel, who argued that the novel presented youthful lust as if it were something

necessary and inevitable. Ecclesiastical censors were also incensed by Carmen Laforet's Nada (1945),

winner of the Nadal prize, and Camilo José Cela's La Familia de Pascual Duarte (1942). Cela's novel Za

Colmena (195 l) was passed by the ofücial censors in 1946, but was rejected by the ecclesiastical censor and

therefore did not appear until 1951, published in Argentina.

ttA. Alted vigil, op. cit.,22l-9.

'ucited in E. Gervilla Castillo, La escuela del nacionql-catolicismo. Ideología y educación religiosa
(Granada. I 990), 344-5.
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nevertheless could cause grave harm to the religious and moral developnrent of child¡en

Amongst other things, the bishop rejected the book because ol
... the religious indifference rampant in it a¡rd the almost total absence of the
supematural element... Because of the lack of a categorical affirmation of the
imrnortatity of the soul and of the existence of another life, which in nrany
passages is left in the shadow of doubt or an equivalent negation... Because of a
certain disdain, bordering on irreverence, with which God and religiots issues

a¡e referred to, the few times that they are mentioned... Because on descnbing
the deaths of different people in vivid colours... there is not a word of hope or of
Christian resignatior¡ nor one allusion to Divine Providence, but on the contrary,
the stimulation of sentiments of protest, of desperatioq and even of tendency
towa¡ds suicide....27

The régime set about the systematic reversal of the laicising policies and the educational

legislation ofthe Second Republic and the elaboration of a confessional educational systern The

decree which had dissolved the Company of Jesus and appropriated its properties w¿ts annulled,

¿rs w¿rs the Ley de Confesiones y Congregaciones Religiosas which had impeded the members of

religious congtegations from teaching.2s Coeducation in secondary schools was banned on 4

September 1936, and the prohibition was progressively extended to all other educational

institutions.2e Education was to be confessional both in religious and state schools. Religion was

reintroduced as a compulsory subject in prinrary and secondary schools in 1936.30 Catholic

practices, symbols, and rihnls permeated scholastic life. The celeb'ration of first hoþ

communions was to be held in schools *dly;'' as well as spiritrnl exercises, rituals in front of

the statue of the Virgou" and the celeb¡ration of religious Saints' duyr." The crucifix was

retumed to schools and Universities, amidst great pomp and cerernony in the pres€nce of the

ecclesiastical, military and civil authorities.'o

" BOOM 1\ug.-Sept. 1944),549-51; also reproduced in E. Gervilla Castillo, op. c¡t., 347-8.

28See Decree of 3 May 1938, and Law of 2 February 1939, respectively.

2eSee the two Orders of 23 September 1936 which extended segregration to secondary schools and teacher

training schools fescuelas normalesl.

toorders of 2l September 1936; and22 September 1936, respectively.

rrRegulation of 26 November 1938.

r2Circular of 9 April 1937.

ttorder of 5 Februarv I 938.

t'O.d.r of 30 March 1939.
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The return of the crucifix to schools in Málaga was celebrated in the cathedral in

presence ofthe school children and their teachers and accompanied by national flags and the

crucifixes which were to receive a special blessing. At this first ceremony, Bishop Santos Olivera

declared that, "Ruthless and unbelieving men, anti-religious and unpatriotic public powers had

tried to establish a barrier or unbridgeable wall between the heart of Christ and the innocent

hearts of children."3t The return of the crucifix represented a retum to the moral order; the

bishop asserted that the presence of the crucifix in schools "does not have merely a symbolic

value, but also a profound moral meaning."3ó The retum of the crucifix was conìmemorated

annually by the authorities in Málaga in a propagandistic exercise of great solemnity. The

children participated in the ceremony, and received half a day's holiday to celebrate.3T

The National-Catholic ideological foundations of the new educational system were

constructed and consolidated by the two first Ministers of Educatior¡ Srünz Rodríguez, and

IbéñezMartÍn. Sáinz Rodríguez (Minister of Education from 1937-1939) prepared the Circular

on Primary Education of 5 March 1938 which established that primary children would receive

four categories of instruction: religious, patriotic, civic and physical. Sáinz Rodríguez's second

piece of legislation was the reform of the baccalaureate in 1938, which consolidated the Church's

ideolo gical domination of secondary education.3 
8

The reform of primary education of 1945 was prepared by Ibráñez Martín (Minister of

Education from 1939-1951). Ibáñez MartÍn consolidated the hegemony of the Church over

public instructiorl by expressly acknowledging the Church's supernatural right to found any kind

of school independently of the State. The Chwch was conceded the right to set up its own

teacher training schools, and dþlomas in teaching granted by the Church would be officially

recognised. It was also to have its own body of school inspectors for its own schools, and state

inspectors could only irspect Catholic schools in accordance with certain specific circumstances.

By 1951, the Church had already established 44 teacher training schools, in comparison with the

total of 106 run by the State at the same date.3e Furthermore, under article 24, the clergy were

" anoM ç1937), r60-3.

36Sur (13 May 1937), 8.

t'noou 
çt047), 162.

"On the conflict between Church and the Movement for control of the educational apparatus, see G
Cámara Villar, op. cit., especially 145-201.

"1bid.,255.
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expressly exempted from having to comply with the legal requirements of training if they could

provide a certificate ofpedagogical competence from the Bishop.

Another important privilege conceded to the Church was the generous public frrnding

that was nrade available for the construction and maintenance of its schools. Schools were

divided into various categories. Those classified as national schools were treated as though they

were public state schools for the purposes of State fi.rnding. Nevertheless, even private schools

which lacked this status could receive state ñurding, if they could guarantee a free education for

a certain proportion of students.

As a result of the educational policy adopted, public pnmary schools were neglected

until the 1950's and there wÍN a great shortfall ofclassrooms; the bulk of the schools were run by

the religious orders, princrpally in the major urban -"^.oo There was a rna¡ked increase in the

number of Catholic primary schools matched by a rise in the ntunber of religious orders

dedicated to teaching.o' Th"r" was also a spectacular rise in the Chu¡ch's control of secondary

education at national level.a2

The consequences ofthis policy in Malaga were especially drarnatic because Mrílaga was

one of the most illiterate and scholasically backwa¡d a¡eas of the nation.a3 This was especially

the case in the nual areas, where the religious orders and secula¡ clergy did not have the

resources and åcilities to set up schools even if they had wanted to. The closure of public

schools was orrc of the first nreasures adopted by the new authorities in lvláiaga afrer tlre

Nationalist victory. Tlte Comisión Gestora of Málaga (temporary governing board set up

immediately after the inswgent victory in February 1937) included a department entrusted with

the administration of educational and cultural questions (called Cultura, Inslrucción Pública).It

was headed by Juan Temboury Alvarcz" disinguished defender of confessional education during

the Second Republic in Málaga. Under his direction, municipal schools were abolished in Málaga

on 22 April 1937, on the grounds that municipal costs had increased alarmingly since the

nosee M. de Puelles Benítez, Educación e ideología en la España contemporanea (Barcelona, 1980), 383-4;
J. Sáez Marin, El Frente de Jtnentudes: política de jwentud en la España de la postguerra (1937-1960)
(Madrid, 1988), 106; and R. Navarro Sandalinas, La enseñanza primaria duranle el franquismo
( I 9 36- I 97 5 ) (Barcelona, 1990), 26.

o'G. Cámara Vitlar, op. cit., 261-4.

a2see F. Blí,zquez, op. cit.,50; M. de Puelles Benítez, op. cit.,373; G. Cámara Villar, op. cit.,240,258,
265.

otsee, e.g., M. Vilanova Ribas et al. Atlas de Ia evolución det analfabetismo en E,spaña de 1887 a 1981

(Madrid, 1992). 3 12-3. 322-3.
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Republic, and that now that religious and private colleges were permitted to oper¡ there were

too many schools and too many teachers in Mrálaga. It was asserted that:

... now that the religious colleges and private schools have been restored, the
false and artificial problem of public instruction, created by sectarian politics, has
disappeared along with the false reasoning that defended the existence of the
cited municipal schools.oo

The Catholic schools began to reopen; and soon they had reached a total of 3,913 enrolments.

Private, religious, parish and Catholic Action schools received financial assistance from the

Town Council, which gave them a grant of 30,000 pesetas in 1938, while scholarships were

limited, and depended on the political orientation of the family.ot This was in accordance with the

doctrine consistentþ espoused by the Spanish ecclesiastical hierarchy, which demanded that the

State create the economic and social circumstances which would permit the Church to exercise

its right to teach.

In the rural zones, the State manifested scarce commitment to the educational needs of

its residents. An Order of 1939 decreed that schools that were 3 kilometres or more from the

municipality, where the population was 500 people or less and was not communicated by rail or

other rapid transport, were to be entrusted to priests, appointed by the bishop.aó This was

obviously important in Malaga where an important part of the rural population lived widely

dispersed in very sma[ vilages. It must be noted, however, that there was no official supervision

of the teaching qualifications ofthese individuals, except by the bishop. Furthermore, the scarcity

of clergy w¿ts so acute that it was physically impossible to see to the needs of the scattered rural

population.

Some of the few public secondary schools that existed in Malaga were actually closed. In

1933, there had been five public high schools in the province of Málaga. One of them was the

Instituto-Escuela created from the Jesuit college San Estanislao de Kostl<n, which had been

expropriated from the Jesuits in 1933. The others were in Yélez-li{ílaga" in Antequera, Ronda

and the capital. ln 1937, three were closed, leaving only one in the capital, and one in

Antequera.at Thir situation was not to change until 1961-1962, when tlmee more were

n4Ex"mo. Ayuntamiento de Máløga. Memoria de su labor desde la gloriosa liberación de la ciudad, el día I
de febrero de 1937, hasta el 30 se septiembre de 1939 (Mâlaga),136-7.

otE. Barranquero Texeira, Mdlaga entre la gueftq y la posguerra, 194; and Excmo. Ayuntamiento de

Málaga. Memoriq de su labor, 139.

+UBOE (30 June 1939); also in BOOM (July 1939),372.

otThese were the high schools of Ronda, Vélez-Málaga, and the Instituto-Escuela of Máilaga, by Order of l4
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established. In 1961, the existing boys' college in the capital, Nuestra Señora de la Victona, was

transfened to a new building, while the feminine equivalent of the same college remained in the

old building. In the same year, a college was opened in Vélez-Mâlaga and the following year,

one in Ronda. Thus, thirty years later, the province was back to the position it had been in 1933.

Meanwhile, the Jesuit College San Estanislao de Kostkn returned to its prior status as one of the

most prestigious Catholic boys'colleges in Andalusn, attractng the children of the Andalusian

bourgeoisie. By the 1940's, the students of San Estanislao who proceeded from outside Málaga

constituted very nearly half the total number of students.as

Many Catholic schools in Malaga were given the status of national, that is, public

colleges, for f,urding purposes. Over the years, there was a continuous flow of Catholic schools

in lWílaga which were conceded the status of national schools.ae One such school was the Grupo

Escolar de El Palo "Nuestra Señora de El Palo", a Jesuit initiative which had been self

maintained by the order since its inception lrr_lg3g,until it was granted national status in 1941.50

The Grupo Escolar comprised a vocational training school (Escuela de Formación Profesional

Miraflores de El Palo), which was given official recognition and patronage by the Ministry of

Education inlg42.st The school offere.d a free education for the needy children of Miraflores de

El Palo, a traditional and impoverished neighbourhood of fishermen. The Grupo Escolar also

comprised a primary school Nuestra Señora del Carmen, which received fi,rding from the

Ministry of Education when it was officialþ recognised,s2 as well as from the Ministry of

Labour, the Town Council of Málaga and the Provincial Council fDiputación].s3

An indication of how the Jesuit Grupo Escolar de El Palo "Nuestrq Señora de El Palo"

functioned can be gleaned from the school publications, such as Forja. One of the school's

September 1937 of the Junta Técnica del Estado. The information on the history of the high schools of
Málaga is from J. F. Jiménez Trujillo and M. Burgos Madronero, op. cit., 133-222'

asFor¡a, año Vll, no. 56 (Oct. 1944),6 -publication of the college. The tendency was for the number of
students íìom outside Málaga to increase.

aesee for example, four schools in Estepona which received national school status n 1944, in BOE (2 May
1944), reproduced in BOOM (Jlly 1944),512-3; see also BOOM (Apr. 1946),258-9.

'oBoE (13 Feb. r94l).

t'Order of l9 June 1942

52According to article 7 of the Order of 19 July 1942, the grants were to be destined to financing the
installation, maintenance and improvement of the workshops.

s3lnauguración y bendición de lq Escuela "Nueslrq Señora del Carmen" de Formación Profesional
(Miraflores de El Palo, Málaga, 1945),26-7.
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publications decla¡ed that:

The objective of the Grupo Escolar is to take in the children when they still have
not leamt vice, laziness, and þing. These a¡e blots typical of the environment.
The little one who conrcs to the Grupo Escolar has nrany probabilities of
becoming a num ofworth.sa

The school airned to educate the child¡en of perhaps the lowest social class of all in Mrilaga -the

fishermen lts decla¡ed objective was to catch these young people, who were essentially decent

and God-fearing, before they became hardened and brutalised by extrenre poverty and
.55
€noranc€.

The school therefore took children ofthe fishernren from the age of five to about thirteen

or fourteen years of age, and undertook to give them -in this order-: "a good spiritual growth;"

to teach them to read and write; basic Arithmetic; and general notions of Geography and

History "above all of Spain, along with love of the Motherland and her saviour, ow

Generalísimo Frarrco."Só After tuming 14 or 15, the college r¡ndertook to find them a suitable

job, in accordance with their abilities and personality.

By 1940, apparentþ 400 child¡en had received "religious, patriotic, cuhu¡al, and why not

say it, also professional instruction" in this school. The order of priority given to religiouVnroral

training is indicative ofthe frct that this school was as much a socialising agent as an educational

institution In its own publications, it insistently declared that "The fundarnental objective of the

Gnpo Escolar is spiritual and religious forrnation" To this end, ttrc spiritual frttrcr was to

instruct the students as to their duties with respect to Go4 themselves and their neighbours;

prepare tlrem to receive the sacraments; hear confession; and direct them in spirihral matters in

general.tt Amongst the pious practices required, the children were to hear mass on Sundays and

holy days; recite the rosary daily; receive their first hoþ communion; and go to Saturday services

fsabatina], which included a serrrÐn and the hearing of confession. Patriotic instruction included

the singing of the national anthem every moming and every aftemoon with the raising and

lowering ofthe flag, and special lectures.s*

to 
¿Qué es el I.C. E.T.?, Publicaciones del LC.8.T., no. I (Miraflores de el Palo, Málaga, May 1944),7 .

ssFor¡a, año II, no. l5 (l Jan. 1940), republished in Mátaga contemporónea,240.

tutbid., p 24t.

tt"Grupo Escolar 'Nuestra Señora del Carmen'," in Instituto Cqtólico de Estudios Técnicos. Publicaciones
del LC.E.?l (Miraflores de El Palo, Málaga.l944),72-3.

ttrd.
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The parents of the children -poor illiterate fishermen and their wives- also received

classes, to leam how to base their decisions always on the will of the Father and the Catholic

religion.t' According to one of the school's publications, the fishermen were good people,

religious, ignorant, and sometimes fanatical. As such, they had to be carefully instructed, because

together, "like all nìass€s, [they are] reckless, and as suct¡ are capable of the greatest heroisnL or

of the vilest baseness." It was therefore necessary to impose on them things that at the beginning

they would not like, but which were necessary, and which one day, they would bless and

applaud.6o

Undoubtedly, the school served to promote social mobility and encourage the brightest

to undertake careers which otherwise would have been completely beyond their means. Four of

the sh¡dents entered the seminary; another twenty entered the Air Force, and five children

entered the prestigious Jesuit college San Estanislao de Kostko, in order to study for the

baccalaureate, which was necessary for entrance into a universþ. Yet another tlxee had begun a

degree in Commerce, and nine had entered the technical school Escuela Industrial de Trabajo of

Málaga. In practice, however, the possibilities of social mobility in Málaga were extremeþ

limited, because in general (and especially in numerous ñmilies) the children of humble families

could not be spared to study even if their costs were financed, because the children had to work

in order tc heþ support the family.

Once their primary studies were completed, most young students of the Grupo Escolar

who continued studying undertook vocationat technical, and professional training. Vocational

training for young workers was heavily steeped in ideological content, both religious and

patriotic, in both the Church's own schools and in those run by the State. The National

Delegation of Syndicates of the Movement established the Escuela de Formación Profesional n
1945. This trade school was described as "a source of pride for the Falange, which, ... has

established in Málaga one of its greatest works." It comprised 1,000 apprentices at half board

and 150 fullboarders. Religion was of corÌrse part of the curriculunì, and the chaplain visited

regularly.6r The other vocational training school was the Escuela de Formación Profesional

Obrera Miraflores de El Palo of the Jesuit Grupo Escolar. By the end of 1944, the primary

tnFo4a, año II, no. 15 (1 Jan. 1940), republished in Mdlaga contemporánea,24l.

60Pascual Díez de Rivera, Marquis of Valterra and Espinardo, "Esas buenas gentes que son los pescadores,"
in Institufo Católico de Estudios Técnicos, 103.

6t"Al servicio de Málaga." Memoria Resumen de la labor desarrolladq por el Gobierno Civil de Málaga,
I 946- I 9 5 0 (Málaga, I 950).
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school, the professionral training school and the associated workshops were integrated into one

school called tIrc Instituto Católico de Estudios Técnicos (ICET).ó2 The school was free. In its

general principles, it purported to give its students a highly practical technic¿l and vocational

training that would produce specialised workers; nevertheless, the instruction received was fi.rlly

human:

Manual abiþ, skillfulness, and professional training cannot prejudice the person
The worker in any workshop is, above all arid before all else, a Spanish cttunu a
Christian, called to achieve a transcendental end, and thus, is the bea¡er of eternal
values.u'

Consequentþ, religious-moral-spirinral instruction was given preeminence over everything else:

In the I.C.E.T religious formation is the work of all the professors and teachers,
the particular undertaking of the principals, the aim and objective of the
combined efforts of all the leadership. Besides the theoretical cot¡¡ses in ReligiorL
Lihury, and Sacred and Ecclesiastical History, the shrdents receive a constant
fimctional education which plays a special role in the general events that all
students participate iq on entering and leaving the I.C-E.| in the paristr, in the
Chapel ofthe establishment, in the Sp ual Father's ofüce."'

The boys were accepted fiom about the age of fourteeru provided they had finished their

primary education and had been baptised, and subject to an entrance exarr. The children of the

pnnury school were closely nronitored for their capacity, and the school council recommended

those individuals that it deenred had potential.ut The boys undenvent four years of specialised

training in one of the three workshops; carpentry, nrcchanics, or electricity. In these workshops,

a radio transmitter was built, from which propaganda about the school was broadcast, as well as

broadcasting relgious and patriotic hymns, regional sDgS, etc.uu The boys' progress was

monitored via the ficha pedagógica-escolar, a fortnightþ report on the piety, conduct,

dedication and courtesy of the student as well as school grades, ab,sences from class and the

reasons for said absences, and prizes awa¡ded.ut In order to foster religious life, a Ma¡ian

Congregation was established, as well as a choir and a group of altarboys.

One of the important values taught at the school was "the social fi¡nction of labour" and

62Ecclesia (23 Dec. 1944),6

ut 
¿Qué es el I.C.E.T.?, ll-2

*rbid.. ¡:.
utrbid.,27.

uurbid.. 37-8.

utrbid.. 23-4.
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its importance in the quest for personal perfection. The students were taught to regard work, not

as a monotonous and unpleasant necessþ, but as a nreans of personal sa¡rctification and of
pleasing God. Work had a sacred character, and dignified hurnanity. Work also had a social

fi.mctiou which the students had to understand. It was part of a communal social project which

sought to restore and mainøin the imperial greatness of Spain. Finally, social economic and

religious life must be intenelated, as in the old guilds. This was part of the essence of the

greatness of Imperial Spain. It also represented a continual quest for "personal betterment,

perpetual human progress. "us

For their part, the students of the elitist college San Estanislao de Kostko also received

an intenseþ religious instruction based on the Jesuit philosophy of the pre-republican period,

which airned at providing an education suited to the social status and arnbitions of their young

bourgeois charges. The career options considered appropriate for these young men included the

military, or indusry, business, the legal professior¡ engineering, aviatior¡ or the clergy.óe

Participation in acts of paternalist charþ constituted an important part of the curriculurn The

students continued to exercise public acts of charity such as serving "a succulent meal" to poor

people in one of the school halls.to The college had a Marian Congregation which comprised the

most pious and exemplary students, and this included a "charity sectior¡" which held a special

collection for the poor every Monday, to which all students contributed, according to the school

bu[etin, generousþ and spontaneousþ. Members of this section took food, clothes etcetera to

the poor; in one such trip, the students took food to families in the v'rllage of Las Cuevas. During

the war, visits to the Red Cross and wounded soldiers were also organised.Tl

Spiritual formation was intense, but oriented towa¡ds a personal and intimist concept of
spirituality, in which extemal manifestations of piety appeared to predominate over an authentic

internalisation of the faith. The students attended rnass every day, and had to read scripture and

recite the rosary daily because these customs fostered a piety and a spirituality which lased a

lifetime. Indeed, the school magazine alleged that former students who had left college and

68,"" Inauguración y bendición de la Escuelq "Nuestre Señorq del Carmen" de Formación Profesional, 43.

un For¡ a (Mar.-Apr. lg45), 2-3.

'0Colegio de San Estanislao de Kostka 1882-t932-l94l. Núm. extraordinario de Forja (Málaga, lg42) -
unpaginated.

1t For¡a(10 Nov. 1939). 3.
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strayed had often returned like prodþal sons thanks to the nÉnþry of those hours of piety.72 As

to the annual spiritual exercises, "The impression caused by these days is so profound, that its

effect lass throughout the year."73

The students activeþ particþated in the recatholicisation process. Tlte Sociedad de Ia

Buena Prensa [Good Press Society] was revived in the postwar in deferrce of the Catholic press.

The Marian Congregation heþd the priests to teach catechism to the poor in three different

churches. At the end of the school year, special prizes were disFibuted amongst the poor

cbildren who had attended the catechism classes. The college also ra¡r a night school for young

workers, in which above a[ religion was taught, and the students were prepared to receive the

sacraments: "Even ifthe fiuit is not more than leaving impressed on those hearts the idea that the

priest and the religious bnother a¡e not the evil b"ingr that they have been rnade out to be, but a¡e

interested in the students'souls, it would already suffice."74

The Marian Congregation also included a "mission sectior¡" to which the students

belonged by paying a monthþ subscriptior¡ in return for which they received the publication

Anoles de la Santa Infancia. The members of the Congregation also participated in pious

exercises.tt In 1938, the spiritual life ofthe students was described in the school magazine in the

following terms:

280 spontaneously do Spiritual Exercises in total silence; 450 daily receive
communion; tlrere are 160 Congregilb, the leaven of lvlarian life, pious and
active; 60 catechists spread themselves out -over various kilometres- to take ttre
light of the Truth through the coastal vüages, while an interminable series of
candidates to be catechists impatientþ awaits the first vacant place; [consider]
the frequency of visits to the Hoþ Host in rest hours, on their own initiative;
[and] the cha¡itable visits to beneficent centres and to indigent families.tu

The college went to considerable lengths to maintain its influence over the students even

after these had left. There w¿¡s an association of former students, which organised short courses

and conferen""s.tt The pages of the school nngaztne were a showcase of the devotion felt for

the school by the former students, whose progress was followed, especially those who entered

ttlbid., año III, no.22 (13 Nov. 1940), republished in Málaga contemporónea,242

t'ld.

TaColegio de San Estanislqo de Kostko 1882-t932-l94l.

15For¡a (10 Nov. 1939),3.

tulbid., año I, no. I (Apr. l93S),3.

ttlbia. 
130 Sept. 1938).
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Hoþ Orders. Nosalgic letters from fornrer students were also publishe{ and in general, a spirit

of veneration ofthe school was fostered.tt The College was regarded as a kind of moral fortress

in which the students -past and present- were safe from mudane perversions, or a kind of
monastic retreat from the world and its earthly comrptions. The spirituality was triumphalist,

based on the traditional dualiry between body and soul, and between the transcendentaVpure

versus the earthþ/impure. The Devil was ubiquitous and often present when least suspecte{ in

bad conpanions, inappropriate reading matter, cinema, theatres, beaches, and walks. There were

assaults Êom without, and treachery from within.tn H"n"", this mentality was oriented towa¡ds

the spiritual perfection of the individual with particular attention to resising the impurities and

temptations of the world, but in which the social dimensions of the åith were notably absent.

Charity, spiritual and bodiþ purity, and prayer constituted the path to perfection.

The clericalisation of education extended even to the youth movements and institutions

of the Movement. Ttrc Frente de Juventudes wns the Franco reginre's mass youth organisation.

Its founding Law of 6 December 1946 defined its objective as assuring "the formation and

discipline of Spanish generations in the Catholic patriotic spirit of service, typical of the

Falange." The Front offered political instruction, sporting activities, sunmer camps, and

organised parades with the the usual songs, banners and symbols typical of totalitarian mass

movenrents. On the other hand" the religion classes and religious content of the instruction of the

Front was notable.8o The movement was organised into three age brrackets until adulthood: for

boys; the Pelayos were aged seven to eleven; the Flechas were aged eleven to fourteen; and the

Cadetes were fourteen to seventeen years of age. The feminine equivalents were: the Margaritas

(7-ll years);the Flechas (ll-15); and the Flechas Azules (15-17). The militants of the Front

would have direct access to membership of the Party on tuming twenty-one. All other young

people were obligatory members; article 10 declared that all primary and secondary students,

both public and private, would form part, and article 16 made it obligatory for all members of the

Front who went to universþ to join the Sindicato Español Universitario (SEI-I), founded in

1933 as a fascist alternative to the Republican Federación Universitaria Española (FUE). In

autumn 1943, the Frente de Jwentudes l:rrd 650,000 male members and 1,410,000 female

t*tbid. 
çNov. 1944),5,8, lo-1.

'ntbid. 120 May 1938). l.

80see G. Cámara Villar. op. cit.. I 89-99, 493 -50 I : and J. Sáez Marín. op. cit.. I 78-200
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rnembrs in its centres.sl

In the first moments after the takeover of Malaga there were more than 1,200 Flechas,

and 7,000 in little more than a month. These had to attend baracks fcuarte[] once a week at

times compatible with school attendance, and on Sundays.t' By the earþ 1940's, there was a

total of 6,636 boys and a total of 10,460 gitlr.t' In Mrílaga the Front organised pilgrimages to all

the religious sanctuaries of the province; organised public ceremonies on Mother's Day, on the

Día de la Canción, or in nìernory of the frIlen and on tlre anniversary of the "Liberation" of
Ménagu Public cerernonies were organised at Christmas and on the Epiphan¡ and the Front ran

special programrnes on Radio Juventud de Málaga. The Front also ran night schools, rural

schools, an apprentice school, and ran different courses, such as technical and professional and

training courses. Naturally, the Front also organised pious acts, general communions and masses,

and spiritual exercises. Competitions on patriotic/religious ttrernes were organised with cash

prizes for the *in re.s.to The Movernent also establisH tlre Academia Azut nWÉnaga in May

1937, ostensibly to instruct future militants. In Mrirlaga there was no university, and the province

depended on the university district of Granada Despite this, it had a SEU group, which

organised some cultural activities such as lectures, study centres for workers, organised its own

st¡rltnrcr camps and collaborated with the activities of the Front. All students of the teachers'

college, the School of Commerce and high school students were considered members of the

SEU.85 Despite all the apparent activþ, in r€ality the Front was politicalþ innocuors, dedicated

to tlre instruction of the National-Catholic Crusade values, highly clericalised, and dedicated to

inoffensive activities of a synrbolic or recreational cha¡acter.

In all schools a¡rd educational institutions, whether run by the State, religious

congregations or Catholic organisations such as Catholic Actiorl or the Movement, the

ideological content was the same. Children were submitted to intensive socialisation in which the

dominant ideology was anti-moderr¡ patriotic and clerical, and in which the more radical

elements of the Falange ideology were notably absent. The clericalised nature of the ideology

8rG. Hermet, Los católicos en la Españafranquista, vol. II, 178.

*'E. Bar.anquero Texeira, "Los niños que hicieron la guerra," Baética, no. l0 (1987),352.

*'M. Eiroa San Francisc o, Málaga tras la guerra,494.

8aA collection of documents published by the Front such as the Memoriq de la labor realizada por la
Delegación Provincial del Frente de Jwentudes de Málaga durante el año 1949 can be found in the
Archivo Histririco Provincial. section "Organización del Movimiento Frente de Juventudes."

"E. Barranquero Texeira, Mátaga enlre la guerra v la posguerra. 103.
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taught is clearly manifest in the schoolbooks used by the régime. This question has been analysed

by various authors. According to the analysis of C¿ámara Villar, the ideology derived from these

books can be summarised in the following elements: l. Exacerbated Nationalism; 2. The

identification of "National" with "Catholic" and appeals to "Hispanism;" 3.

Hierarchical-Authoritarian conception of the social-political reality; 4. Harmonious vision of
society and corporativism; and 5. National-Catholic unity versus the "anti-model."

Anti-liberalisrq anti-rnasonry, anti-communisr4 anti-socialisrn*u This ideology hinged upon a

very particular interpretation of Spanish history.tt Firstl¡ it was necessary to establish that

Catholicism inspired the great moments in Spanish history and that all the innovations and the

creative genius of the nation was fruit of the religious inspiration. Secondþ, applyurg that to the

present, it was necessary to justify the Civil War as synonyrnous with a return to past glories, the

reassumption of a temporarily abandoned historical role as bastion of Westem Christian

civilisation Spanish history was taught as being a linear progression of heroic deeds and events

which led up to Spain's destiny as defender of the faith and of Westem civilisation.

The techniques used in these schoolbooks to socialise children in National-Catholic

doctrine in schools were based on making religioulpatriotic references ubiquitous even in the

most innocuous and unrelated activities. The natu¡e of the schooling received by children in the

postwar consisted of a return to the situation before the Enlightenment, suppressing the critical

spirit of reason, and submitting knowledge to ecclesiastical authority. Pedagogical princþles

were based on the hellenistic dichotomy between the transcendental or spiritual, and the

mundane or earthly, and on a pessimistic concept of humanity. The underlying conception was

the beliefthat the body, although inferior to the soul, was a constant menace to the purity of the

soul. The forces of evil used human bodily weakness to pervert the soul and ruin its chances of
salvation. The object of a Christian education was to form an individual who knew how to live

and behave in order to achieve salvation.ss This required considerable discipline and the exercise

of authority, for "... mankind is bom with depraved tendencies," and therefore needed careful

vigilance.tn Catholic education was thus heavily oriented towards the preparation of the

individual for a lifetime struggle against the earthly instincts, and the fostering of discipline, in

'uG. Cá.u.u Villar, op. cit., 293-385.

ttR. Valls, "Ideología franquista y enseñanza de la Historia en España, 1938-1953," in J. Fontana (ed.),
España bajo el franquismo (Barcelona, 1986).

**4. Herrera Oria (dir..), La Palabra de Cristo, vol. VIII (Madrid, 1953),704.

tnrbid.,2g2.
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order to restrain his or her natural barbarisrneO

One of the most important virtues sought by Catholic pedagogy was obedience, which

implied the recognition and acceptance of hierarchy and authority. Rousseau's pedagogical

theories were abominated.n' The virtue of obedience \ryas especially critical at adolescence, "an

extremely dangerous age" in which the normal passions and rebellious instincts came to the fore,

and unleashed" could lead "towards the abyss."e2

Other virtues sought by Catholic pedæogy were piety, humility, discipline, and

prudence. School was not intended to be easy: it was a forge, as the very name of the school

magazne of San Estanislao indicated. In 1938, an article in the rnagazine declared:

Let us not just say that the school years are a time in which to form oneself .. let
us say that it is a time to forge oneself, to boil, to accommodate oneself to the
mould, to receive hammer blows and be filed dowrl in order to emerge as

perfect instruments: young men for the Greater Glory of God and for service to
'Spuin.n'

A sound Catholic education also demanded much vigilance, because there were many

evil influences that conspired against the child.ea The exact extent of the danger was allegedly so

all-pervasive that it must have induced states of acute paranoia in many wary parents: "Be aware,

parents, of the danger in reading matter and conversation, in the colleges, boarding houses, and

workshops, in the offices, in the streets, during Sunday leisure, and convince yourselves that it all

conspires to kill the souls ofyour children."es

At school, the teachers exercised a very intense vigilance of every child. The danger was

greatest dtring the holidays, when the child was longer under the close watch of the Fathers. In

San Estanislao, the teachers encouraged the students to write to them during the school

holidays, and these letters were published in the school magazne. Thus the teachers, through this

contact, continued to exercise some kind of influence over the students.eó There were wamings

norbid.,304.

ntA. Herrera Oria (dir.), La Palabra de Cristo, vol. II, 59.

n'lbid., 296 and 60, respectively.

e3For¡a,año I, no. I (Apr. 1938), L

noA. Herrera Oria (dir.), La Palabra de Cristo, vol. VIII, 303
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about bad friends and how to identify therneT Students were invited to calculate the time spent

on recreation in the sunìmer (cinem4 novels, swinìming, naps, cycling, horseriding, cars, games,

excursions) in comparison with the time devoted to study and piety." The danger in having fi;n

and in entertainment was tl:ø;t a slow and imperceptible process of degradation of the soul could

take place without the individual even realising it. Suddenl¡ the sacraments, rosaÐ/, censorship,

would no longer matter to students; "This is the real transcendental danger in holidays, that of

my forming my own broad and erroneous judgement, which excuses my own vices, and silences

my conscience."ee

The gravity of the danger is clear; and as human nature is essentially wedq repressive

techniques were typically applied in order to instil the necessary virtues. The utilisation of fear

was a common technique, provoked by the utilisation of language, gruesome anecdotes, or

macabre drawings and symbols. The natwe of etemal damnation and of purgatory were

described in vivid detail for maldmum effect.toO

Corporal punishment was also sometimes used as part of the discþlinary régime

exercised in schools. There was a typical expression that "la letra sin sangre no entra (nothing is

absorbed without the shedding of blood)," which served to justifr, not merely the use of corporal

punishment as a discþlinary measure in cases of misbehaviour, but also as an instrument to

stimulate the leaming process. A child who answered a question inconectly, for example, might

be dealt a blow ¿rcross the head, to encourage him to concentrate more next time. In 1961, when

the Catholic-Communist intellectual Alfonso Carlos Comín began to teach in tluee technical

training schools in Málaga he discovered that in one of therr¡ brutality was the order of the day.

On the very first day of a¡riving at the Escuela de Maestría Industrial, he protested about the

treatment of the students -it was conìmon for the boys to be slapped or hit about the head-, and

as a result, he was dismissed the next day. The school \ryas a state school, but its director was a

Jesuit priest. The teachers of the college alleged in their defence that Andalusian children were

especiaþ undisciplined and rebellious, and needed "the stick" in order to be maintained under

control and in order to leam. As ComÍn noted, however, in other Catholic colleges of Málaga

nttbid. 
lJune 1945),3.

ntlbid., año I, no.4 (18 July 1938), 3.

nnlbid., año MI, no. 55 (Sept. 1944),1.

1004. Sopeña, El florido pensil. Memoria de la escuela nqcionql-católica (Barcelona, 1994), especially
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the children were also Andalusians, yet the teaching methods were not so brutal.t0t

National-Catholic ideology was imposed by the continuous repetition and rote-learrìing

methods in both oral and written work. The children had to leam calligraphy and desigr¡ for

example, and in the practical exercises, they were asked to copy out phrases, words, or

expressions in a particular calligraphic style or desþ in order to practise it. One popular primary

schoolbook included the following expressions to copy: "God exists;" or this quotation from

Seneca: "Those who say they do not know God are lying; because, although they say this dwing

the day, on finding themselves alone, at night, they doubt;" or, referring to the events of
Sagurto, "The community þueblolthat knows how to die, can never be enslaved."l0' There was

also considerable oral roteJearning and repetition; lists of Spanish monatchs, poetry selections

oftexts, etcetera. These had to be learnt by heart and recited in class. The texts reflected the

dominant ideology, comprising, for example, exaltations of the excellence of Spaiq the Spanish

people and the Spanish language and civilisation; heroic episodes and tales of Spanish military

glories; odes to matemal love and to the mother figure; poems dedicated to the Vi.gou Christ, or

the Saints; and parables and fables. The contributions of the students of San Estanislao to the

school magazme followed this patterr¡ including poems on the Motherland, God, and the

Party.'03 In 1938, the magazine organised a Holiday Literary Competition. The children were to

submit their work on one of these tluee topics; the Virgin and the college; an episode of the Civil

War; and a scene from life inthe college.too

Children also received an intense religious socialisation by virtue of the practice of

introducing religious and patriotic references in all aspects of academic work, even in subjects

apparently immune to moral or philosophical considerations. According to Abeila, in one book

on English graÍrrur, all the grammatical exercises were based on the deeds and conquests of

P'uarco, Cortés, Franco, and other Generals.'ot Gervilla notes how the children's book on the

alphabet identified the letters with words beginning with that letter, associated with the Church

or national-patriotic values, and accompanied by a corresponding image. Hence, the letter "i"

to'Alfonso Carlos Comín describes this episode in España ¿País de misión?,134-45.

'otA. Alvarez Pérez, Enciclopedia. Tercer Grqdo (Zamora, 1945), 12,425. Sagunto was a Spanish city
which preferred to commit mass suicide and reduce the city to cinders than surrender to Carthaginian
attack.

to3For¡a (18 July 1938).

'oolbid., año I, no. 5 (15 Aug. 1938), 5.

'o'R. Abella, Por el imperio haciq Dios, 157.
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was identified with the word "iglesi4" accompanied by a picture of a church. The letter "m" \ryas

matched with the word "misa" This process took place even in the most improbable of
situations. Gervilla has recorded the following mathematical problem: "From the pocket nroney

given to him by his parents, every Sunday a little boy withdraws one real for the poor. How

many pesetas does he give in a year?"'ou tn a simila¡ line, San Estanislao pubtished a booklet

with model letters for children to cop¡ in order to foster the practice of letter-writing to

members of the frmily. The booklet was naturalþ a model of moral/relgious rectitude and

offered letters to imitate such as the following:

Where I am best behaved is in religious duties. I am so devout, that not only at
mass and at rosary, but also during study and classes, I spend my spa¡e moments
on my knees, upon which I have developed such callouser... 'ot

Another simila¡ letter on religiots education read as follows:

The boys hear mass and almost all receive commr¡nion every day. The Spiritu,al
Father preaches to us daiþ about Our Lor{ the Virgir¡ and the Martyrs, and
makes us cry. It makes one want to go to India and be killed for Jesus Christ....
Every night we recite the rosary because only the Moors, and those who want to
be Moors, stop reciting the rosary.'o*

Catechism class was another very important instrument of "disintoxication" or

"purification" Catechism was treated as either a vaccine for those not yet infected by dissolute

foreþ ideologies, or a cure for those unfortunate souls already contaminated by anti-Catholic

and anti-patriotic doctrines. The instruction of the young was used as a rlrcans of enticing the

parents to classes a.s well, or at least, ¿ìs a Írcans of maintaining some kind of contact with their

families. Santos Olivera put considerable effort into the reorganisation of catechism and the

training of suiøble teachers. One of his first measures when he returned to his diocese w¿$ to call

upon his priests and urge them to pay attention to the religious instruction of the flock, child¡en

as well as adults. He demanded that they give catechism classes at least on two weekdays of

every week, as well as carrying out fiequent inspection trips to public schools, encouraging the

students to attend catechism. The clergy were not to slacken the pressure on the assumption that

the schools would be responsible for catechisrn The bishop decla¡ed that the schoolrnaster and

the parish priest had to complement each other, none being more or less important than the

other. He thus placed a considerable workload on the unfortunate parish priests, who had to

r0óE. Gervilla Castillo, op. cit., 338.

'o' t)rtografia española 1, redqcción de cartas. Colegio de San Estanislao (Málaga, 1939),32.

'o'rbid..33.
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administer enorrnous parishes with no assistance. The ultimate object was the reimplantation of
Catholic practices and morals. In a letter to the clergy of Malaga in 1936, the bishop urged that

they use "all means to attract the lal< and given them every type of facility that they might receive

the holy sacraments that they should have received before and live according to God's law.'on

The restoration of catechism was presented as nothing less than a battle in the ongoing

Crusade against the forces of Da¡kness, and its rhetoric was steeped in the mysticism and warrior

values ofthe Middle Ages:

Imprety has declared wa¡ agains catechism and proposes to de-Christianise the
children at all cost.... God wills it! As in medieval times, this must be our cry and
ow motto; and as in medieval times, when that magic word placed all Christian
nations on a war footing... so today it must shake the conscience of every
Catholic, of every class and condition, and fonru sustain and uplift the new
Crusade in favour of catechisnr, in order to to end with that great shame of
religious illiteracy... and in order to re-Chnistianise Spai.t and the world,
conquering all souls for God.rlo

In order to carry out this missiorU the bishop issued an episcopal decree, reorganising the

Diocesan Catechism Board. It was to comprise five ecclesiastical members, and five lay

members. These were to foster propagand4 and ensure that parishes and schools taught Catholic

doctrine "in the traditional way of the Church-" Part of its responsibility was also the training of
catechism teachers, the running of courses and the visiting and inspection of all catechism classes

in the dioces, s that, at the end of each course, which wa.s of nine months' duration, it could

present the bishop with meticulous statistics on all the studies realised in the diocese.rrr

The bishop also established a special new congregation, the Congregación de la

Doctrina Cristiana, in all parishes. Active members included all the secular and regular clergy of

the parisll all the seminarians, and those lay people who assisted in catechism and were deemed

to be necessary by the parish priest. Members received many indulgences for their work, and

honorary membership was offered to those who assisted with donations or prayer. All members

had the obligation of assisting in the running of catechism classes, and of regularly attending

meetings. At a local level, a board of administration would administer and supervise the running

of catechisrn One of its responsibilities included the promotion of catechisn¡ that is, to

'onBooM qr937),36r

"orbid. (1937),295-6.

"'Ibid. (1937),297.
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encourage parents to send their child¡en to classes. This was done by holding a "Catechism

Festival" which consisted of the saymg of special nxsses, with sermons emphasising the

importance of catechism. There were also special collections, and competitions amongst the

child¡en with prizes for the best behaved, for those who were best at catechisnl etceterar12

Standing orders were established to govern the teaching of catechism in the diocese.

Naturalþ, the sexes were segregated. As a general guideline, the bishop suggested that children

chant a brief invocation to tlre Lord in churclU then ma¡ch to class singing a hymn, where they

would receive their lesson. Afterwa¡ds, they were to file back to churcll to receive instruction

from the priest on what they had jus hea¡d. The bishop even went so fa¡ as to recomnend the

songs that were to be sung. The discreet use of visual teaching aids was permitted by the bishop,

but, "not as an end, but as a nì€ans of capturing the attention and exciting the curiosity of the

child¡en"r'' The standing orders decreed that students should receive instruction personally from

a priest at least twice a week (articles24 ard25) and that the reception of first hoþ communion

was to be a grand spectacle, so that it would be an unforgettable experience for the children

Adufts would also receive instructior¡ every Sunday and holy day without exception; lack of
attendance would not be permitted (article 36). Finally, the bishop solemnly urged his parish

priests not to be negligent or lax in the teaching of catechisrrl under pain of being punished by

the bishop himself "n

Catechism was used as a nþans of attracting young people into religious life, and

particularþ, into the seminary, which had been suffering an alarming decline in vocations since

the second half of the lfth century. To this end, some of the more pious and dedicated students

were to be separated from the rest and given special, more intense instructioq with daily mass,

frequent communior¡ spiritual exercises, etcetera By following this systenì, "we will already

have the aspirants to the seminary." The system was firnctioning in various parishes, md some in

the capital had up to a dozen children; in smaller villages, there were up to five."s

In the first years of the catechism programme, at the end of each year, competitions on

catechism were held in every parish then between parishes, and at diocesan level until finally,

one boy and one girl were given a cash prize at the end of the school year. To conclude the

"'tbid. (Sept. 1937), 303.

' 'ttbid. (Sepr. 1937), 3o l .

"orbid. (r937).307.

I r5Pastoral letter, in ibid. ( 1938), 414
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canpaign, what was described as a "loveþ children's festival" was held" presided over by the

bishop and the provincial and local civil and political authorities. All this intense activity was

alleged to have given "magnificent rezults."rtu By 1946, the "Catechism Festivals" had become a

rnajor feastday held on the first Sunday of Advent. After days of propaganda in the press a¡rd on

the radio, the prelate presided over a ceremony with thousands of child¡en in the cathedral; the

bishop asked the children questions on the catechism over the microphone, to which a chorus of
voices shouted the answers. The catechism conpetitions continued to be held for youngsters,

acnording to ages, and groups, at parish level and in schools.rrT

One example ofthe natu¡e of the catechisms used was advertised in the diocesan bulletin

in 1938. It was called the "Anti-Man<ist Catechisrr¡" and was written by Andrés Coll, the famous

integrist Canon of Milaga who had been exiled by the Republican authorities n 1932. lt
purported to explain Catholic doctrine on social issues so that children and youth "will never be

surprised nor fooled by moral poisorrcrs, originatnrg in tlrc manrist, socialist and liberal

câmps."r18 It was addressed to different social sectors and groups in the following terms:

Head offamily:
Are you interested in preserving yotu child against

mandst doctrine? Today you can immunise him by buying this
catechism Study it with hinl

To the Worker, who used to be socialist:
Listen to sorne advice:

Buy the anti-rnancist catechism
Read it in spare rnonrcnts.
You will see how much peace it brings your soul.

To the Worker, who was deceived:
The anti-marxist catechism will be your beS friend.

You will see how much it teaches you.
It will rip the hatred out ofyour heart.
It will give you noble means of defence.
lt will give peace to your soul and happiness to your life.
Buy it; read it; ....try!

Christian Employer:
What greater good can you do than redeem your

workers?

tt6Ecclesia (18 July lg42),19.

"'BOOM 71941),206-10. See also Ecclesia (21 Dec. 1946),701

"t BooM lJan. t938), 72.
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In the anti-man<ist catechism you have the seeds of redemption.
Sow them in your workshop or in your factory and you have
done a work of social redemption.

Similar exhortations were directed at teachers, and priests.lln

The official catechism book used for diocesan children was the Ripalda, which had to be

learnt by heart.r2o Ttrc Ripalda catechism was a reactionary, dogmatic and intolerant catechism

book grounded in National-Catholic/Crusade ideology, and which was eventually withdrawn

from use after 1957 by the ecclesiastical hierarchy. The book was written in a question and

answer sfyle, so that the priest or catechism teacher could pose the question and the student

answer by heart. Hence it encouraged a purely mechanical and automatic response in the student,

and f,rthermore, as the wording used and the concepts taught were on occasions higttty

philosophical and metaphysical it seems probable that much of what was "learnt" was never

turderstood. Common doubts and questions that arose from Catholic doctrine were expounded

in question and answer form also; the idea was that there be absolute certainty as to what to

think and what to believe.r2r It is for this reason -the danger of doubts arisittg- that the direct and

unguided reading of the Bible was discowaged; it had to be read with the appropriate

commentaries, e4planations, and filters lest the reader be led i.rto eoor.t"

Santos Olivera exercised a particularly keen supervision over teachers of religior¡

adopting special measures to ensure their orthodoxy. According to 1939legislatior¡ the teaching

of religion and evuything that refened to Christian life in secondary schools was submitted

directly to the authority ofthe bishop.l23 The legislation strongly emphasised that the sovereignty

of the Church in matters of religious instructioru and the right of the bßïrops to organise and

supervise religious education in all secondary schools. The legislation subjected religion teachers

"ntbid. (Ian. 1938), 72-3.

''ocircular of the Consejo de Inspección (1949), from A. Caballero Cortés, "Los boletines de educación:
órganos de comunicación de la inspección con las escuelas," Revista Inleruniversitariq de Formación del
Profesorado, no. l3 (1992), 120. See also E. Miret Magdalena, "La educación nacional-católica en nuestra
posguerra," Tiempo de Historia, no. l6 (Mar. 1976).

l2rGervilla Castillo has carried out an excellent analysis of the most commonly used catechism books,
including the Ripalda which was the most used in the South of Spain, in op. cit., 359-409.

'22Comín recalls in his years as a student that "Reading the Bible directly was prohibited. It was only licit to
read it appropriately commented and annotated." Similarly, heterodox Catholic intellectuals and
philosophers were treated little more than as heretics. Such was the case with Aranguren, and not only
amongst the lay people but also in seminaries. Orthodoxy was the fundamental value, and doubt the greatest
danger. See A. C. Comín, Fe en la tienq,3l-43.

r23Preamble to legislation ,27 luly 1939.
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to a double jurisdictioq civil and ecclesiastical. The hierarcþ was to recommend the teacherq

sending a list to the Ministry of Educatior¡ which would formally appoint the candidates to

posts, and a list of books would also be approved by the same proced*..''o

Priests that taught religion in the diocese of Mrálaga were required to appty to the bishop

annually for a written licence to teach. Only textbooks approved by the bishop could be used,

and inspection and vigilance by the bishop were to be accepted. All ecclesiastics needed special

permission to give or receive classes to or from women. The bishop declared that ideally, religion

in schools should not be taught by lay people or even by regular clergy, but by secular clergy;

and he set out an exam for testing the aptitude of the teachers -the so-called "certificate of
aptitud."r2t Furthermore, Santos Olivera expressly required that in prinrary schools, the parish

priest should supervise the children's first holy communions, listen to confession once every three

months, and hold monthly catechism exanrs in the schools.r2ó

Another institution set up to deepen the spiritual and doctrinal preparation of the faithful

was the Institute of Higher Religious Culture. This institution existed at both national and

diocesan levels, and was dedicated to the training of religious and lay people for apostolic or

social missions, and for the deepening of the faith via the promotion of biblical and doctrinal

studies. In l\zlílaga it was established on 8 September 194I, and was intended to be the

institution that perfected the training of lay propagandiss and catechism teachers, especially in

doctrine. Thus they would be able to "cooperate more effectively in the transcendental task of
rechristianising our beloved Motherland."r2t The Institute offered tluee years courses in dogm4

history of the Chwctu sacred music, scripture, public ecclesiastical law, ecclesiology, etceter4

and the teachers were secular clergy.t"

According to the Institute's statutes in Málaga "The objective of the Institute is the

formation of lay people intellectually prepared for the exercise of the apostolate."r2e Hence, it

"oBooM loct. 1939), 5l8-20.

tzs Ecclesia (7 Aug. 1943),22-3; and BOOM (Aug.-Sept. 1945), 572-3.

r26circular in BOOM (Aug.-Sept. 1944),556-7.

'2tlbid. (1947), gB.

t2sReglamento Diocesqno de Cultura Superior de Málaga (Málaga, 1941); Ecclesla (11 Oct. 1952),405.
The lnstitute also offered courses on social and economic issues, by ecclesiastical and lay specialists in their
fields, such as labour inspectors, lawyers, engineers, bankers, etcetera; see BOOM (Jan. 1946),67-9.

tze Reglamento Diocesano de Cultura Superior de Mólaga.
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was aimed at Catholic Action above all, and was not an instrunrent of nrass instruction All the

centres of all the branches of Catholic Actioru according to the statutes, were to send at least

two of their best members to the Diocesan Institute of Higher Religious Culture, a¡rd it was

recomrnended that the other members of Catholic Action also attend. In its firs year

(1941-1942), there were 150 students enrolled, la¡gety from Catholic Actionr3o In this year,43

wonrcn and 8 nrcn sat examinations.''' In the 1945-1946 academic year, tlrcre were 46 students

enrolled in all subjects, and 16 enrolled in the "social sectior¡" plus an average of 90 men who

had attended a series of lectures on social topics.r32

2. PIJBLIC INSTRUCTION UNDER HERRERA ORIA, 1946.-1966.

The education of the population and the formation of select minorities was the princþle

that nþst cha¡acterised Herrera Oria's strategy of recatholicisation. Like the rest of the

ecclesiastial hierarch¡ Herrera Oria also relied on the traditional method of organising catechism

and missions. Under Herrer4 the running of catechism was improved with the creation of the

Escuelas Catequßticas Seglares, which as their name indicates, were established for the training

of lay catechism teachers.'33 The teachers at this school were to be secular or regular clergy,

nanted by the bishop. The applicants were to be at least 15 years of age, presented by the parish

priest or a member of the Diocesan Catechism Committee, and be approved by the bishop. The

applicant also had to establish intellectual capacity, live a life of sincere and intense piety, and

have a vocation to the apostolate, because "The catechism teacher is not a simple teacher,

pedagogue or professor, but the person who has the high mission of being Coadjutor of God....

It is without a doubt the most noble and excellent occupation to which a lay Catholic can

dedicate himself " ''o Th" schools were set up in the capital and also outside the capital. Absolute

dedication was demanded of the students; in theory, if they were missing from classes three times

without sufficient justificatio4 they could be expelled, although what happened in practice is not

'30M. Eiroa San Francisco, Málaga tras la guerrq,25l, ft 200

t3 | Ecclesia (27 |uly lg42), 7.

't'rbid. (26 oct. 1946), l l.

"'BooM luay-June l94s). I 66-72.

'rolbid. (May-June 1948), l7l.
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knownt" By training lay catechism teachers appropriateþ, it was envisaged that these teachers

would be able to teach in rural parishes beyond the reach of the clergy.

Herrera organised the mission in complicity with the civil authorities, to whom Herrera

publically expressed his gratitud".''u 1950 was an intense year for missions, which began on 12

February using aI available nìeÍrns. Up to 800 loudspeakers were disributed tluoughout the

capital arñ72 mission centres were establishe{ where rnore than 150 missionaries were to take

part. A qpocial homiþ on the Great Mission was read by the bishop over the loudspeakers for

days before the event.r37

However, the rnere reform of what was quaintþ described as traditional "usage and

customs" þtsos y costumbresl was manifestþ insufficient to bring about the authentic and

profound changes of heart which the ecclesiastical hierarchy sought. The princþal objective of
Bishop Herrera Oria was to achieve the integral education of the people, that is to sa¡ to instruct

and develop the flock in all aspects of the hurnan personality, moral intellectual, and spiritual.

The ultimate goal was the development of the collective conscience, which was badþ deformed,

and which nrrade Spanish society rapidþ Írove, "in the contrary direction to that indicated by the

Pontiff*."r38 In the words of his personal secretary, Fr. Antonio Ocaña Medina "fHerrera]

Believed that the problem of Spain was a problem of culture. An educated and instructed people

-he would e4plain- soon sheds the rnajorþ of its problems."'re

In order to achieve this objective, Herrera Oria deperded on his select élites, including

the clergy, social workers, politicians, journalists, and teachers. The bishop declared that the

rnost irnportant role of Catholic Action was to be catechistic. However, Hettera was well aware

of the deficiencies in public instruction in his flocþ especially in the countryside of Malaga- None

of his educational projects were of any relevance if the population continued to be largely

illiterate and if the lack of schooling facilities continued to be as acute as it was until then.

One of the åcets of life that characterised the street scenes in Mirlaga in the 1940's and

1950's was the number of children wandering around the streets in school hours or, as the

'ttlbid. (May-June 1948), 17 l-2.

l3u"Reflexiones del Obispo D. Angel Herrera Oria al término de la'Gran Misión'de 1950," in Málaga
contempordnea,2T9.

t3lEcclesia (l I Feb. 1950), 16.

't*BooM çNov. I 947). 460.

rinTestimony of Fr. Antonio Ocaña Medina, personal Secretary of Herrera Oria from 1949-1968, in J. M.
Garcia Escudero. Corwersacione,ssobre .lngel Herrera. 408.
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Movement's reports note, "dedicated to occupations inappropriate for their ages."too In the

courtryside, the situation was also dramatic. In 1950, the diocese had a population of more than

one million inhabitants, of which over 200,000 lived dispersed.ra' The province is 85%

mountainous, and the distances between villages were often very significant. Illiteracy in Mrílaga

in 1950 was calculated to be well above the national average. While the national average had

decreased to about 17.34% in 1950, the average in Málaga was still 33.92yo, second only to

J 'nto' The situation in the rwal cortijos, or isolated rural estates, was infinitely worse;

concretely about 70% of the population working there were illiterate, depending on the

individual village.'o' It is clear that the religious orders in Málaga did not try -and were probably

not able- to meet the academic needs of the entire population. Of the more than 200,000 people

who lived dispersed in the countryside of lldalagU 30,000 were children. Herrera Oria's team

calculated that23,000 of these children did not receive any form of education whatsoever.'oo

The religious and doctrinal ignorance of many of these villagers was dramatic. In one case

reported in the diocesan bulletiq a fourteen year old lad allegedly did not know what a crucifix

w¿rs, ¿rs he had never seen one before. Another of 16 years of age had no idea what a pencil

* .'ot Herrera also complained that there were rural zones where the inhabitants did not know

the fimdamental prayers, such as the Otn Father and the Hail Mary.'46

As a result of the evident deficiencies in the state of public instruction in Milaga in

1952-1953, Herrera Ori4 accompanied by parish priests, seminarians, school teachers, and

members of Catholic Action, set out to visit all the ru¡al zones in order to ascertain the needs of
the population. Teams comprising one priest and three seminÍìrians were dispersed tltoughout

the countryside during one swnmer holiday period.

After studying the situatior¡ the province was divided into three zones. In the villages

tnoAGA. Presidencia. Delegación Nacionql de Provincias. IDD no. 17.10, box l2l, foulder 37. "Parte
Octubre 1943," issue no. 9, l.

'o'noou1t955), r r6.

'n2F. García Mota, Escuelas Rurales. Patronqto Mixto de Educqción Primqriq, Obispado de Mdlaga
(Salamanca, 1990) -pamphlet, summary of the 1989 doctoral dissertation of the same title-, 7.

143F. García Mota, El Cardenal Herrera Oria: su Teoría y Prtictica Educativas. Lección Inaugural del
Curso 1990-199L Seminario Diocesano de Mdlaga (Málaga, I Oct. 1990), 19.

tno BooM loct. 1954), 344.

'ottbid. (Apr. 1955), l2t.

'nulbid. (May-June 1948). 166-72.
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and latifi.rndist estates ctrapel-schools were to be buih. In the more inacc€ssible areas of the

mountains, itinerant teachers on horseback would be needed. Herrera organised a body of
itinerant teachers, and sought to improve their economic position, and elevate their professional

standtng with courses on professional development. The report drawn up estimated tlt t 175

itinerant teachers were requird arñ,265 rural schools would be necessary.'ot

The Ministry of Education was seriousþ lacking in fimds.r4E Instead of contructing

public schools, the State channelled public funding to private and confessional colleges, such as

by the [¿w of 15 July 1954, which conceded financial benefits and loans to these institutions,

and which according to de Puelles, channelled "a volurne of financial resourc€s difficult to

determine exactþ, but which without any doubt, was extrenrcly large."ra' A La* of 22

December 1953 permitted the establishment of special boa¡ds or patronatos, to be comprised

equally of representatives of the civil administration ard of private individuals and groups to

establish prinrary schools.rto In December 1954, a five ye¿r plan was approved conceding

government ñtndtng for the construction of rural schools at the rate of fifty new primary schools

yearly.'t' A Ministerial Order of 22 January 1955 established the Patronoto Mixto de

Enseñanza, or mixed board of trustees to supervise the establishment of 250 rural schools. It
w¿ìs composed of rnembers of the diocesan board of education and three representatives of the

national Ministry of Education The Patronato Mixto govemed the construction and running of
the schools, and as its nanre suggests, comprised civil and ecclesiastical representafion. The

teachers were national teachers and were paid by the State. Construction began the following

year, and all the schools were built within five years.tt'

One of the problems associated with having national teachers working in the countryside

was the temporary nature of their stay in the villages. The normal tendency was to serve a time in

the countryside pending transfer to a city. Herrera's intention was that the teachers proceed from

the countryside, and that they remain there. They were to be "'drawn from the same localþ in

latF. Garcia MoÍa, Escuelas Rurales (pamphlet), l7

'o'M. de Puelles, op. cit.,39t.

Innrbid., 392.

ttoBoE (24 Dec. 1953).

'''tbid. (19 Dec. 1954).

"t Boolur ( r 955), I o7-9.
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which they will later work; trained by the province for the province."'rt' For this reasor¡ he atso

establinhed special training schools for the nral teachers -entitled the Escuela Diocesana del

Magislerio Rural-, which got them a degree, but not the official qualification that would permit

them to be national teachers.'to Once these student teachers -drawn from the immediate

surroundings of the school- graduated" it was envisaged they would begin working in the rural

schools of Malaga in a rnore or less permanent position The lyfarist Brothers ran the school for

male teachers nMáfua the Daughters of Jesus ran a school for female teachers in Mrílaga the

Terciarias Franciscanas de la Madre Carmen r:ur one in Antequera and the Institución

Teresiana ran another in Nerja. By Juþ 1963, the diocesan bulletin could boast of 22 yowrg

wonæn who had been studying under the direction of the latter community for their future

apostolate in rural schools for thnee y"urr.'tt Herrera intended the schools to have, apart Êom

the teacher, a nurse and a social worker to cover all necessities, but he was not able to realise this

a¡nbitious p.j""t.'tu
The teachers of the nral schools estabtished by Henera were subjected to ca¡efi¡l

scrutiny and vigilance. Although they were paid by the State, they were put forward as

candidates to the post by the bishop in his capacþ as president of the Mixed Boa¡d of Trustees

lPatronato Mixtol from all the applications he had received.'tt Their role went beyond that of
mereþ giving class, and errcompassed activities more typical of a missionary. The teacher's work
had a spiritual and social dinrension -apart fiom their teaching, they were to visit the sicþ assist

the parish priest with catechism classes, visit and neigtrbouring villages various tinres a year.

They were also to attend cultural and religious activities, and assist the poor. The schools

themselves were intended to serve the entire community, educating young and old, but also

serving as a centre for social and sanitary services of all kinds. [n order to Íìaintain the apostolic

spirit in good health, monthly sumrner courses were organised for the rural teachers by the

Mixed Board, on religior¡ cultural matters, pedagogy, sanitatiorl and social issues in general.'t*

't3F. García Mota, Escuelas Rurales (pamphlet), 18.

lsaTestimony of Fr. José María Eguaras lriarte, in J. M. García Escudero, Conversaciones sobre Angel
Herrera,25l.

"tBooM lJuly 1963), 539.

r56Testimony of Fr. Antonio Ocaña Medina, Private Secretary to Herrera from 1948-1968, in J. M. García
Escudero, op. cit., 408.

"' BooM (Dec. 1960). 418.

rt8F. García Mota. Escuelas Rurales (pamphlet). 22-3
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The parish priests were required to ensure that these teachers adequately fulfilled their

role. The parish priests had to report to the board, fi[ing in a form especially designed for the

purpose, and which asked them to evaluate the teachers' pedagogic and apostolic work. On the

first issue, the priests were asked to comment on the teachers' purctuality, ability to maintain

discipline and order, the amount and nature of extra work done by them in the community, and

their willingness to work. On the latter, they were asked whether the teachers taught catechism

well; whether they were "well prepared to look after the tabernacle;" whether they explained the

Gospel on Sundays in the absence of the priest; whether they organised events on Sundays "in

order to spend the Lord's Day in a joyfrrl and holy fashion;" and whether they took the trouble of
interesting themselves in the rural workers' sanitary, social, agricultural or other problems, and

heþd resolve thern''n One of the indispensable qualities of the rural teachers, ther¡ was

apostolic zna\ andincluded organising worship, pious activities, and even preaching.'uo

The new schools consisted of a single room with the teacher's living quarters attached or

nearby. At one end of the room there was a blackboard, the desks, etcetera. At the other end

there was a partition behind which there was a simple altar. In these schools, the children were to

receive the necessary instruction in the basic skills, as well as considerable instruction in doctrinal

and moral questions. Herrera believed that primary school children should leam a small

"complementary social catechisrr¡" and certainly, in secondary, the students were expected to

study papal encyclicals in great detail, so that by the time the students reached the preuniversity

course, they would be able to "manage the great social encyclicals with ease."'ut In the

1956-1957 school year, there were 2,581 students enrolled in the rural schools, and rulrnbers

increased until 1965-1966, when they peaked at 10,074 students. Thereafter, both numbers of
students and the numbers of schools began to decline.l62

Herrera was able to rely on his excellent contacts in civil and political society for the

realuation of this ambitious project. He particularly benefitted from the collaboration of MartÍn

Artajo, Minister of the Exterior since 1945; and of the Ministers of Education Ib¿íñez MartÍn

(1938-1951) and his successor, Ruiz Giménez(1951-1956), especiallythe latter. The importance

t'nA copy of this form was found in the diocesan library,

'uo BooM lsept. t96t), 736.

'u'A. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas,447.

ru2F. García Mota, Escuelas Rurales. Patronqlo Mixto de Educación Primaria (Salamanca,
unpublished doctoral dissertation-, 373.
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ofthis collaboration is confessed by the bishop hirnse[ who declared that the matter of the rural

schools had been personally approved by Franco.ru' The collaboration between Church and State

in the question of the rural schools filled Herrera with pride, and he publicly praised the civil

authorities for their role in the instruction of Mâlaga. In 1963, he declared "It is my duty to

second the splendid policy that the Govemment is applying in the field of education. The

organisation of scholarly protection is exemplary."'uo In reality, the State provided only a part of
the resor:rces necessary for the realisation ofthis arnbitious plan. From 1959, there were no more

grants for the Pstronato Mixto ofMálaga, which began to suffer financial problems. Herrera was

obliged to battle continuously to keep the project goitrg.tut

In 1956, the Education Minister, Ruiz Giménez, was dismissed. His successor, Rubio

García-Mina embarked on a reasonably effective school-building programme.'uu Uofott*at"l¡
both Herrera's school-building proje.ct and the Minister's were aflicted by the same blight:

neither had taken into account the factor of migration. The waves of migration that permanently

changed the nature of life in rural Andalusia began in the 1950's, but became especially dramatic

in the 1960's. In short, schools were built for children in Andalusia (and other regions such a.s

Extremadt¡ra), which ended up half empty, while the childrer¡ now migrants in Barcelona or

Madrid, were still unschooled. The changes in the numbers of rural schools open every year in

Mâlaga reflect the changing demography. In 1956157 , there were 106 rural schools. The peak

was reached :r:.1959160 \Mth22l schools, which corresponds withthe end of public firnding for

construction. After this date, the nurnber of rural schools in utilisation progressively declined

until the late 1960's, when the decline was quite rapid. From the 200 rural schools that were in

use in 1g68l6g,there were only 171 ayear later, and this scarcely improved in following ye*..'ut

Along with the improvement to primary education in Málaga as a result of the projects

of Herrera Oria and the Minister of Educatioq access to secondary education was made

somewhat more democratic and less elitist by the Ley de Ordenación de Ia Enseñanzq Media

approved on 26 February 1953 by Ruiz Giménez. The elitist nature of the old baccalaureate

'u'Letter of Herrera Oria to Fr. Manuel Marina (S.J.), 27 October 1954, quoted in J. M. García Escudero, E/
pensømiento de Angel Herrera, 300-1.

'* noont 1sept. 1963),772.

r65F. García Mota, Escuelas Rurales (pamphlet), 29.

'uuR. Navarro Sandalinas, op. cit,, 170.

tu7F. García Mota, Escuelas Rurales (doctoral dissertation), 373.
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-which was principally preparation for entrance into university- was changed. It was divided into

two parts. The elementary baccalaureate was of fotu years' duratior¡ and the superior

baccalaureate, of two years' dwation, was followed by a pre-uriversity year necessary for access

to university. Thus the new law generalised education until the age of fourteer¡ and children

could continue with their studies after primary school without it necessarily being focussed as an

entrance to university, as the old baccalau¡eate had been.

It would appear that as a result ofthese changes, the level of public instruction in Málaga

was significantly improved, although the changes did not become dramatic well into the 1960's.

It is impossible to ascertain what changes occurred when. The paucþ and inaccuracy of Spanish

statistics are such as to provoke the desperation of even the most determined resea¡cher.'u* On

such researcher, after analysing the nature of the problems he confronted" was led to declare that

"the régime's maintenance of official statistics on education are one of its most useless

ventures."r6n In th" case of Mrilaga the statistical material is clearly vitiated and untrustworthy.

The Reseña Estadística [Statistical Summary] published by the National Institute of Statistics,

for example, is unusable because it causes more doubts than it resolves. The number of schools

given for each academic year, or the number of students, vary wildly from one year to the next,

without there being any apparent re¿Non. Is this because hundreds of schools zuddenly shut

down for one year, and hundreds opened again in the following year? Or was it -¿N se€ms much

more likely- that the principals of many schools srnply closed their eyes to the annoþg
bureaucratic redtape? The inconsistencies, contradictions, and insufficiency of data obstruct any

serious attempt to qrantify the history of schooling and education in ly'ráÃaga. Therefore, all

statistical evidence used in the present investigation of Mrátaga is used merely as an indication of
general tendencies and not as definitive statements of fact. And the general tendency, not

surprisingly, was of a gradual increase in the number of schools, in the numbers of people

schooled, and a lessening in the illiteracy rate.

One of the Movement's reports declares that from 1939-1969, whilst the population of
Mâlaga increased by 25o/o, the number of students increased by 123%o, and the number of
schools tripled, from about 900 to about 2,650.In 1939, there were 10 centres of secondary and

vocational training in 3 localities. By 1969, there was a total of 58 centres in 10 localities.'to

r68on the problems of analysing the history of education in Spain during Franco, especially with the
statistical sources, see R. Navarro Sandalinas , op. cit.,23-9.

tunrbid.,29.

t'oJe¡alura Provincial del Movimienlo de Mátaga 1g3g-l969. La Paz rinde su cuenta a Málaga (Málaga,

l5l



Many of these schools, however, must have been private or confessional centres recognised by

the State.rTr

The change appea$ to begin the first years ofthe 1950's; nevertheless, the most drarnatic

changes did not take place until the 1960's, and especially after 1963, when the Spanish economy

was undergoing a significant restructuring from traditional rural based economy to a modem

neocapitalist corisurner society. Tlre economic changes from rural to indusfial economy

derna¡rded skilled labour, and it is in response to this need that the reginre notabþ increased the

resources and attention paid to public instruction According to one of the Movernent's

publications, the evolution ofpublic firding for MráJaga for education was as follows:r72

1939-1945 113,550 pesetas
1946-195l. ....350,000 ,,

1952-1957. ....561,625 ',

1958-1963............24,403,650',
ße-ß69...........17 4,203,320',

The rnassive increase in public ñ¡nding for state schools in reflected in the evolution of
enrolnrcnts in prinrary schools in MráJaga as follows:

Yea¡ Boys Girls Total
l93g 27,250 22,946 50,196
1945 35,111 25,226 60,337
1951 45,453 33,116 79,569
lg57 40,492 40,5æ 91,046
1963 39,349 35,096 73,4,14
1969 57,251 55,010 112,26l

A very simila¡ tenderrcy is notable with respect to the number of secondary students enrolled:

Yea¡ Students
tg39 4,399
1945 6,000 approx.
l95l 8,500 approx.
1957 11,000 approx.
1963 16,000 approx.
1969 27,463

In the case of literacy levels, it is wrdeniable that literacy improved during the 1960's, and

1969),27

'trlt must be remembered that Málaga only had three public secondary schools until 1961, and another four
were opened in what was left of the decade in Vélez-Málaga (1961), Ronda (1962), Sierra Bermeja(1964),
and Campillos (1967). respectively. I have been unable to discover a list of vocational training schools for
the province.

't'Allof the following graphs are drawn ftom Jefatura Provincial del Movimiento de Mdlaga (lg3g-l969),
25-30.
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it can reasonably be infened that in part, this was directþ as a result of the rural schoolq whicb
it mus be renrembered" gave classes to both young and old. Benavent, Auxiliary Bishop of
Malaga from 1955, decla¡ed that in five years, adult illiteracy fell by almost 500/0.'7r From

1956157 to the end of the 1972173 school year, 31,320 adults were enrolled in the n¡¡al schools

(although it is unknown how many of these were the same individuals reenrolling in subsequent

years). Of these, I 1,650 individuals were totalþ illiterate when they began classes. From 1956/57

to 1972/73,3,809 bec¿rne literate and 19631æ to 1972/73,3,34 of these adults achieved their

prirnary school certificate (no figures for the prinrary school certificate a¡e offered for before

19631æ). There was a great difference in attendance according to gender; from 1956/57 to

1972173,25,906 nrcn were enrolled in the n¡ral schools, in comparison with oriy 5,414 women

for the sarne period.'to

Fr. Jose Eguaras Iriarte, Herrera's private secretary from 1947 to 1962, rather

optimisticalþ alleges that thanks to these schools, "lvliúaga went from bemg in the last positions

in terms of public literacy in Spain to being in the first."r7s According to official statistical

evidence, while in 1950 illiteracy was 34% n lvtäaga, by 1960, it had dropped to 25o/o; n
nurnerical terms, this means a drop from 204,664 illiterates in 1950 to 150,158 illiterates in

1960.t76 Whilst in 1950, onþ Jaen had a higher rate of illiteracy than Mllag a (37Yo), by 1960,

Málagas position had improved slightly in relation to other Spanish provinces, four of which had

slightty high€r rates of illiteracy, and one of which -Albacete- had exactþ the sanre percentage.'7t

Málaga had improved; but N{álaga continued to be backwa¡d in relation to the rest of the

Spanish provinces, and fi.rrthermore, while many people ceased being technically illiterate, their

actual level of literacy was extremely low.'t* Futhermore, there continued to be dr¿unatic

differences between literacy rates in the capital and in the countryside.'te

"tBooMlMay 1960), l3l.

'toThe totals are drawn from the lists of enrolments, illiterates, and redemption rates offered in F. García
Mota, Escuelas Rurales (doctoral dissertation), 382.

f TsTestimony of Fr. Eguaras in J. M. García Escudero, Corwersaciones sobre Angel Heruera,25l-2.

'tuM. Vilanova Ribas et al, op. cit.,312-3,322-3.

'ttrd.

'ttR. Gobernado Arribas. "Aspectos del comportamiento cultural en la provincia de Málaga (l)," Jábega,
no.26 (1980).

'tnrbid.. r9.
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Herrera Oria's other educational projects were oriented towards the creation of select

minorities within particular groups and institutions, such as the seminary. Many of them were

established in Madrid. One of the only other educational projects initiated by Henera was the

establishrnent of a diocesan school to train specialiss in social work/charitable functions. In

1959, he established the Diocesan School of Social Assistance, under the direction of the Sisters

of Charity. It offered the degree of Social Worker, and trained young wonren in social work

"Because charity has its technique. And all those wornen who desire to heþ those who are

socially defenceless must study it, in order to better appreciate their necessities and address them

more effectiveþ."r80 Students studied religior¡ and a variety of social sciences such as health

sciences, statistics, economics, Iaw, and the ubiquitous "forrnation of the national spirit." There

was also practical work to do, in parishes, nurseries, and other social insitutions, depending on

the speciatity chosen by each girl. There were also study circles on apostolic, social and

professional training, visits to sanitary centres, child¡en's homes, workers'centres, etcetera What

was explicitly sought were students who wanted to consecrate their lives to the senrice ofothers.

Once graduatd the students were sent to carry out their social apostolate in working class

neighbourhoods, åctories, parishes, schools, jails, hospitals, and wherever else necessary. The

school included a boarding school "for the better spiritual and apostolic formation of the young

wonrcn who desire a total commitnrent to the practice of charity in the world..."r8r In the year

tlre school was establishd priests were urged to send a student to the school, in order to have

sufficient numbers of trained wonÉn "for tlrc social and cha¡itable mission"rs2 Together, the

worker élites and the social experts such as the graduates of the social school were to win over

the hearts and minds of the apostate nusses. The former, with their greater credibility and

influence, the latter offering concrete proof of how the Church was indeed preoccupied with

social justice and with the needs and concerns ofthe working nnsses.

Herrera dedicated the greater part of his time and energy to the promotion of education

at all levels, principally higher, and at establishing educational institutions. However, the vast

majority of these were in Madrid, from where Herrera aimed at forming the highly qu,alified and

specialised élites which he envisaged would lead social reform in all the nation He was very

interested in the Universities, but Malaga did not get its first university facuþ until 1963, when

t8o Escuela Diocesana de Asistencia Social San Vicenf e de Paút (Málaga, 1959),3-4

"'BooM (ocr. r959), 306.

l82ld.
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the Council of Ministers approved the creation of a Faculty of Political Sciences, Economics and

Commerce, dependent on the University of Granada.tt' In order to form a religious conscience

amongst young people, especiaþ university students, Herrera established the Escuela de

Ciudadanía Cristiana [School of Christian Citizenship] in 1959. The school was aimed at the

formation of select minorities amongst the university students. It was accompanied by a boarding

school or srunmer residence- the Colegio Mayor Pío XII- built in 1961.184 The students did a

turiversity degree, a joumalism degrce, and as part of the apostolic/vocational preparation of the

students, they were made to carry out apostolic work every week.

The Escuela de Ciudadanía Cristiana was conceived as a training ground for Catholic

propagandists; hence the necessþ of receiving instruction in journalis*'tt In 1960, Herrera

reestablished the Escuela de Periodismo de la lglesia [Church School of Joumalism].'tu A[ of
these institutions -the Escuela de Ciudadanía Cristiana, the Colegio Mayor Pío XII, and the

Escuela de Periodismo de la lglesia- were integrated into one giant comple4 called the Centro

Juan MIII pohn )O(Itr Centre], and a special trust or foundation was especially created to run

thern, entitled the Fundación Pablo VI lPaul VI Foundation]. Henera personally directed the

Escuela de Periodismo de la lglesia for one year. The institutions described above were also to

collaborate with the Centro de Estudios Sociales del Valle de los Caídos [Centre of Social

Studies of the Valley of the Fallenl, also established by Herrera in 1957. The centre, established

in the Francoist monolith built to glonfy the Nationalist dead, was converted into a centre for

spirituality and prayer/study centrellibrary with specialised resources on Catholic social doctrine,

directed by the Benedictine order.

The establishment and running of these institutions in Madrid kept Herrera occupied and

distant from his diocese. In Málaga where there were no tertiary educational institutions, there

was no conflict with the youth movements of Catholic Actior¡r87 whose activities in Madrid

Herrera either ignored or mildly criticised by referring to the necessity for prudence, or to the

't'"Málaga Universitaria ," iî Formación, no.5l (June 1963), 1.

t8aSee "Decálogo de la Escuela de Ciudadanía Cristiana," in A. Herrera Oria, Conciencia social y
conciencia ciudadana (Madrid, 1962); and "Discurso del Excmo. y Rvmo. Sr. Obispo en la inauguración de
la Escuela de Ciudadanía Cristiana," in BOOM (Nov. l96l), 896-903.

rss"Posición privilegiada de la prensa," in A. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas,209.

l86see J. Terrón Montero, op. cit., 120-1.

'8tsee F. Montero, "Los movimientos juveniles de Acción Católica: una plataforma de oposición al
franquismo," in La oposición al régimen de Franco, vol. II, part L
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excessively temporal orientation of the social reformists of the period. ln 1967 he wrote that

modem social reformers centred their religious lives on the promotion of human society,

relegating the faith to a secondary role.'t* Herrera's educational insitutions and reforms were

designed to lead one to the faith. Thnough an understanding of the faith and Catholic doctrine,

education would lead to the promotion of human society. ln a Catholic society, there could be

no inversion of the order ofpriorities.

The eviderrce does not suggest, however, that Henera Oria's reforms in lWilaga bore the

spiritual fruit that he intended. Herrera Oria's corporativist and collaborationist ideology satisfied

the dictator, but discredited him in the eyes of the working rnass€s of Mrilaga. Furthermore,

reforms in the educational system in Mrílaga started late, and developed within the context of
d¡amatic economic and social and cultural change. These changes disrupted the nature of
Herrera Oria's reforms, which were based on the existerrce of a large, traditionat and largely

stable nual population Indeed, the greatest changes to educational policy and practice were the

resuh, not of pastoral pressure, but a consequenc€ of the industrialisation policies being pursued

by the govemment. The need for a skilled workforce gave the necessary impetus for the

development of mass literacy prograrnmes, and this in tum gave rise to a more enlightened and

inforrned working class, which begatr to mobilise and resunred the struggle for democracy and

dernocratic values. The shift away ûom authoritarian values atrectd not onþ the lay populatiorL

but also the clergy, on whom Herrera relied to transmit Gospel values and Catholic orthodory to

the flock. The following chapter will deal with the changes occurring in the seminary of Mrl,laga

and their effect on the recatholicisation process.

'ttA. He.rera Oria. prologue to Curso de doctrina social católica. lX
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IV. EDUCATING THE EDUCATORS

I. THE SEMINARY AND CLERGY OF MALAGA
UNDER SANTOS OLIVERA AND HERRERA ORIA.

The clergy were a key element in a recatholicisation project which depended upon

clericalisation of society and the subjection of all aspects of life to ecclesiastical vigilance. The

clergy were to asswne a pervasive influence over all manner of civil and social aftirs. Therefore,

two conditions had to be established. Firstly, there needed to be a sufficient number of clergy,

taking into accoturt the high losses caused by the anticlerical violence as well as the very low

level of vocations. Secondly, the clergy needed a grcater degree of pastoral training in order to

¿tssune a much more direct role in the ordering of society.

During the triumphalist years under Bishop Santos Oliver4 much was done in åvour of
the reconstruction and firnding of the seminary, and the fostering of vocations. As far as clerical

instruction went, however, the philosophy underpinning seminary instruction continued to be

anchored on the princþle of the infallibility of the Chwct¡ and on the dichotomy between the

profanity of the temporal world and the importance of the priestly professior¡ which had to be

protected from the comrption of mundane affairs. Ecclesiastical cosmology was that of being a

resident of a fortress under siege. Triumphalist spirituality identified the Kingdom of God with a

particular politicaf economic and social systerr¡ and with a concrete historical moment, with all

its cultural, artistic, and social connotations. Seminary instruction therefore forged men athned

to the search for, and elimination of, error. There was no scope for self analysis or criticism Yet

there was much to analyse and question in clerical intellectual formation, clerical understanding

of vocatior¡ spirituality, and pastoral practice, and it was not t¡ntil the arrival of Bishop Herrera

Oria that the hermetic world of the clergy began to experience the realities of the outside world.

By that time, it was arguably already too little too late.

The Castilian language is replete with proverbs, saþgs, and expressions that serve to

describe the clergy and members of the religious orders of the Roman Catholic Church. One

particularly succinct one is the expression "cura de misa y olla." This e¡pression reflects a

stereotype -that of the backward ard lazy rural parish priest, dedicated to the compliance of
minimum duties and with a typically bureaucratic mentality. Culturally ignorant, unprepared for

modem life, distanced from his flock, with whom he barely had relations, the "cura de misa y

oll4" as his name suggests, oriented his life to the exercise of ritual duties such as the saying of
mass, after which he would totter home to a prepared hot lunch. Although pa.rish priests were

not well remunerated, it was, above all, a secure existence.
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This saying reflected a reality of clerical life in many parts of Spain. The Spanish clergy

was divorced from its flock; and the backwa¡dness of the Spanish seminaries had a good de¿l of
responsibility for this state of affairs.r The situation was much aggravated by the material

destruction caused in the anticlerical attacks during the Republic and the intemrption of State

funding during the wa¡ years placed considerable financial pressure upon diocesan coffers.

Furthermore, a good many seminarians had fled during tlrese years; this, added to the anticlerical

violence, had decirnated the already low ntmbers of seminarians.

Ttre State restorcd public fi¡rding for the clergy on29 November 1939: until that date,

Bishop Santos Olivera had been forced to depend upon his own resourc€s. The seminary had

been reopened on l6 November 1937, with eighty students.2 Nine months later, in Juþ 1938, the

bishop's pastoral letter on vocations revealed the desolate plight of the local clergy. Whilst

twenty years earlier, Santos'predecessor had had 265 diocesan priests, at that tirne, there were

127 lvlalaganpriests in the region, plus 70 more awaiting the Nationalist victory in their parishes

in order to return Of the 127 local clergynrer¡ 65 were over fifty years of age, and 4l were in

their sixties. In order to see to the 600,000 souls in his diocese, the bishop calculated there ought

to be at least 350400 clergy, and therefore, he needed to ordain l0 new clergy annualþ.3

The shortage of priests was acute in nrany parts of SpairU but perhaps nowhere as acute

as in Mílaga- According to the ecclesiastical buletin, in 1936, Málaga h^d246 clergy, a ratio of
priest to Èithñ¡l of I to 2,205. This dismat ratio was onþ zuperseded by three other dioceses

-Cáùtz, Ceuta arìd Cartagena This proc€ss of decline in vocations had been ongoing for

approximately the last hundred years; the anticlerical attacks had simply served to aggravate the

problem much -or".o By 1939 -and therefore after the massacres of priests and religious that

took place during the civil war- there were 133 priests, or one to every 4,078 faithful, which

constituted the worst ratio of all Spain.s In addition to this there was another problern The

'On the state of Spanish seminaries in the lgth century and first half of the 20th, see V. Cárcel Ortí,
"Estado Material, Académico y Moral de los Serninarios Españoles Durante el Siglo XIX," in Seminarios,
no. 26 (1980), 274; Anuario de la Historia de la lglesia, vol. II (Navarra, 1993); and V. Carcel Ortí,
"Decadencia de los estudios eclesiásticos en la España del siglo XIX," in Hispania Sacra, no. 33 (198 l).

'E. Barranquero Texeir4 La implantación det mtevo Estada en Málaga 1937-1949 (Málaga, 1992), (thesis), 567.

taoou ltuty 1938), 4lo.

aThe decline in ordination of priests in Málaga in the lgth and 20th centuries has been calculated in A.
Sánchez García, Lø Segunda República en Málaga: Lq cuestión religiosa (Córdoba, 1983), 83.

' aooM 11lpr. I 940), 297 -300.
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parishes were ofenonmus size due to the geat distånc,es between many communities, scattered

all over the hills and valleys of M:álaga If the parishes were reduced to workable sizes, an even

greater desequilibrium would result. Indeed, n 1947, the bishop created 46 new parishes; after

this refonrL there were 100 rural parishes (as opposed to fifty) without parish priest.ó

The gravþ of the situation caused the bishop to undertake an intense campaign of
vocations for the seminary. This coincided with years in which widespread poverty could rnake

the seminary appear to be a nrcarìs of social and economic adva¡rcement. Indeed nrany boys

joined the seminary with probabþ no rnore arnbition than to receive an education and escape the

gnrelling poverty of their homes. Santos calculated that 60-75% of the students abandoned

vocations, and taking this into account, he concluded that the seminary needed to have more

than 350 students, and an intake in the firs year of of 3540 as a minimurnt A" u result of the

bishop's irrcessant campaigns in favour of vocations arid the seminary, in ttrc 1938-1939

academic year, there were 127 new aspirants, giving a total of 169 semir¡arians.t This was frr
from Santos' objectives, but it was a promising start. The next year, the bishop requested an

intake of 50, and was delighted to have over 100 enter the ."rninary.o

These were the years of the great campaigns "Pro-Semina¡io," organised by Catholic

Action These sought both to foment vocations and to raise fi.¡nds for the education of
seminarians. In 1937, the bishop encouraged people to send whatever they could; if they could

not conûibute frrarrcialþ, he ruged ttrem to send foodstr¡ß such as oi[ chickpeas or rice.ro [n
1941, the Seminary of Málaga received 100,000 pesetas in public frrnding;'r nevertheless,

receipts were always less than what was needed. The campaigns "Pro-Semina¡io" therefore

sought to attract patrons who would pay for all, or part ol the boarding costs of the seminarians.

Of course, given the existing social political and economic circumstances of this period, the

danger that materi4 rather than spiritual, considerations would play an important part in the

decision to undertake vocations was very real.

The vast majority of the Spanish clergy came from small rural communities, and entered

ulbid. 
1Jan. 1946), 3-9.

ttbid. llury r938), 409-r l.

ttbid. 1oct. lg3l), 666-7.

ntbid.lvay 1939),351.

'orbid. 1oct. rg37), 329.

tt Ecclesia ( l5 Aug. l94l), 6.
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the seminary at a very tender age.t' As late as 1960, it was calculated that 45% of Spanish

vocations came from families that worked the land, while only I5%o came from urban working

class familier.t' Th" srnall populations of less than 500 people provided 50.% of vocations, and

another 25%o came from populations of between 500-1000 people.la It is also revealing that an

important proportion of vocations stemmed from families of five or more children.

In the overwhelming majority of cases, the seminarians entered at very tender ages,

whereas relatively few vocations proceeded from the secular apostolate and Catholic Action
Child vocations -those entering the seminary at the age of ter¡ elever¡ or twelve- constituted

7l% of Spanish vocations. Another 24Yo entered at the ages of thirteen to sixteen. Finall¡

another 5Yo enteredat the age of seventoen or more, and only l%o wasover twenty-four years of
age.tt Scholarships existed for a proportion of seminarians, ffid the maintenance costs

-accommodation and food- were relatively low. Hence the seminaries offered athactions of a
practical, rather than spiritual nature. tn many c¿tses, it constituted the only way of getting an

educatior¡ and guaranteeing one's futtre. It also permitted poor frmilies to free themselves of the

burden of caring for one of its numerous members. Once ordained, some clergymen maintained

members oftheir family on their stþnd. Mothers or sisters, for example, often came to live with

the parish priest, and kept house for hirn Another factor to consider was the social prestige that

the clergy had, especially in the Basque Country.r6

The number of seminarians who entered the seminary, possibþ for the wrong reasons,

and then abandoned, was an ongoing nightmare for the bishop of Mrilaga. Santos Olivera was

firrnly committed to the intense fostering of vocations, which needed a strong push to overcorne

the critical shortage of clergy. ln 1944, seven years after the war ended in Málaga there were

ottly 166 secular clergy, including 35 in N4álaga on a temporary basis, to deal with 146 parishes,

52 of which had no resident priest. There were 100 coadjutorships vacant, and between 40-50

chaplains were needed. The bishop estimated that another 200 secular clergy were necessary,

and that the influ at the seminary was not enough to cover losses. Nor was it expected to do so

"On this question, see J. M. Diaz Mozas, "Las vocaciones en España," in R Duocastella (ed.), Análisis
sociológico del catolicismo español (Barcelona, 1967).

''Ibid., r37.

tnrbid., l40.

'tlbid., 139. See also F. Blázquez, Lq traición de los clérigos,98; and G. Hermet, Los cqtólicos en la
España franquis t a, v ol. l, 3 6-42.

r6F. Sopeña, Defensa de una generación(Madrid, lg70),24-8.
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for another five years at least.lT

During the postwar perio{ lvlátaga underwent a boom in vocations. The number of
seminarians varied betr¡¡een 170 to about 300.'t kt 1951, Ecclesia reports the number of
vocations in the diocese of lv{.ilagaat 464, compared with l9l in 1930.re In 1940, a preparatory

school for entry into the seminary (at the age of l0) was set up by the civil authorities, with two

State teactrers.'o It is unclea¡ wtrether figtres given in the ecclesiastical bulletin irrcluded figures

for the Preparatory School, or onþ the senior seminarians. What seenìs clear was that the influ(

into the seminary was significant, and an improvenreat on the pre war figures. This was in

keeptng \¡/ith the rest ofthe country, which also experierrced a boom in vocations.2r

TÏrc bishop soon began to complain about the insufficient space at the seminary, and call

for the construction of a new seminary. However, onty a trickle of those enrolled went on

studying and were ordained into the priesthood. According to the ecclesiastic¿l builetin, onþ trvo

clerginrenwere ordained in 1939; none in 1940; tlnee n1946;another six in 1949; and seven in

1950.22 In short, while the numbers of new seminarians was undoubtedþ inrproving, the

completion rate was still unsatisåctory. A great proportion of serninarians abandoned at sorne

stage or other, for one reason or another. Bishop Santos Olivera was not unaware of the danger

"nooMçuly r9M),482-6.

ttln 1940, for example, the BOOM reported that there were 170 str¡dents at the serninary; see ibid. (July
1940), 437 . By 1943, the situation appeared to have stabilised at 250-300; see ibid. (July 1942), 520, which
citd270 seminarians. See also ibid. (July 1943),431-6; and ibid (July 1945), 484-5.

teùcclesia (18 Aug. l95l), 154. Atp. 155, Ecclesia givesthe following figures for Málaga: in 1930, there
were l9l serninarians; in 1934, there were only l13. In 1946, there was a notably improvernent, namely
3 I 8. In I 950, the total had reached 45 I , and in 195 I it was 464.

'oBOOM (Sept. 1940),563-4; and BOE (23 July 1940). By 1955, a special short course was adopted as
preparation for entrance to the seminary. The course was one month in duration, assessed via final
examination. The minimum age \.vas eleven years. See BOOM (Apr. 1955),79.

ttTuking into account the numbers of both junior and senior seminarians, the increase in vocations is
significant, -although the overwhelming majority would abandon the seminary in due course. Ecclesia gives
a total of 12,854 seminarians in Spanish seminaries in 1927; this dropped to 7,516 in 1934, during the
Republican government, and subsequently increased to 14,297 in 1946. In 195 l, the mrolled had reached
18,536. See Ecclesia (18 Aug. 195 l), 153. Taking into account only the senior seminarians, Blázquez notes
that, in 1942-1943, there were 2,935 senior seminarians in Spain; in 196l-1962, there were 8,387. F.
Blázquez, op. cit.,98.

"Su BOOM (Jan. l94l), 7-10; ibid. (1946),276-9; ibid. (Apr. 1955), I 16-7.lt must be assumed that
similar problems occurred in most, lf not all, other seminaries. In the seminary of Murcia, for example,
between 1939-1962, a proportion of between 50-75% of seminarians dropped out. lt is also notable that, as
soon as there were schools available, the numbers in the seminary plummeted. See M.E. Nicolás Marín,
Instituciones murcianas durante el Franquismo, 135-48.
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that ttre semhrary be used for pureþ material ends. In 1938 he wamed against taking in sh¡dents

from amongst the destitute, declaring that

...nowadays, -fortunately or unfortunately- it is an undeniable and general fact
that vocations conre principally from the hrunble classes. But one thing is that
ttrey be poor and in need of sorne economic help, and another is that they be
paupers. Poverty is blessed by God; but destitution or excessive penury, tends to
bring with it vices a¡rd defects which rnake an appropriate education and training
incomparabþ rnore difficult. Such students are in inferior conditions to the rest
a¡rd nornrally are a hindra¡rce to the seminary. Between these two extrenes the
middle class ñmiþ, comfortable without being rictl.. undoubtedþ has its
advantages.2:

Also revealing was the republication of an article taken from a relþious nraga Ê in ttrc

ecclesiastical bulletin Tlre bishop sonretimes resorted to the reprinting of zuch articles, pastoral

letters, recomrnendations, etc, when the zubject matter was sonrcthing with which he strongþ

agreed. This particular article reminded its readers -that is, the clergy- that the priesthood was

about sacrifice, divine calling, poverty of qpirit and ofbod¡ about ha¡d work and the avoidarrce

of worldþ distractions. The writer attacked the use nrade by sonre åmilies of the priesthood in

no uncertain terms:

How sad it is to see how sometimes in Christian families there is a rnore or less
rnaterialist corrception of the priestlrood! Ttre priest is not for the åmiþ. He is

for God and for souls.... tlre priest must not change... the economic condition of
the åmily, nor sustain it when it can eam its own sustenarrce. The åithful do not
give him aftns for this purpose, but to take care gf his personal necessities and for
Catholic and charitable works, whichar€ many."

In the late 1940's and early 1950's, when Herrera was Bishop of Málaga the rnotivation

of some of the seminary students was still suspect. The canon of the cathedral, Jose Maria

GonzÍúezRu[ found many of the students to be too infrntile, and suspected oftheir reasons for

being there. In the circumstances of the time, entry into the seminary was regarded as

"turdoubtedþ a promotion in the eyes of peasant and proletarian fümilies." Whenever he coul4

he advised those who were not there volunkriþ, or who were there for the wrong reasons, to

abandon their seminary studies and return to civil life.25

The seminary instructors were themselves both products and perpetuators of this

dogrnatic insitution. The mentality ofthe seminary instructors was one of profound nostalgia for

"aoou 11938), 414.

tnrbid. 
lJury 1939), 38r.

ttJ. M. GonzíiezRuiz, ¡Ay de mí, si no Evangelizarel (Bilbao, l97l),35-6
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a lost, idealis€d Catholic civilisation. Traditional instruction ignored all modern and

contemporary innovations in philosophy and theology, and was wary of the sciences, which were

treated as incompatible with traditional Catholic doctrine. The training was defensive and aimed

at the identification and avoidance ofmodem effors and heresies. Hence, instruction was heavily

based on classical humanities -LatirL Greek, Hebrew, philosoph¡ sacred history music, and

some limited sciences such as mathematics and geography.26 Theology was mostly moral and

dogmatic theology, and canon law was intensively studied. The theory was that the students had

to be protected from the errors of modern thought and culture, until they were able to identifi

the sources of error for themselves. Therefore, there w¿ìs no indiscriminate Írccess to books and

reading matter. The ecclesiastical superiors maintained an authoritarian control of their pupils,

which fostered conformism and dented the critical spirit. Classes -in Latin- were based on very

few texts, which consisted of manuals qpeciafty designed for the preparation of exams. These

contained the essence of neo-scholastic theology then taught in Spanish seminaries. As Sopeña

noted, the Thomis Summa Theologica itself could be read; but that was optional and depended

on the will of the student. What was relevant from the point of view of passing exanìs was the

mantnl" Sopeña's e4perience was that "...the bishop's entire preoccupation was to accumulate

classes, and make the exams difficult in order to -he would say textually- 'lock us into the

,nanual."'28 There was an obsession \¡/ith direct reading and study of the scriptures, which was

regarded as a Protestant heresy which encouraged an excessive subjectivity, and consequentþ,

the risk of confision and 
"rror.'n 

The rnanuals had the virtue of teaching scripture appropriately

interpreted and studied by the great Catholic scholars of the past. The students were expected to

rely absolutely on the accumulated wisdom of two thousand years of Catholic doctrine.'o If th.

atmosphere in the seminÍìries was hostile to non-Catholic culture in all its manifestations, it was

no less suspicious of, and hostile to, certain tendencies within the Catholic cultural world.

Spanish Catholicism was regarded as Catholicism in its pwest and most orthodox form. The

theological innovations of French liberal Catholicism met with a wall of virulent

26For the subjects studied at the seminary of Málaga, see BOOM (Oct. 1937),352-5.

27F. Sopeña, op. cit.,30.

"Ibid.,52.

'nlbid.,3o-r.

30seeJ. Domínguez, ¡YoCreoenlaJusticial(Bilbao, 1973),20; andA. Orensanz, Religiosidadpopular
española (1 940- I 965) (Madrid, I 974).
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anti'intellectualism which regarded these writers and intellectuals as heretics.

This atmosphere of intolerance and suspicion extended to anyone who did not fit
squarety within the integrist concept oforthodoxy. Prohibitions, censorship and restrictions were

habitr.¡al. For the intellectualþ precociorls, seminary life could amount to a form of ptugatory.

The eventual Canon of the Cathedml of Mrirlaga and eminent biblical scholar, Jose lvlaría

GotuÍlez Ruí2, entered the Semiury of Mrirlaga before the ñll of the Alfonsine rnonarch¡ and

always feh particularþ oppressed by the intellecnralty sterile atnnsphere.'' He proved to be a

problematical student, but his preserrce there was tolerated because the bishop of Mrírlaga was his

uncle. However, his intellecflEl pretensions were rapidþ cut short in lvlëtaga; a keen biblical

student, he fourd that, in the 1930's, there was no copy of tlre New Testanrent in its original

Gr€ek version to be found at the Seminary of Mrilaga3' Th" academic level was low, and there

was nothing to stimulate progress. Knowledge was not sought for its own sake; the only

knowledge that was necessary was that which was necessary for one's salvation

The pastoral training received by the seminarian was conditioned by the classical duality

between the tenporal world -sor¡rc€ of all comrption and vice- and the world of the spirit, to

which the clergy properly belonged. There was a virh¡al ob,session with worldþ impunty and the

necessþ of avoiding contact with the temporal sphere, with its e¿rthly and sensual distractions.

Edr¡cation in Spanistr seminaries verged between anrbiguity ard contradiction
On the one hand" they were told of the inpure world, that "imnpnse bacchanal,"
of the "foul cesspits" that the great cities were, and of rnankind being lfte
"disgusting \ryorms." And on the other hand, they were nrade to dream about
their being saviours of that ill-åted world, from which they had to flee in order
not to be stained.33

Hence, the clergy were somehow above the world and out of it; this was necessarily rnaintained

to prevent worldly comrption. For this reasorì, the reading of newspapers w¿ts prohibited, and

for this reason the seminarians of Mrilaga were not permitted to wear wrisMarches. The world

of the senses was treacherous, and had to be submitted to the mind and the spirit. The fact that

the training of the seminarians w¿rs so limited and disconnected from the outside world, and so

suspicious of the mundane, rendered them unable to deal with the rruny complex problems that

characterised modem life, most of which were not of a purely moral or spiritual nature, but

t'J. M. GonzálezRuiz, op. c¡t.,20

ttrbid.. 24.

"F. Blázquez, op. cit.,99-100.
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wtrich constituted a web of rnaterial, social, and rnoral issues. A condescending sense of
superiority nrarked clerical relations with the faithftl, who moved in the temporal world that they

were taught to dread. The clergy found itsef trained for a pastoral role which was based on the

social and political conditions of the Middle Ages and which did not meet the needs of modern

society. The role of the parish priest was limited to that of functionary or administrator of the

cuft: administrafion of sacranrcnts, the ministry of the rüor4 the rites arid rituls of the Churct¡

charitable worlq catechesis and general insur¡ction of Catholic doctrine, and the vþilance of
public rnorals.'o

The consecration of Angel Herrera Oria as new Bishop of N{.ílaga n 1947 constituted a

revolution in the seminary of Mrílaga The key to understanding Henera's nrentality is

turdoubtedþ tlæ influence of the Jesuit order, and Henera's own life experierrc€ as lawyer,

joumalist, politicia¡U and missionary. Herrera's horizons were nec€ssariþ much wider than those

ofthe rest ofthe ecclesiastical hierarch¡ precisely because tre tnd never isol¿ted himself from the

real world in the rnanner of the clergy of that tinìe. The contrast between the rnodem natu¡e of
the new bishop and his predecessor can be illustrated by a trivial but revealing anecdote which

occurred when Henera rnade his first appearance at the seminary. Herrera was an obsessively

punctual nra¡r, and on arriving to talk to the students, he automatically removed his wristwatch

and placed it on the table in front of hirn Up until that rnonrcnq wristwatches had been

prohibited at the s€minary. The inpact of this trivial action was enonnous; the students present

at the tinrc still remember and comment on the event. From that monpnt on, it was implicitþ

understood that seminariars were allowed to wea¡ wristwatches.3s

Herrera's highty unusual life experience (in comparison with other Spanish ecclesiastics)

rnade him a disconcerting attd uncomfortable phenomenon in the clerical world. Herrera had

dedicated his life to the resolution of the great social and political problems of his day, and was

passionately interested in finding the Catholic response to these problems. What is ûrore,

Herrera's addiction was not limited to a personal interest. On the contrary, he expressly rejected

the traditional ecclesiastical posttre that limited the role of the clergy to pwely spiritual

questions, and which rejected becoming involved in social or political affairs. Herrera advocated

a much more active and influential role for the clergy. He also da¡ed to criticise the

backwa¡dness of their instruction and attribute part ofthe blame for the existing state of affairs to

'oF. Urbina, "Formas de Vida de la lglesia en España: 1939- I 975," 34, and especially 36-8

ttJ. M. Carcía Escudero. Conversaciones sobre Angel Herrera,470.
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their apprehensive and overly conservative stance with respect to social injustice. He considered

this attitude to be " ...a comfortable, inhibitory merely negative attitude. It would be to 'swallow

the camel of social injustice'while we 'strain the mosquito' of individual Siris.rrr3ó

Three of Herrera's brothers were Jesuits, and Herrera was steeped in Jesuit values and

spirituality. Herrera combined intense mysticism with great experience and knowledge of the

world." It is perhaps this broader experience of life which permitted Herrera to have a different

perspective on the clergy to that of the majority of Spanish bishops. Herrera had no qualms

about acknowledging the responsibility of the clergy in the degradation of Spanish Catholicisrn

In order to rectifr this situation, and as part of his theory on the recatholicisation of Spain, he

proposed giving the clergy an active and direct role in social and political issues, indeed,

immersing the Spanish clergy in temporal issues. This was the logical consequence of his

Constantinian interpretation of Church-State relations. The State was obliged, as guardian of the

comrnon good, -"the law which after that of God is the first and last in society"-38 to correct

dysflnctions. The Church, for its part, was the only society entitled, indeed obligated, to define

what constitute{ or failed to constitute, the common good in concrete situations. Both the

citizens and the State itself necessarily had to submit to the superior jurisdiction of the Church,

because the earthly end of the State was inferior to the celestial end of the Chwch, exactly the

sarne as "the soul surpasses the body."3e Therefore, in a Christian society, there was no question

of separating Church and State; "Politics and morals cannot be divorced, neither objectively nor

subjectively."ao

The Chtrch and its clergy therefore played a vital role in the creation of a Christian

society, by offering counsel and by orienting the guiding principles of public policy, defining the

limits of the State's authority, and how it should be applied. The Church also helped to foster a

sound level of civic virtues which permitted that social reforms be applied without encountering

resistance on behalf of the self interested, or the wearing down of public authority as a result of

'uA. Herrera Oria (dir.), Lq Palqbra de Cristo, vol. VI, 2nd edn. (Madrid, 1955), 331.

37For the testimony of collaborators of Herrera Oria on this point, see J. M. García Escudero, op. cit., XXV,
142, 199, 238, 246-7, 277 .

'*4. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas,32, quoted from the papal encyclical Au Milieu (16 Feb. 1892),23.

'nA. Herrera Oria (dir.), La Palabra de Cristo, vol. V (Madrid, 1955), 365-6.

ooA. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas,483 and 63, respectively.
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the imposition of said reforms.ot The Chuch served a vital role as interme.diary between the

social classes. The social classes needed to be instructed on the responsibilities and obligations

that corresponded to each one for the correct fi.nctioning of the social organism; and this was a

vital part of the role ofthe clergy. The clergy itself -which was also a social élite- had also åiled

in its mission, insofrr as it was inadequately instructed and its role too circumscribed, and too

detached from the realities of the real world. As a result the clergy was unprepared to deal with

crucial social problems, and face new and dangerous ideologies. Herrera sought to revolutionise

the clerical world, giving pastoral duty an extra dimension which went beyond the merely

ritualistic f.mction carried out till then. Herrera wanted men of actior¡ modern day missionaries,

because, as he declared n 1947, "Rechristianisation cannot follow procedtres different from

those used for ChristianisatioÍì- "42

The first instrument ofthe evangelisation ofthe Spanish social classes was the instruction

of doctrine, particularly in homilies. Herrera believed that the standard of preaching was low; the

preachers "are not up to what necessity demands."a3 The clergy needed instructior¡ not only on

what to instruct, but also as to how that message was best and most effectively transmitted:

The puþit demands a solid study of pontifical doctrine. It also demands great
discretion in order to relate general principles with particular circumstances...
And... exquisite prudence in order to heal without hurting, to reform positively
without fostering rebellions, to unite the classes without irrflaming the
differences.oo

Secondþ the clergy acted as an evangelising element because only the clergy had the

moral authority to criticise or approve proposed reforms. If the clergy did not comply with

Catholic social doctrine, it was the clergy's duty to identifi shortcomings and defects, and

suggest remedies to perfect thern, and generally provide constructive help to the State and

society. In so doing, it would depend upon the collaboration of select minorities, which the

clergy would direct.

Of all the select élites, the clergy's role with the working class élites was of the utmost

importance. Acting as intermediaries between property and the workers, the clerical function

included the defence of workers' interests. They could defuse tense situations, resolve conflicts,

a'speech of l9 March 1948, in ibid., 379-81

ntA. Herrera oria, op. ait., p 746.

n'rbid., 
77 r .

oolbid., 353.
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prevent possible abuses, and "destroy the network of vested inte¡ests and b'reak the web of ttre

powerfrrl"at Tlrey were to be defenden of the rights of the workers, but also "rnoderators" of
working class impetus and curtailers of working class passions, teaching workers to "enlighten

and moderate their ideas, which are perhaps a little simplistic."au Rudi"ali"m and the class

struggle was always paramount in Herrera's mind; hence he insisted that the instruction given to

the workers by the social clergy, apart from its more obvious objectives, was also to "rnoderate

[the working classes'] dernagogic excesses. "47

The clergy played a critical role in controlling possible excesses, and in orienting the

deferrce of legitirnate interests along lines and using strategies acceptable to the dominant

olþarchies and consistent with the maintenance of a strict public order. In tirne, it was supposed

that adequateþ instructd ard spiritualþ mature leaders from the working classes themselves

would take the lead in the deferrce of the interests of their peers, subject of course, to the

appropriate clerical zupervision

Herrera's plans for the incorporation of lay people into the ordinary apostolate of the

Church constituted an important change in pastoral style. Nevertheless, tlre lay people were

subject to clerical supervision and guidance. The clergy were heirs of the apostolic traditioru and

they enjoyed a chosen status, exercised a divine authority, and were blessed with a special graße.

As mediators between the mundane and the divino, they alone were encharged to proclain¡

defen{ and teachthe Revealed Truth. In 1958, Her€ra declared "... the priesthood.... belongs to

a different and unique category; not hunran, but divine. There is no profession comparable with

it."48 Ecclesiastic¿l authorþ was hoþ, and personal; that is to say, subject onþ to a hþher

ecclesiasical authority. Obedience to one's zuperiors was obedience to God. In Herrera's words,

"... he who does not strive at the orders of the pope and bishops works against Jesus Christ;"ae

or "For a humble and submissive Catholic, what the hierarchy decides is always correct and his

obligation is to conpþ."sO

ttA. H"r.e.u Oria (dir.), La Pqlqbra de Crislo, vol. VI, 332.

'urbid.,332-3.

ntA. Herrera Oria (dir.), La Palabra de Cristo, vol. IX (Madrid, 1957),762.

ntA. Herrera Oria, Obras selectqs,80l.

onrbid.. 6g3.

toA. Herrera Oria. letter to Ramón Ramírez Alba, dated l0 May 1966, excerpt quoted in J. M. García
Escudero, El pensamiento de Angel Herrera,3ll.
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Hence the relationship that Herrera rnaintained with his clergy -and the flock in general-

was based on the maintenance of a strict and formal hierarchy, and absolute submission of the

inferior to the superior. Henera regarded the Church as a quasi-military organisatior¡ an analogy

which he fiequently drew.t' The lay Catholics were therefore the soldiers of this arm¡ who

owed, above all, a sacred duty to obey faithf.rlly. By comparing modern apostolate to the

organisation of an army, there was no room for individual reflection, conscience, or initiative.

Submissior¡ obedience, unity; these were the dominant values. Applying this militåry frame of
reference, anything to the contrary was tantamount to mutiny. The individual was not of
significance; only the team was significant. In a homily given in 1960, Herrera praised the virtue

of obedience in the exercise ofthe modem apostolate, which he described as indispensable. As in

modern warfare, he declared, the apostolate was universal and needed a hierarchal organisation

and an officer corps to direct operations: "And afterwards, in the practical executior¡ the team is

indispensable, like in any sport."52

Herrera was unusual among the hiera¡chy for his emphasis on the particþation of þ
people in the aposolate, but as we can see, this participation was very much limited to being the

infantry of the officer class. His ecclesiological thinking is perfectly summed up when he calls the

laypeople "a prolongation of the hierarcþ itself "53 While denying that the role of the lay people

was purely passive, his definition of the role of the lay apostolate consisted of prayer, penitence,

sacrifice, the living of a truly Christian life, and the pronouncing of the word of God, "with

prudent authorisation of the priests."sa This was part and parcel of the deep distrust felt by the

clergy towa¡ds the subjective and personal experiences of lay people, which were always

regarded as being highly susceptible to human error, and contaminated by worldþ values.

Liberty and plwarity were values which in Herrera's worldview, existed only in relation to the

truth. The only liberty permissible, therefore, was that which existed within the confines of
orthodoxy imposed by Catholic doctrine and tradition.ss

Herrera placed great emphasis on the preaching of homilies. In Herrera's first speech to

his new diocese of Mrálag4 he made the instruction of the clergy and the formation of a clerical

ttA. Hetrera Oria, Obras selectas,6Sl; see also 478-81, 756, and766.

s2Homily given in 1960, in ibid., ó55-6.

t3Speech given2g June 1933, in ibid.,479.

'osermon pronounced in the cathedral of Málaga in 1961, in ibid.,693

55Homily given l0 June 1962, in ibid., especially 627-8.
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select élite his first priority.tu He therefore announced the establishrnent of a new school to train

clergy in social issues, in a two year course after completing their seminary studies. Henera

sha¡ed the traditional allergy to modern ideologies; but not to the application of modem

methods, discþlines, techniques, if these were consistent with orthodoxy and served the cause.

His plans involved a great modernisation in the Church's usual style of training in the seminaries,

to prepare the clergy for new challenges and a radicalþ more active role in society.

Tlre new school -tlrc Escuela Socíal Sacerdotal [Social School of the Priesthood]- was

formally established by Decree on 19 Febnuary lg48.s7 Instruction was based on three discþlines

never before seen in Spanish clerical studies: economics, civil law and sociology. Sociology was

understood to be, not the positivist science, but the study, interpretation and application of
Catholic social doctrine to concrete situations. Modern languages, principalþ English, were also

taught. The Social School was to be the launching pad for those interestd in social issues to

fr¡rther their studies, at university, or in other institutions, irrcluding overseas -hence the necessity

of studying modern languages.

In the decree that established the school, Herrera clearly illustrated the line of research

that he expected the school to adopt, and indeed, what results he expected to see. The study of
economics, for example, w¿rs not to be undertaken for its own sake, or for mere love of
knowledge. All tlæse studies had ttrcir corrcrete objective. In the case of economics, Herrera

believed that these studies would help in the diagnosis of economic problems and their

appropriate reforrn The highly trained select clerical minority would be in a position to analyse

exising problems, and indicate the possible negative rezults arising from an overly reckless or

precipitate reform project. Herrera also decla¡ed that the social clergy would be able to indicate

when social injustice had been caused by grave economic inequality, and when it was the result

of technical or economic factors, such as inadequate production of wealtlu climactic problems,

etc.tt

True to traditional Catholic doctrine, Herrera's comments not only exclude the possibility

of class tension and the unjust distribution of wealth as a possible cause of "the unrest of the

workers and employed," but go further to suggest that the real causes might well lie, not in the

56speech given l2 October 1947,in ibid.,74l-69.

ttThe full text is reproduced in J. Sánchez Jiménez, El cardenal Heruerq Oria,267-77; also in Ecclesia (6
Mar. 1948), 5-7. As for the subjects being studied at the seminary, see BOOM (Aug.-Sept. 1947), 360-8.

ttJ. Sánchez Jiménez. op. cit., 269.
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dominant élites, but in the workers themselves. In rnany cases, the lack of productivþ of the

working population was tlrc sourc€ of its own disgrac€. He argued that the lack of productivþ,

the excessive reduction in working hours, or the demoralisation of the workers, "oßpring of
subversive propagand4" led to diministre¿ creation of wealth. The role of the social clergy here

was to "make the guilty party see... tløt atrþle duty obliges them to change conduct; the need to

comply with a conhact freety entered into; the cornnþn good of the Motherland, and tlrc

interests ofthe worker's own åmiþ."5e

This attitude deflected attention away from structural defects as a ûeld of study. Rather

than investþate the abuses of the social economic and political oligarchies and the responsibiþ

of these for the social and economic situation of the workers, Herrera appeared to be more

attracted to studþg to what extent the oppressed were responsible for tlreir own oppression.

The sclrool would therefore constitute an educational and cultural entþ which based its

investþation on the premise that there was no class conflict a¡d that patient work and reform

from the top down would restore social and economic harmony. The clergy, through their

homilies, would assume responsibiþ for evangelising the dominant sectors of society, who were

evidentþ guilty of abuses; but these sectors would not be the direct subject matter of the

sociological and economic studies ca¡ried out in the school. The schools cwriculum would

tlrerefore in no way threaten the interests of the dominant élites or the status quo.

The legal studies conprised the shrdy of labor¡r law including detailed coverage of
Fuero de los Españoles, or l¿born Charter. A great de¿l of attention was dedicated to

communism: 'No social priest can be ignorant of what communism is." It was studied both in

theory and in practice, particularly in Russia Herrera believed the study of communism would

demonstrate its philosophical errors and why it was incompatible with Christianity. This was part

and parcel of the traditional education received in seminaries, which studied modern philosophies

and sciences as a series of errors which needed to be identified. By intensively studyttg Russia

-for example, the relations between Russia and the Third Intemational- it was hoped that the

Spanish working classes would d,raw the appropriate conclusions; that is, that they were not

supporting a defender of the intemational working classes, but mereþ an imperialist force which

sought the death of their own Motherland.óO Finally, the study of modem languages, principally

Englisll would permit the students to keep up with modern developments in the social sciences

tnrd.

uorbid., 270.
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that they were studying. Modem communications and propaganda techniques were also of great

relevance.

When the school had just been established, all students of the seminary in their fifth year

of Theology were to be part of the new schoof in two different groups. Some would do the full

two year course; the others would study only homiletics þreparation of homilies) and the social

doctrine of the Church External students were also admitted. Herrera organised lectures,

invitrng specialists Êom all over Spain to speak on various topics.ór Two special residences for

clergy were establishe{ one in Ronda and another in Antequera- These were intended for the

comrnon life and team preparation ofthe ministry by the clergy in the rural zones.

By 1952, the study of homiletics was incorporated into the study prognmme from the

very first year oftheological studies; by the fourth year, they were expected to be able to prepare

their own guidelines for homilies. Finally, in the fifth year of studies, the students were to deliver

homilies, under the supervision of an experienced priest. Dt¡ring this same year, the students

were sent to a clerical residerrce or parish outside the seminary, where they dedicated themselves

entirely to practical pastoral duties every weekend.u' As part of their social apostolate, they were

assigned a parisb åctory, workshop, syndicate, or other place where there were working

people. As a result of this apostolate, special projects were organised to deal with urgent

problems like housing, schooling, rural schools, etc. The objective wa^s that seminarians not live

too separated from the worl{ becar¡se an exaggerated isolation might cause difficuhies. They

were prepared Sadually for tlre change and introduced to apostolic work under the guidanc€ of

their superiors.

The insistence on study and apostolate was a revolution in the traditional training of the

Spanish seminary. To begin witb the clergy were fa¡ fiom isolated from the world, and secondly,

their intellectual pursuits went far beyond the traditional confines of seminary training.

Nevertheless, Herrera was no less suspicious of the mundane than the rest of the hierarchy and

insisted on the distinct and superior nature of the clerical state. The clergy belonged to a different

sphere: "... the Lord retired us from the world and in a way has even removed us from the

natural laws in order to situate us between mankind and God in the supemattral order."u' The

specialised clergy had to cultivate their spirituality with particulat care, because otherwise "... he

6tEcclesia (6 Mar. 1948),5-7.

u'4. H.rrera oria. obras selectas,774-5.

6sSpeech given l2 December 1961, in ibid., 607
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runs the risk of losing the spirit and lapsing into a kind of intellecual laicisation... to convert the

priest into sociologist would be a disastrous exchange. We want exemplary priests, of an intense

and vigorous priestþ spirit."uo In order to prevent this laicisation of the clergy, an important part

of the school's activities were devoted to contemplation and prayer, to spiritual reading and

exercises, particularly those of St. Ignatius, and acts of piety and devotion. On no account did

Herrera differ ûom the taditional attitude on the superior state of grace erfoyed by the clergy

and onthe necessity ofwithdrawing fromthe world. The clergy

... live in the world and are not of the world, so as to order the world according
to God's laws. An extremeþ dangerous mission, because who can guruantee they
will not be contaminated by the sanre contagion that they are purporting to
combatlt
Two days a week were dedicated to the ministry and there was daily preparation for the

Sunday homiþ. In the second year, the students also began to study St. Ignatius' spiritual

exercises, and particþate in meditation exercises. They also leamt to compose both spiritual and

meditation exercises. After all, the adequate preaching of the word of God depended on both

study and prayer: "More fruitful is the preacher short on words, but assiduous in prayer, than the

wise theologiar¡ abandoned and cold in his everyday intimate dealings with God."6ó

The methodology adopted for instruction in the preparation of homilies differed from the

traditional pedagogical methods applied in seminaries. Whilst firnrly anchored in traditional

authorities, Herrera's strategy was based on the necessity of team work. Therefore, the teaching

was done in groups, and not according to the traditional systern, whereby the teacher read out

notes and dictated norns and concepts to the students, to be duly leamt off by heart for the

examination. In the Escuela Social Sacerdotal, there was a discussion on the homily which was

to be prepared, and which began with the Gospef every night. Theru reading nratter relevant for

the elaboration of the homily was distributed among the students. This was drawn from a small

goup of classical and modem commentators. The students then prepared an outline of the

homily, using these texts to support the biblical texts. Of all the authorities, the greatest

importance was attached to the words of the popes. Contemporary theologians and scholars did

not exist for Herrera -not even the words of the ecclesiastical hierarchy were taken into

consideratiou if these were not compatible with Henera's interpretation of the traditional

*The decree establishing the school is republished in J. Sánch ez Jiménez, op. cit.,276

utA. Henera oria, op. cit.,755.

uurbid.,743.
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authorities. On one occasior¡ trc advisd the Catholic journalis and Propagaridist Aquilino

Morcillo:

What you have to do is follow the line of the pope, because then you know you
are right. If you know it, that is well and good; if you do not, you will have to
work it out, but always in that line. This or that bishop agrees with you? So
much the better. This or that bishop does not? That is a pity, but do not let that
change your mind.67 -

Accordingþ, the homilies were satr¡rated with refererrces to all kinds of papal unitmgs,

principalþ, but not exclusiveþ, with the encyclicals. Furthermore, there were refererrces Êom ttre

Fathers and Doctors of the Church -St. John Chrysosom, St. Augustine, St. Theresa of Avila-

and great mystics, zuch as St. John of the Cross. The most eminent theologian wa.s St. Thomas

Aquinas. These great figures of the Chwch "are a long way ahead of the others, without

excluding the others."ut Of the Spanish Saints, he ñvoured St. Thornas of Villanueva for his

work on homilies, St. Igfxatius' spiritual exercises, and St. Louis of Gonzag4 for¡nder of the

Marian Congregations. Of foreþ theologians, Herrera opted for Bossuet, arguing that Bossuet

had rennined fresh and relevant because he had based his writings on scripfures, on the popes,

on the great theologians and "quite a bit on the great Spanish masters of the XVI century." In

comparison, decla¡ed Herrer4 sonrc eloquent Frerrch orators of the lgth century trad åded

away, unlike their predecessors Bossuet arid his nnre illustrious contemporaries.u'

The search for secuþ ard certainty led Herrer¿ to igrnre rec€Nt theological or pastoral

trends; new forms of spirituality where irrelevant, if not actualþ dangerous. The reliarrce on

hurnan reåson, if not solidþ based on the nnst orthodox and traditional authorities, ran a grave

risk of enor. The French origin of the new theological trends was another cause for suspicion.

Spanish Catholics were deeply soaked in the beliefthat the French Chwch consistently disobeyed

the Roman authorities, was proud, fickle, capricious and inconstant, affected by trends and

fashions of all kinds, which often verged on the heretical. The Spanish Catholics, since the

Council of Trent, had prided themselves on being the guardians of the strictest Catholic

orthodoxy; "more papist than the pope." For this reason, Herrer4 like his contemporaries in the

ecclesiastical hierarchy, ignored the new theological and pastoral developments. Hence, the

theological orientation bom in France in the 1940's and known as nouvelle theologie, was simply

utJ. M. García Escudero, Corwersaciones sobre Angel Henera,399

utA. Herre.a Oria, op. cit..772.

unrbid.. 772-3.
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irrelevant to hirn7o Simila¡ly, the "worker priest" phenonrenon, sfurpty did not exist. The French

origin of both rendered them particularly suspect. Herrera sought certainties, not doubts.

Theology constituted the application of known truths to the real world. He wamed his clergy to
preach the gospel

With certainty, without vacillation, with assurance, categoricalþ... like a truth
that encloses the definitive solution to life's problems.... The Gospel proceeds by
definitive, emphatic, absolute affrnntions.ì.. *t wrap@ in vain phraseologr.
Nor misread by nreans of zubtle reasoning."

Ttìe inporta¡rc€ attributed to doctrinal security precluded tlrc enrcrgerrce of
developments in theology. Doctrine was not a means to an end, but the end itself The

urquestioning fideþ to doctrine guaranteed secr¡rity and avoided tlre necessity of having to

raise r¡ncomfortable questions. Herrera denied that there was any problem in existence that the

Catholic Church did not have guiding principles for. The Catholic Church had been entn¡sted

with the Truth of the Revelation; onþ the Catholic Church, through its hierarchies and clergy,

wa^s entitled to interpret and safeguard it. The Truth was one, it was total universal and

definitive, not zubject to passing frncies or frshions. This inflexible mentality was so entrenched

in Henera's mind, his necessity of security and his horror of change so deepþ ingaine{ that all

his life he remained fixed in the sanre beließ and attitudes that he had maintained since he was in

his trventies. The intellectual quest necessarily introduced the elenrent of doubt; therefore,

Herrera wa^s committed to avoiding "intellectt¡alisrn" in his clergy, and he discouraged any

intellectual oçloits that were not dhectþ airned at the transmission of the Word of God a¡rd of
Catholic social doctrine. To his seminarians, he urged that sermons be principalþ theologicaf

"avoiding useless dþutes and omitting that which nrereþ nowishes curiosity and does not foster

the true doctrine and solid piety."72 In the Escuela Social Sacerdotal, the study of homiletics

would be guided by "unassailable masters." He limited the texts which he distributed amongst his

students for comment to the highest authorities: "The normal arsenal of the preacher must

comprise the sacred texts and half a dozen ofthe great masters."73

His school was not to be a haven of intellectual vanity. On the contrary,

... it will flee from vain erudition, indigestible and dangerous insoø¡ as it can

?oOn nouvelle theologie and the principal contributors to this current, see A. Orensanz, op. cit., 59-68

t'4. H..t".u oria, op. cit.,746-7 .

ttrbid., 748.

"rbid.,7l2.
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zubstitute or srnother the creation and expression of one's own thought. The
school intends that the students elaborate for themselves, acting directty on papal
texts, their own personal thoughts within the immense camp of what is open to a
vøriely of opinions, and probe the pope's thoughts by continual rne;ditation on his
words,_and by relatrng the different papal docunrents to each other. (emphasis
added)74

Tlre group style anaþsis adopted as teaching ¡nethod was certainly an advance on the traditional

systeru which was based on prepared manuals and which did not encourage the dir€ct study of
ttrc scrþtures. With Henera, it was possible to read St Thornas Aquinas directly, and not the

interpretation of St. Thomas in a rnanual. Nevertheless, this did not nrean that any greater

pluralism was permitted in how St. Thomas was interpreted.

The same caution was applied to profine reading, which was regarded as inadvisable

unless c¿rried out for relþious purposes. Herrera advised his clergy not to read many

newspapers, and especialþ not novels, but onþ scripture. Things that were necessary to read for

study purposes or in order to be infornred of what was trappening in tlrc world were excepted;

but not for its own sake or out of enjoynrent or curiosþ.7s

Herrera's plars for the forrnation of a "social clergy" went frr beyond the confines of his

diocese. In order to improve the level of serrnons being given by the Spanish clergy in generat

the outlines for homilies which had been prepared in groups were worked up and tumed into a

massive ten volunrc collection entitled In Palabra de Cristo [The rWord of Ctris].?u Based on

the lih¡rgical year, it constihfed a guide for all clerg¡r in ttre preparation of their Sunday homilies.

The objective was that homilies be errcrgetic, well prepard clear, arid effective in

communication In the prologue to the collectior¡ Herrera expressed his opposition to

improvisatior¡ to the recital of other people's homilies by heart, and to excessively "scientific" or

rhetorical homilies. On the contrary, he advocated that homilies be concise, simple, orderly,

delivered with conviction and inspired by meditation on the scriptures.tt k short, he sought to

instil in the clergy a great many of the professional virtues he had manifested in his time as

joumalist and editor of El Debate.

Yet one of the many paradoxes that characterised Herrera's life, also affected this

taJ. Sánchez Jiménez, op. cit.,27l.

T5speech given l2 December 1960, in A. Herrera, op. cit.,6l l.

tuA. Herrera Oria (dir.), La Palabra de Cristo: Repertorio orginico de textos para el estudio de lqs
homilías dominicales yfestivas. l0 vols. (Madrid, 1952-1958).

ttA. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas.170-7.
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monurrpntal work. In Palabra de Cristo was undoub,tedþ a valuable contnbution to Spanish

homiletics -the necessity of zuch a work in mid 20th cenhrry Spain speåks for itself Yet its last

volurne was published in 1958, shortþ before Pope John )OilII convened the Second

Ecumenical Vatican Council. The Second Vatican Council's first session took place n 1962, and

La Palabra de Cristo "was out of sep with the liturgical reform prornoted by the Second

Vatican Courrcil.."7t Even worse, the entire theological and doctrinal basis of the work was

fi¡ndanpntally undermined by ttrc inportant changes of nrcntality manifested during the Courrcil,

changes which neither the other bishops nor Herrer4 for all his dependency on, and åithfirlness

to Rome, were able to assimilate.

Herrera also sought to encotuage his fellow bishops to send him their best students to

study at ttrc Escaela Social Sacerdotal, or to imitate his example setting up similan schools or

establishing short courses on Catholic social doctrine. In August-September 1948, Herrera gave

a series of lectures all over the country on "TlE clergy and the social questior¡" in which he

repeated the now åmiliff argunrents on the importarrc€ that the clergy understand, appþ and

teach social doctrine.Te Herrera also wrote to the Spanish bishops, stressing the importarrce that

priests be instructed in Catholic social doctrine, and inviting "worthy" candidates from outside

Málagato attend his school

Curiousþ, despite Herrera's considerable ef[orts to transmit and appty his educational

npdel in other Spanish seminaries and instihfions, the ecclesiastical superiors showed notable

neserre towards Herrera's inrmr¡ations. Certainþ, the first sh¡dents of the Escuela Social

Sacerdotal were largeþ from outside the diocese; in the first year of the schoof there were

between 14-20 students from all over the country. Some had received scholarships personally

arranged by Hener4 others received grants from their bishops to cover.*penser.to At the same

time, Henera reached an agreerrcnt with the Bishop of Vitoria and established another clerical

TETestimony of Fr. Manuel Díez de los Rios Gutierrez, Personal Secretary to Herrera for twenty years, in J

M. García Escudero, Conversaciones sobre Angel Herrera,227.

7el{e divided clerical instruction in three different groups: firstly, the normal seminary studies, where
students should receive solid doctrinal and social studies; the second group would receive additional
instruction, to make of them directors of select minorities. They were to be trained in the Escuela Sociql
Sacerdotal, and receive practical experience in the social sphere, before working as seminary teachers,
directors of study circles, assessors of enterprises, university teachers, etc; the third group would receive
extra studies in social theology, social policy, economics, etc. This group would constitute the intellectual
élites of the nation, including the politicians. BOOM (Oct. 1948), 303.

toJ. M. García Escudero, op. cit., 195-6,291 (on Herrera's letters to the Spanish bishops); in the first year at
the school, there were about l4 students; Cardinal Benavent declares that, at this stage, there were not more
than 20 (see p. I 89).
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school which fi¡nctioned for one month every surrrner. In 1948, similar schools were established

in Valencia and Oviedo, and even the Pontifical Universities of Salamanca and Comillas began

sonæthing similar, somewhat timidly, in the form of summer co*r"r.t' Apa¡t from these

initiatives, the Spanish seminaries did not revolutionise their methods on the model established by

Herrera; indeed, Hermet argues that "...it was necessÍrÐ¡ to wait turtil November 196l before the

teaching of Catholic social doctrine became an obligatory zubject in the seminaries."s2

In the short tenn, however, the support given to Herrera and his projects came from the

civil authorities and private enterprises, which permitted Herrera to expand his educational

initiatives much fi.lther afield than Måílaga. Thanks to his contacts in politicaf economic,

financial and administrative circles, Herrera was able to boast that Spain was again a world wide

example of "the perfect union between both powers, ecclesiastical and civif working for the

contmon good."83

With the heþ of the Minister of the Exterior, Martín Artajo and the Propagandist and

Ambassador to the Holy See, Ruiz Giménez,Herrera was granted double residence in MríLlaga

and Madrid n 1957, and an auxiliary bishop was narrìed to heþ him with the burdens of diocesan

affairs.*o Almost as soon as the Escuela Social Sacerdotal was established -by its second year of
existence- the possibility of moving the school to Madrid was already being mooted, given that

there was no University and therefore no culture of superior education in lvfílaga.85 The project

received support from the Papal Nuncio, Cardinal Tedeschini, and Herrera received promises of
assistance from the Ministries of the Exterior, National Educatioru and from the Institute of
Hispanic Culture.86 By 1950, the new school was moved from Malaga to Madrid. This was to be

Herrera's greatest pride and joy, and one of the few of Henera's institutions that would survive

his death: the Instituto Social León XIII [Social Institute Leo KII]. It was the national version of
the Escuela Social Sacerdotal of Malaga.st At botq and indeed at all the other institutions

81J. Sánchez Jiménez, op. cit., 125; and, J. M. García Escudero, op. cit.,2g4.

82G, Hermet, Los católicos en la Españafranquista, vol. I, 49.

t'4. Herreru Oria, Obras selectøs,685.

toJ. Sánchez Jiménez, op. cit., 134.

*tJ. M. García Escudero, op. cit., 196.

8óJ. Sánchez Jiménez,op. cit., 133.

87On the Instituto Social León XIil,and the collaboration between Church, State, and civil institutions of all
kinds in its construction and maintenance, see ibid.
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established by Franco, Herrera's objective was to preserve the status quo, and collaborate

frithfi¡lly with the dictator. There were nurny eulogies for Fra¡rco, with whom Herrera

rnaintained excellent personal relations.ss Herrera advocated prudent refornL taking great care

not to undermine public authority:

The exising social régime cannot be defended a^s the ideal to any Catholic. One
cannot, on the other hand" criticise it in zuch a way that one darnages the prestige
and autbority of the State; on the contrary, one must fortrû civil atrthorþ on
princþle; because of selÊinterest, and out of gratitude. What tactic should o¡re
follow?... That which the Church has always followed. Depend on what is
already tlrere. Collaborate intellþentþ and constructiveþ with what is
establishe{^ and try to improve it with good sense by recorrciling it with the
archetype.to

The recatholicisation proc€ss which the clergy was to direct and lea{ therefore, was intimateþ

connected with the policy of collaboration with the Frarrco régime and with the rnaintenance o4

and possible prudent evolution o[ the status quo.

2. TRADITION VERSUS PROPHECY:
COLLABORATION AND DISSENT IN THE SEMINARY.

Despite the urdoubtedþ baclcward and ultraconservative nature of postwar Spanish

seminarieg a dissident spirit did begin to develop. Sectors of Spanish Catholicism began to seek

a synthesis of the åith with the challenges of nmdem life, and wtrich was not based on

collaboration with an authoritarian and oppressive State. The younger clergy, and some other

progressive clerry, sought new forms of pastoral practice which satisfied the needs of their

flocks, and a new spiritualþ which was less anchored in conformism and complacency and more

anchored in hurnan solidarity and rurderstanding. The dichotomy between åith and reason begatt

to break down.

The personal religiosity of the 1950's was characterised by a new spirituality, by a

different ecclesiology, new pastoral forms and modern h*gy, influenced above all by the

rejection of the dogmatisrq security and indifference to human problems which had characterised

the triumphalis Church. The new spirituality sought to return to more authentic Christian values,

a moral renovation and a return to the spirit of the Gospel which had been lost. Relations

*tsee some of the bishop's enthusiastic praise of Franco in I 963 in A. Herrera Oria, op. cit., 222; see also J

M. García Escudero. El pensamiento de Angel Herrera,234.

tnJ. Sánchez Jiménez, op. cit., 325.
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between clergy and the åithftl and berween the commturity at large a¡rd the ecclesiastical

hierarchy were discusse{ and a more fraternal, less verticalist structure wa.s sought. Reunions

and meetings were central to this new spirituality, in which the members sha¡ed their experiences

and opinions in a non clericalised atmosphere. Lay people were conceded much nnre

independerrce and responsibihty. Sincerity was prized over hypocrþ, the ongoing sea¡ch for the

truth over securþ, innovation and participation over routine, self criticism over defensiverrcss,

and pluralism over intolerarrce.

The developnrent of a more personal arid intimate spirituality were manifested in such

developments as the Intemational Catholic Conversations of Gredos, the Cursillos de

Cristiandad tchristianify Coursesl, in the work of certain Catholic intellectuals, both lay and

clerical. Reflection on moral ard religiors issues did not take long in being trarslated into

political dissent. In Mílaga, this dissent crystallised in the seminary, in the differences between

the bishop, and one of the canons of the cathedral and professor at the seminary, Jose María

GovÍlez Ruiz. Jose IN.daña Gonzilez Ruiz was a nephew of a former Bishop of Milaga

Gowilez García and had sh¡died at the Seminary of Malaga while his uncle had been bishop.

GovÍlez Ruiz was ordained by his uncle in 1939. On refi.sing Archbishop Segura's offer of
work in the Rornan Curia he was duþ despatched to a parish in Huelva for two years, and thert

at the age of twenty-nine to Triarra' a populous working class subub of Sevilla from 1945 to

1948. Here, he witnessed the realities of life of the working population fu hand, with all is
brutal contradictions and injustices.

Shortly after the consecration of Angel Herrera as Bishop of M¿ílaga" Gonzílez Ruiz

became Canónigo Lectoral þectoral Canon] of the cathedral of Málaga" a post which had been

vacant for nnny years. As lectoral canorL he was obliged to preach a certain number of homilies

at the cathedral every year, and was therefore a specialist in biblical studies and in homiletics. In

the same year, he began giving classes on scripture at the seminary, and at the clerical social

school established by Hener4 he was entrusted with homiletics. At the begìnning, he felt

somewhat out of place amongst students who were often infantile and at the seminary for the

ìùrong reasons. In the 1950's, the mentality of the seminary students appeared to undergo a

change, and Gonzålez Ruiz noted that the students were less clericaf had a better general

culture, were Írore mature, more aware, and with a much better social conscience.'o

Gorziúez Ruiz felt supported and valued by his students during the 1950's, but Herrera

noJ. M. Gonzâlez Ruiz, op. cit.,46-7
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disagreed with nrany of the canon's theological interpretations, and suspected him of activeþ

undermining authority. Goruälez Ruiz began to be submitted to an inquisitorial treatment which

undermined his health. On some occasions, Herrera asked to see the topics of his classes at the

seminary. The contents of these classes were questioned both by Hener4 and even by the papal

nuncio. The material which GotuÍlez Ruiz had prepared for the homiletics classes was not used

due to Herrera's objections.e' Relatio^ with Herrera becanre quite cold -to zuch an extent that

GowÍùez Ruiz's doctor advisd him to suspend or cut down his activities in N{.ilaga and establish

himself in Rome. In 1951, he joined a group of researchers in ecclesiastical sciences in Rome and

reduced his teaching activities at the seminary to one semester in order to dedicate va¡iotn

rnonths of every year to his str¡dies.

The tension in Mrí'laga caused by the contrasting opinions and rnentalities of the bishop

and Gonzilez Ruiz continued to build ttroughout the 1950's. In October 1960, Gonz:ílez Ruiz

was infornred that tlære was a list of charges -he was accused oftwenty-seven heresies- ready to

be sent to Rome. Some of these were theological questions, others were attacks on his rnentality

or attitude rather than on strictþ doctrinal or theological considerations. He was accused, for

example, of having a "tendency towa¡ds the most progressive doctrines as a result of an urge to

be original, modern and in with the latest," or "Fostering unconformism amongst the students

and giving too much value to risk taking. Imitating one's zuperiors is equated with being a

turncoat.'An{ finally, cuhivating the "leftist'group and making them suspicious of the 'rightist'

or 'traditionalis' goup." " The students were forbidden to speak to GonzilezFtvu outside of
class tinres; those who dared to disobey were expelled from the seminary.n' As Gonzilez Ruiz

puts it, "my best students were coldly eliminated in an aseptic climate of white terror."e4

Gorzitlez Ruiz prepared his defence, highlighting the fear of advances in the biblical

sciences, the evident anti-intellectualisnL the incapacþ to distinguish between a total and a

partial error, and the exaggerated importance given to the personal holiness and infallibility of the

hierarchy, and the claim to monopolise all matters of the spirit, which characterised the attacks

n'tbid., 35-6.

n'rbid., 
5 r -2.

'3ln these cases. the students went to finish their studies in another seminary, such as that of Granada.
lnterview Rafael Gómez Marín, conversation held in Málaga, 25 May 1991.

ntJ. M. Gonzâlez Ruiz, op. cit., 56.
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against hfun 
ot

Herrera appeared to be inclined to shelve the question of the heresies, on the condition

that GonzáLlezRtiz continue his work in biblical studies in Madrid and Rome, and confine his

teaching of exegesis at the Seminary of NLilaga to a prepared outline, avoiding the dþuted or

sensitive questions -a condition which GorzÍlez Ruiz could not accept. Herrera's powers over

the canon were limited -he had no direct authority over the canons- but he did everything \À'ithin

his power to encourage GorzÅlez Ruiz to leave. GotuÍlez Ruiz was obliged to give up his

classes at the semittary.'u On nrcdicat advice, GotuÅlez Ruiz decided to abandon Mrilaga

indefiniteþ rejecting Herrera's offer of a rnonthþ stipend. He began to earn a living

independentþ, as translator and interpreter. In 1962, he was inforrned that the nuncio in Spain

was preparing a list oftlæ "most dangerous" biblical scholars, on which he was irrcluded.

The work of GotuÍlazRuiz was profoundþ dishubing to the ecclesiastical establishrnent

because it undermined the solid block of political-social-reþous values which foûnd ttrc

ideological foundation of the régirne. He rejected the pessimistic view of hunrankind maintained

by the clergy, and the defensive attitude adopted by the institutionalised Chuch, and did not

sha¡e tlrc traditional cosrnology of the Church as a fortress under siege, or as the Cþ of God

surrounded by sin and by the enemies of ttre Church This division led to the excessive emphasis

on preparation for the afterlife in detriment of this life, and to a personalist spirituality which was

insr¡trciontly oriented towards the prophetic andthe missionary.

The shift away from personalist spirih¡ality towa¡ds a seruie of connnunal and proplretic

mission was Írccompanied by a rejection of the invaluable support that the Church tr,ad wittingly

or accidentally given to the economicalþ dominant classes. The frith was rooted more in the

correct observance of dogma than in the observance of social justice and fidelity to the spirit of
the Gospels. The Church had lost its prophetic missior¡ and had become the administrator of
spiritual goods. In the opinion of González Fo¡u, the biblical nìessage had been perverted for

years. Good intentions were not enough; the authentic Christian was obliged to commit him or

herselfto the cause ofthe downtroddeneT

"rbid.,52-5.
nuFr. Eguaras lriarte, former Personal Secretary to Angel Herrera, denies that this was initiative or decision
of Herrera, acknowledging however that Herrera offered him "un puente de plata," to pursue his specialised
studies in Rome. See J. M. García Escudero, Corwersqciones sobre Angel Herrera,255.

ntJ. M. Gonzâlez Ruiz, E/ Cristianismo no es un Humanismo (Madrid, 1966), and La lglesia a la
intemperie: Re/lexiones postmodernas sobre la lglesia (Santander, 1986), especially 93-104.
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Goväez Ruiz accepted the truth of sonre of Manr's declarations on the alienating role of
religion The va.st hiera¡chical power structure and bweaucratic apparatus that characterised the

Church was a reflection of secula¡ society, with which the Chtuch maintained close relations with

a view to rnaintaining its influence and privileges. Insofr¡ as the Church maintained this structure,

and insofar as it sought privileges which only the State could concede, it was forfeiting its

prophetic role, and compromising its lfterty to denounce injustice in all its manifestations.

GorzÍùez Ruiz rejected the attitude that treated the revealed trutb not as an act of grace, but as

an instrunrent to use against its supposed adversaries, and which rnade Christians purport to

assert a dominance and monopoly of social spiritual cultural and political life which did not

correspond to themes GonzÍúezRuiz noted Christ's relationship with the established powers of
his tinres,ee and argued ttrtt a Christian must always be sitr¡ated against ttre powers that be if
these are oppressive; this led him to criticise the capitalist power structure.

Furthermore, the Church's purported indifference to social and political aftirs, on the

grounds that it was devoted to transcendental questions, constituted a false political neutrality. In

reality, the purported neutrality of the religious leaders åvoured the status quo. The civil powers

did not hesitate to speak in name of the Church and of Christianity, whilst the religious leaders

were unable to denounce this abuse, because ofthe Church's dependence on the civil authorities.

GorzÍlez Ruiz becarne one of the most outspoken progressive theologiars of Spair¡

particularþ noted for his defence of dialogue !\,ith mardsts and atlreists. His ideas had been

developing thnoughout the 1950's, but he had quicþ aroused the suspicions of Herrer4 and the

circulation of these idea.s was limited to a very small circle of ecclesiastical specialists. In 1956, a

progessive publishing house published GorzÍlez Ruiz's theological analysis of St Paul San

Pablo al Día'00. This was followed by La Dignidad de la Persona Humana en San Pablo n
1958. When the Second Vatican Council was called in 1959, Gorzitlez Ruiz found much to his

surprise, a great deal of the concepts that which he had been studying were attracting the

attention of sectors of the bishops. GorzÍùez Ruiz participated in the DO-C, an information

office established by the Dutch episcopate for the use of the Council, which collected and

translated documents and relevant information. The Vatican Council dedicated a considerable

amount of time and energy to the preparation of a pastoral constitutior¡ on the Church in the

ntJ. M. GonzáilezRuiz, ¡Ay de mí, si no evangelizare!,82.

nnJ. M. GonzâlezRuiz, La lglesia a la íntemperie. l'19-32.

'ooJ. M. Gonzalez Ruiz, Sa¡z Pablo ql Día (Barcelona, 1956).
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modern world, which was known as Scheme KII. The preparatior¡ writing, and content of this

scheme was particularly conflictive and time consuming. At the second reading of the scheme,

the Archbishop of Chicago, Cardinal Meyer, noting that the scheme lacked a "theology of the

world," incorporated aspects of Jose María GovÍlez Ruiz's work on this question GotuÍlez

Ruiz had prepared a paper entitled "¿Una Nueva Cristiandad?" which Cardinal Meyer used, on

the 19 October I9&, lli'his speech opening the debate on Scheme KII. The new contributions

to the theology of the world -which would be incorporated into the new pastoral constitution on

the Church in the modern world (Gaudium et Spes,1965)- included matters which had shortly

before been questioned as heresies by the Bishop of l\4iilagatOr

GonzÍiez Ruiz's work was given great stimulus in the years during and after the Second

Vatican Council. His ideas flotuished and were widely published in the 1960's, years of

tremendous social and cultural ferment in Spain. In 1966, he published his biblical study on

poverty, which according to one theologian "... has exercised a considerable influence on the

Latin American liberation theologians."ro2 In 1968, he attended a reunion of Christians and

Marxists organised by the Ecumenical Council of Chwches of Geneva; after this experience, he

pubtished Marxismo y Cristianismo frente al Hombre Nuevo. He continued to expound his

ecclesiological reforms in his 1970 publication Dios Está en la Base, as well as other

publications.'o' Gonzríl"z Ftvu posed important challenges to both Spanish clergy and lay

Catholics. To the clergy and hierarch¡ the challenge was to restore the sense of service in

ecclesiastical vocations, and recover the Chtuch's prophetic mission Gowiiez Ruiz rejected the

institutionalisation of the Church -that is, that the Church be integrated into the system of

customs and institutions of society, becoming an integral part of it, imitating its structwes and

organisation. The Churctu as an organised community, had to be organised against all kinds of

po,wer structures, and not act in collaboration with thern Christ's kingdom was not of this world,

he argued, and therefore the Church could not aspire to create perfection on eartt¡ establishing

itself as a rival of the State in the construction and regulation of society. On the contrary, the

Chtrch had to maintain its religious liberty in order to maintain its capacþ to act

'otJ. M. Gonzâlezkuiz, ¡Ay de mí, si no evangelizare!,68-9.

rotJ. Lois, Teología de lq Liberación: Opciónpor los Pobres (Madrid, 1986),29. The liberation theology
was developing simultaneously, and in different conditions, to those which existed in Spain. The influence
of Gonzëiez Ruiz was indirect, as part of a trend towards a theology which reflected the needs of the
oppressed faithful, and did not exercise a direct influence on the liberation theologists.

'o'J. M. Gonzâlez Ruiz, Dlos estó en la base (Barcelona, 1970).
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proptæticalþ.too Aboue all, ttre Church had to defend hurna¡r digrity and rights.tot Tlrc challenge

to the ideology ofNational-Catholicism could not be more direct.

The challenge to the Spanish Catholic layrnan was also formidable. GotuitlezRuiz called

upon Catholics to reject pharisaic, routine, and patemalistic Catholicism and abandon the

traditionaþ comfortable and secure religiosity, t¡¡pic¿lty characterised by bureaucratic

clericalisrrl rægativist rnoralþ, and a lack of enpathy for human problems. It was necessary to

take risks, recover the Church's visionary and ecstatic character, abandoning the conûadiction

between security and mission He criticised tÌre triumptr,alist spirituality which identified the

kingdom of God with a cultr¡ral, politic.al artistic and economic system and with a concrete

historical mornent. He argued that Christianity was not a hurnanism, that is, it was not "a
particular way of being hurnan, with all its social, culhral, economic and political

consequenc€s."roó Simila¡ly, he rejected the concept of the world as a kind of gþantic waiting

roorrt, in which the ñithfi¡l patientþ -and passivety- prepared their way to the after life.'ot

GovilezRuiz was a keen participant of conferences which promoted dialogue between

Christians and Marxists. Gonzilez Ruiz accepted sonre of the criticisms launched by Manrists as

legitinrate; but he rejected the rnanrist hypothesis that the acceptance of God signified the

negation of ma¡u stating that "God never appears as rival of hurnankind."rOt Belief in God was

not a bnake on human progress, nor was religion necessariþ an alienating phenomenon. The

N4andst interpretation was based on a spiritualþ which CtonzÅlez Ruiz rejected: the

transcendental spirituality wtrich rnade the rnaintena¡rce of the established order a kind of idol.

Gorøiúez Ruiz urged its substitution for a spirituality based on commitment and human

solidarity. Belief in God, far from being a brake on hurnanity, ought to be a powerfi.rl stimulant of
the same.

Many of the young clergy were profoundly influenced by these ideas, and during the

'*J. M. Gonzâlez Ruiz, "Tres lglesias que Jesús no Quiso: Democrática, Institucionali zzda, ldeal," in J. M.
Gonzâlez Ruiz et al, La lglesia que Jestts no quiso. See also J. M. Gonález Ruiz, La lglesia a la
intemperie, especially 55-92; and "Génesis de las Comunidades de Bases y Contexto Eclesial," in La lglesia
Hoy (Colección de conferencias y Artículos) (Málaga, l97l ).

'oton the question of the Church and human rights, see J. M. González Ruiz, La lglesia a la intemperie,
t59-64.

'*J. M. GonzâlezRuiz, Creer es Comprometerse (Barcelona, 1968), 63.

'otJ. M. Gonzâlez Ruiz, Dios es grqtuito pero no supérJluo (Barcelona, 1970),73-6.

'otJ. M. Gonzâlez Ruiz, ¡Ay de mí, si no evangelizare.t, 69; also ibid., 42-4.
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1960's, the young clerry began to shed the conformism and xenophobia that had cha¡acterised

their elders. Increasingþ they sought new ideas and methods. Their greater willingness to adopt

a new prophetic role and actively denounce injustices, which resulted in no few clergymen being

fined or otherwise sanctioned for their homilies. They were also prominent in demonstrations,

particþated in, or permitting the holding of clandestine meetings in chtuches and parish centres,

they organised petitions and wrote letters. Got:øilezRuiz was largely absent ñom Mrilaga except

for brief periods, but he never lost touch with the diocese, and maintaine.d a flat there where his

brother also resided. On occasions, the brrothers permitted their flat to be the meeting place for

yourìg Catholics who were militants in the HOAC, JOC, or other organisations. Gonzilez Ruiz

was also one of those sanctioned for his homilies. In February 1968, the republication of one of
his articles for the HOAC caused him to be put on trial charged with "publication of dangerous

information." Ths article had previously been published in a clerical magaz-ne with permission of
the Bishop of Vitoria and of the Provincial Delegation of Information and Tourisrn He was

defended by Joaquín Ruiz Giménez, ærd absolved on the grounds tllø;t a condemnation would

contradict the doctrine ofthe Churctu and therefore the tribunal would contradict the established

laws of the State. Gotuilez Ruiz's line of thinking was in no way inconsistent with Catholic

social doctrine as it had been espoused after the Second Vatican Council, and even the Francoist

judges were unable to find otherwise, and he was acquitted. However, this would not be the last

time that Got:zÍiezRuiz would have problems with the authorities.rOe

Meanwhile, Herrera continued to enforce orthodo4y. In his relations with his clergy and

seminary students his authoritariarl uncompromising, and demanding nature was not softened

with the passing of the years and the changing style of pastoral relations."o He.re.a was fixed in

'onHe was charged again in 1971, andthen fined 100,000 pesetas in 1974, for a homily that had irritated the
authorities.

"oone unfortunate priest remarked in a speech to a cofradía that everyone had a particular whim or
peculiarity lmaníal, and that for example, the Bishop of Málaga had "una manía por lo social." For this
relatively innocuous comment, Herrera had the priest sent away from the diocese. On another occasion, the
unforlunate victim was the elderly parish priest of Marbella. In about 1954-1955, the local parish priest of
Marbella found himself besieged with complaints about the semi-clad tourists at the beach. Due to the
bishop's frequent absences, he was unable to transmit the protests of the faithful. When the harrassed priest
was finally able to speak to Herrera, he reported that the parishioners were complaining that the bishop
never paid them any attention. Herrera demanded to know what the parish priest had rçlied, and on not
being satisfied with the answer, flew into a rage and decided to have the elderly parish priest removed from
the parish for not having defended the bishop appropriately. To this end, he entrusted one ofthe canons of
the cathedral to prepare the necessary paperwork. The canon in question was Manuel Gonzâlez Ruiz, the
brother of José María González Ruiz. He believed that the bishop was overreacting, and hoped that he
would calm down in time, so that he igrored the bishop's request. As a result of this act of disobedience,
Herrera had the canon removed Íiom all his ofiìcial posts in the diocese, except from that of canon, over
which he had no authority. Both anecdotes from a conversation with Manuel Gonzáiez Ruiz, held in
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an outdated pastoral style which valued obedience above alt in 1960 Herrera manifestd his

disapproval ofttrc dissident elenrcnts within the ecclesiastical world refening to the

... sad åte of those undisciplined and restless priests who 'for hidden reasons or
impelled by the winds of pride'... did not wish to be docile to the orientations of
the ecclesiastical hierarchy. I have dealt with no few of these unforn¡nates -sonrc
of them of great worth- in my long life of action Tlrey arrestd their sense of
prudence, sterilised extraordinary gifts,,,and embittered their lives, by being
irrctrectual and rebellious to all disciplirie. "'
Similaxty, he was alien to the pastoral and theological novehies, which he was simply

irrcapable of digesting. Herrera had expected the Vatican Courrcil to reaffrm traditional

doctrirrcs. In his homily before departing to participate in the first session of the Council, Herrera

evidentþ expected the Vatican Council to constitute a triumphalist ceremony which would

consolidate the Church in the eyes of its enemies. Arnongst its objectives, Herrera predicted that

it would provide great spiritual fruits, the ties between ttrc frithful a¡rd their bishop,

ard provide a forum for the bishops to evaluate modem and progressive ideas, adopting,

modifiing, or condemning aspects of rnodernity as necessary. As the pope had established a

special commission to study the question of lay apostolate, Herrera expressed the hope that the

Council would establish guidelines for a more active role for lay people. Finally, the Council

would be "a rnanifestæion of tn¡th and unity in a world that is disorientd divided and

struggling..." and serve as "an apology of tlre Catholic Church-"rr2 Herrera did not attend the

gerrcral sessions of the Ecurrrcnical Courrcil, which began n 1962, due to his poor trcalth; but in

any case, his attitude to the event and the course it was taking can easiþ be deduced by the åct

that he sent his Auxiliary Bishop, Benavent, to the opening of the Councif onþ to withdraw him

a few days later."'

Herrera had already experienced some discomfon after the publication of Pope John

)O(II's two encyclicals, Mater et Magistra (1961) artd Pacem in Tenis (1963), which used the

vocabulary of human .ights, democratic values, and dialogue. Herrera insisted that these two

encyclicals were faithñrl to traditional doctrine and of Pacem in Tenis for example, asserted that

Málaga, on 28 June 1991. See also the testimony of Fr. Angel Berna, in
Coruersaciones sobre Angel Herrera, 197.

rrrHomily given 6 November 1960, in A. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas,685-6.

rr2Homily 8 September 1962,in ibid., 727-8.

"tJ. M. Garcia Escudero, op. cit., 294.

J. M. García Escudero,
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"it does not set any new princþles."rtn When connnenting on and explaining the errcyclicals,

Herrera wa.s attracted to those sections of the errcyclicals which reflected his own neo-Thomist

conceptions, sometirnes using papal words out of context, and bolstering his own arguments

with abundant reference to traditional authorities, which sometimes occupied more space than

the references to the errcyclicals themselves. The direct quotes from the encyclicals themselves

were sparing, unless tlrey were qualifications. Qualifications made in the encyclical were

highlighted and extensiveþ comnrente{ usualty in order to argue that the general prirrcþles

espoused were zubject to the particular circumstances and conditions of every community, and

corrcreteþ, that they were not applicable to Spain

The differerrces between the pope and Herrera were patent in ttrc latter's interpretation

of Pacem in Tenis on the question of denncracy. Pope John's open defence of dernocracy and

of the separation of powers was minimised by Herrer4 who asserted that "on this importånt

topic nothing new in the philosophicål order is established. The outconres which rnodem tinres

dernand a¡e drawn Êom the old principles."rr5 Henera firstly was carefirl to define what was

rneånt by "derrncracy," a¡1¿ rejected that dernocracy be identified with parliarnentarism: "The

term democracy cannot be confused with parliarnentarism That sovereignty reside exclusiveþ in

a chamber elected by direct turiversal zuftage is an extrenp form of democracy." Real

denncracy did not nrean that the source of political authorþ derived ûom the people, but that

politiral arthority was exercised on behalf of the people, and especiaþ on belnlf of tts weaker

nrcmbers. The language used by Herrera -the citizens were referred to as "tlrc govenred" or

"subjects" and the civil authorities as "govemors" or "the zuperior"- clearly manifests the

mona¡chical orientation of Herrera's political thought."u He argued that democracy "Rarely or

never has existed in its pure form in history;" it had not taken root in France, was probabþ

unsuitable for the Gennanic peoples, and was inappropriate for the particular pqychology of the

Latin peoples. The onþ modern democracy which appeared to meet with his approval was the

British because in this case, "it is tempered by other institutions which participate in the exercise

of sovereþ power."''t

"oA. Herrera Oria, op. cit., ló1.

"trbid., l5 r.

rlóThe utilisation of this essentiallymedieval language is abundant in Herrera's writings; these expressions
are taken from "El Magisterio Político de la Encíclica'Pacem in Terris'," in ibid., 153.

"trbid., r 52.
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The differences were no less great with respect to ecumenical and ecclesiological

questions. Pope John )OtrII, with his open and plural acceptance of the modern world and of
human experience, believed that Catholics could learn much from non-Catholics. He also

emphasised the necessity of working for world peace and justice, collaborating actively with all

men of good will to this end.ttt Without diminishing the traditional doctrine that the Chwch was

guardian or deposit of the Truttu he was careful to distinguish the error from the person who

committed it, and also distinguished between false theories and philosophies, and those social,

economic, cultural or political currents derived from these.rle

Hener4 however, interpreted the pope in the sense that the evangelisation of the world

and the achievement of spiritual peace in Christ was the necessary condition for the achievement

of world peace; "The achievement of perfect peace is not the problem of the human order nor of
this life. Perfect peac€ can only be achieved in God," he wrote.r20 Completely ignoring all papal

references to the ¿[Trìs r¿tce, the United Nations, and other international organisations, Herrera

deduced, in flat contradiction with the words of the encyclical that "Peace will be brought to the

earth by men who believe in Christ... "'2r Herrera also de.duce.d that what really mattered to the

pope was "the union, firstl¡ of all believers in Jesus Christ, united with the supreme pastor. The

extensior¡ subsequentl¡ ofthe Kingdom of Christ to all the eartlL"tzz

Naturally, the superior and condescending attitude adopted by many Catholics with

respect to non-Catholics, and which was completeþ absent in Pope John )O(II, tinged Herrera's

writings on ecumenical questions. Non-Catholics were referred to as "dissident brothers," or

"ignorant or strayed,"tt' Herrera did not believe that the Christian Chtrches would unifr as a

result of the Council, but the Council would create a climate, of charity, and especially of
understanding. In a sermonnl962, Herrera referred to

... what is traditionally called ... the merciful judgement.... Love your brother,
and after loving him listen to or study the disposition or ideas of your brother....
And even though he is wrong, if he erred, perhaps you will note that he ened in
good faitt¡ you will soften the severity of your judgement, and you will be

lrsEncyclical Mater et Magistra (1961), in Ocho grandes mensajes,paras239,164.

rreEncyclical Pqcem in Tenis (1963), in ibid., para 159.

ttoA. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas, 757.

l2lId.

't'Ibid., l60.

't'Ibid., 73r,161.
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disposed to fratemalþ draw him away from his error, and.he, noting your
benevolence, will be well disposed to receive your exhortations.t'o

Ifthis was how Herrera reacted to the ecumenical questior¡ his reaction to the possibility

of dialogue between Christians and Man<ists was even rnore hostile. To begin witlu he was

t¡nable to understand the freedom of initiative conceded to the lay people and the lay apostolate,

free of clerical zupervision and direction Pope John )O(II decla¡ed that lay people "can draw

upon their daiþ orperierrces in order to educate themselves better," and recognised that hurnarU

zubjective experience was validþ applicable in ttrc Christian apostolate.r" Herrera's analysis of

the pope's words, however, consisted of the exposition of his own ideas as to the training of

specialised élites, and specialised clergy, and the importance of a Christian education and State

assista¡rce in religious rnatters of this kind. ''u

Herrera's attitude was fou¡rded on his pessimistic view of human nature, which he

believed was always prone to be led into error. In Mater et Magistra, Pope John )OilII

requested that Catholics collaborate åithfirlþ with "people who have a different conception of

life.... in the realisation of those works which are good by their very nature, or, at least, which

can lead to good."r2t Citing only part of the paragraph out of its original context, Herrera

interpreted it as a call to collaborate with the social and political order, converting a plea for

cooperation between citizens of different ideological orientations into ttre justification of

collaboration with the Fralrco regime.t" As to the question of dialogue with rnarxists, He'lrera

seizæd upon every refererrce in ttrc encyclicals which might possibty be interpreted a.s a criticism

of Mancism and commented upon them at great lengftU bolstered by ttre usual traditional

authorities - despite that the fact that these references were only implicitþ a reference to

MarxisnL and were applicable to many other kinds of régimes apart from the Man<ist.r2e

''nlbid., 73r-2.

ttton the lay apostolate, see e.g. Mater et Magistra,paras23l-41. The quote is taken from para233

''uA. Herrera Oria, Obras Selectas,352-6.

'2'Mater et Magistra, para239.

t"Herrera cites merely the words "Loyal collaboration with ever¡hing that is good by its very nature or, ât

least, can lead to good," and goes on to consider the papal authorities on the question of the duty of
accidentalism (acatamiento), inappropriately identifoing these words of Pope John XXlll as confirming the

long line of papal authority on this question. See A. Herrera Oria, op. cit.,362'4.

"nParaZfi of Mater et Magistra read as follows: "ln all, the folly that most characterises our era consists of
establishing a solid and beneficial temporal order, without basing it on its most indispensable foundation,
or, what is the same thing, doing without God; and wanting to exalt the greatness of mankind stifling the

source from which it flows and is nourished, that is, hindering, and if possible, annihilating the innate
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Curiousþ, some foreign press interpreted sonre of Herrera's comrnents in the epilogue to

tlre Comentarios a la 'Pacem in Tenis' as a critique ofthe Franco régime.'to In response to The

New York Times (28 October 1963), which spoke of discrepancies between the Bishop of
Malaga and the Franco régime, Herrera tried to make The New York Times rectifr, declaring

that:

In my commentary I expressþ distarc€ myself ûom the publicists that give the
encyclical a concrete and current political nre,aning. Even less in my unitings is
there anything that purports to judge the politics of the Spanish Govemrnent... It
cannot be said that the Spanish Governrcnt is indifferent to the needs of the
people. It is onþ jus to atrrm all the contrary. J,he policies of the Government
tend to raise the position of all classes of people.'''

The debates on the new pastoral constitution also constituted a new source of alarm for

the Bishop of Mrilaga To begin \,/ittr, it was an episcopal and not a papal docunrent; Herrera

was incapable of understanding the move away from the monarchical, and towards a collegial

form of government. Secondly, he believed that there was no need to formulate Catholic social

doctrine, because it had already been formulated: "What is more: there is an entire Catholic

social science already elaborated by the scholars."r32 In the debate on the Cht¡rch and the modem

world, he expounded his ideas on the necessity of reform in four sectors: the workers, the

employers, the civil authorities, and Churctu rnaintaining his emphasis on hierarchical values, on

limited rights and extensive duties, on the importa¡rcÆ of select minorities a¡rd of an extensive

Catholic instn¡ction The onþ noveþ -at least in the Spanish context- was his deferrce of

tendency of the soul to move towards God. The events of our era, nevertheless, which have cut many hopes
down and dravm tears fiom many people, confirm the truth of Scripture: if the Lord does not build the
house, in vain do the builders work."

The comment could be applied to many different types of régimes, including those who proclaimed
to be Christian. Herrera, however, interpreted this to be an unequivocal condemnation of communism, and a
plea for the establishment of a universal Catholic civilisation. This was commented at great length, going so

far as to suggest that world peace was frustrated by the mistrust befween Heads of State because of the
existence of atheist régimes: "There are those who totally deny the existence of this universal, permanent,

transcendental and absolute order that all must accept. Let us say the ultimate cause: the idea of God is

absent from international life. We are intelligent and free beings, and we need someone who will govern our
intelligence and our liberty. Universal and eternal principles, which only God can dictate, are necessary."
"Reconstrucción de las Relaciones de Convivencia," commentary to paras 212-64 of Mater el Magistra,
originally published in Comentarios a la 'Mqler et Magistro'; republished in A. Herrera Oria, op. cit.,347 .

'toAbove all, The New York Times, Le Figaro, Le Monde, and Avanli. This was probably due to a superfrcial
impression derived from a summary of the epilogue prepared for YA, and not on a reading of the epilogue
itself. J. Sánchez Jiménez, op. cit.. I l4-5.

l3rQuoted in V. M. Arbeloa, Aquella España católica (Salamanca, 1975),263.

't'J. M. García Escudero. El pensamiento de Angel Herrera,305.
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taxation ard fiscal policy as¡ a nrcans of redistributing wealth.r" Heoera attended all the reunions

of the Council Commission for the Lay Apostolate, which was swilnoned tlnee or four times

between the general sessions. In the fourth, he gave two speeches, including one on

capitalism.r'o Herrera's interventions were radically outdated and contrasted sadly with the

spiritual and theological renovation which resulted from the Council. Henera believed little time

had been dedicated to social questions, both during and after the Council. In one letter, Herrera

commented: "Well I would have desired that the Council probe more into the topics that I dealt

with in my speech. I believe that there werc rruiny things to discuss."r" Despite this, he believed

his concept of social doctrine to have been confirmed.

The pastoral constitution on the Church and the modem world, Gaudium et Spes, was

promulgated on 7 December 1965. The Consitution stated that "The Chwch, although it has an

eschatological en{ lives also in time and goes through earthly vicissitudes."t'u Its theological

basis was the intrinsic and inalienable dignity and equality of all human beings, based more on the

princþle of human nature and not so much the concept of natural rights. It rejected

discrimination of any sort. It encouraged solidarity, the just distribution of productiorì, and

implicitþ abandoned the affirmation that private ownership of the rneans of production was a

natural right. The Constitution also encouraged mutual respect and dialogue within the ChnctU

fraternal collaboration with "orrr separated brothers," and declared that "Dialogue does not

exclude anybody, not even those who are opposed to the Church and persecute the Church."r37

The Constitution supported participation in public life, and condemned régimes that repressed

civil liberties and used their power in benefit of one sector of society only. Authority that violated

natwal rights was inhuman.'" Fu.thermore, it defended the separation of Chr¡rch and State.r3e

Finall¡ the Constitution condemned total war, criticised the arms race, and called for a

'"Later, Herrera would inform the Spanish Minister of the Treasury (Hacienda) that he had been influential
in the drafting of para 30 of the pastoral constitution Gaudium et Spes, which reminded Catholics of their
social obligations, including not evading tax. See ibid., 308.

'30J. M. García Escudero, Conversaciones sobre Angel Henera,254.

'"Letter to Manuel Tapia, 13 October 1966, extract cited in J. M. García Escudero, El pensamiento de
Angel Herrera,308.

r3óPastoral constitution Gaudium et Spes, in Ocho grandes mensajes, para 40.

'"lbid., para92.

'"Ibid., paras 73-5.

ttnlbid., para76.
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colttrnunity ofnationg intemational economic cooperation ard tlrc preserrce ofthe Chr¡rch and of
Christians in tlrc insitutions that build intemational peace.'oo Another important innovation that

appeared as a rezult of the Vatican Council, was that the litugy was also modemise{ to permit

the utilisation ofnative languages in mass, instead of Latiq and permitting the clergy to say mass

ñcing the congregation

Herrera did not have time to publish any extensive comnpnt on the new pastoral

constitution before his deattt, although it is difficult not to agree with the corrclusion of the

Catholic journalist and hopagandist Mariano Sebastirín Herrador, when he states that Herrera

'Thought that tttrc Courrcil] had overdone it."r4r Consistent with his idea that universal

evangelisation was the onþ way to achieve true peace and prosperþ, he insisted on his mission

of reform a¡rd creation of evangelising select minorities. In 196/., IE had declared that "The

schenp does not correspond -in my opinion- with what the world expects of the Council"

Repeating his now frrniliar theories on the necessity of urgent reforms, based on the already

established social doctrine of the Chtuch, he concludd, "I rnodestþ proposc that special

irrportancÆ be given to that part of the schenre given over to the social question: that it be

written up in a more direct slyle, clear and exacting..."l42 Herrera also manifested his uneasiness

with the concept of tlre collegialþ of bishops, believing that the Church could onþ have orrc

leader, and that could only be the Bishop of Ronp.ra3 One of Herrera's most åithful discþles, Fr.

Gutil:rrez García, also believes tlrat Herrera was retioent aboú the second part of the

Constihfion which dealt with concrete economic, social, and cultural issues, seeing in this part

"aspects that are excessiveþ optimistic, debatable, which the Coturcil ought not to have touched
,. 144upon..."

Many other sectors of the Catholic world did not sha¡e his negativism and reticence.

After the Second Vatican Coturcil, the Church shed some of its suspicion and fear of the modern

world, and the need for change was taken on board; indeed, "Now the very word is taken on

'nolbid., paras 79-90.

tntJ. M. Garcia Escudero, Conversaciones sobre Angel Henera,4Sl

tntBooM qr964),768.

ra3Testimony of Archbishop Emilio Benavent and Fr. Echamendi, in J. M. García Escudero, op. cit., l9l
and 237 , respectively.

'onlbid., 315. On the reaction of the Spanish episcopate in general to the Second Vatican Council, and their
contributions to the same, see G. Hermet, Los católicos en la España franquista, vol. lI, 324-6, who situates
the Spanish bishops in the most conservative wing, along with the Poles.
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boa¡d as a key to interpretation and beconres a part of the vocabulary of the Chwch in its own

documents."r4s ffisr the Second Vatican Council, Catholic theology underwent considerable

change. It maintained greater contact with Protestant theologians, and therefore integrated

biblical theology into dogmatic theology; Thomism was no longer the foundation of theology,

which assumed a rnore anthropocentric nature. Consequentþ, hunran existence, experiences, and

human sciences, were therefore given greater value. Finally, the theology ofthe temporal was no

longer fourded on the dichotomy between the ratural and the supematural.'ou Th" Spanish

Catholic world was rnore oriented towa¡ds what was ttappening in Europe. The new publishing

houses began to publish the great theologians of the Vatican and pre-Vatican period -Chenu,

Congar, Rahner, De Lubac, Schillebeechç Danielot¡ etc.-, who had largely been ignored up to

then Spanish Catholicism came into contact with Catholic novelists like Bernanos, Mauriac,

Graharn Greene, with the political philosophers Ma¡itain and Mounier, with other scholars,

biblic¿l specialists, and new forms of qpirituality. New Catholic publishers appeared, specialised

in pastoral, laboral, or educational questions, and the consunption of religious books went from

being princþally Spanish authors to the massive consumption of foreþ works. Sociological

works on religiosþ began to appear.'ot Aft", 1968, the Comunidades de Base or grass roots

communities, began to flouristr, to the horror of the traditionalists.'nt The Second Vatican

Courrcil put an end to tlrc frcikty with which the Fra¡rco nigime purported to be a Catholic

regirne.

Herrera did not live to witness the crisis years of Spanish Catholicisru nor of the regime.

In fact he had lost contact with events sonrc years before. As a result of the Ecunrenical Council,

a retirement age of seventy five years had been set for bishops. Herrera was then nearly eighty,

and accordingly offered his resignation to Pope Paul VI; to his great surprise, it was accepted on

27 August 1966. Henera died in Madrid on the 28 July 1968, some say of sadness due to the

loss of his diocese, which he had not expected and which he was unable to get over. On his

deatb all his great institutions and works, either disappeared or adopted an orientation which

'otF. urbina, op. cit.,42-3

'nux. Chao Rego, Ia Iglesia en el Franquismo,464.

'otA. Orensanz. op. cit.,65.

'ntTheComunidades de Base were Christian parish communities, which began to appear from 1965-1968,
and especially after 1968. They sought a more authentic spirituality which recovered some of the charisma
and values of the New Testament Church: a sense of community, of solidarity, more egalitarian, democratic
and which stimulated participation and responsibiliry.
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had frttle or nothing to do with the orientation that Herrera had given thern Herrera's conception

ofthe rnodem apostolate and ofpastoralisrn in 20th cenhrry Spain died \4rith him

T?rc backwardness of the Spanish clergy seems never to have been acknowledgd by

Santos Olivera Herrera Ori4 in contrast, was a much more informed and worldly nran; yet his

reforms did not nrpty any criticism of tlre objectives of the recatholicisation proþt, or of how it

was carried out. Herrera Oria fully acc€pted National-Catholic ideology, and was nrreþ

working towards its more effective and effciont inplerrcntation Herrera Oria wanted ircreasd

clericalisation of society, and not less. To this end he sought to train his select minorities,

armngst ttrcfrl the "social clergy," to inplement arid advise on social reform ard act a.s

internrcdiaries between classes, and between the people and govemrrent. Herrera Oria's theory

necessariþ gave the clerry a vital political and social role.

C€rtainty, Herrera Oria u¡rdoubtedly fostered the development of a social conscierrce

armngst Spanish Catholics irrcluding the clergy, ard did much to foster the social apostolate and

study amongst priests. Nevertheless, dogrnatism is what rnost characterised the theological

universe of tlæ bishop of lr4álaga Doctrine was an end in itself rather than the nrcans to an end.

To sorne extant, Herrera Oria's own projects were essentially contradictory. For example, they

forced clerry into the world a¡rd rnade tlrem crucial agents in the rurxdng of mundane a¡rd

temporal aftirs. At the sanæ time, Herrera Oria was as preoccupid with the risk of being

contaminated þ exposure to worldþ ireurûy a¡rd decadence. He urged ttrc priests to fi¡rther

theh intellectual developnrcnt, while finnty anything short of the rnost ulha conservative

orthodory and rejecting the principles of phuality and intellectual freedom as rnere pathways to

eITOr.

Paradoxicalþ, Herrera Oria's work was an element which helped modernise Spanish

Catholicisrrl even while during the last decade of his bishopric he became one of the rnost

conservative bastions of the established order. In the 1950's, Herrera Oria's teaching on the

inadeqtracies of the Spanish social conscience and on the necessity of social and economic

reform caused him to be regarded as a Red by many members of the hierarchy and of Mrilaga's

élites. Ten years later, the theological justification for his collaboration with the Franco régime

was challenged from within his own diocese by one of his canons, an eminent theologian and

biblical specialist whose own theology appeared to receive the support of the Second Vatican

Council. Herrera Oria who had remained unswervingty füthfin to the ideas and principles that

had guided him since his youtt¡ ironically became both engine house and brake upon the process

of modernisation of Spanish Catholicism.
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V. NATIONAL-CATHOLICISM AND WOMEN.
THE RETURN TO PATRIARCHAL SOCIETY.

r. MECHANISMS AND AGENTS OF INDOCTRINATION.
The central premise of National-Catholic doctrine was that Hispanic culture was

Catholic. Those elenænts of national culture which were at odds with Catholic ortlndory were

not interpreted as evidence that not all Spain was Catholic, but on the contrary, were interpreted

as being foreþ perversions or comrptions. The perceived decline in åmily life, and the

liberalisation of gender relations and sexual values had a¡oused the alarm of the ecclesiastical

hierarchy for many years before the wa¡. In the postwar perio{ the civil and ecclesiastical

authorities built up an extraordinary range of repressive powers over the åmily, exercised

prinariþ through the feminine population The objective was to secure the consolidation of
patriarchal values, for which purpos€ wonrcn were subjected to an intense process of
socialisatisl By restoring a moralistic environrnent, enforcing compliance with Catholic moral

and sexual norrns, and above all, by eradicating competing views and values, the ecclesiastical

authorities believed Catholic moralþ, which they equated with traditional morality, would

become hegemonic in society. In reality, the idea of the consubstantiality of Catholic and

traditional cuhure which the bishops deferded was a gr€at sinplification of the complexities of
popular culfire, as the struggle over the recatholicisation of rnoral and sexual values would

dernonstrate. Furthennore, the bishops would ironicalþ depend upon the nnbilisation of wornen

in order to proceed with the mass indoctrination of the fernale population Thus, the

ecclesiasical hierarchy would involuntarily foster to some degree the emancipation of worrìen

This process was greatly boosted as a result of the economic and social policies adopted by the

Franco régime in its final two decades, the practical effects of which completely contradicted the

official ideology on the role and standing of women in Spanish society.

Indeed, official rhetoric insisted upon the subordination of wonrcn. In many ways, the

new political order was dependent upon gender subordination. To begin with, the patriarchal

family was the paradigm of a hiera¡chical social organisation. Furthermore, orthodox Catholic

doctrine on the family and on feminine virtues emphasised a series of qualities which suited the

needs of the new régime admirably such as humility, obedience, conformisn! resignatior¡ and

passivity. But as well as being submissive themselves, women -in their role as mothers, and

perhaps as teachers- were also transmitters of values, and as such they consituted a key agent in

the socialisation of the young. Apart from their role socialising the young, women were also able
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to exercise considerable control over the lives of their husba¡rds. The Franco reginrc also

manifested the same obsession with the procreative role of wonrcn as the Fascist arid Nazi

réginres, born of the identification of population growth with economic/political and military

power. The control of feminine labour was also of great relevance to a régime which had to deal

with ttre dra¡natic social and economic consequenc€s caused by the destruction of the Civil War,

and with the high unemploynrent level.

For all these reasons, the Franco regime sought and obtained the virtualþ absolute

submission of wonrcr¡ and a return to the discrimination that had characterised their lives fiom

tinre imnrennrial. All this was done urder the guise of "saving" her femininity and ensuring that

wonrcn fulfilled their innermost and natural desires, prirnariþ maternity.r The indoctrination of
wornen was given great impetus by the two women's organisations of the Franco régime: the

Wonrert's Section ofthe Falange, and the Wonren's Branch of Catholic Action

In Málæa the number of nrembers of the Women's Section of the Falange shot up

imrnediateþ after the entry of the Nationalist troops along similar lines to those experienced by

the Party. Before 8 February 1937, there were 66 affiliates of the Women's Section in Márlaga,

and their surruunes -Wemer, Löring, Fórmica Gross, Miró, Lamöthe, Reirl Garret, Loper4

McKinle¡ Sell and Crooke- a¡e sufficientþ indicative of their social origin Their places of
residence and the quotas paid by the nrembers rnonthþ (which could reach 25 pesetas every

rmnth) confirm this point. Ttìe first President of the Wonren's Section in Málaga was Ana N4aria

Hurtado, who was substituted by Carmen Werner BolírL and sub,sequentþ by Mercedes Werner

Bolín, all of whom reached important posts in the National organisation ofthe Wonren's Section.

After the Nationalist entry into Malaga in February 1937, there were 2,333 affiliatss o¡

the Women's Section in Malaga from all over Malag4 although those from the the workers'

tThe bibliography on gender relations and stereotypes in Spain, and on the discrimination of women under
the Franco régime, is abundant. See, e. g. Actas del II Congreso Historia de Andalucía. Tomo II: Las
Mujeres en la Historia de Andalucía (Córdoba,1994); Nuevas perspectivas sobre la mujer. Aclas de las
Primeras Jornadas de lrwestigación Interdisciplinaria. 2 vols. (Madrid, l98l); Actas de las Segundas
Jornadas de Investigación Interdiscipliaria: La mujer en la Historia de España (Siglos XVI-XX) (Madrid,
1990); J. M. Riera and E. Valenciano, Las mujeres de los 90: El largo trqyeclo de las jóvenes hacia su
emancipación (Madrid, l99l); M. D. Ramos Palomo (coord.), Femenino plural. Palabra y memoria de
mujeres (Málaga, 1994); M. T. Vera Balanza, "Literatura religiosa y mentalidad fernenina en el
ÍÌanquismo," in Baëtica, no. 14 (1992); P. Ballarín and T. Ortiz (eds.), La mujer en Andalucía. Ier
Encuentro Interdisciplinario de Estudios de la Mujer.2 vols. (Granada, 1990); M. J. Gonzâlez Castillejo,
La nueva Historia. Mujer, vida cotidiqna y esfera pública en Málaga (1931-1936) (Málaga, l99l); G.
Scanlon, La poleimicafeminista en la España contempordnea (1868-1974l (Madrid, 1976); and G. di Febo,
Resistencia y movimiento de mujeres en España 1936-1976.
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neighbourhoods of La Trinida{ Perchel ard El Buho are the minority.' By Decembr 1942,

there were 2,946 affiliates to the Women's Section in M¿álaga atthough most were inscribed in

February and lvfarch of 1937. The Wonren's Section carried out a vital socialising role of adult

wornen who were ahearly beyond the school systern, principalþ through the Women's Social

Service fservicio Social de Ia Mujerf, which was introduced on 17 October 1937.3 This

instruction had two ends; the first was of a political nahue and airned at instructing women in

elenrcntary political doctrine ofthe new réginre. The second was ideological-cultual and airned

to socialise wornen to conform to the model of womanhood presented by the régime as

traditional and patriotic, and to accept their destiny as wife, mother, or daughter. Instruction

consisted of the foflowing subjects: religior¡ political instructior¡ social relations fcorwivencia

sociall, donrestic ecoru)my, cooking, dressrnaking, hygiene, donrestic medicine, manual jobs

zuch as washing and ironing, history åmity and social instructior¡ childrearing and physical

education Despite being a requisite for many things, according to Eiroa San Francisco's study of
this issue, n 1939-1942 orty 1900 women did social service, out of a total feminine population

of Mrálaga of 126,980 in 1940 of which 35.08%were of age to do social service.o Social service

appea$ to have reached its peak in lvtrllaga in 1939, and after l94l the nurnber of women that

complied with it began to decline progressively. It is interesting to note that the nwnber of
wonrcn who did social service but were not næmbers of the Women's Section outnumbered

those who were, and this tendency increased over ttrc years.t

The women who did social service were destined to work for the Party itsefi in the

municipal or provincial administration, in military bodies or charitable organisations, or

workshops. They worked as ruuses, secretaries, cooks, teachers, dressmakers, telephone

'8. Bar.anquero Texeira, "La Sección Fernenina. Análisis del trabajo realizado durante la guerra," in M. T.
López Beltrán (coord.), Las mujeres en Andalucía. Actas del 2" Encuentro Interdisciplinar de la Mujer en
Andalucía, vol. ll (Málaga, 1993), 292.

3On the Women's Section and the social service generally, see M. T. Gallego Méndez, Mujer, Falange y
franquismo (Madrid, 1983); and R Sánchez Lopez, Mujer Española. Una sombra de destino en lo
universal. Trayectoria hislórica de Sección Femenina de Falange (1934-1977) (Murcia, 1990). On the
Women's Section in Málaga, see E. Barranquero Texeira, op. cit.; L. Cuadra Quintana, "La beneficencia
1937-1939," in III Congreso del Andalucismo Histórico (Granada, 1987); M. Eiroa San Francisco,
"Falange. Su implantación en la Málaga del primer franquismo," in IX Congreso de Profesores-
Invesligadores. 'Hespérides'(Almería, l99l); and M. T. BecerraLópez, "La Sección Femenina de FET y de
las JONS en Málaga (1937-1939)," in Jábega, no. 58 (1987).

oM. Eiroa San Francisco, "Trabajo asistencial: El servicio social de Sección Fernenina," in M. T. López
Beltrán (coord.), Las mujeres en Andalucía,308.
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operators or in latmdries. Undouhedþ, the social service constituted an inrportant source of
unpaid labour which proved ofconsiderable benefit to the reginre.

Women might also receive instruction from other sources, such as the City and Country

Brotherhood fHermandad de la Ciudod y del Campol, which organised courses for rural

wonrcn on agrarian matters, hygiene, mothercraft, relþior¡ and general culture, as well as

providing nrcdicat assistance zuch as delousing and vaccinafions. Yotrng ghls were errcouraged

to join the youth organisatior¡ in which they received politicalsociaVreligious instruction

combined with leisure activities, zuch as in zummer camps for girls. The leisure activities were

combined with rnanual work appropriate for tlreir gender. The Flechas were accepted into the

Falange from the age of seven onwards, and receivd above all, a religious instruction. The

reþious component of the instruction given to the yowrg girls was of no less inportarrce th,an

their political instruction The rnembers of the Women-s Section frequentþ acted as spirifirat

godåthers for childrerq irdeed, the newspapers were firll of news items of nrass baptisms of
children in ttìe honres run by the Wonren's Sectior¡ with heådlirrcs such as the following: 'l.lirie
little girls and thnee little boys from the 'Blue Home' were baptised yesterday." Comrades of ttre

FET y de las JONS acted as godparents."6 The wonrcn were instructed to encourage the girls to

receive the sacranrents, and instructed on how to do so properly.

The Wonren's Bra¡rch of Catholic Action also assunred an important role in socialising

woIrFrL Catholic Action was reorganised after the war, and great inportance was attached to

the establishrrent of bra¡rches in all the parishes of Málaga The Wonren's Brarrch comprised

married women, or all wornen over thirty. Its apostolate was fotrfold: religious, deferrce of the

family, defence of public nnrality, and charity. The Women's Branch manifested a particular

interest in the recatholicisation of the working classes. It was divided into the folowing

secretariats: Religion, Family, Propaganda, Teaching, Morality, Charitable-social,

Matrimonial, Children of Catholic Action, Press, and Female úY'orkers.1 The young women's

branch was also divided into secreta¡iats. In the parishes, the secretariats were called sections.

The Women's Branch helped to teach catechisnl run workers' schools, propaganda

campaigns, and missions, under the supervision of the bishop. Prayer meetings, study circles,

speeches and retreats were organise{ and printed and oral propaganda prepared on topics such

as feminine modesty, wonran and the Crusade, or religious sentinrent in the history of Spain

6Sur (14 Oct. 1937), 8.

1 Ecclesia (2 I Dec. I 946), I 3
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Speciat weeks ofpropaganda were also organised annualþ on certain thenrcs, such as "Mothers'

Week." A special edition of anmgazne was published on the following themes: the Immaculate

Vi.gitt, patron of Spain and Captain of the Spanish Armies; the Spanish woman in times of war;

heroic acts of great womerl wonrcn as mothers of martyrs and wives of heroes.s

The Wonren's Branch was especialþ entrusted with the moral reform of other worrrcn.

By 1945, the Wonren's Bra¡rch activities included assisting parish priests in the religious

preparation of those about to be wed; the nurning of spiritual exercises for nnthers; the

promotion of "Centres of Saint Marta for the Feminine Domestic Service;" the establishment of
"Mafrirnonial Secreta¡iats" to "regularise" the relations of unmarried couples, and the posting of
critiques on public spectacles, notabþ fikns, in the chu¡ches of the diocese.e The Wornen's

Branch of Catholic Action ran a school called "School for Famiþ and Social Fornration," which

was to produce social workers fasistentas socialesf, who were to work in close contact with the

workers, "wtler€ their work in continual contact with the ñmilies of the workers will serve to

evaluate and orient us as to their nee.ds..."rO Purely practical subjects related to the household

were taught, leading to the concession of the diplonra of "Housewife" f,Ama de Casaf. One

photograph of students cleaning published tn Ecclesia was headlined: "The complicated details

of donrestic cleaning are learnt and ca¡ried out in this domestic hygiene class." It is notable that

the school did not appeil to have attracted much attention At the closing c€rernony of the first

academic year, there were curiot¡sþ more invited guests than sh¡dents graduating; the graduation

of three students receiving the diploma of Asistenta Social and of two receiving the Diploma de

Ama de Casa, was witnessed by the nuncio, and an important goup of representatives of the

Women's and Youth branches of Catholic Action.rr

The Christian concept of the family was much diflused by the Women's Branch of
Catholic Actioq on explicit instructions from the bishop. The first norrn w¿N that special

dedication was to be given to promoting religious instruction on the mutual duties and rights of
parents, childrer¡ and servants.r2

The particula¡ interest of Catholic Action in the working classes is manifest in the

t noou çarg. lg37), 238-40.

ntbid. lVay lg45),336-45; Ecclesia (21 Dec. 1946),13

toEcclesia(l Feb. l94l), L

"tbid. qts July l94l),27.

" noo*t 1rs45),343.
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specialised schools and courses it rar¡ such as the Female Workers' Night School fEscuela
Nocturna de Obrerasl, whose express object was to give poor girls moral and religious

insructior¡ heþ them obtain honourable work, and exercise "a very important moralising role

annngst young women workers... whose most inportant quality must be humility."r3

Membership of the Women's Branch of Catholic Action, was elitist and comprised

members ofthe local bourgeoisie. From 1941 or¡ the members had to pay Mannual fee of 12 to

25 pesetas, from which it could reasonably be deduced that the members had to be relatively well

ofi firstly, in order to be able to pa¡ and secondl¡ in order to dedicate time to the

propagandistic and apostolic tasks entrusted to them.'o Vera Pialawa, who has studied the

Women's Branch in Málaga has described it as "a spiritual aristocracy."r5 The majority were

yonng or single; rnarried wonrcn usually abandoned the organisation.

Bishop Santos Olivera pinned great hopes on Catholic Action as secular arm of the

recatholicisation, and he spured it on energetically. Evidence of the importance attached to

Catholic Action in Málaga was the establishment of a new order of female religious in February

1944 -El Instituto de las Hijas de la lglesia- whose ministry was the training and education of
the members ofthe Women's Branch of Catholic Actior¡ as well as the teaching of catechism and

other work. To this end, they ran courses, conferences, retreats, meetings, and other cultural and

religious acts. Although formed in lvfílaga it was envisaged that the order spread thnoughout
l6

Itp¿ilrL

The socialisation of the population in National-Catholic virtues was carried out even via

the charitable activities of the women's associations. The Women's Section followed the integrist

orientations of the Spanish Catholic Church and transmitted them in turn.rT Poütical and religious

instruction was given in the very kitchens where food was distributed. These kitchen/dining

roonìs were a common facet of life in the postwar. ¡n lylslilla alone, Catholic Action ran tluee,

t'M. T. Vera Balanza, "[Jn modelo de misioneras seglares. Las mujeres de Acción Católica durante el
franquismo," in P. Ballarín and T. Ortiz (eds.), La Mujer en Andalucíq, vol. I, 529.

raOn numbers of members of the Women's Branch, see G. Herm et, Los católicos en la España franquista,
vol.1,224.

'tM. T. Vera Balanza, op. cit.,529

t6Ecclesia (6 July 1946),14.

'tG. di Febo and M. Saba, "La condición de la mujer y el papel de la Iglesia en la ltalia fascista y en la
España franquista: Ideologías, leyes y asociaciones femeninas," in Ordenqmiento jurídico y realidad social
de las mujeres: una aproximación histórica. Aclas de lqs Cuartqs Jornadqs de Investigación
Int erdi s c ip I inaria (Madrid, I 986).
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which daib fed 1000 people, all of whom received "the material assistance of food and the

spiritual b'read of good counsel." Apart from the food, those assisted were taught to practise "the

true morality" and leam the true significance ofthe family, and how each person ought to behave

in his or her relationshipr.'t By Ig52 n Mâlag4 there were seven homes run by religious

communities, four for boys and three for girls -numbering about 600 children- in which all the

children received some kind of religiors instruction every da¡ either a nìass, or rosary, and

instruction was given by radio to those who were ill. In the eight children's dining roonu of the

capital and five of the province -feeding a total of $7 children- all received catechism class

before every meal. Finall¡ in the dining room for new mothers, eighty women did spiritual
.19

exercßes.

In the case of the poor who did not attend the dining roorns and other institutions

established for thenl the bishop devised another scheme. The Secretariats of Charity were

authorised to make a register of poor families with their personal details and their necessities,

which was to be passed on to the bishop. The bishop, via his deacons, then tested the veracity of
the claims. This process was supposed to provide an ideal opportunity to uncover moral dangers

in the household, and to carry out acts of "mercy and of apostolate." The bishop urged the

creation of the Secretariats of Charity and Centres of St. Vincent de Paul in every parish.'o Th"

secretariats worked hand in hand with the State welfare system Their stated objectives were to

heþ the poor, to promote the resolution of social problems via the application of papal doctrine

on charity, and the direction and counselling of the faithftl as to the benefits available under the

social welfare systern2r It could also offer practical assistance such as finding employment or

schools for those in need; but "Above all it will try to rescue children and young people from

moral and material poverly within the bosom of their families, if possible, or by inteming them in

formative educational or reformist institutions. "22

In order to carry out their missior¡ the secretariats organised home visits in collaboration

with the Congregation of St. Vincent de Paul. Evidently the secretariats could play a highly

ttBOOttt 
çxug. 1938), 528.

'nR"rr^"n de la Labor Religiosø Realizada por la Obrq de Auxilio Social durante el año 1952 (Mâlaga,
1953),159-60.

'o nooM qoct. rg44), 627 .

''lbid. lMay 1945), 344.

t'rbid. loct. rg44), 650-2.
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intrusive role on frmily life. The women of the Cha¡itable-Social Section of the Women's Branch

in Mrílaga were entrusted with the secretariat of charity, and were responsible for carrying out

the visits. The poor who needed assistance were to go to the secretariat, where their names,

addresses and petitions were noted, after which the visits were carried out. Alongside the file of
poor people, another file on collaborators, subscribers and contributors would also be

mairttained.23

The final mechanism of indoctrination of women were the school system at all levels

-primary, secondary and tertiary. At schoof girls were taught subjects "suitable" for their gender

and destiny, and were taught to emulate the great feminine role models of Spain's Golden Age,

such as Saint Theresa of Avila and Queen Isabella I.2a Legislation was rapidly enacted to limit

the nature, scope and content of female education2s It was considered useless, and indeed

dangerous, to foster intellectual activity in women. Education for women was therefore geared

towards the acquisition of practical domestic skills and a certain level of basic literacy, within the

strictest confines of Catholic tradition. The attendance of women at University was regarded

with suspicion; but, should tertiary studies be undertakerL woÍrcn should take humanities

degrees, which were more suited to the feminine character.

From the 1950's or¡ there was a notable improvement in the nurnber of women who did

primary or secondary studies nlll4álaga. As a result of the primary school building prograÍrme

undertaken by Herrera Ori4 especially in the rural are¿N, Íìany wonrcn received basic literacy

skills which they totaþ lacked before. Many more women prepared their baccalaureate in

Márlugu and this improvement is even more notably in the 1960's, due to the social and

economic changes in Spanish society which accompanied the consumer-society oriented reforms

of the technocratic governrnents. If the average rurnber of female students preparing the

baccalaweate from in the capital during 1943-1948 was 863.2, in the years 1948-1954, the

average was 1270.5 female students.2ó In the years 1954-1962 -yea.rs which encompassed the

educational reforms of Ruiz Giménez and the construction of the rural schools in Málaga- the

"Fu"go. Organo de AcciónCatólica (Suppl. al B.OOM), no. 15 (15 June 1945),5. See also BOOM(Feb.
r94s),120.

2asee G. di Febo, La Santa de la Raza. Un culto bqrroco en la Españafranquista (Barcelona, 1988).

2ssee M. I. Pastor, La educaciónfemenina en la posgueta. El caso de Mallorca (Madrid, 1984).

'uJ. F. Jiménez Trujillo and M. Burgos Madronero, Los Institutos de Bachillerato de Mdlaga, 153.
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average went up to2323.6 fernale students.2T Admittedty, the real takeoffwas subsequent to

Herrera Oria's period as bishop; there were only tluee public high schools in the province of
Mrílaga until l961.tt The total number of female students preparing the baccalaureate in

1962-1963 is 4,057. Ten years later in 1972-1973 the total had reached 10,626, in 1982-1983 it

reached 14,882 and in 1989-1990 it had reached 21,414.2e While the nurnber of women

receiving an education gradually improved, the discrimination to which they were submitted did

not. The basic perception was that women were inferior for certain jobs and lacked certain skills;

pedagogical methods and orientations were still differentiated according to gender, and

educational options for women continued to be geared towards those a¡eas which were

considered to be an extension ofthe feminine matemal instinct.

Paradoxically however, the V/omen's Section and the Catholic apostolic organisations

did constitute the beginnings of feminine emancipation, even though this was not intended either

by the régime or by the ecclesiastical authorities. By virtue of the greater dernand for feminine

labour over the years, and of the semi-missionary role assigned to women by the bishop, Herrera

Onq a greater rulrnber of women were educated for longer. The State desired fertile mothers;

but its own economic policies undermined rural culture, taking urban values and standards into

the countryside and undermining the authority of the patriarchal family which it purported to

defend. Whilst defending traditioru the State introduced modemity, and prepared women to

assume a more public role in life.

This process has been analysed for the rural community of Iskán by Badillo Baena. The

rural teacher of Istán \rr'as an ardent Falangist, who taught the girls the elementals of political

doctrine, ladylike comportment, and filled her students with terror about sex and men. But she

also encouraged female students to be more arnbitious in life. She urged them not to think about

marnage as the only optior¡ to study more, and posþone marriage until studies were over. She

also introduced concepts which were non-existent in agrarian society -productive time,

timetables, competitior¡ examinations, prizes, and punishments. Local values were undermined

by the practice of using the girls' real names, instead of their nicknames, as is traditional in rural

"Ibid., 156.

28The three public high schools were Vicente Espinel (Málaga capital), Barahona de Soto (Archidona) and
Sierra Blanca (Marbella). In 196l and 1962, public high schools were opened in Vélez-Málaga and Ronda
respectively. ln 1964, one was opened in Sierra Bermeja and, in 1967, another was opened in Campillos. In
contrast, eleven new high schools are opened in the province in the 1970's, and in the 1980's. See ibid.,
200- l.

'nrbid., lg7
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Andalusia Ironicalþ, then, the teacher, who was received with absolute submission and respect

by the local population, introduced urban values into the community, whilst the socialising power

of the traditional patriarchal åmily w¿rs conespondingþ dirninished.r0

2. RECATHOLICISING THE INDIFFERENT,
THE LAX, AND THE HOSTILE.

When wonìen did not strictþ confine tlæmselves to their donrestic role, the ecclesiastic¿l

response was to try to draw them into Catholic Actior¡ either on an individual basis, or by entire

professions and trades within the specialised apostolate, such as the Brotherhood of Office

Workers of Catholic Action lHermandad de Oficinistas de Acción Católical n lg47.3t ft
proved to be difficult to attract working class wonren into the specialised apostolic rnovements,

and in 1944', tlrc national board of Catholic Action approved the a nrotion whereby the

apostolate was exercised by way of economic assistance, cultural and recreational services to

needy wornen, whilst not overlooking the necessary spiritual formation When these "rnarginal

works" had attracted a sufficient number of worner¡ select groups were to be established from

the larger group. These would receive special training under the guidance of the Catholic

Institute, the Instituto de Cultura Religiosa Superior.32 Subsequentþ, it wa^s envisaged that these

\.vornen would assurne an apostolic and missionary role amongst their peers, spreading the

message of Christian love and fiatemity, and solidarity between classes.

As a means of rnaking the pureþ rnaternal role more attractive, the Church was

supported by the State, which introduced a wide range of subsidies, loars and benefits for those

who were .aising large familier." A system of loans for newþ rna¡ried couples, and bonuses for

nr¡ÍËrous families, was insituted. The nreasures were designed to encourage wonrcn to abandon

their jobs. Applicants were to be unmaried workers, who were eligible to receive interest-free

loans of 2,500 to 6,000 p€setas. The rnaximum rate was payable to fenrale workers who agreed

to leave their jobs and not take up another one. Generally sixteen loans were offered per

province, eight of them exclusively to women who accepted the condition of giving up their jobs.

The loans were meant to be used for the purchase or establishment of a honre, and applicants had

'oR.M. Badillo, "La formación del pensamiento a través de la transmisión oral. Estudio sobre un colectivo
de mujeres en Istán (Málaga)" in P. Ballarín and T. ftiz (eds.), op. cit., vol. I.

3t Ecclesiq(20 Dec. 1947), 7 -8.

"tbid. 1o May 1944). 10.

r3See 
BO^E ( lg July 1938); Ecclesla ( l Oct. 1941), 12; Ecclesia ( l l July lg42), 42.
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to justify that they would spend the money in this åshion. These loans were awa¡ded after great

publicity and conceded amongst great pomp and ceremony, in the presence of the public

authorities.so At putt of the "Victory Day" celebrations of I April Ig4!,12,000 of these loans

were conceded, 288 of these in lvlilaga.3t In Ig4l in lvfílaga there were 6,312 apphcations rnade

bymen, and 1000 applications made by*orrrrr'u
Other irrcentives included the granting of cash prizes of 1000 pesetas each month in

every province, and one national prlze of 5000 pesetas conceded to the marriage with the

greatest nr¡rnber ofchildren. Loans were also offered to numerous families; the amount increased

according to the number of childrer¡ and could be accompanied by apnze, namely a small house

withworkshop and vegetable garden'T InMay lg4l,45 manied couples ofMálagawith a total

of 528 children, applied for these loans, which was conceded to a couple with eighteen

children3s Nevertheless, despite the considerable efforts to promote marriage and maternity, the

proportion of weddings with respect to the population in Mrálaga was lower than the national

average, and in fact, the number of marriages celebrated nMálagaafter 1940 decreased, despite

the sharp rise which occurred immediately after the Nationalist victory.3e Similarl¡ there was no

dramatic increase in the birthrate. In 1943, the authorities noted an alarming decline in the

national birthrate which was attributed to the conscious decision not to have childrenao In

NAilaga" mortality rates exceeded the birth rate. The low point in natalþ was reached n 1941,

and did not inprove much throughout the 1940's.ar Despite the official rhetoric on the maternal

instinct and the Christian and patriotic duties of womer¡ there were also cases of abortion and

'oNormr for the concession of loans to newly weds are in the BOE (l I Mar. l94l), republished in BOOM
(Apr. l94l),290-3.

"M. Ei.oa San Francisco, "Mujer y política social en los primeros años del franquismo: Málaga 1941," in P.
Ballarín and T. ftiz (eds.), op. cit., 399-400.

'ulbid.,4oo.

37See BOE (7 Mar. l94l), republished in BOOM (Apr. 1941), 287-90; and BOE (22 Mar. l94l),
republished in BOOM (Apr. l94l), 293-5.

"M. Eiroa San Francisco, op. cit., 400.

'nlbid., 40l.

aoPatronato de Protección a la Mujer. Informe sobre lq moralidqd: Inþrme Correspondiente ql año 1942
(Madrid, 1943),46-50.

otM. Eiroa San Francisco, op. cit.,402.
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inånticide, although it is impossible to know how many.n2

As part oftheir campaign in defence of the Catholic famity and moral values the bishops

were obliged to deal with the issue of illicit sexual relations, the prevalence of which led many of
the ecclesiastical hierarchy to despair. The issue of sexual vice becanre a virtual obsession for

,orrr".o' The population was zubmitted to a process of moral regeneration in which repression

and intrusion into private life was the norrn The bishop of lvlílaga took steps fs "disinlecf'r s¡

"vaccinate" the population against the moral perversions, seeking to stimulate conformþ with

Catholic moral doctrine. One of the issues that nnst aftonted the bishop was the nurnber of
relationsþs and civil rna¡riages contracted during and before the Second Republic, as well as

the amancebamientos, or cohabitations, which produced many children were born outside of
wedlock. According to orrc sourc€, in N{.ílaga in 1931, 17,014 children were bom in wedlock,

and anotlrer 1,318 were bom outside of wedlock. That is to sa¡ 7.2Yo of cltildren born that year

were illegitimate according to the tenets of the Catholic Church.aa The bishop undertook the

onerous task of "regularising" all these "illicit" "abnormal" and "anti-Catholic" unions, and

administering the sacranrcnts with the close collaboratior¡ as always, of the civil authorities. A
special secretariat of the Women's Branch of Catholic Action was set up in 1937 to investigate

these cases and heþ these people to "normalise their Christian lives." The secreta¡iat was present

at the missions, sought out unmarried couples and arranged to have them rnanied and their

children legitinrated.nt The secretariat, which worked with "enthusiasm and extraordinary zeal,"

was apparentþ overwlrelmed \ rith work. In January 1938, there were 859 individuat files open in

the central register fvicaríaf and another 356 in the parishes;7I2 narnages had been held, plus

417 baptisms of adults, and 579 baptisms of children.ou The process continued throughout the

1940's, in declining nurrbers. In 1943, 8l children and 50 adults were baptised" and 422

ma¡Tiages were "legalised," of which 410 already had children. A total of 605 children were

a2Patronato de Proteccion a la Mujer. Inþrme sobre la moralidad, 15l. The police report included in this
annual report suggests there was an average of three to four cases of infanticide and four to six abortions
annually in Málaga.

o'On the ecclesiastical hierarchy's almost obsessive crusade against sexual vice, see F. Blázquez, La traición
de los clérigos, 80-9.

ooM. J. GonzâlezCastillejo, op. cit., 193.

ot BooM luay 1942),393.

tulbid. 
1Jan. t938), 5 l.
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legitirnated. These people were requested to take part in spiritual exercises.ot In the report

presented to the X Assembþ of Catholic Action in Mrílaga n 1946, the results were less

spectacular but the process was still turderway: 216 malrrages were held, and 58 were pending,

while 456 children had been legitirnatd and I adults and 17 children baptised.as The following

year, people were encouraged to legalise their position by offering them a three month period of
grace in which they could marry or baptise ûee of charg".o' This wa.s an important concession

because religious services implied costs. The figrres given distinguished Mrilaga Antequera and

Archidon4 which suggests that the activities of the Secretariat possibþ did not go beyond the

larger urban nuclei. Certainly, ¿N we will see, the rural population of small isolated villages

continued to practise its traditional indifference to compþing with religious norïns well into the

1950's and 1960's.

The role ofthe women of the secreta¡iat was a highly instrusive one. Apart fiom its role

of detecting "illicit unions" and "public scandals," it was also to offer religious instruction to the

future spouses, and to "look after cases that are difficult because of the danger of there being

scandalous tmions."5O They were the eyes and ea¡s of the bishop, subject to his continual

supervision. Two were appointed at parish level. One was the Delegate of Manied Couples

fDelegada de Matrimonios], and the other the Catechist of Manied Couples lCatequista de

Matrimoniosf. They were trained by their immediate superiors, delegates appointed by the

bistrop at diocesan level. The catechism instructor was entrusted with giving the couple the

necessary level of religious instructior¡ and signed a special form to this effect wlren instruction

was completed. The couple then took this form to the Delegate, who introduced the couple to

the parish priest, and, on their wedding day, accompanied them in preparations for the hearing of
confession and the reception of communion. As befitting public sinners, they could only be

manied in the sacristy, at odd hours, and with few witnesses; the women were not permitted to

wear white.5r

aTResults of the VII General Diocesan Assembly of Catholic Action in Málaga, in Ecclesia (4 Dec. 1943),
10.

or BooM çoec. 1946), 7 84-5.

ontbid. lluly rg47), 176.

soEcclesia (23 Jan.1943), 8-9.

t'M. E. Nicolás Marín and B. López García, "La situación de la mujer a través de los movimientos de
Apostolado Seglar: La contribución a la legitimación del franquismo (1939-1956)," in Mujer y sociedad en
España (l 900-l 97 5), 2nd edn. (Madrid, 1986), 372.
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Ttrc wedding was to be just the frst contact between the Church and these ñmilies.

Women were regarded as an important rnearìs of winning over entire åmilies. To this end, a

special organisatior¡ the Brotherhood of the Christian Honre lHermandad del Hogar Cristianof,

was established in the parish of San Juan in 1938, and zu@uentþ in other parishes "to s€cure

the fuits ofthe work already r€alised."52 Its mission was to follow up tlrc work already done by

Catholic Action and to "maintain contact with those recentþ established Christian hornes, which

rire so much in rieed ofthe waÍrlth ofan apostle, ifthey a¡e not to tum back to the glacial life of
those who are totalþ distånc€d from the Church.' The pressure brought to bea¡ on these wornen

appears to have been intense: "No nreans at all a¡e to be grudged in order to achieve the

objective that all the sisters hear mass on Sundays, listen to catechism every weelq and every

year at least, conpty with the obligation of going to confession and receiving communion"s3

Close contact was rnaintained with these åmilies on hoþ days, zuch a.s Saints'Days or at Easter,

when a little "Feast of tlæ Christian Honp" was treld. The nrembers of the Hermandad were

exhorted to bring their husbands with therq so that both spouses might confess and take

communion. Medals were awa¡ded to distinguished nrembers and visits made to the ill. Those

who had rec.entþ given birth also received visits, and friendþ chats on the significance of
baptisrrt At Chrisfins and ttrc Epþhany, the poorer nsnbers received visits fiomthe others, "in

order to get to know theh rrecessities and wants, to help therq give them sonre Ctrisftnas gift,

toys to the childrcru etc."54

The Womert's Branch of Catholic Action ran cours€s, conferences, and study circles to

rnake women understard the noble, dignifie{ and patriotic nature of nrotherhood. The object of
this ideological instruction was the working class. Every year, the Wonrert's Branch of Catholic

Action held a "Mothers' Week," which culrninated in the "Christian Mothers' Day" dedicated to

"the not easy task of teaching wonrcn to be good Christian mothers."ss Th" higtlight was the

concession of special diplonlas and prizes to various mothers, "proposed by every one of the

parishes of the capital as poor mothers, exemplary in their Christian conduct and in the Ctristian

education oftheir children."5ó According to Ecclesia, the women of Catholic Action reached the

t'BooM 
lJan 1938), 52.

53 Ecclesiq (23 Jan. 1943), S-9.

541d.

ttBOOM 
lNov. 1939), 633.

tulbid. 
çNou. tg3g), 634.
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poorest and most distånc€d sububs of the capital "to talk to the children about their duties and

to the mothers about their dignity, and to offer donations to the latter, filling their simple hearts

with feelings never known before..." The benefits of this type of apostolate were imnrediate:

"Women alienated from the Sacraments take communior¡ sometimes after thirty years since the

last tinre; many illicit unions a¡e sa¡rctified, and the oßpring legitimised."sT

The parish priest played a significantþ repressive role in rural a¡eas by writing reports on

the state ofpublic morality and sending them to ttrc Civil Governor and the bishop. As is Ð/picåI

in Núálaga, the enorrnous destruction and neglect of docunrents has resulted in the loss of an

extraordinary quantity of primary sourc€s. On the activities of some parish priests, however,

there a¡e a few extant letters to the Civil Govemor, Luis Julve, denouncing the local women in

no u¡rcertain terms.58 Indeed, the Civil Governor sent a circular to the parish priests, asking them

to report elopements and cases of unrnarried couples with great urgency. One zuch letter was

written by the parish priest of the parish of San Loretua in the Valle de Abdalajis, Frarrcisco

Barr¿g¡ín, on 3 June 1957. In the letter, the parish priest informs on the imrnoratity that prevailed

in the village. He asserted: "I am not exaggerating: this village is very comrpted; tlære is so much

evil, that it is ra¡e to find a house where there has not been a case of imnnrality." And what was

worse, the situation was not diminishing; on the contrary, "it is pitifulþ on the increase. Only

about 20Yo go to mass on Sundays." The parish priest described a ntur¡ber of scandalous cases,

a¡d added: "What is more, they are public, without a doubt." In his carnpaþ in åvour of the

nroralisation of the village, the parish priest generousþ provided the authorities with a complete

list of recent cohabitations, with the names of the parties, their addresses, and an opinion of each

one. Many were described as being "rebellious" for refusing to marry, including very recent cases

amongst "the already great number that exist in the village." Not all was failure; the priest had

managed to marry two couples according to canon law, albeit only after "renouncing my own

fee, and after considerable effort." But he added, "if others are to be sanctioned, so should these

two be, as they have caused the same degree of scandal." He obligingly also sent a lis of
twent¡rfour purported prostitutes ("I am only sending a few of the many that exist in this village,

despite its small size") arranged in order of "evilness and comrptior!" with the names and

addresses, and sometimes the age. He also added notable characteristics, for example if they

5T Ecclesia(l Jan. l94l), 1 5.

ttAll the following documents related to the denouncing of unmarried couples are loose letters/reports
contained in a box entitled Prostitución. Amancebqmiento. Adulterio. Malos tratos familiares. 1939-i,980,
in the Archivo del Gobierno C ivil (hereafter AGC) of very recent creation in Málaga.
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were married or had children; one was described as very beautiful -presunrabþ therefore she was

especialþ dangerous. These wonrcn were denounced because they went in sea¡ch of mer¡ or

sent messages to the cafes.

Diego Cano Espinos4 parish priest of Benamargosa also sent a letter dated l0 May

1957, nwhich he alleged that the practice of "aMucting" (that is, eloping with) women was very

much established in his a¡ea He had been tmable to control it despite his best efforts. He

recommended that the public natalþ grants -which everyone applied for- be denied in these

c¿ìses.

There are nurrcrous otlær revealing reports, this tirne from the Civil Gua¡d and Mayors

of vilJages to the sanre effect. The Civil Gua¡d collected reports on the young couples that were

living as man and wife in the home of one of the parents, or who ran away together. After

receiving the reports fiom the Civil Gr¡a¡d the couple was cited to see the Civil Governor and

they were instructed to marry within 15 days, and to report it to the Civil Governor; if not, they

could be cited to see the Civil Govemor again and arrested. Not everyone was wi[ing to comply;

according to one Civil Gua¡d report dated26 June 1958 from Montejaque, one group of couples

had been cited to go, but they refused to go, declaring they could not see why some couples

should be rrade to go and not others.

It is clea¡ that there was a considerable difference between what the nual population

considered irffrþral or indecent, and wbat tlre Chwch and the civil authorities considered

irffrþral or indecent. It must be noted that elopenrent was a comrnon feature in rural life in

Málaga As very few people had sufficient money to marry and construct a home, it was very

typical for a young couple to simply rirn away together. After a few days they returned, and in

view of the fait accompli, a quick wedding was organised the whole affair settled. According to

the Civil Guard of Montejaque, there were c¿¡s€s where elopements and "immoral relationships"

were approved of and even aided. This occurred with frequency and was treated with normality.

It did not constitute a caus€ for public scandal. What did constitute a cause for public scandal

were cases of adultery. Hence, one report dated July 1947 fiomthe Civil Gua¡d of Puesto de

Casares notes that one nun had taken up living with a manied woman with childrerL "for which

re¿ìson he is the cause of more commentaries and scandals in this locality..." whereas another two

were living with unmarried women whom they eventually planned to marry; in this latter case,

there were no commentaries about thern Another report dated 16 June 1958 from Alcarnate

stated "The parents of both appear to be indiflerent to the case, due to their lack of instruction

and to the fact that no importance is given to the cases in this region."
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Reports were also received from Mayors, such as one from the Mayor of Vatle

Abdalajís, d^ted7 Febn¡ary 1958, asking the Civil Governor to condemn an elopement that had

taken place with mæ<imum vigor, "so that these cases which prejudice and contradict the honesty

and Catholic princþles of this vi[age a¡e not repeated." Accordingl¡ the couple was cited to see

the Civil Govemor.

The inforrnation collected by the Civil Govemor appears to have been duly passed on to

the bishop. This much can be implied from the existence of sorne reports from the Civil

Govemor to the bishop. One dated 30 April 1960 reads as follows: "I am honoured to send to

Your Grace the list of people from the suburb from Valdeaneja to the council a¡ea of Moclinejo

who currentþ, or in the last two years, have cohabited." The trials and tribulations of the parish

priests, the bishop, and the civil authorities appear not to diministr; the cases of "abductions" and

cohabitation continued thnoughout the 1960's; in one such case, a note in the rnargin of the

re,port ominousþ reads "to the Bishopric, so that the parish priest will take the appropriate

nì@sures.tt

Marital and frmily relations, therL left much to be desired in N{rilaga Another vexed

question was that of feminine dress norms. Santos Olivera had a very dim view of feminine

chasþ and modesty in MiJaga He described Málagaa.s "one of the rnost indifferent in Retigion,

one ofthe nrost licentious, and of greatest general ignorance."t' Dr"s, norïns were all important

because ofthe presunrptionthat wonren were responsible for provoking the rnoral transgressions

of men In 1945, Bishop Santos Olivera solemnþ wamed the female members of his flock that

when they were "impudently dressed," perhaps without even realising, "you are setting infemal

fire to the hearts of straw that you pass." V/omerL he argued, were made more chaste by God in

order to quell masculine concupiscenc".uo Th" bishop valued simplicþ and austerity in women

above all else, and was mortified to see how women entering churches "like carnal goddesses,

seeking the looks oftheir adorers and provoking the sensuality and the passions of m€n..."6r

To prevent this sacrilege, Santos Olivera had had a special poster prepared for exhibition

in chtuches as early as 1937, warning women that anyone who went to church leaving arms

totally or partially uncovered, or who did not wear stockings, or who exhibited an indecent

bustline, would be invited or obliged to leave the churct¡ and on no account were to receive

tnBooM l{ug. 1943), 504

uolbid. lJune 1945), 409.

u'lbid. 
lJune t945), 408.
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contrnuniorr.ut He also began a canpaign entitled "Pro Austerity and Modesty,u which iricluded

the publication of a pastoral on morality.u' The campaign was intense: all kinds of devotional and

liturgical acts were held and heavily promoted in bulletirs, centres of Catholic Action, etcetera-

Lectures and conferences were held in Univenities, colleges, culh¡ral centres, and publications

and posters wideþ distributed. According to the bishop, even Moslem wonrcn wer€ rnore chaste

and modest than their Christian counterparts. Indee{ feminine decadence was such that students

of religious colleges had been breaching dress norms, thus obliging the bishop to reprove the

female reþious on nþre than one occasionuo The fernale religious were ordered to explain dress

nonns to their students at the beginning and end of every school year, and a poster was to be in

fi.ilI view of them at all tinres, with the norms of feminine modesty printed on it.ut Forbidden

garrnents including close fining dresses, low necklineq dresses that did not cover the knees, or
sleeves that did not at least reach the elbow. Teachers of fernate students -and especially the

fernale religious- were instructed not to admit girls inadequateþ dressed to the colleges, or to
have them expelled.

Along with dress norlns, the ecclesiastical hierarchy concentrated a great deal on leisure

activities, which they regarded as a important potential source of vice. The three great dangers

were the beaches, the cinema and dances. Compliance with ecclesiastical nornìs with respect to

swimming, the cinema and dancing were made an indispensable condition for membership of
Catholic Action or any other pious organisation Those who did not conpþ were to be

expelled.66 Santos Olivera was frankþ honified by what he witnessed on the beaches of Mrílaga.

The bathing suits and the mixing of genders were matters that obsessed the bishop. He wamed

the faithfirl that it was a sin to go to the beach with what he termed "people who lived a bad life,"

or those who were "too liberal" in their dress sense or conversations. It was a grave sin to seek

entertainment in conversation with members of the opposite sex whilst still in bathers. One of the

most alarming things was that supposedly pious people were engaging in such imrnoral activities.

He decla¡ed that one could turderstånd that such scenes might occur "in those awful years of
ineligion and impiety;" but that they should occur within the current national context, "is

utlbid. 
1Rug. lg37),217.

utrd.

*lbid. 
lJune lg45), 402.

uttbid. 
1Aug. 1943). 509.

*lbid. 
lJune lg45), 4lt-2.
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inconceivable, nor can it be in any way tolerated."67

In practice, however, the prelates could little more than harangue the faithfi.il and urge

the civil authorities to take action A Civil Governor's order of ll September 1939 had

designated certain beaches as swimming zones, and ordered that people change in tlre huts

provided and not on the beach Ifthey lived rrcarb¡ they could corne to the beach in a swimming

costurn€, provided they were covered by a bath-robe, which was to be left at the water's edge

and put on again innnediateþ upon enrergiog fro- the water. A fine of 250 pesetas was payable

on the first offence, and 500 pes€tas for subsequent offences.ut The ecclesiastical wa¡ against

indecency at the be¿ch was a perpetual one, however. In the 1960's Herrera Oria was obliged to

deal with the sanre issues, plus its modem innovations, zuch a.s the appearance of the bikini

thanks to the ever irrcreasing number of foreþ tourists.óe

Another issue that aroused clerical hostiþ was darrcing. Dancing allegedþ provoked

licentious¡ress and sin Santos Olivera took nrcasures agains rnodem dancÆ n 1946, when he

published tlre Circalar dictando Normas Prácticas acerca de los Bailes Modernos [Circular
dictating practical norïns on modern darrces], insistrng these norms were strictþ oblþatory.7O

There were four norrns. Firstty, dances were declared to be "a danger to Christian piety," and

those who attended tlrcm were deenred not to be in conditions to take daily communion

Secondþ, the pious Catholics could not take on the responsibility of organising dances for

whatever reason €ven darrces in åvour of charities were absoluteþ prohibited. Thirdly,

nrcmbers of Catholic Action who attended dances would be erpelled. Finally, the Catholic press

was forbidden to publicise dances, including society dances. The bishop of N4.álaga also published

a prohibition decreed by the Cardinal Archbishop of Toledo, forbidding the holding of theatrical

events involving actors of both sexes in order to raise money for religious purposes, or even

plays or short performances involving child¡en of both se*"s.tt

The final adversary of honourable Christian leisue was the cinema. The State filrn

censorship boards included a representative of the ecclesiastical hierarchy, who had a right of

utlbid. 
lJune tg40), 377 -9.

utrbid. 
1oct. l93g), 547-8.

u'lbid. Supplement (May l95g), 149-63

tolbid. 
lJune 1946), 358-60.

t'lbid. 
lJune tg46), 377.
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veto over any filrnt2 Nevertheless the bishops occasionally banned a film deqpite its having been

passed by the official censors. Various Catholic associations -such as the Association of Heads of
Families and the Marian Congregations established their own mechanisms for the classification of
filrns.t' The bishop of Mrálaga was unequivocally hostile to the cinema and, and he expressed his

hosility in no uncertain terms. In one long and bitter condemnation of one film published in

1946, the bishop of VÍilaga vented his spleer¡ and then candidþ confessed that in fact, he had

not seen the film and had no intention of seeing it, on the grounds that "For every good film

there a¡e a thousand bad ones and two thousand even worse ones."74

With the passage of tinre and the evolution of the social and economic conditions in

Miéiagu a new moral threat to the family and to orthodox values appeared, in the form of
emigration As the diocesan btilletin noted, emigration implied loss of contact with one's roots,

including withthe moral guidelines that usuallyguided human actior¡ and also implied prolonged

contact with philosophies that were possibþ quite different from or opposed to Catholic

orthodoxy.Tt In response to this new threat, the Church established its own migration

commissior¡ the Comisión Católica Española de Emigración [Spanish Catholic Commission on

Emigration], with a diocesan delegation in every diocese, and in some parishes.tu Particula¡

attention was devoted to womery on the one hand, on the grounds that women were the

guardians and trustees of traditional values; secondþ, because they were regarded as bing
especialþ vulnerable to foreþ ideas and practices. Apart fiom handling the paperworlq the

princþal role of the delegation was to prepare the migrants for life overseas, offering, for

example, extersive courses for girls travelling to Germany or Switzerland, in language,

geography, and local customs and lifestyle. Migrants were reminded that "The Church does not

abandon her child¡en who are fa¡ fiom the matemal home, surrounded by danger and

12The Juntq Superior de Orienración Cinematográfica was created by Decree of 28 June 1946.

T3ùcclesia (19 Jan. 1946), 69. Also, on 17 February 1950, the Comisión Episcopal de Ortodoxia y
Moralidad set up the Oficina Nacional Permanente de Vigilancia de Espectácølos, which included
representatives of the civil and ecclesiastical authorities. On the scant attention paid to ecclesiastical
recommendations on cinema by young people, sæ, Ecclesia (2 June 195 l), 15.

'n BooM lJune 1946),402.

TsSee ibid. (Jan. l9ól),53; and ibid. (Feb. 1962),164.

tuThe t*o State-run emigration organisations were the Oficina de Colocación y Encuadramientos de
Sindicatos and the Delegación del Instituto Español de Emigración.
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abandoned."77

It was calculated that in 1961, between four to five thousand people left Mrílaga for
overseas, of which about half were assisted by official or Catholic organisations.t* The migrants

who requested assistance were put on file, and the parish priests were advised of the arrival of
individuals or parties, so that a close eye could be kept on the migrants after they had left

through the parishes where they were destined. The diocesan offices had to have the departure

date of the migrants on record, as well as personal information on his or her moral, religious and

social circumstances. Priests were urged to be enthusiastic and zealous in the maintenance of
relations with departed migrants. These measures were regarded as absolutely essential "in order

to defend famil¡ religious, cultural values etc."7e The home parish also had to keep records of
where the migrants were destined in order to correspond with ther4 or send them religious

publications, to remind them of their traditional practices and beließ.*o The diocesan delegation

ofmigration was to distnbute "Interior Migration Cards," which were to be filled in by the parish

priest, and sent to the parish priest ofthe migrant's new parish so that he would be fully inforrned

about the newly arrived migrant.sl

The day of departure provided a good excuse for the parish to give a special farewell, at

which migrants received presents including crucifixes, rosaries, and religious books. They were

accompanied to the train. After the departure, the parish priests' duties included visitlng all the

families in wtrich a member of the family had emigrated, and be informed on their cunent

necessities and "relationships that they are currently maintaining."

Special me¿¡sures were adopted for womer¡ who were migrating in significant runbers.
In England alone, there were between 12,000 and 20,000 Spaniards working, not including

students, of which the majority were women. Only in 1960, 6,000 Spanish women had arrived in

London to work.82 The ecclesiastical authorities were preoccupied by the fact that some

migration agencies, working within the strictest legality, were nevertheless agencies nm on a
purely commercial basis and were totally uninterested in the girls'religious and moral problems.

"BooMçFeb. 196l), 165

ttlbid. 
1Feb. 1962), 164.

tnlbid. 
1Jan. l96l), 38.

tolbid. 
lJan. l96l), 55.

*'Ibid. 
lJune 1961), 535.

ttlbid. 
1Mar. l9ól). 255.
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Hence, the ecclesiastical bulletin published the add¡esses of religious residencies in London so

that parish priests could direct young wonrcn there directþ.83

For those considered to be the most degenerate sectors of society, special "protective"

and "regenerative" mechanisms were applied. These mechanisms were protective of society, by

isolattng tlrc individual concerne{ and then sought to win the individual over to Ctrist and to

Catholic moratity. The Patronato de Protección de la Mujer fBoard for the Protection of
Women] was esüablished by decree of 6 November 1941. Its first President was Alberto Martín

Artajo, distinguished Propagandist and head of Catholic Action. The objective of the Patronato

was tlre "moral dignification of womer¡ especialþ of young wornen, in order to prevent

exploitation, distance them Êom vice, and educate them in accordance with the teachings of the

Catholic religion" Ttrc Patronato lød, very extensive powers. Its protective jurisdiction

permitted it to adopt "protective nrcasures in åvour of women who live in a dangerous

environment, and stimulate social interest in ñvour of moralþ abandoned wonrcr! especially

minors." Secondþ, the Patronûto was entrusted with vigilance over the possible commission of
crimes, such as abuse of minors, as well as with denouncing imnþrality, such as obacene

publications. Thirdly, it had jurisdiction over minors that might åll into its hands. Finally, it was

to defend Catholic doctrine and rnorality at national level. It was empowered to propose

legislative reforms, seek possible sources of irrcorne, train personnel and foster the creation of
whatever institutions \ryere necessary, with particular interes in fenrale inmates. Provincial

councils were established in all provinces and local councils whenever it was deemed
84necessary.

The repressive cha¡acter of this insitution is notable merely from its composition; after

amendment n 1942 (BOE 4 July 1942), it comprised a representative of the bishop, the health

authorities, the military, the police, the Movement, the President of the Tribunal Tutelar de

Menores [the Tribunal for the Protection of Minors], plus tluee members of each gender and

two vice-presidents. 85

The Patronato rehed directly on reports received from civil or ecclesiastical authorities,

including priests. Martín Artajo himself published a letter in the ecclesiasical bulletins requesting

ttlbid.lneb. l96l), 170; and ibid. (Mar. t96l),255.

8a Redención (22 Nov. l94l ), I .

tt BOE (4 July 1942), republished in BOOM (Aug. I 942),663-4
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tlre assistarrce of parish priests. TIrc Patronato was preparing a hostel for young wonrcrL

especialþ for those who could not find work in the cities, and who therefore risked å[ing into a

life of vice. Martín Artajo asked parish priests to prepare a list of those girls who had rnoved

from their parishes and were in a situation of moral danger, or who gave the priest cause for
concenl and those girls -especially if they were minors- who had left the village and whose

conduct a¡oused tlre suspicion of the priest. Santos Olivera trårtity endorsed this request and

urged the assistance ofhis parish priests on behalfof "so many hapless women 'ru As usual in the

case of Mrálag4 docunrents relating to the activities of the Patronato a¡e virtually non-existent,

except for a few letters and reports which have survived in the Civil Governor's Archive. This

handful of docunrents indicates that the Patronato, indeed, the civil authorities, were Êequentþ

utilised in order to forcibly resolve personat problems ard frmily crises. There is an aberrant

nurnber of letters from wives denouncing their husbands for being unåithfirl; there was even a

letter to this effect dated 6 September 1957 añ addressed to General Franco himself This

wonum asked the authorities to have her husband's lover exiled from Milaga and Madrid, where

her husband worked and where both adulterous parties met.*7 In another letter, a daughter

denounced her father for bringing his lovers horne, despite the presence of his wife.tt Yet

anotlær wife denounced her husband's infidelity -he was actualþ living with another woman

although his wife was pregnant- and the Patronato fourid the husband" serrt him to court acc'used

of aba¡rdonrnent, while the wife was sent to the hospital until she gave birttr-8g Anotlre. woman

denounced her neighbour for tuming the hallway of the apartnrcnts "into a reat brothel."eO In
sonrc cases reported, when tlrc Patronato sent these "fallen" woÍten to the relþious

congregations, and if they proved to be incorrigible, they were sent to prison

The more sinister and repressive side of the Patronato is manifested in one letter from

theProvincialCouncilof the Patronato totheCivilGovemordated 19December1947,n
which the talent which some its members showed for espionage is patent. The letter referred to

the denouncing of three local women who maintained "fairly suspicious correspondence

'u BooM 1Jun. tg44), 66-7 .

ttLetter dated 6 September 1957, in AGC, in a box entitled Prostitución. Amancebamientos. Adulterio.
Malos tratos familiares. I 939- I 980.

ttletter dated 3 May 1956, in ibid.

tnlett". dated l4 June 1947, in ibid.

nol-ette. dateÅ24 April 1947, in ibid.
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indicafing illicit relations with eminent North African Moslems..." Having proven the veracþ of
the informatior¡ it was passed on to the Civil Govemor in case he should wish to prohibit the

issuing ofpassports and travel permits to these *orr*n.n'

In other c¿ìses, the only reason for collecting information appears to have been mereþ a

taste for gossþ. [n one letter of 3 September 1947, tlÊ Patronsto gave the Civil Govemor a firll

report on the case of one wonìan who had denounced her husbarid for abandonnrent and

adultery, even though tlrc famity was rþw reunited and recorrciled.e2 It must be noted that the

Patronato and jealous wives were not the onþ parties implicated in these reports, but zealous

citizens were also keen to participate. There \¡/as one letter from a cttuen addressed to the

bishop, dmouncing homosexuals that perverted children in public places, and another

denouncing the existence of bnothels.n' The parish priest of Peñam¡bia also wrote denouncing

the local army sergeant for apparentty maintaining a relationship with an alleged prostitute.e4

If the vigilam€ exercised over the "rnoralþ suqlect" was intruive enougl¡ the åte of
prostitutes was evidentþ worse. Prostitution proliferated in the postwar, and was tolerated by

the régime to a considerable extent. Prostitution was regarded as a nec€ssary evil. Legislation

was onþ enacted and enforced in so frr as it was necessary to protect public health and rnaintain

a certain level of discretion Prostitutes were regisered by the police and zubjected to periodical

nìdical checks; onþ clandestine, or unauthorised prostitution was repressed.

Tlte Patronato de Protección de la Mujer had juisdiction over prostituteg and generalþ

sent them to special prisons or to reside in a convent for a minimum of six nnnths. Until the

Patronato had its own buildings, wonrcn were systernaticalþ placed with religious

congregations. By an agreenrcnt of I August 1942, the Patronato paid 4 pesetas daily for every

wonlan interned, and 2 more for each child. Usually the women went to tlrc Adoratrices, the

Oblatas del Santísimo Redentor, or the Religiosas del Buen Pastor for especially diffcult

.ur"r.nt On ernerging , the Patronafo helped them to find accommodation and an "honourable"

way of making a living, preswnabþ using the skills taught them by the nuns. However, in order

n'Letter dated 19 December 1947, in ibid.

ntlette. dated 3 Septernber 1947, in ibid.

n'Letters dated September 1955, and 4 November 1955 respectively, in ibid.

nol-etter dateÅ23 October 1941, in ibid.

ntP. Nauarro Jiménez, "Fundamentos y organización del Patronato de Protección a la mujer," in M. T
López Beltrán (coord.), Las mujeres en Andalucía, vol. II, 338.
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to be released, they had to appeff before a tnbuml composed of various professionals and

fi.mctionaries as well as a priest, which assessed the case and decided (after considering the

inmates' behaviour, work, means of earning a living, home environment, health, and other

factors), "whether it is appropriate to concede liberty, or whether to prolong the stay in the

establishment for another tluee r¡ronths, which can be extended by periods of three months up to

a marimum oftwo years."e6

That is, the sentence could theoretically be extended unless the prostitute could prove

that she had been reformed. Redención de penas, or the reduction of the sentence or of time to

be served, was expressly not available under article 5, although hard work and repentance were

taken into account in granting release. Bearing this in mind, it is not surprising that women often

underwent startling changes of attitude. The Catholic press delighted in stories of redemptiorL in

which jubilant confessors spoke of miracles of grace.nt In some cases, the reconversion to a
virtuous life was genuine, product of an intense process of recatholicisation. Tlne Adoratrices

-whose apostolate consisted of assisting prostitutes and other defenceless women- was one of
the religious orders most entrusted with this work.

A þpical day with the Adoratrices went as follows: a quarter of an hour was spent every

day dedicated to silent prayer, half an hour of vigil before the Sacred Host, half an hour of
reading on spiritual themes, and individuat examination of conscience. Rosary and trisagio were

held every da¡ confession was heard weekly, and communion was taken whenever it was

recommended by the confessor." A day's retreat was treld every month, and ten days of spiritual

exercises every year. As to education, they received "that which is appropriate to their sex and

class and is considered to be necessary or useful to them for the style and condition of life to

which they might be called," that is, reading, writing, arithmetic, gramnuìr, some history and

geography, and dressmaking. In additiorì, they were taught domestic tasks and "the skills that

can be useful to them to earn a living honourably."ee The important role that this one community

had in the recatholicisation of women can be infened from the figures published n Ecclesia: n
1900-1917,the AdoratriceshaÅ, had 15,300 girls in their care, whereas at the moment of writing

e6 Redención(22 Nov. lg4l), 1.

nts"" e.g. Ecclesia(I5 Dec. l94l),12; and ibid. (21 Mar. tg42),g.

esTrisagio is a ritual prayer which goes as follows: "Santo Dios, santo fuerte, santo inmortal, líbranos Sr. de
todo mal." It habitually used to be said in emergency situations such as in storms, to free the person from
danger. It was presumably said by these women to seek preservation from moral danger.

nntbid. 
ç29 Aug. 1942),8.
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n 1942, there were more than 80,000 girls in their care.roo When an interned woman was

deemed apt to be returned to her family, a social worker called a celadora had to write up a
report on the religious and nroral conduct of the family, and the family would be visited by a

visitadora, who as her name suggests, made visits of inspection on behalf of the Patronato. TYlls

wonnn had maximum authority to intem the woman again'o' The woman and her Êmily
continued to receive visits after berng placed in liberty.

Girls could also be placed under vigilarrce ofthe Patronato without actualþ being placed

in an institution. The Patronato employed celadoras, whose work was to reform girls, if possible

without interning thern These wonrcn were placed under conditional liberty. The Patronato ænt
a celadora to collect information on the family environment and visit the women as often as

necessary. The women were put to work in workshops, and tlrc celadora was obliged to be in

contact with the boss to inform herself on the conduct and attendarrce of her charges. These

workshops could be public or private and were of many diflbrent t1pes. There were carpet

workshops, or workshops with the Adoratrices, who dedicated themselves to the more

traditional sewing and emb'roidery. The celadoras were aJso to guide the wornen morally, teach

them the fimdanrentals of Catholicisn¡ orient them professionally and help them find work, and

any other nrcasures "which will improve their homes," including "legalising their frmily
situatior¡" that is, encourage the woman to marry her partner. TIte celadora wÍts to periodically

inform tlre Patronato of the conduct and necessities of the wonìan, "until said young woman is

granted definitive liberty or is intemed in a reformatory.rrroz Tlne celadords were also obliged to

denounce any scandals or imrnorality, and also personally accompanied wonnn to reformatories,

colleges, hospitals etcetera. The training given to the celadoras is indicative of their socialising

role: they received 48 hours of religiou.V moral instructioru and 110 hours of psychologicaV

medicaV legal instruction.' o'

Whilst great efforts were made to regenerate prostitutes, the belief that prostitution was

inevitable and to a certain extent necessary, affected even the thinking of the very Patronato de

Protección a la Mujer. In its 1943 report on public morality, tIÊ Patronato n:rrile proposals on

'*lbid. (29 Aug. lg42),9.

tot Patronato de Protección de la Mujer. Informe sobre la moralidad,25-6.

to2Palronato de Protección a la Mujer. La moralidad pública y su evolución: Memoria correspondiente al
bienio 1 91 3- I 944 (Madrid, 1944). 405-6.

to3Patronato de Protección de la Mujer. Idorme sobre la moralidad,20.
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public morality which did not included the prohibition of prostitution.roa Instead, it proposed a

long list of essentially repressive nreasures which were desþed to tolerate official prostitution
while ruthlessly suppressing any other breaches of public morality. Amongst the
recomnændations were: the anest and internment of clandestine prostitutes and of "women of
evil lives who cause scandal with their attitudes in public places:" the strict policing of streets,

cafes and gardens: strict vigilance of public dances and dress rþnns: strict censorship of filrns:

and the prosecution of pornography. It suggested a special study and vigilance be carried out of
the qpecial feasts typical of each region, such as the romerías of Andalusi4 in which the profrne
celebrations often led to excesses. Other recommendations included: sending propaganda to
parents outlining their educational duties vis à vis their daughters; the moral instruction of all civil
servants, the avoidance of mixing genders in offices; and the establishment of a special apostolate

in anti-venereal hoqpitals. However, it accepted that prostitution be strictþ controlled, and the
women should regularly submit themselves to police identification and medical examination.

Whilst the the case histories indicated that poverty and loss of a male protector -partner,

husband, father, or brother- was often the cause of prostitutior¡ the Patronatoprefened to focus

on the syrrptoms of the malady rather than the cause, and prescribed a Catholic education as the

only remedy for the problem ofprostitution.

It is virtually impossible to know how many prostitutes there were ir M,íluga or indeed,

any other region of Spain According to the police statistics, in lvlílaga :rr.lg42,there were 120

authorised brothels and 850 authorised prostitutes as well as a number of clandestine brothels

and a great quantity of clandestine prostitutes, both married and single .Mëúagaappears as one of
the provinces with most brothels and prostitutes in the nation.rOt An unsigned report on the

problem of prostitution in the Civil Governor's Archive would corroborate that the problem in

Málaga was indeed a major one. According to the anonymous author, prostitution was

widespread and visible on the streets.loó There was also "a never-ending list of hotels, boarding

houses and private houses where they lodge."r07

The recommended solution was to drive prostitutes fiom the streets of Málaga and

'oaId.

'otrbid., l5o.

r06"El Problema de la Prostitución en Málaga," (Feb. 1950), in AGC, box 1939-1980, prostitución.
Amancebamiento. Adulterio. Malos lratos familiares, l.
to'rbid.,2.
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seclude them in brothels on the outski¡ts. If they were minors and susceptible to regeneratiorq

they would be sent to a religious community or educational centre, or to their relatives, or be

liable to ninety days arrest. If the women, of whatevel age, were so comrpt as not to be

susceptible to regeneration, it would be recommended that they be intemed in the Women's

Reformatory of Alcalá de Henares. Brothels in the cþ centre would be moved and all houses of
ill repute closed. Intemrnent in brothels would be permanent. The women would only be able to

leave "for justified reÍìsons and subject to the prior authorisation of the relevant police

authority..." The prostitutes were to submit to medical checks. The author recommended that

sonrcone study how to move them to the clinics when there was little tra.ffic on the streets, and if
that was impossible, transport the prostitutes discreetly by car. Breaches would be sanctioned

with fines, and if repeated, with arres. Finally, the new service, to be called Servicio de

Vigilancia y Represión de la Prostitución [Service for the Vigilance and Repression of
Prostitution], wõ to be assigned a certain number of police and municipal guards in civilian

clothes.los

Finally, the author also recommended taking steps, in the interests of the elimination of
sexual vices, against "the fiancée problen¡" that is, the problem of unmarried women engaged in

a relationship with a man- If the relationship were with a married marì, "we should be inflexible,"

and if the infidelity were proved, tlre woman ought to be sanctioned by jail sentence, internment

or expulsion from the locality.tot If the relationship were with an unrnarried mar¡ greater

tolerance was required, especialþ if the couple had children and were planning to marry,

although making the local Catholic associations or the parish priest participants in the moral

preparation of the couple.tto As the report is unsigned and has no letterhead, and is

unaccompanied by atty other clarifying documents, it is unfortunately impossible to know l4 and

how many, ofthese extraordinary recommendations were actually ca:ried out in practice.

The regeneration of fallen women implied the active collaboration of policenrcn as

vigilantes of public morality, a role for which mÍilly were not prepared and were clearly

uncomfortable with. T}ire Patronato de Protección a la Mujer sent questionnaires to the police

on the state of public and private morality in all the Spanish provinces. The questionnaires and

'otlbid.,4-6

'onlbid.,3.

' 
torbid., 3.
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police summaries from all the provinces of Spain were published.ttt In 1943, the Patronato

sought information on all aspects of morality, including whether there were unmarried couples

cohabiting; if so, how many; if these were public; and if they were accepted socialþ. The

questionnaire also asked about "fallen single women," abandonment of seduced womer¡ and

asked whether contraception was practiced. There were questions headed "General Observations

on the Fundamental honesty of Women" related to marital fidelity, and which included the

question "Is the concept of feminine honour getting stronger or lâxer?" To all of the questions,

the police were also asked to comment on "measures which ought to be adopted."

Many of the police gave very brief answers to these questions. Some of the questions

received no answer at all. The police of Mrílaga did not app€ff to be enthused with their role as

moral guardians of the population and gave terse, laconic replies. In apparent contradiction with

the Civil Guard reports which were sent to the Civil Governor, the police report on Mílaga

asserted that cohabitation "did not abound" and was socialþ unacceptable, and that the concept

of feminine honour was 'totally maintained."l12

The recatholicisation of family life was also carried out through children. There was a

serious problem with abandoned children in M:álaga. According to the 1943 police report to the

Patronato de Protección a la Mujer, from forty to sixty unntarried pregnant women received

assistance every yeat. Given that they obviously had no family support, they may have been

prostitutes. The report also noted agrcat ntunber of abandoned children -68 at that moment- and

calculated that about 60% ofthe infantile population did not attend school which was attributed

primarily to parental neglect.tl3 Children which were removed from the parents' custody were

often interned in religious colleges. The Tribunal Tutelar de Menores [Guardianship Board for

Minors] was established to deal with children. In Málag4 the Provincial Board for the Protection

of Minors was established in 1937 , ard its Guardianship Board by BOE of 15 July Ig42.tt4 A
subsequent decree gave the ecclesiastical authorities representation in the Consejo Superior de

Protección de Menores [Superior Council for the Protection of Minors] and in its provincial and

local boardr."t Th. tribunals hzd, aprotective jurisdiction which empowered them to warn, jail,

ltlPqtronato de Protección a la Mujer. La moralidad púbtica y su evolución.

t'2rbid., l03-4.

tt3 Patronato de Protección de la Mujer. Informe sobre la morqlidad, l5l.
rrasee 

,S¿rr (10 Nov. 1937),10; and BOOM (Aug. 1942),664, respectively.

"t BOE (9 Oct. 1943), republished in BOOM (Dec. tg43),836.
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or place any adult under conditional lfuerty if it was deemed that they exercised a negative

influence on children. The tribunals were financed by a 5Yolevy on entertainment .In1942, it was

decreed that the Provincial Boards use whatever local insitutions were suitable, often those

already established by religious communities, and pay the costs.t'u In Mrílaga the operation of
this institution was strongly limited by the lack of funding. The strong economic crisis which

affected the province, especially n l949,led to the closure of va¡ious theatres and cinemas.rrT

Consequentl¡ the province of Mrílaga which had one ofthe worst problems of homeless youth

of the nation because of the benevolence of the climate, was completely unable to fi.rnd suitable

establishments to look aler these childrenrtt

Psychological and social evaluations ofthe causes ofjuvenile delinquency generally class

the children of MÉrlaga as coming from harmfirl ñmilies [familias nocivasf, or from families that

were deficient, both morally and economicully."n According to the Reseña Estadística de

Mólaga of 1956, the acts that most impelled the intervention of the tribunals in 1950-1954 were

crimes of dishonesty, typically illegal pasturing of anirnals and thievery.''o These children once

detained, were overwhelrningly placed in a religious insitution; n 1954, about 345 were placed

in 17 religious colleges or institutiorìs, ¿rs opposed to 25 tmder special observation and 125 in the

ca¡e of families or the authorities.rt' The Patronsto de Protección a la Mujeracknowledged that

poverty, comrption by elders, and abandonment were overwhelmingly the causes of juvenile

delinquency.r22 Nevertheless, the offender was sanctioned with all severity, whatever the motive

of the crime may have been. The question of reforming the status quo w¿rs avoided by

attributing the causes of social problems to the moral psychological, and spiritual weaknesses of
its victims. Poverty, and the delinquency it inspired, was treated as being intimately related to

moral degeneracy. The Minister of Justice, Esteban Bilbao, argued that the children under the

tt6Ecclesia (14 Feb. lg42), l.
It7 Revista de la obra de Protección de Menore.s (hereafter ROPM), (4th trim. 1949), 50.

t'trbid. (4rh trim. l95o), 146-50.

"'Ibid. (4th trim. tg46),40-67; ibid. (4th trim. 1947),75-100; and ibid. (1950), 6l-103.

t2oReseña Estadística de Málaga (Madrid, 1956),495-6.

't'lbid., 4g7.lt is not possible to give the exact number of children in religious colleges because in the case
of a couple of the institutions listed, it is impossible to know whether the colleges were run by religious
communities or not. In any case, the preponderance of religious communities in this kind of work is clear.

t22Pqtronato de Protección a la Mujer. Informe sobre la moralidad, 57.
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tutorship of the tribunals needed surgery to cut out "the rotten members," and that it was

necessary to "fill classrooms with the immortal breath ofthe faith and save young people through

charity..."''3 Juvenile delinquency, the Minister argued, was not just a judicial problem; each

delinquent represented a soul to be saved from ignorance and comrption.

Hence, the reformatories were given an e¡pressly religious and moralising role, in which

the young offenders would learn moral and religious virtues. An article published n 1946

declared the objective of the reformatories as being to situate minors in a moral environment

where they could straighten out their bad habits and evil inclinations.r2a

The boys in reformatories underwent three stages of socialisation. The first was the

so-called "Section of Hope," where ever¡hing was ordered and organised for thern Absolute

obedience and discipline was expected of the minors. In the next sectio4 the "Section of
Perseverance," the minors received some privileges provided their conduct was good. Finally,

they passed to conditional libefty," in which a job was fourd for then¡ and where they worked

under the supervision of the Tribunal, using skills leamt inthe reformatory. The principal concem

ofthe reformatory was:

Religious and nmral instruction, an intense and deeply feft spiritual life, frequency
of sacraments and pious practices, scientific organisation of work, technical
skills, a b,road education and culture, a healthy body and a healtþ soul....t"

The instruction received was intended to produce honornable mer¡ accustomed to work, who

loved humility and domestic life, and who "felt in their hearts that the secret of happiness does

not consist of doing great things, but in carrying out their daily obligations with enthusiasm and

perseverence."ltu

The women who worked for the Patronato de Protección del Menor were called

visitadoras sociales, and they were to be "the eyes of the Board." These women's discretionary

powers were expressly wide; they were instructed to follow the spirit and not so much the letter

ofthe law when complying with orders.'tt They also had wide powers to intervene in family life.

t23 Ecclesia(13 June 1942), 8.

t'oR)PM qznd trim. 1946),4.

'"rbid. (2nd trim. 1946), 8.

'2uId.

r"Ibid. (lst/2nd trim. t947),67
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Indeed, this kind of work was expressþ entrusted to women because it was regarded as an

extension oftheir maternal instinct.r2s All families with a child under the jurisdiction of the Boa¡d

had a file drawn up by the visitadora, which noted all the negative circumstances that affected

the minor, and its causes. Secondþ, she was charged with reconstructing and reorganising the

domestic life ofthose whose parents were deemed incapable of resolving acute famiþ problems.

Her powers ranged ûom providing social assistance for the frmily, to interning a member of the

family in a hospital or institution.I2e

Once the minor was released into the custody of his or her frmily, the visitadoro was

responsible for finding the minor a college or a job. She would also visit the family home and

check that the moral ståndard had not dropped, and coursel parents with respect to their duties

vis a vis the child. Finally, "she will demand that the minor be accountable for the instruction

received in the institutions of the Board," which evidently rmplied that the minor wa.s to continue

to live up to the same moral and religious standa¡ds.r3O

Families moved by the Boards had to be assisted by the visitadora, for example, in

finding accommodatior¡ so that even the liberty of deciding where the family should live could be

denied them They could veto families from living near other relatives and close friends given

that it would give them an important network of support and a strong sense of social solidarity

and identity, but which could foster an ideological current opposed to the régime. The power to

"assist" in finding accomodation can be interpreted as paÍ of an attempt to prevent to creation of
human networks and an attempt to isolate ideologically dangerous elements.

Visitadoras also supeivised the minors' activities in workshops, institutions and

workplaces run by the boards. They had to know everything about the minor, including "the

environment of the minor during work hours, behaviour and productivity at work or at the

workshop, hours of entry and exit, as well as overtime at work, amount of earnings, and

bonuses..."t't

The asistentas sociales [social workers] who worked for the t 'bunah'32 caried out

t2*Ibid. (lsv2nd trim. 1947), 68.

''nlbid. (l sl2nd trim. 1947), 69-7 0.

'3olbid. ( l st/2nd trim. 1947), 70.

'"tbid. (l st/2nd trim. 1947), 72.

'"The women who worked for the Tribunal Tutelar de Menores were called delegødas. Those who worked
for the Patronato de Protección a la Mujer were celadoras and those in individual firms were atüiliares or
asistentas sociqles. The auxiliar was an inferior position to the as¡sfenta social who had to have at least
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similff repressive functions. As soon as the offender was caught,lhe asistenta drew up a report

on the the offender's background, and on the immediate and more remote causes of the crime.

During the term of the prison sentence, she was to see to the material and moral welfrre of the

prisoner and his or her famil¡ and once the prisoner was released she was to exercise "a prudent

guardianship over the individual, trelpmg him to readapt to the family and to society."r33 Her

reports were of vital importance before the tribunals and in deciding the course of "re-

educational training" that was most appropriate in each case.

Particular vigilance was exercised over the sectors of the female population which were

overtly, or were presumed to be, hostile to the new régime. These women were subjected to an

especialþ dehumanising treatment. Republican wonrcn were considered to be even more

degenerate than the meq because they were psychically inferior to mer¡ more akin to inånts and

animals than hurnars. The relationship between delinquency and moral/spirital degeneracy was

taken for granted. "Red" women were ostensibþ conpletely dissolute in their private lives, and

demonstrated no respect for the most elemental nonns of Catholic morality. The relationship

between psychological/spiritual illness and delinquency w¿rs given scientific support by a

psychological study canied out in 1939. This study was based on a survey carried out on female

political prisoners in the jail of Málagq entitled "Psychic natwe of Man<ist Fanaticisrn

Psychological Investigation of Delinquent Female lVlandsts."l3o Th. study base.d itself on the

suppositions that women in general and "red" women in particular, were physically and

psychically inferior to men; that the manifestion of "red" ideology in women was a medical, not a

political problem; and that "red" women in Milaga were criminal delinquents.'" A 
"1o..

relationship was drawn between sexuality and delinquency. Indeed, the sexual life of the wonrcn

was of great interest to the doctors, who were careful to ascertain how many were married, and

whether they were married according to canon or civil law; how nuury were prostitutes; how

many cohabited with their partners; how nìrìny were virgins; and in the case of their not being

virgins, at what age they had lost their virginity. It was found that the cause of their "illness" lay

three years' training in special schools. Ibid. (l sV2nd trim. 1947), 66.

"'Ibid. (3rd trim. 1946),19.

r3aThe study was carried out by Doctor A. Vallejo-Nájera and Doctor Eduardo M. Martínez, who occupied
eminent posts as psychiatrists for the Army and for the province and the prison of Málaga respectively.
Their report is analysed by Nadal Sánchez in "Experiencias psíquicas sobre mujeres marxistas malagueñas.
Málaga 1939," in Baëtica, no.l0 (1987).

'ttrbid., 366.
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in the innate psychological deficiencies and weaknesses of wonrcr¡ in this case, exacerbated by

the abserrce of social controls. The doctors declared in their report that when wornen's infantile

and anirnalistic qualities were out of control and women followed their natural instincts, "then the

instinct of crueþ awakens in them and exceeds all imaginable crueþ, preciseþ because wonrcn

lack the inhibitions born of intelligence and logic."r'u Childten were also utilised in ttrc official

propaganda to represent the forces of order and of chaos. Ttre prtss was frilI of stories of
exemplary patriots, who contributed their pocket nþney or their gold medallions to ttre National

cause; on the other han{ there were the inconigible children of the "reds" who were invariabþ

violent, antisocial, cruef and fi¡ll ofvices such as smoking.'"

The regeneration ofthese evidently infected individuals was carried out at va¡ious levels.

In the case of the nnst dangerous elements, the regerrcration and socialisation was ca¡ried out in

prisons. As anti-Catholic or anti-patriotic ideologies wer€ regarded as a spiritual infectiorL the

most advanced cases, those which were considered to be beyond repair, could not mereþ be

released into the population, because they would infect society at large. Wornen were not spared

torture, nor the death penalty in atl its forms.''* Va¡ious wonrcn in Mílaga were either shot or

garrotted by the Nationalist forces. Nadal gives a total of 70 women executed in lvÍilaga

between 16 February 1937 ald 1940.r3e

The female members of the åmilies of Republican prisoners were regarded as politically

suspect and received special vigilance. The srnallest rnanifuation of political dissidence or

sympathy with the losing side was sanctioned without hesitations of any kind. Even the

expression of grief and loss was not politicalþ neutral. Unlike tlre womenfolk of heroes of the

Nationalist rnovenrcnt, Republican women could not nrourn their losses in public.loo A woman's

loyalty to her hwband and his political ideology was taken for granted, and hence the aura of

criminality that st¡rrounded the Republican prisoners also affected his family. The ambiguity

which characterised Nationalist jusice affected worrcn as much as nìen. Hence, one of the

accusations levelled against wonrcn in Córdoba included "being influenced by her husband's

'tulbid., 373.

'3t8. Barranquero Texeira, "Los niños que hicieron la guerra."

''*There is a small extant fragment of a list of those condemned to the death sentence in Málaga conserved
intheArchivo Díaz de Escobar in Málaga, which includes the names of various women. See box 318 (2)
1937,25-2:, and box 316 (4) 1938, l5-4.

'tnA. Nadal Sánchez, Guerua Civil en Málaga,2l7-38.

'noF. Moreno Gómez. Córdobq en la posguerra,64.
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ideas, or manied to a leftist."lal

The exact ntunber of fernale inmates in the first decade of the Franco régime is unknown,

although Giuliana di Febo suggests at least 30,000.142 The tremendous increase in the prison

population called for rapid adaptation of buildings and facilities, and nrany convents and other

Church buildings were converted for the purpose. In Mrílaga tIrc Adoranices were responsible

for the running of the women's prison. Up until 1954, 85yo of the wornen in the jail of Málaga

were housewives. The rernainder were quelified workers, artisans, n¡ral workers, servants, in

cÆrunercÆ, or prostitutes. Of these womer¡ 49/o were there for political crinres related to

military rebellior¡ aidlng the Republican forces, complicity with the Republicans, or crinrcs

agains the security of the State. Many of these wonrcn were distanced from their native region;

78o/o of the fenrale prisoners that left in 1939 were moved to Amorebieta in the Basque Country;

in 1940, rnany went to the Provincial Prison of Pamplona'at Presumabl¡ those who were

allowed to stay in Milaga did not constitute as great a political threat as tlre others.

Female prisoners benefitted from tlre redención de penas scherne, but the work caried

out by worrrcn had to be "appropriate" for their condition, and therefore consisted of sewing,

laundry or embnoidery. The Escaelas del Hogar fDomestic Skills Schools] of the rù/omen's

Section were set up in prisons after 1943, and became compulsory for all inmates under thirty

years of ug".too The Women's Branch of Catholic Action participated in the running of these

schools. The classes consisted of dornestic tasks, lectr¡res on the åmily, the nation, and religion

Mariual labour canied out by fernale inmates was carried out in wolse conditions than in private

enterprise, and was unpaid unless the woman had dependent children or in other limited
145 -chcumstances.'-'Intheory, the inmates were permitted to distribute sonrc of the clothes that

they made amongst their families.raó

Women were especiaþ vulnerable to socialisation irnofar as they were mothers.

'o'rbid., l l l.

'n'G. di Febo, Resis/enciay movimiento de mujeres en España,22.

ra3A. Castillo Noguera and P. Fuertes de Estéfani, "Prisión de mujeres de Málaga. Una aproximación a su

estudio: 1937-1954," in M. T. López Beltrán (coord.), Las mujeres en Andalucía. vol. U, especially 318,
320,322,325,328.

'nnc. di Febo, op. cit.,45.

tas Redención(3 July 1943), 3.

ta6Ecclesia (l Feb. l94l), 28. One ex-inmate interviewed by di Febo denies that this was the case, however.
See G. di Febo, op. cit., 46.
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Children of inmates were to be brought up in a moral atmosphere; in cases where this was

considered not to be the case, the tribunals could remove children from their parents and intern

them in institutions usually run by religious communities. Children could be forcibþ intemed in

these institutions in various circumstances, "especially if there is a danger of contagion ûom the

adults who live with the childrer¡ or from the children themselves," and in "urgent cases of moral

destitution produced by the irregular life of the mother, immoral or pemicious ideas of the

members of the frmily who live with the childreru etc."r4t In these cases, preference wa.s to be

given to children from large frmilies. Mothers could also forfeit the remuneration eamed for

them under the redención de penas scheme. Under the terms of the legislatioq when wives of
inmates "ceased to comply with their frmily obligations," -including the obligation of fidelity to

the spouse and the duty of care of the children- the remuneration destined to her would be

reserved for the childreru and would be administered by "an honourable persor¡ whether relative

or neighbotr, designated by the Board."ras There is no evidence of how this measure w¿ìs

applied in practice, but it is evident that the legislation fostered the adoption of a strictly

conformist attitude with respect to the prevailing moral norrns, for fear of the possible

intervention of the State, possibly motivated by vengeful or avaricious attitudes on the part of
one's own neighbours or relatives.

The Womert's Branch of Catholic Action or members of the Local Boa¡d of Redención

de Penas who visited these families could also recommend that the parents lose custody of the

children. The only entry requirement for access to an institution was that the children be

baptised, but even this was waived in cases of dire necessþ, in which case they could be interned

the same day the application was made. Ironicaþ, although the children \¡rere purportedly sent

to a religious college rather than a special institution "so that the children would never feel the

weight of their misfortune," they were accompanied to the college by two female prison officers.

Women of Catholic Action also accompanied the children to the prison once a month to visit

their parents.lae

Those children who remained in the custody of their parents might in any case be sent to

religious colleges, subsidised by the State, either as day students or boarders. This was a measure

much promoted by the régime. It guaranteed an ideologically sound education for the child, and

tal Redención (25 Jan.l94l), l, from BOE (l I Jan. l94l).

'otorder of 14 December 1942, article I l.

tae Redención (26 Apr. 194 I ), I .
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through him or her, a measu¡e of influence over the activities of tlre ñmiþ. The colleges appear

to have been, above all, an instrunrent of indoctrination of the children This much can be

inferred from the order of preference that was established for the admittance of children. Seventy

five percent of vacancies were allotted to children of inmates guilty of "nrarxist rebellior¡" and

twent¡dve percent were allotted to the children of common criminals.rso

3. CATHOLIC DOCTRINE AI\ID THE CULTURAL CODE:

THE FALLACIES OF' NATIONAL-CATHOLICISM.

We have seen that, despite the ecclesiastical efforts to instil Christian moral and sexual

values, there were frequent cases in which the populace appeared to diverge from the tenets of
established doctrine. This was notabty the case with respect to the importam€ given to canonical

manlage. The bishops had taken for granted that the revival of Catholic hegemony of ideology

and customs would be synonyrnous with the return to the old ways. Yet the attempts to

consolidate the traditional patriarchal åmily, subordinate wornen, and instil an essentialþ

puritanical moral code of conduct were only partially successful. The general population

appeared to assume the principles of feminine zubordination and the patriarchal frmily readily

enougl¡ but resisted the sexual ethics of the ecclesiastical hierarchy. In reality, there were two

codes of conduct: one was the traditional cultural code, more or less influerrced by Catholic

ideolory but not synonynþus with it, as the National-Catholic ideologues purported; the other

was the Catholic code of conduct, with required compliance with Catholic doctrine. In general

terms, the subordination of wonrcn was part of the traditional cultural code, which relegated

women to a secondary and domestic role. On the other hand, Catholic moral and sexual values

were too often ignored or treated with a certain amount of pragmatisrn

In Spanish society in general the subordination of women had been traditional, but

Andalusian culture in particular manifested a particularly severe form of gender subordination

which was readiþ disinguishable from other parts of Spain, notably the small peasant

communities of the North such as Galiciatt' Andalusian values are closely related to the

traditional sexual values of the Meditenanean basrn, where the concepts of feminine virtue,

Itorbid. (23 oct. r943), r.

't'For an anthropological study of gender relations in Gaticia, see H. J. H. Kelley, Competition vs
Cooperation: Female Self-lmage in a Coastal Galician Community (Ann Harbor UMI, 1988) -unpublished
doctoral dissertation.
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femininity, and personal ard frmity honour are closeþ related.lt2 In these societies,

gender relations form part of the construction of the system of moral values and condition the

way in which individuals are integrated within the community.

ln recent years, the question of Andalusian sexual values has been studied by a nunber

of anthnopologists, whether directþ or as part of a larger study of Andalusian society. The classic

study of Andalusian anthropology is Julian Pitt-Rivers' The People of the Sierra (1954), based

on the srna[ vilage of Grazalern+ which is situated mCâdlz.- nea¡ the border with Málaga, and

which actually belongs to ttre ecclesiastical province of Málaga-rt' Th" field work was caried

out in the 1940's, when the symbiosis between Church and State was at its peak and one would

expect an intimate relationship between autochthonous and Catholic values. The two key

concepts in Andalusian sexual values identified by Pitt-Rivers are those of vergüeraa and of
rnasculine honou. Vergüeraa, which can be very looseþ translated as the capaclty to feel shame,

is defi¡red as

... the regard for the nroral values of society, for the mles whereby social
intercotuse takes place, for the opinion wtrich others have of one, but this, not
purely out of calculation True vergüenm ß a mode of feeling which makes one
sensitive to orre's reputation and thereby causes one to accept the sa¡rctions of
public opinion.'to

Ttre capacþ to feel vergüerza was what rnade tlre individuat part of hunran society and of the

civilised worl{ unlike animalsþ -or g¡rpsies, \{'ho were identified with ttrc natural order and

beyond tle reach of civilised society. Gypsies were regarded as being inlrerentþ lacking in

vergüerza, because they broke the social nornts that preserved vergüenza, that is, they had no

sense of sharrc, or of propriety, at least, in the non-glpsy understanding of the word. The

subjection to a cultural code, to a set of socially accepted norrns, this sensitivity to public

opinior¡ seriously constrained the actions and behaviour of the individual. According to the

concept of vergüenza and its corresponding concept of honour, neither the individual's

't'S*, e. g., J. K. Campbelt , Honour, Family and Patronage: a Stuþ of Institutions and Moral Values in a
Greek Mountain Communtfy (Oxford, 1964); J. Davis, People of the Mediterranean (London, 1977);
Peristiany, J. G. (ed.) EI concepto del honor en lq sociedad meditenáneq (Barcelona, 1968); and J.

Pitt-Rivers, Antropología del Honor o política de los sexos. Ensøyos de antopología meditenénea
(Barcelona, 1979). Important qualifications are made in D. Gilmore (ed.), Honor and Shame and the Unity
of the Meditenanean. Special publication of the American Anthropological Association, no. 22
(Washington, 1987), which nevertheless accepts that the Mediterranean basin may be treated as a distinct
and identifi able cultural/moral commun ity.

'"J. Pitt-Rivers, The People of the Siena. 2nd edn. (London, l97l).

'torbid., r 13.
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evaluation of his or her own actions, nor the dictates of the individual conscience, are relevant,

because the social identþ of the individual is constructed by the community. Therefore, the

individual might believe that his or her actions a¡e innocent and not transgressions of the cultural

code, and be perfectly at ease with his or her own conscience, but the community may

nevertheless deny that individual's right to digniry o$racising and humiliating him or her. The

concepts of vergüerøa and honor are a rneans whereþ the individual preserves his or her right to

a certain status in the community, and which permit him or her to enjoy a public reputatior¡ and

to demand respect for individual dipty and pride. The preservation of vergüenza ß dependent

upon good public opinior¡ which is continually being revised, and which depends on the many

prying, inquisitive eyes, especially of womer¡ and on the gossip which circulates in the bars, in

the markets, in the streets. As Gilrnore has noted, "shame requires a social context, an audience

of alert, hypercritical others, people who watch and who cast a collective judgement.'rr5s 5d
indeed, the destructive capacþ ofthis criticism cannot be underestimated, and many compelling

examples are given by Gilrnore himself rt6

There are many forms of conduct which lead to the loss of vergüenza, regardless of
gender; others, however, are dependent on gender. Sexual norrns differ according to gender, and

b,reaches of sexual nonns are the princþal source of loss of vergüenza in women. A woman who

is sexually impure, loses her vergüenza, whereas a m¿ul does not. Sexual purity is the basis of the

woman's vergüenza, whereas masculine virtues such as authority, defence of åmily reputatior¡

and capacity to provide for the material needs ofthe family, are the basis of the man's honour. It

is the man's obligation to provide for and defend the family. If he should åil to do so he would

be ridiculed and symbolically castrated; he has failed in his duty as a man, and his virility would

be much questioned. The man's honour is therefore intimately related to the preservation of his

wife's (and his womenfolk's) vergüenza. If he is turable to exercise his authority so as to prevent

blemishes to feminine vergüenza, his own honour, and that of the entire family, would be

permanently damaged. A woman was the repository of the entire family's vergüenza; it was

thought that children inherited then vergüenza from their parents, but princrpally from their

mother, who was repository of the family honour and reputation. A woman's behaviour therefore

tttD. Gilmore, Aggression and Community. Paradoxes of Andalusian Culture (Yale, 1987), 163.

''ucilmore argues that gossip is a form of ritualised violence, which obliges compliance with the cultural
code without recourse to more aggressive forms of behaviour, which Andalusians deplore. It includes many
examples of how breaches of sexual/moral norms have resulted in the virtual verbal torture of the breachers,
resulting in some cases in public ridicule, ostracism, and isolation. See, e.g., the dramatic case of Manolo,
ibid., 65-6.
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had to be exemplary not onþ for her own sake. As Pitt-Rivets notes,

It is highþ significant that the more serious insults which can be directed at a
man refer not to him at all but to a female member of his elementary frmiþ and
in particular to his mother. Personal reproacl¡ while it refers to a man's character
or actions, is answerable, but when it concerns a man's mother then his social
personalþ is desecrated.... The ess€nce of his shame will be seen in his
heredity... And therefore a reflection upon his rnother's shame is far nrore vital
than a reflection upon his own conduct. By extension, any reflection upon his
sistels shanre is important to him sirrce it derives ûom his mother's. The whole
frrnity is attained by the shanrelessness of one of its female members.'tt

Pitt-Rivers argues that the concepts of masculine honour and feminine vergüeraa are

complenrentary and serve to protect the family unit, which derives its identity from the paternity

of the children Thus feminine fideþ must be protected in order to guarantee the paternity and

the integrity ofthe family unit. Pitt-Rivers defines this as protection against "anti-social sex," that

is, sexual relations that undermine the social identþ of the frmity. It also preserves the rnan's

right to feel pride in his virility and not beconre an object of ridicule within the conrmunity. His

honour would be degnded by suggestions such as that he was unable to exercise authority over

socially inferior beings -wives and children- or that he was not able to satisfi the sexual demands

of his wife. There is nothing so risible within Andalusian culture as the cuckold or cornudo. An

infinity ofjokes testify the rnasculine terror of being ridiculed as a result of the infidelity of their
. 158wlves.

The defence of åmiþ honour and feminine vergüenza requires great effort and the

exercise of strict authorþ, given that wonrcn were regarded as innateþ deceitfi.rl, highly charged

sexualþ, and often resentfirl of and vindictive towards, their husbands.'t' H*b.rrd, also need to

fea¡ the virility of other men whose sexual predation is expected as an innate part of masculine

nature. Hence, strict rules of sexual segregation were observed to prevent danger to sexual

chastity arising. Corbin and Corbin record one such anecdote in which a sixty year old widow

insisted that her more elderly cousin sleep in the ca¡ in order to preserve the rules of propriety.r60

rttJ. Pitt-Rivers, op. cit., ll5.

'ttone such joke is as follows: One day, Saint Joseph and Jesus Christ were shooting, when suddenly the
Holy Spirit, in the form of a dove, appeared flying overhead. Saint Joseph immediately took aim, and
Christ, alarmed, began to scream, "Don't shoot! Don't shoot!" Replied Saint Joseph, with a grim expression
on his face "Some things aren't forgotten so easily."

tseThe negative image of women is very well dealt with by S. H. Brandes, Metáforas de la masculinindad.
Sexo y estatus en el folklore andaluz (Madrid, 199 I ), I 3 I -44.

'uoJ. R. Corbin and M.P. Corbin, [Jrbane Thought: Culture and Class in an Andalusian City (Aldershot,
1987), s3.
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Every hurnan berg is regarded as potentialþ a sexual danger after puberty, and therefore it

would not be licit for two people of the opposite sex to be alone together, even if the age

differerrce or other circumstances makes the union unlikeþ prima facie.Not even the most

innocuous is to be trusted. Brandes, in his study of Andalusian masculine values, argues that

Andahlsian nren greatþ fear the strong and limitless sex drive and the capacÉy of seduction that

wornen purportedþ have, and live under the constant threat of being deceived: "In daily life nren

behave on the assumption thrat their wives wish to betray thern, and in åct will betray them at the

slightest opportunity."'u' A conìnrcn expression hea¡d in the mouths of men even today is that

"todas las mujeres son putas" [all women are whores]. Another widespread fear noted by

Brandes is that the man might be a cuckold and not even know it. The popular expression is that

"El cabrón es el últirno que se entera" [the cuckold is always the last to know]. Bra¡rdes argues

that the wornen's power to make cuckolds of their men deprived them of their precious

rnasculinity, and converted them symbolicalþ into a wornart. This power to degrade gives

wonrcn a terrifying po\iler.'ut The deeply rooted nature of these fears is obvious to the ordinary

traveller in Andalusia Popular proverbs, the þcs of popular sngs, jokes, all abound in thenres

of betrayal, deceit, seduction and adultery. Comedy progrzìrrunes almost invariabþ include men

d¡essed up ¿rs wonrcn; this is itsef is regarded as hilarious.'u'

Hence the necessity to segregate the sexes in order to safegrrard feminine chastþ and

preverú illicit relations is obvious. This necessity led to tlre construction of the long courtship

rituals described by Gerald Brenan in which the confnenrent of wonpn is strongþ reminisc€nt of
traditional Islamic culture.ló4 The segregation of men and worn€n continued even after marriage

between husband and wife, both in time and space. The men had defined work hours, and the

rest was dedicated to friends and colleagues in ba¡s and clubs. WomerL on the other hand, were

always to be available to their families at whatever moment. Once married, the women were to

adopt the matemal role, be preoccupied exclusively with their homes and åmilies, and confined

themselves to the donrestic sphere and not the street. The popular expression "La mujer honrada

'u's. H. Brandes, op. cit., I l3

'utrbid., l17.

'u3This is a facet of Spanish life observed directly by the author, based on the typical television comedy and
varieties programmes.

'*See G. Brenan, Al sur de Granada (Madrid, 1974), 292-308 for Brenan's own experiances and
perceptions of courtship, matrimony, and sexual values. For courtship rituals and matrimony in Málaga in
the years of the Second Republic, see also M. J. González Castillejo, La nueva Historia, 162-75.
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lîpal^quebrrada y en casar' [ttrc honourable wornan is one who is barefoot and in the kitchen] is

highly indicative of this nrentality.

As women belong to the horne, so rrrcn must be in the calle fstræt], that is to say, in

public places, drinking, arguing, showing ofi playing cards, smoking. To remain at honre is to

manifest a rnost ridiculous effeminacy. Brandes found that rnost npn found the home to be

inherentþ antirnasculine, telling him that "tlrc house is for sleeping ard eating; the rest of the

tinre, the man must be out, working, or wasting tinrc with friends." tos M.sctrlin€ sociability tlas

also been studied by Henk Driessen, who demonstrates how masculine identity is forged and

consolidated in ttrc calle, inba¡s and clubs, via a series of social rih¡als.'uu Corbin and Corbin

associate masculine sociabiþ with the need to assert rnasculinþ by testing his views and

influence in the company of other nren in public. "Men who a¡e not in the 'calle' cease to be

politically contentious." The ability to debate public issues, makes ones presence felt,

dernonstrate knowledge, eam public respect, influence public opinion and generally "seek to

establish their reputations as nrcn of note" is central to Andalusian culture. It separates the

civilised human sphere fiom that of the inferior, inarticulate and subordinated animal world

disinguishing the autonomous male identþ from that of the subservient and inferior female

world.ló7

The cultural rþrrns on gender and sexual relations a¡e consistent with Catholic doctrine

insofrr as tlrey dernand the subordination of women to nrer¡ the zubordination of sexual rehtions

to procreation (with the necessary caveats), the matemal role of wonrcrL and the patriarchal

åmiþ.tu* Nevertheless, there are aspects of Catholic doctrine which contradict the cultural code.

'ótS. H. Brandes, op. cit., 218-9. l

'*H. Driessen, "Sociabilidad masculina y rituales de masculinidad en la Andalucía Rural," in J. Prat, et al,
Antropología de los pueblos de España (Madrid, l99l), 710-8.

'utJ. R. Corbin and M.P. Corbin, op. cit., 57 and 53, respectively.

r6sReproductive sex, or the subjugation of sexuality to procreation is considered proper. Men and women
who do not, or are not able to have children, are regarded in some way as anomalous. Corbin and Corbin
go so far as to suggest that, although an unmarried mother is to some degree "subhuman" or reduced to the
level of the wild beasts, "at least women who conceive outside marriage are still doing what women ought to
do, even if they are not doing it properly. Unmarried women who renounce motherhood as well as virginity,
who focus on copulation instead of procreation, are regarded as totally shameless and are likely to be called
whores." ln the case of men, "Unproductive sex is improper even if it occurs between husband and wife."
However, because of the emphasis on male sexual aggressivity, the paradox arises that, although in theory
non productive sex is fiowned upon, the sexual adventures of men, including married meî, are regarded
with indulgence as part of the natural order of things. These relations may produce children. The stain on

the man's vergüenza may be avoided if the man is able to support the children of different families, as what
is prized as true masculinity is sexual interest in women, the capacity to father children, and to provìde for
and protect them. Adulterous relations are therefore accepted by many women with resignation and not as a
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The relationship betrveen sex and procreation and the necessþ to guarantee patemity

constrained sexual relations to a certain degree, especially for womery yet there was no

perception that sex outside mafüage was always inherently sinfi.il. A woman who had relations

before marriage might prejudice her chances of marrying on the grounds tlnt a suitor might

doubt her fidelity after marriage. On the other hand, if two young people had a relationship

which resulted in pregnanc¡ and they began cohabiting and formed a stable home, the

relationship was regarded as being a m rnage, despite the hck of formal papers. Pitt-Rivers

noted that there were uilnarried mothers living in the community when he was doing his field

work (agairL we insist, dudng the late 1940's when National-Catholic ideology was in its most

integrist form), and these were not regarded as a moral threat or danger, except by the ladies of
Catholic Action who appeared from time to time to "regularise" unions. Even the elopement of
young couples was taken pragmatically, as long as both were unma¡ried.tun W" have already

seen how the Civil Gua¡d reports were rife with stories of unm,arried couples cohabiting, of
young couples eloping and subsequently setting up house and of apparent parental complicity;

actions which completely contradicted orthodox Catholic doctrine on matrimony, the famil¡ and

sexual relations. To the despair of the bishops, numy couples did not marry until the first child

was old enough to receive its ration card, for which the parents had to be legally married and the

child registered as a legitimate child of the marriage. It is highly significant tl1øt, of 832 marriages

arranged by the Secretariat ofMarriagesn1942,254 of the couples already had children.rT0

According to traditional values, sexual relations outside of marriage undermined the

social order when aduhery was involved; but in many situations, sexual relations outside of
marriage were accepted without public scandal, and sexual relations regarded, not as something

sordid or immoral per se, but as part of the human essence. Men were supposed to be sexual

predators -at least in intentior¡ ifnot in deed-, ifthey were reaþ virile. Women were expected to

be chaste, but also to make themselves attractive and desirable. Women were there to be

appreciated and looked at. The cultural code valued women who were beautiful, seductive,

dangerous, even while distrusting thern But this, in any case, was a problem for the menfolk of
her family -and for the bishops, who so unsuccessfully grappled with the problem of female dress

standards and vanity.

great threat. See ibid., 36-40.

tunJ. Pitt-Rivers, op. cit., 109-I I

"oBooM lMay t942),409.
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The existence of these traditional cultural norms, which overlapped but were not

synonymous with Catholic doctrine and custon¡ were evident both before and during the years

of the Second Republic.rTr The old gender archetypes could not be eliminated in a matter of
weeks or months. While undoubtedly progress was made dwing the Republican years, traditional

attitudes were still entrenched in both men and wonrcn. tn the postwar, it wa.s relativeþ simple to

revert to essentially medieval status for women merely by reference to language, imagery and

iconography that was consistent with the traditional cultural code. The Republican wonrcn were

identified, as we have seen, with everything that was frivolous, cruef denaturalised, and

decadent. Women readily returned to their subordinate and secondary role. Rebellion was

virtually impossible because of the legal restrictions imposed, but above all perhaps, because it

implied abandoning a[ right to demand respect for one's di$ity, because by losing those qualities

which defined womanhood and femininity, one's vergüenzo was lost. Rebellion was a form of
social suicide which implied being marginalised or oshacised fromthe community.

Moreover, the recatholicisation ofwomen was much easier than that of men because, as

Brandes notes, the cultwal code supports and coincides with religious doctrine to a considerable

degree, "whereas for the men the two codes are diametrically opposed."lt2 In the cultural code,

men are expected to be promiscuous, and the suppression of sexual passion is only appropriate

to women Sexual competitiveness between men has been suggested as one at least partial

explanation of the differences between fenrale and male attitudes to religious observance. It is

notable that the hostility shown by men towards the Church is principally directed against the

clergy, who are accused of being sexual predators of the women of the flock, especially via the

abuse of confession. l t'

Symbolically, the church is also the House of God, and this was an extension of the

domestic sphere for women. In contrast, the masculine pres,ence is demeaning, because of the

symbolic domesticity and because of the attitude of submission that is required before the priest.

't'There is considerable work done on feminine role models and stereotypes in republican Spain and the
impact of the Second Republic's reforms and of the Civil War. See M. J. González Castillejo, op. cit.; G.
Scanlon, La polémica feminista en la España contempordnea; M. Nash, Mujer y movimiento obrero en
España, I93l-/939 (Barcelona, 1981); F. Lannon, "Women and images of woman in the Spanish Civil
'War," in Transactions of the Royal Historical Society,6th series, vol. I (1991); M. D. Ramos Palomo
(coord.), Femenino plural; M. A. Capmany, El feminismo ibérico (Madrid, 1970); and M. Eiroa San
Francisco, "La participación de la mujer en la Guerra Civil en Málaga," in III Congreso del Andqlucismo
Histórico (Granada, I 987).

172S, Brandes, op. cit., 216.

'ttlbid., 209-36; and W. A. Christian Jr., Person and God in Spanish Vatley Qiew York, 1978), 170-l.
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The feminising nature of chtuch services is therefore avoided. Men attend baptisms, marriages

and other rites of passage, and may go to Easter services or the feas day of the Patron Saint or

VirgfuU but typically they stand outside the church during the service, smoking and chatting, or

stand uncomfortably at the back. The old tradition of kneeling to receive communion -posture

associated with feminine submission- is avoided by leaving one leg stretched straight out

behind.rT4

In comparison, women feft more at home in church- William Christian argues that

women a¡e content to attend church because they are continually made to feel dirty and

impure.ttt Attendance at church helped to preserve chastity and curb the sexual instincts.

Scanlon zuggests that rnany men preferred that their wives be devout Catholics, even if they

themselves were not, because this guaranteed their virtue and put a brake on their passions.ttu

Brenan also noted that, while mrxry men were supposedly anticlerical, they were happy for their

wives to be pious.l77

The argument that religious and traditional values were identical was a f,urdamental

aspect of National-Catholic ideology. The lack of correlation between relgious and traditional

values where sexual and moral standards wer€ concerned was all too readily attributed to the

perversc effects of anti Catholic ideologies such as Man<isrn The pressures brought to bear upon

wonrcn to conform to Catholic orthodoxy were intense, and the conditions of postwar Spain

were ideal insofar as the nation was isolated from the rest of Europe. Yet the evidence does not

suggest any dramatic change in the cultural nonns during the 1940's and 1950's. In the following

decades, social changes came thick and fast, but not in the direction that the ecclesiastical would

have liked. Women were incorporated into the labour force, availed themselves of the grcater

educational opporlunities being offered, and were increasingþ influenced by European standards

in dress, lifestyle, feminine role models, and sexual values. The ecclesiastical authorities were to

witness the decline ofthe classical feminine role model represented by the Virgin Mary.

Certainly, women tended to go to church more, and generally were more pious than

men. The re¿Nons why are explicable with reference to the specific cultural code that regulated

t7aS. Brandes , op. cit.,222.

'7tw. A. Christian Jr., op. cit., l7l-80.

176G. Scanlon, op. cit.,2l5.

tttc. Brenan, op. cit., 303-4.
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how individr¡als react to each other and the wider community. The Church was one institution

-and a particularþ powerftrl one- within the community, and contributed to the construction of
the cultural code. However, it was not able to supplant it entireþ. Like social and gender

relations, religious beließ and practices were also coloured by factors extraneous to Catholic

doctrine and practice. These åctors gave relþiosfy in Andalusia its particular cha¡acteristics,

which occasionally canre into slrarp conflict with established orthodory. As we will now see,

these frctors also conditioned ttrc ditrering attitudes that the genders had with respect to the

clergy, with respect to religion and religious observance, and with respect to the Church in

general.
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VI. RELIGIOUS PRACTICE AND BELIEF.
EVALUATING THE RECATHOLICISATION OF MALAGA.

1.''TOTAL'' RELIGIOSITY.

Religiosþ during the Franco régime, and especiaþ during the triumphalist first decade,

embraced not onþ a purely spiritual fi.mctiorU but also a highly politicised and propagandistic

function The limits between the relþious and the patriotic were imperceptible. The nrass rituals

of the postwar in which nationalist rhetoric, symbols and imagery were prominent alongside the

strictþ pious and relþious irnagery, constituted the continuarce of wa¡ by other symbolic rneans.

Religiosity becånìe a syrnbolic weaporL reaffirming the group solidarity of the victors, acting a.s a

instrunrent of humiliation, and thus of punishment and vengeance on the vanquished.

Religiots observance also became identified with a classist cultural code due to the

ecclesiastical hierarchy's identification of orthodory and traditional religious practice with

Castilian tridentine spirituality and baroque forms of worship. This was an essentially bourgeois

spirituality, alien to the more informal and communal spirit of the humbler classes. This

spirituality was imposed on the rest of the social classes and on the rest of the provinces. The

objective was to enforce uniforrnity and conformity, implicitþ if not e4plicitly rejecting phralism

or tolerance in religious life. Religiosity, ther¡ was highly politicised and highly classist, and its

politicisation obncured the reality, which was that religious belief and practice was no less

polarised and no less diverse than other social, cultural and political beließ and practices in pre

Civil Wa¡ Spain

Religious life in the postwar period was based on the reconstruction of a social political,

and culural idealq steeped in the glories of the confessional past. Religious rituals were

unequivocally used to lend support to the new régime. They also created an atmosphere of
penitence, and of collective reparation for the past transgressions against God, and of submission

to clerical authority.r The ma><imum pastoral ambition was the return of the nursses to the

temples; the new mysticism was that of Crusade, and the armed defence of traditional values.

The critical conscience of the faithful was discouraged in favour of the sea¡ch for security in the

already known. Religious practice was thus based on the repetition of easy formulas geared

towa¡ds personal salvatior¡ and impregnated by the fear ofDivine wrath.

The religious ceremonies and practices consisted of mass missions, mass administration

of sacraments, the restoration of traditional images and patron saints, visits to sanctuaries,

'4. Orensanz , Religiosidad popular española,9-22.
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spiritual exercises, and the creation or reappearanc€ of cofradías, or religious brotherhoods. The

civil, military and ecclesiastical authorities appeared together at the nìany open air masses and

processions, where religiots practice was combined with patriotic and military slogans and

songs, and with the fascist salute. In religious ceremonies, the rhetoric was steeped in

xenophobi4 prayers and masses were offered for the victory of the Arm¡ and for the

preservation of the new régime. The symbols and rituals were impregmted in Crusade ideology,

with its mixhrre of militarisrn, nationalisrn, and Catholic In 1938, for example, the

bishop offered the "The Day of the Crusader," as a day of prayer "for the great national cause."

He urged his faithful to pray, offer sacrifices, and receive communion so that "the true Christian

spirit be fostered and grow in every Spanish soldier who fights for the Nation..."2

Pastoral relations were oriented towards the recovery of the lost sheep. Those who were

not reincorporated into the fold were inetrievably lost, for "outside the Church no salvation is

possible, just as outside of Noah's Ark it wa^s not possible to saved from the Universal Flood."3 It
was necessary to administer the sacraments urgentl¡ for many people had not received the

sacraments in many years, and their souls were therefore in great danger. Preaching heavily

emphasised personal preparation for the a.fterlife, and especially the concepts of siru guilt, Divine

!\¿rath, the perils of the Final Judgement, God's mercy, salvatior¡ and of course, the ten

commandments.a

In this period of total religiosity, "the boundaries between Church and society are

imperceptible."s The demands placed upon the State by the Church were justified with reference

to the doctrine of the perfect society.6 Absolute submission to the clergy is expected of the flock.

Santos Olivera went so far as to declare that, all that was comprised within the ordinary teaching

of the bishops, the teaching of catechisrn, and in the ordinary practice of worship was also

infallible.T The divine natwe of the bishop's authority was also made perfectly clear. As bishop,

Santos Olivera declared to his flock, "When one sees the Bishop, one must think of Jesus

'noou lloNov. 1938), 727.

'Ibid. 1Mar. tg46), tg}.
nA. o.ensanr, op. cit., 13.

trbid., 17.

6J. M. Rovira, "'sociedad Perfecta'y'sacramentum salutis': dos conceptos eclesiológicos, dos imágenes de
Iglesia," in lglesia y Sociedqd en España (1 939-197 5),321.

' noou ltvtar. 1946), 165.
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Christ,"8 and "The Pope and the Bishops constitute the hierarcþ in the Church, they are the

representatives of God; they speak and order in his name; to disobey their laws is to disobey God

himself He who spums then¡ spums God."e

Hence, the manifestation of any form of heterodoxy or inconsistency with the viewpoint

of the bishop virtually identified one with heresy and with the enemies of the religious

community. Bishop Santos Olivera rnade this painfully clear, declaring that he who did not

humbly accep the Churclt's teaching as espoused by the pope and bishops, "ceases to be

Christiaq ceases to be on the path of salvation.. he must be taken to be a stranger, profrne, and

an enemy of the spiritual society of the Church."l0 Another equally revealing declaration was

that, if anyone were not to listen to or obey the Church, that person was to be considered to be,

not an imperfect Ctristiaq but an apostate, or "a pagan who never knew religiorU like a publican

and public sinner who dishonours religion."rr

Those frllen on the insurgent side were eulogised and sanctified as Christian martyrs and

as great patriots.l2 Those considered to be outsiders or traitors to the national and religious

community were treated as the equivalents of agents of the antichrist. An example is that of the

disgraced clergymar¡ Francisco GoruÍùez, who was publicly humiliated for offences unknown. In

May 1937, he published a public apology in the diocesan builetin, entitled "Retraction of a

Strayed Priest." The letter was a recantation of "all those worfu acts or omissions which may

have been the source of scandal and which I renounce at this moment with all the sincerity of my

soul."13 This document was followe.d on the next page by the habifual list of names of those who

had renotrnced freemasonry. These individuals had therefore had the order of excommunication

lifted, thus "reintegrating themselves in the bosom of the Catholic Church."ra Other symbolic

acts that served to create the Crusade mentality included the special purification rites carried out

in those places "profaned" by the reds, which normally included acts of atonement. Similarly,

tlbid. ivtar. tg46), 176.

ntbid. 
ltr,tar. 1946), 172.

'olbid. 1Mar. 1946), 165.

"Ibid. 1Mar. 1946), 170.

''See, e. g. Bishop Santos Olivera's funeral speech in 1938 for Calvo Sotelo.

ttBooM luay 1937),79.

tolbid.lMay 1937),80.
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those victims of the "Red tenor" which had not been given a Christian burial were subsequentþ

exhumed, in order to do so. In Mrílaga a special commission called the Comisión Pro Víctimas

del Marxismo was established precisely for this purpose. The adversa¡ies of the Nationalists, on

the other hand, were referred to by the bishop as "fools," "imbeciles," and "denaturalised and

bastardised sons."rs If their apostasy was public and notorious, if they had been mafüed in a civil

service, or if they had carried out scandalous or impious jobs -such as organising imnþral

entertainment, or were editors of immoral or irrelgious newspapers- they were to be denied a

Christian burialr6

One of the great priorities of the postwar was the reconstruction of churches, images,

etc., damaged or destroyed during the war. Until the restoration of public funding for the Church

on 9 November 1939, the Church was obliged to actively seek public assistance for this purpose.

The material needs were great and Santos Olivera put an enonnous amount of pressure on his

clergy to raise funds. Special collections were ordered n 1937, and measures were taken to set

up special committees in all paristres to order records and render accounts.rT A special duty on all

ecclesiastical documents was imposed.tt I., January 1938, the bishop offered a range of
indulgences in exchange for the purchase of a papal bull. The clergy were instructed to sell all of
them and not send any back.re The clergy were instructed to read the bishop's letter on the

question to the congregation, and publicise the bull as much as possible, in homilies, catechism

classes, private meetings, and "asking the obligated if they complied with this duty in the

confessionary." The bishop's intention was that l0% of the faithfirl buy a bull. His efforts appear

to have been in vain: a year later, although there had been an improvement, the sales had fallen

very short ofthe mark.'o

Despite the ecclesiastical calls for support, the flock was apparently unwilling or unable

to contribute to the diocesan coffers. Santos Olivera w¿ìs very critical of the contributions made

to the upkeep of the Churct¡ alleging that: "We cannot understand how it is that there are still

families and entire villages who completely overlook their duty of economic collaboration at least

"Ibid. iApr. lg37),39.

'ulbid. 1Mar. lg3g), t3g-45

'7tbid. il,tay tg37), &-6.

'tlbid. ltr,tay tg37), 7o-2.

retbid. 
1Jan. tg38), 25.

'otbid. 1Jan. 1939), I l.
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for the rnaintenance oftheir priest, oftheir churclu of their worship."2r The bishop calculated that

the diocese comprised about 700,000 people, or about 140,000 families, half of which did not

contribute to the maintenance of the Chwct¡ either due to their poverty or their hostility or

indifference to the Church. In fact, the bishop believed that a more realistic calculation of the

mrnber of families that contributed to the upkeep of the Chu¡ch was more like 50,000." Santos

Olivera calculated that with only one p€seta a month ûom each family, the diocese would have

50,000 pesetas a montt¡ which was the entire budget previously conceded by the State.

Santos Olivera blamed the the priests themselves for not being sufficiently zealous in

raising fi.urds.23 Be that as it rna¡ the bishop argued that it was not jus to concede equal

treatment to the faithful who contributed financially and those who did not. Accordingly, he

decreed that those who did not contribute to the collection "Pro Worship and Clergy" should pay

an extra l}Yo onthe normal tariffcharged for the administration of the sacraments. The bishop

reorganised the Diocesan Boards "Pro Worship and Clergy" in October 1937, and warned that:

"Those parishes whicl¡ being able to contribute, do not do so, or do so with a sum that is so

meagre as to be risible, will be the first to be deprived of permanent parish priests, to our great

sorrow."24 The following year, in 1938, Santos Olivera again gave those "lor" sectors of the

clergy another thorough tongue-lashing, referring to the "negligence and inexplicable passivity of

many priests, who are nevertheless those who most benefits derive from the diocesan coffers,"

without omitting a reference to the ignoble nature of the faithful whom he accused of "apatþ

and pettiness."2s The Bishop of Mrílaga reminded his clergy that "if the passive resistance of

some of our beloved collaborators continues, we will have no other remedy but to apply

sanctions...."26 Nevertheless, in 1939, the bishop was still complaining about the lack of money;

indeed, some parishes were not contributing anything at all.27 The pressure did not disappear

until the re-establishment of State firnding, although even ther¡ Santos Olivera wamed that it

"Ibid. 1oct. rg37), 325-6.

t'rbid. 
1oct. rg37),327 .

"Ibid. 1oct. 1937), 330.

'nrbid. 1oct. 1937), 338.

"lbid. 1Apr. 1938), 197-8.

'ulbid. 1Apr. 1938). l9s.

t'tbid. lAug. 1939), 403-5
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would be insuffcient for the needs ofthe Chuch-28

While some members of the faithful were somewhat lax in their contributions to parish

coffers, others were unscrupulous enough use religious inrages and symbols to raise fixrds for the

Army. The utilisation of religious images for political or military purposes annoyed the bishop.

One town was roundly chastised because its Town Council had expropriated a small religious

image in order to raise fimds for the Nationalist *us.to Another episode involved the looting of
the riches that belonged to the shrine ofthe Virgin Mary by the townspeople. The town had just

been "liberated," and the enthusiastic townspeople sought to raise money for the Army.

Subsequently, a procession to celebrate the victory of the Army was held, in which an irnage of
the Virgin Mary was carried in procession through the streets, without the permission of the

parish priest.3o

Naturally, given the confi¡sion between the secular and the religious sphere, there were

moments of excessive zþalnwhich intrusions were committed on what was jtrisdiction of the

religious authorities. On these occasions, the bishop manifested his discontent with the civil amd

military authorities. On one such occ¿sior¡ Santos Olivera expressed his corrcern over the

military field masses, or misas de campaña, which were being used for evidently propagandistic

purposes. These nusses could only legitimately be said in the open air when the Army was too

far away from a church to be able to attend mass. Apparentl¡ however, some of the clergy had

overlooked this condition, obliging the bishop to inpose his authority.3r

The bishop also manifested his concern over the tone being given to religious

processions by the military:

A religious procession... is not a military, profane or patriotic parade, but is a
manifestation of faittu of piety... Must the same salutes and tributes that today
take place before the symbols or authorities of the Motherland also take place
before sacred images as a sþ of respect and religiostty?.... These greetings and
tributes... which we all do -the Church the first of all- as a demonstration of our
patriotism and firm allegiance to the curent state of affairs, are out of place

"Ibid. çNov. tg3g), 644.

tnlbid. lVtuy lg3g),245-8. The image was traditionally passed from house to house, and each recipient
contributed financially for the privilege of housing it for a period of time, before it was passed on to a
neighbour. The bishop esteemed that the Town Council had employed the contributions made to the image
for honest and patriotic purposes, but not religious ones.

'ord.

"rbid. 1t9+o;, 38t
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when applied to purely religious acts. [talics in the original]32

In general terms, however, the relationship between civil, military, and ecclesiastical authorities in

ll{álaga was mutually satisåctory.

Along with the reconstruction of chwches and the raising of fimds, one of the priorities

of the bishop was the rnass administration of sacraments to the faithful of Malaga. Whether due

to ignorance, hostility, indifference, or lack of clerical attentior¡ the situation in Málaga as frr as

reception of sacraments was concemed was certainþ negative. In his 1938 pastoral letter on

communior¡ Bishop Santos Olivera lamented: "What frightening statistics we receive ûom the

different parishes of our beloved diocese!" The rurnber of faithful who received cornrnunior¡

especially amongst the mer¡ was "extremely low and risible and it would appeff that the concept

of religiots obligation has disappeared." There were frequent cases of people wishing to marry

who had never received their first holy communiory and there were parishes of thousands of
souls where only five or so nren received communior¡ or even none at all. The bishop asked:

How can we remedy such a great evil? How to definitively end with the senseless
and overwhelrning absurdity of Christians who do not serve Christ, of Catholics
who do not obey the Church and spum her authority, and live practically as if
they were heathensl'

The answer to this question was to organise mass missions all over the diocese, which

the bishop personally attended. Even before the fall of the capital to the insurgents, the Bishop of
Mâlaga had announced his intention of carrying out a pastoral visit to the parishes, and a

campaign of parish missions in order to

... make the sleeping souls awaken, illuminate them with the splendows of the
revealed trutt¡ inflame them in the holy love of our sacrosanct religior¡ and impel
themto live a truly Chrisian live always and tlroughout life.'o

The bishop's intention was to carry out missions in every parish, and lists of statistics were to be

kept, on the number of people who received sacraments, on nnss attendance, etcetera. These

statistics were published according to place of celebration, time and gender." These details were

kept as though they were medical statistics referring to the vaccination of the population against

contagious disease, which is doubtless a reflection of the attitude taken to this process. Indeed,

"tbid. lvtay l93g), 241.

"tbid. 1R"b. 1938), 97-8. For an analysis of religious practice in the immediate postwar, see also F
Blá,zquez, La traición de los clérigos, 126-7; and F. Lannon, Privilege, Persecution, and Prophecy,9-35.

tn BooM çtov. 1937), 436.

"See, e. g. ibid. (Jan. 1938), 57.
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the ecclesiastical vocabulary ofthe time nrade frequent references to the words "contamination,"

"contagior¡" "disinfectiorL" and "purge." The missions were caried out in villages, in parishes, in

jails, factories, and official institutions of all kinds. In the first instance, the missions had an

undoubtedly propagandistic and triumphalist air. Htmdreds of people were mobilised to receive

sacraments, many for the first time in their lives. This was done with much pomp and ceremony

and was accompanied by the q,pical Crusade rhetoric and symbolism ofthe period. By 1942,the

missions were nþre organised and efficiently run In the first pastoral allocution of the year, the

bishop urged his population to attend these mission .'u Mission activity was targetted at different

sectors of the population -at workers, students, teachers, the military, p€rsonnel of the

aerodronrc, patients in hospitals and homes, and even the haird¡esse.s." Missions were also held

in the countryside. These appear to have totalled arotmd 140 in lg4l-1942.38

The missions were organised by a special committee and specialised commissions set up

by the bishop. The commissions -drawn from the Women's Branch of Catholic Action- were

responsible for: the reception and care of the missiona¡ies: press, radio, and the distribution of
propaganda; the teaching of songs and hymns in order to create an appropriate spirit; the

organisation of processions; the vigilance of mission centres; donations; the nrarrying of unwed

couples; and the secular apostolate. The latter consisted of sending out women of Catholic

Action visit honres to fill out the Hoja Padrón Panoquial þarish registerl. This register

contained as much information on the family as possible, including their behaviour in generaf or

whether or not they received sacraments or went to mass. Another part of their job was to take

families to the missions, "in order to achieve as high an attendance as possible;" oncÆ there, they

were to "take ca¡e of order and behaviour inside the temple during the mission acts." Finall¡

they were responsible for keeping statistics on attendance, on the numbers who did or did not

receive commwrion or other sacraments; and they had to help prepare people to receive the

sacrarnents, teaching them how to confess, etcetera.se There was a total of 75 missiona¡ies, of
different orders, who had given 139 missions by May of 1942.40

'ulbid. 1Jan. lg42), 3-10.

"lbid.lMay lg43),399.

ttrbid. 
lJury 1942), 580-5

-tnrd.

oord.
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There were special missions for the children and young people in 23 centrer.ot k th"."
cases also, details were scnrpulousþ kept, presunr,ably with the objective of proving the

astonishing success of the missions. Special missions were also held for the authorities, and the

elderþ. In the case of the latter, only 625 men attended tlre missions, in comparison with 2,994

*o-"oo' As at May 1942, therc w¿¡s a total of 90 mission centres, and a total affendance of
49,37gpeople.o3

The statistics kept on the missions indicate an interesting difference in attendance figures

depending on the nature of the parish The populous working class parishes register less

attendance than the middle class parishes; therefore the working class parish of San Felipe

registered a mean attendance of 99 men and 751 womerq that of San Patricio 67 men and 310

women, that ofl,a Malagueta 97 menand277 womer! and that ofNuestra Señora del Carmen,

228 nren ard 342 wornen. In comparison, in the parish of Nuestra Señora de la Merced, 330

men and 1,037 women attended; in the parish of San Jiua+ 492 men and 1,250 women attended;

and in the cathedr aL 6S2men and 998 women attended.aa All of these parishes are situated in the

centre ofthe capital, in the residentnlzane ofthe bourgeoisie.

Despite the evident differences in attendance, the bishop was gratified and overwhelrned

by the success ofthe mission. In his view, a[ M¿ílaga" inespective of age or class, had been living

days of intense religious emotion and fervour:

Our chwches, full and overflowing up to tluee times: ftst \ /ith childrerl then
withyoung people, now with elderþ people, and then it will be with soldiers and
armed people, apart from the thousands of workers who listen to the word of
God in their own factory and industrial centres.

Who would have said so, or even would have dreamed this half a dozen
years agolot

The undeniable propaganda value of these missions is clear from the tales of miraculous

conversions to the faith. The diocesan bulletin speak of many edifying cases in which

conversions were made amidst tears, and "sincere recantations," and speaks of "... exemplary

conversions of entire families in which all the members have passed from indifference or a

ottbid. iMay 1942), 397 -8

otlbid. lMay 1942), 400-l

o'tbid. 
ltvtay 1942), 409.

oolbid. lMay 1942), 402.

otlbid. lMay 1942), 404-5
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paganised life to a life fult of fervent piety....uou One zuch example was the case of two elderþ

people, of 78 and 74 yars of age, blood relations who had lived together all their lives and had

had children, but who were neither baptised nor ma¡ried. Appropriateþ instructed by a priest and

va¡ious assistents, they were baptised and received hoþ commrurion on the same day, along with

their 42 year old daughter, and their union wa.s "sanctified."47 Detailed figrres were kept of the

sacraments administered. In 1938, 7l missions were held in villages and parishes by various

relþious congregations, mostþ Redemptorists, Jezuits, Capuchins, and Members of the Society

of St. Vincent de Paul.a8 A special incentive was offered to those who went to the bishop's

pastoral visit. Anyone who attended on any day of the bishop's pastoral visit, and also attended

confession and received communior¡ received an indulgence that conceded the remission from

sins and a plenary indulgence.ae

lntense propaganda were carried out in the press, on the radio, in public

conferences, etc, to encourage people to go to mass and receive the sacrarnents.to Whether out

of prudence or convictioru the fact is that nrany people attended the missions and received the

sacraments. The ecclesiastical and Catholic press of this period was full of stories of fervent

conversions to the faitll sincere repentance, and promises to live a new life of devotion and

piety. In May 1938, the diocesan bulletin alleged that there had been 10,983 confirmations

celebrated in the last days of 1937 and up to the moment of publication in April.s' Si-itarty, in

May-June, in twelve parishes, another 3,615 people were confirnrcd.s2 In June-Juþ, in seven

parishes, another 2,213 penpl'e were confrmed.s' kr t939 the diocesan bulletin gave a total of

the confirmation statistics, according to which the bishop had confirmed 14,369 people in

1935-1936; 4,945 m 1937 ; and 19,496 in I 938.54

nutbid. lMay 1942), 409.

nttbid. lMay 1942), 4lo.

nttbid. 
1t93a),56-8.

nntbid. 
1Jan. 1938), 25.

totbid. 1oct. 1942), 779-81.

t'tbid. 
1Apr. 1938), 253.

ttlbid. 
lJune 1938), 376. These comprised 1,609 men and 2,006 women

ttlbid. 
1:uly 1938),475. These comprised 827 men and 1,386 women.

ttlbid. 1te3e),52-5.
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In the first years, the confirnrations took place in relþious buildings, at the seminary, in

religiors communities, and various pa¡ish churches. By 1942, a great cycle of missions was

organised, this tirne in factories, workshops, offic€s, the Hospital the port etc. Agair¡ detailed

records of baptisms, confessions, nìarriages, first holy communions, and confirmations were

kept, including the ntunber of individuals who had attended out of the total populatiorl divided

by gender. As the missions were also held in factories, workshops, etc., the bishop decreed that

the religiots services be held in the local churches, so that the workers would not feel any

pressure to attend. Despite this diplornatic gesture, few da¡ed not to appea¡ at the religious

service, and attendance was notably high.tt

The campaign "Pro-Sanctification of Holy Days," aimed at encouaging the population

to attend religious selices, was run by Catholic Action n 1943-1944. Conferences, homilies,

radio programmes and printed material were prepared as part of these national campaigns. A

national campaign was launched to foster the ob,servance of Sunday rest, which included a study

on the numbers that attended regularly or not.só Santos Olivera also ordered an intense campaign

of oral and written propaganda in defence of Sunday rest. The Diocesan Council of Catholic

Action was called upon to denounce infractions on behalf ofabt¡sed workers, to prevent personal

emnity from arising between employers and employees. Catholic Action was requested to collect

"detailed and exact statistics [italics in the original] of all persons in every locality who hea¡ mass

on hoþ days." A special prayer "Pro Sanctification of Hoþ Days" was writter¡ and one hundred

days' indulgence offered by the bishop for every tinre the prayer was said.57

The cuhural forms of religious expression were also guided by the ecclesiastical

hierarchy's conception of what was authentically Spanist¡ orthodo¿ and traditional. Bishop

Santos Olivera's taste proved to be austere and in direct contradiction with the aesthetic values

of the local population. He did not approve, for example, of mixed male and fernale choirs, nor

of profane singers. In 1946, he published the decree "Establishing choirs of singers in Málaga on

an interparish basis in order to foster liturgical singing." The bishop wanted a young all male

choir drawn from Catholic Action, and a child¡ert's choir. However, he absolutely prohibited the

"The diocesan bulletin asserted that the bishop's sensitivity on this question was so great that he refused to
administer the sacraments in the workplace. Only speeches \ryere given there, and those who wished to
receive sacraments had to go to a church, despite which the reception of sacraments was very high. tbid.
(May 1942),399-409.

s6Ecclesia (22 Apr. 1944), 5-6.

t'BOOM (Jan. 1944),4-8. Legislation on obligatory Sunday rest had been passed by the Civil Governor of
Málaga in 1939. Ibid. (3 Apr. 1939),269.
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participation of wornen in choirs, except for fennle religious in their own chapels. And he

expressed the desire that female choirs and profrne singers disappear from the capital.tt

Santos Olivera acknowledged that the population was ignorant of the Chuch and its

ceremonies, but he attributed this to "the decline of splendour in ceremonies and the neglect of
the clergy itself " He therefore urged the clergy to return the ceremonies to their past grandeur.se

The bishop was convirrc.ed that if the religious cererpnies were retunrcd to the rnajesty of old

and were cå¡Tid out with due solemnity a¡rd correctness, the congregations would flock to the

churches. Therefore, he prohibited the adoming of the altar with flowers at funerals; the playing

of the organ or orchestra during the offertory or between the rnass and the final responses; and

ttre zubstitution of the final response "Libera me Domine de morte aeterna" for "Memento Mei,"

which was shorter. He tlueatened to impose sanctions if any ofhis prohibitions were ignored.ó0

The bishop also adopted the role of watchdog of aesthetic standa¡ds. In February 1937,

tlrc bishop forbad the åithful to commission altarpieces or altars, inrages or paintings in "bad

taste" or excessive in rumber. In order to prevent this happening, Santos Olivera ordered that

plans and budgets for altarpieces and other works of art be sent to him for his approval.u' A.tistic

expression was to recuperate the idealised past, the prominent styles being Gothic, Baroque,

Renaissance and Neoclassic¿I, and rejecting absoluteþ all styles of art and architecture that

proliferated outside Spain Modem painting, scuþture, and architecture, were unacceptable as

"for€ign" and "protestant. "ó2

2. RELIGIOUS PRACTICE AND BELIEF IN MALAGA.

The recatholicisation of the diocese supposedly constituted the reimplantation and

consolidation of preexisting Catholic norrns and values. As the official rhetoric repeatedþ

decla¡ed, traditional values and Catholic cuhure were consubstantial. Catholic culture was an

intrinsic and inseparable part of Hispanic culture and of the national essence. Nevertlreless, there

were evident differences between the religious practices of the clerical world, and those of the

ttrbid. 
1Feb. 1946), 152-3.

t'Ibid. 
1Apr. 1939), 170-1.

uolbid. 
ltvtay tg37), 69-70.

u'tbid. 
1Mar. 1937), 6-10.

u2F. Sopeña, Defensa de una generación.102
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åithfut Catholic doctrine derna¡rded conpliance with cÆrtain minimum forms of religiots

observa¡rce, and compliance with clerical nornìs, both with respect to orthodoxy of belief and to

the correct execution of rituals and cerenpnies. At a minimurn" those who identified with this

form of religiosþ complied with the duty of attending mass regularly, and receive certain

sacrarnents. "Official" relþiosity was thus lrearrily dependent on the clergy, who monopolised the

tr*gy, the adminisration of sacraûrents, and were predominant in the organisation of
cerenpnies zuch as the rosary. The åithful were largeþ relegated to a passive and receptive

role.u'

In drarnatic juxtaposition with this individualist and highly clericalised form of religious

behaviou¡, the so called "popular religiosity" consisted of traditional rites, practices,

celebrations, symbols, which were part of a deepþ rooted historic oral and commwnl heritage.

Although they were undoubtedly of a Christian naftre, they often sat ill at ease with the doctrine

and lihrgy of the Church. On occasions, bishops were oblþed to intervene to prevent the

cårrying out ofrituals or cerernonies which crossed the line ofthe theologically admissible.

The community expressed this religiosþ spontaneousl¡ and independentþ of the

direction and mediation of the clergy and the "official" Church. These manifestations of popular

relþiosity include piþrirnages, processions, worship of images, and vigils. Unlike mass

attendarrce and reception of the sacranrents, they did not constitute part of the religious

oblþations imposed by ttrc Church The vital elenrent in this form of religiosity are ttrc cofradías,

or bnotherhoods, which stored and looked after the Holy irnages and the floats þasos]. On the

feast da¡ tlre, cofrades, or rnembers of the brotherhood" organised and particþated in the

procession of the Hoþ Images. The parish priest might participate in the processioq but the real

protagonists were the lay people, who organised the entire event.

The Holy Week processions, particularly those of Seville, provide the most d¡amatic

example of traditional religiosity. No one who has ever witnessed a Holy Week procession in

Andalusia can have failed to be impressed or overawed by the extraordinary amount of human

effort and feeling potred into thern Other processions include Corpus Christi, and the local

processions in honour of the local patron saint, or advocations of the Virgin or of Christ. In

Mrilaga (capital) in Holy Week alone, there a¡e up 52 pasos ard 29 different processions.uo The

rurmes of the cofradías are sufficient indication of the intense and emotionally charged

63lt must be borne in mind that, in this period, the clergy said mass with their backs to the congregation
The lack of participation of the congregation in the focal point of religious life could hardly be more acute.

*J. Cruces Pozo, "Málaga," in Temas Españoles, no. 150 (Madrid, 1955), l9-20.
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atmosphere.ó5

The processions depart fiom a particular church or suburb, and patiently weave their

way along a predetermined route, usually identical from year to year, bearing the heavy and

elaboratedþ decorated and dressed inrage of the Virgin, saint, or Christ. Each cofradía or

hermandad begins its particular route on a particular day at a particular time. Previously, the

cofrades will have prepared the gigantic paso, dressing the image, preparing the floral

arrangements, etc. Depending on the wealth and prestige of the rnembers, the clothes that the

image will wea¡ will be nrore or less expensive. Some of the more elaborate shawls wom by the

Virgins are embroidered in gold" and in Mrílaga it is said of one such Virgin that the shawl is

worth two million p€setas. The Catholic lay intellectual Alfonso Ca¡los Comín noted that "The

weafth that is exhibited is considerable... the value ofthe artistic treasures ofthe brotherhoods of
Hoþ Week in Mrílaga a¡e calculated to be nnre than fifty million pesetas and have been acquired

in their entirety in the last twent¡dve years."óó

The cofrades will also have arranged to contract and pay for the costaleros, who a¡e

responsible for carrying the enormous image on their shoulders. Sometimes, platforms or chairs

a¡e set out along the route, which the spectators must pay a charge for in order to watch the

procession. The other spectators form a large crowd along the route, or watch from the

balconies of their homes, from which they have hung emb,roidered shawls, or even colourful or

embroidered quilts, to add colour and atmosphere to the street. At the procession itselt, the local

civil and military authorities are usually present,6T often accompanied by brass bands, police on

horseback, and little girls dressed in the füly flamenco costume. The cofrades themselves a¡e

6tFor example, one of the most important of the cofradías of Málaga's Holy Week isthe Real Hermqndqd de
Nuestro Padre Jesús del Santo Sepulcro y Nuestra Señora de la Soledad. Other even more vivid names are:
Venerable Hermandad de Culto y Procesión del Sanlísimo Cristo de la Agonía y María Sanlísima de las
Penas y Santo Domingo de la Calzada; Ilustre y Venerable Hermandad Sacrqmentql y Cofradía de
Nazarenos de Nuestro Padre Jesús de la Pasión y María Santísima del Amor Doloroso; Muy llustre,
Venerable y Fervorosa Hermandad Sacramenlal de Nuestro Padre Jesús de la Sentencia y María Sanlísima
del Rosario en sus Misterios Dolorosos. On Holy Week in Málaga, see J. Castellanos Guerrero (coord),
Semana Santa en Málaga: Vida cofrade y entorno de las cofradías malagueñas (Málaga, 1989).

*4. C. Comin, España, ¿País de Misión?,126.

6tDuring the dictatorship, the civil and military authorities, as well as representatives of offrcial bodies such
as the police force were present in the procession, as befitted a régime which declared itself to be

confessional. Currently, the presence of the mayor of each locality depends on the individual in each
particular case, although in general terms, socialist mayors have on the whole been present in their capacity
as representatives of the people at religious processions, whatever their own feelings might be. Conversation
with Rafael Contreras, journalist and specialist on Catholic associations, cofradías, and hermandqdes, for
Diario 16 Málap, and member of the Real Hermandad de Nueslro Padre Jesús del Santo Sepulcro y
Nuestra Señora de la Soledad, held in Málaga, 4 September 1995.
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drcssed for the occasior¡ in the coloun of the cofradía, wearing special crosses or rredals and

ribbons, and be¿ring a special staff Solemnþ organised in rows, tbe cofrades are prominent in

the procession. In some processions, long continuous columns of faithful walk in single file along

the route on both sides of the processions, bearing candles on their way to the church where

mass is said at the end of the procession. Some walk in bare feet a.s an act of penitence. Much

more dnrmatic as frr as acts of penitence go arc tIrc nazarenos, who wear special tunics and

cover their åces with sinister looking pointed hoods.

The movernent of the paso rtæ)f is the nnst dramatic and emotional part of the

procession. The incredible weight of the paso, which is ca¡ried sometimes by anything from one

hundred to two hundred me4 impedes normal walking. The men are obliged to shufle from side

to side in order to move the paso forwa¡d. A certain rh¡hm is maintained by the continual and

sonrewhat sinister tapprng of a staffon the ground, or by drums. The suffering costaleros shufle

forwa¡d sorne distance, and the image sways from side to side. From time to time tlrc costaleros

stop. The image is hoisted upon metal rods so that they can rest, and then the shufling begins

again At certain balconies, a singer rnay launch into a saeta to the image,68 and enthusiastic cries

can be heard. To all effects, the image is cheered and praised as if it were alive.

The procession is accompanied by eating and drinking, in a generalþ intense but festive

atnnsphere. The processions are immenseþ slow, and can go on all night, especialþ if the

procession incorporates elements which a¡e not strictþ relþious. In lvfálaga for example, Comín

noted that

When the procession is c,oming to a close, the two floats greet each other. The
greeting consists in the two floats approaching each other and moving away
again, backwa¡ds and forwa¡ds, over and over agalrL to see who holds out
longer. The people urge and encourage them with shouting and clapping. It is a
matter of pride to see who holds out longer. S-ometimes this goes on until tltee,
four and even up to six o'clock inthe rnorning.óe

The lack of specificaþ religious content in some of the rituals and practices associated

with these processions, the generally festive atmosphere, and the stubbom independence of the

cofradías with respect to the bishops was a traditional source of tension between the cofradías

6EA saeta, rooted in flamenco song forms, is normally sung at the Holy Week processions. Usually, a singer
is contracted to await the passing of the image in a balcony along the route along which the image will pass.

The saeta is specially written for the occasion. When the image passes, the singer breaks out in passionate
praise to the image. On the history and nature of the saela in Málaga, see E. Rioja Yâzquez, "La saeta en

Málaga. Las saetas malagueñas," in XII Congreso de Arte Flamenco. Ponencias y Comunicaciones
(Estepona, Málaga, septiembre 1994).

unA. C. Comín, España, ¿País de Misión?.127.
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and the clergy. In Málæa the pasos are particularty la¡ge and healy, so much so that the

majority of them cannot be wedged in and out of churches -as they a¡e in other parts of
Andalusia-, or, as they say in Spanish, they are unable to salir de dentro. They have to be

dismantled, stored, and reassembled in tinre for the procession This nreant that the images were

not kept in churches, but often in warehouses or wherever there was space to put them in. On

the day of assembling, tlrc paso wa.s put together in the street, often under a makeshift cover.

There is an ongoing debate as to whether the pasos are so big because they were not allowed

into the churches by the clergy, or whether they were ejected by the clergy because they were so
70

Dlg.

Santos Olivera made his first attempt to reimpose a certain measure of ecclesiastical

control shortly after his retum to the diocese in 1938, when he imposed a set of strict rules for

tbe cofradías. Under the new statute, the bishop controlled the number of cofrades that could be

admitted" the method of election to the cofradía, and demanded certain particular p€rsonal

qualities of those elected for the ruling committee. T}ae cofradías were prohibited from

organising any public cerenþny with the aim of raising rnoney, and the nurnber and natwe of the

ceremonies were regulated by the bishop. Instructions were given for Hoþ Week, which allotted

a marimum time for the processioru which limited particþation to the members of the cofradía,

and which obliged strict observance of the allotted route, in order to avoid the "disorganisation"

and "other abuses" ofthe pa.st."7l The "disorganisation" referred consisted of deviations from the

onginal route, and excessiveþ long and slow, whict¡ on having to cross paths with others

covering different routes, caused immense delays which resulted in the population being out in

the street a[ night. The profane nature of the spectacle was evident when nazarenos, who were

supposed to be tmdergoing an act of penitence, were to be seen chatting or smoking cigarettes.

Evidently, the atmosphere was frr from being one of great piety.

Hence, one of the great preoccupations of the ecclesiastical hierarchy and the clergy was

that religious ceremonies and rituals not be reduced to mere profane or folkloric spectacles. One

year, the bishop's displeasure with the cofradías de pasión of Málaga was so great that the

Cofradía de la Misericordia was punished with not being permitted to go out in procession in

the Holy Week of 1945.72 In the stunmer of the same year, the Bishop of M:ílaga published a

t\azareno Verde, Lenguaje Cofradiero de Málaga (Málaga, 1982), 154-6: "Salir de Dentro."

" BooM çAug. 1938), 499.

72P. Sánchez Domínguez, 50 Años de Mdlaga en sus Pregones de Semana Sqnta (1935-1954) (Málaga,
1994),33. Cofradías de Pasión include all those who go out in procession in Holy Week, whereas those
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circula¡ in the diocesan buüetirl asserting that the reþious ceremonies held on the eve of fe¿st

days of local patrons were declining in ntrmber, Íß w¿rs the devotion and piety with which they

were held. Too ofter¡ the event was tainted by ineverence, if not sacrilege. Often a public dance

would substitute the vigil and few ñmilies complied with the obligation of fasting or abstinence:

Little by little, profrne festivities are gaining ground on the religious ones, to
such an extent that attention and devotion are fixed on the former, more than on
the latter, tuming the principal into something secondary; and finally in nrany
cases, the feast day of patron saints a¡e a pagan bacohanal, and fa¡ from being
worship of God, they serve to multipþ the offences against his Divine Majesty."

What was even worse was that nrany of the abuses were being organised by the very

cofradía entrusted with the cult of the patron saint. For this reasoq Santos Olivera adopted

another series of nornìs to regulate the situation. Amongst the measures to be adopted, the

parish priests were ordered to appropriateþ instruct the faithfi¡l, "explaining the liturgical

rneáning of the feast and the most practical way of celebrating it." The cofrades were ordered to

limit tlrcir activities to the organisation of the purety religious rites, but not profane activities, and

to look out for "moral sense and good customs in pagan feasts." Religious processions outside

the chu¡ches were prohibited ifthere were profane celebrations underway.to

However, the cofradías were not so easily intimidated. In 1949, Bishop Herrera found

himself obliged to issue yet another decree which restructured the cofradías, and which

prohibited the creation or reorganisation of any cofradía, in order to maintain the number then in

existerrce. Ifthere were too many with few members in it, the bishop reasone{ they could attrast

extraneous elenrents to the processions, warping the religious sense of the procession, turning it

into a festival, and rnaking it difficult to keep control of it.7s All those who wished to occupy

posts on the ruling committee of the cofradías were subjected to an intense scrutiny including

reports from the police and the Movement, which covered all aspects of the individual's private

and public life and ideology. Most candidates were approved, but not always. One individual was

described by the police a.s being "always ...of left-wing ideas and of bad moral public and private

conduct."Tó Another individual manifested a politically correct ideology, but "He is of bad public

devoted to the worship of a patron saint, Virgin, etcetera, are called Cofradías de Gloriq.

"BOOM 1Aug.-Sept. I945), 565.

tolbid. 
1Aug.-Sept. 1945), 567-8.

ttlbid.lMay 1949), I l3-6.

tu"lnfor*e Cuerpo General de Policía, Comisaría de Málaga," 3 May 1943, no. 8105. AGC, box 2, under
section Málaga Hermandades 1928-1978, "Hermandades y Cofradías de Málaga Cap¡tal." The individual in
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and private repute, being addicted to alcoholic drink, having been arrested for pretending to be a

policernar¡ and for scandal and drunkenness."tt

Standards of morality and piety were equally alarming among those who watched or

participated in the processions. In an anonynpus report sent to the Civil Govemor, and dated

1952, otre comrnent¿tor insisted on the problem caused by the cofradías that friled to compþ

with ttteir timetables and arrived at the chuch late, arguing that it was nec€ssary to avoid friling

back into the old days in which the mob, enlivened by the sound of trumpets, druÍts, arrd saetas,

began to take over the streets for their own entertainrnent.tt The q,pical rests enjoyed by the

costaleros had been abolished two years earlier in order to eliminate ttrc b/pical delays in which

costaleros rested for hours, "enlivened by the excessive ingestion of alcohol, whose calamitous

consecuenoes for Christian fervot¡¡ are easy to imagine." The writer recomnrended that

cofradías that did not keep up with their tinretable be fined and banned from participating in the

procession the fo[owing year if the perfornrancæ was repeated. He also criticised the stroll that

the nazarenos took before the procession begar¡ and even nr)re, the drinks, eating, cigarettes,

and food consu¡ned in public places after the event, and the uncovering of the füce, smoking, or

chatting with members of the public furing the procession itself The writer believed that a

minimum age for participation in the procession should be impose{ given that the young

appeared to be particulady responsible. Equalþ, tlte costaleros should be obliged to disrobe after

the procession, arid behave correctþ when robed. Naturalþ, the writer was not impressed by ttre

example set by one costalero ofthe Santo Sepulcro, who, "At ten o'clock on Holy Saturda¡ was

seen in the centre ofthe city, totally inebniated." Many ofthe penitents, also, had dubious reasons

for participating in the procession: "...they go ... for a lark, checking out the public who are

watching the passing of the processiorl or so that sorne friend or neighbour will see them." They

were to be seen in company of boyfriends, smoking, eating and chatting. The writer

recommended that the penitents be obliged to process with their faces masked.Te Finally, the

question, Antonio García Sánchez, was applying for admission as member of the junta of the Cofradía del
Santísimo Cristo de la Agonía y María Santísima de las Penas (Church of San José).

7?"Servicio de lnformación e lnvestigación, FE: Delegación Provincial del Málaga, 20 enero, 1944." AGC,
box2, Mdlaga Hermandades 1928-1978, "Hermandades y Cofradías de Málaga Capital," folder for years
1897-1943, "Hermandades Fusionadas de Azotes y Columnas, Santa Vera Cruzy Sangre de Nuestro Señor
Jesucristo y Animas de Ciegos (Panoquia de San Juan) y Nuestro Padre Jesús de la Exaltación."

tt"Semana Santa de 1952. Juicio Crítico Negativo de sus Desfiles Profesionales. Málaga. Abril," 2. AGC,
"Asociaciones," box l, Málaga. Hermandades 1928-1978. "Hermandades y Cofiadías de Málaga capital:
Agrupación de coÍÌadías, Pollinica, Humildad, Gitanos, Pasión, Cautivo."

tn"Sernunu Santa de 1952. Juicio Crítico Negativo de sus Desfiles Profesionales. Málaga. Abril," 4. AGC,
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writer also protested about the habit of singing saetas, recommending that those who sing them

and the owners of bars, tavems where they were sung, be severeþ punished.

By 1953, the Agrupación de Cofradías de Semana Santa -the ruling organisation and

representative of all the Hoþ Week cofradías- was setting up three control commissions, "by the

superior mandate of the Prelate,... in orderto achieve the most precise compliance with tinæs

and itineraries for the processions." The Agrupación sought the active collaboration of the Civil

Governrnent to work alongside the commissions set up by the Agrupación and the bishop's

representatives in order to secure this end.E0 In 1956, Herrera again turned his attention to the

religious processions, criticising their irreverence, the slowness of their progress through the

streets which kept the faithf.rl out until all hours, and the "deplorable street scenes, which

constitute an authentic profanation of Holy Days." In order to remedy the situation, Herrera

designated no less than a commission of ecclesiastics, presided over by his auxiliary bishop, to

propose a definitive plan for tlrc cofradías for 1957.8' By 1957, the bishop had established the

Hoþ Week Board, which studied the times and routes of the processions, and prepared "the

religious acts that a¡e celebrated on Holy Saturday with particular care."82

The processions were by no rnearis the only manifestation of popular religiosþ that

initated the bishops. Other rituals or ceremonies were also criticised for neglecting the purely

religious elements, and being reduced to a merely proåne celebratior¡ in which excesses of all

kinds were usualþ present. In 1939, Santos Olivera began his assault conplaining about the

practice of placing photographs at the foot of the statue of the Virgin N{ary, which he believed

made the shrine look more like a bazaa¡ than a shrine.83 In 1940, he tumed his attention to that

most typical expression of Andalusian religiosity, the romería.to The festive nature of these

"Asociaciones," box l, Mölaga. Hermandades i,928-/,978. "Hermandades y Cofradías de Málaga capital."

toletter from the Agrupación de Cofradías de Semana Santq to the Civil Covernor, 2l March 1953, in
AGC, Málaga. Hermandades 1928-1978, "Hermandades y Cofradías de Málaga Capital: Agrupación de

cofradías, Junta de Gobierno de 1953- Varios."

rt BooM çsupp. Feb.-Mar. 1956),67.

*ttuid.ltesz¡, +t.

t'tbid. lMay t939), 247.

rnThe ,om"ria is essentially a pilgrimage to a shrine in celebration of the feast day of a patron saint or
Virgin. They are joyous occasions, accompanied by singing and dancing on the road, and the bright festive
dress tlpical of the south of Spain. For a complete analysis of traditional Andalusian feasts and celebrations,
and their social-cultural role, see S. Rodríguez Becerra, Las fiestas de Andqlucía. Una aproximación desde
la antropología cultural (Sevilla, 1985).
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events was exactly what initated the bishop. Tlte romería,lte decla¡e{ had degenerated into

"profrnity a¡rd scandalous licentiousness." Rather than being a spiritual experience, it was closer

to being a bacchanal. The feasting, dancing and profrne singing, "are a synonym for reveþ and

diversion, and the devotion and worship of the irnage or mystery being venerate4 and which is

used as the pretext for the feast, is the least important." The bishop expressed his agreement with

the popular proverbs which alleged that onþ the frivolous and superficial went to romerías.8s

The next attack was on the traditional popular feåst called Las Cntces de Møyo. Ias

Cntces de Mryo were crosses which were adorned with flowers, ceramic objects and copper

knick knacks. They were set up in a local public place, princþally in the patio de vecinos. The

locals gathered a¡ound the cross, where the accordior¡ guitar, and lute players played for the

popular dances that went on all night. The young worrrcn would put on manila shawls and do up

their hair in preparation for the dances, under the sharp eyes of their mothers. A vigil was kept

during the Eve by sonre of the neighbours, who would keep watch while drinking hot chocolate

and eating btms. On the day itselt a comrnon h¡nch was shared, including c€rtain rittlal foods.

There wa.s music, dancing, and the townspeople received visits fiom villagers from other

villages.tu It is speculated that Las Cruces de Mayo had a pagan origin, and certainly its role

facilitating contact befween the young people of both sexes, in a society which segregated them

as frr as possible, gave the festival a socio-cultural role which went beyond the purely religious.

Santos Olivera did not seem to object to the cuh of the cross itself; but he firntly opposed

its more profrne aspects. The cross was adorned in houses, squares, and according to the bishop,

in unsuiøble places zuch as theatres and recreational centres. For this reason he wamed that "it is

not licit to mix the sacred with the profrne, lightrng ... one candle to God and another to the

Devil." The authorities of Seville had already prohibited the celebration of las Cruces de Mayo

as they were then being celebrated, while the Civil Govemor of Granada had prohibited all

dancing and profane activities in front of the c.o.r.tt

Even in the pureþ Catholic rituals which were not in atty way related to pagan rituals,

the bishops found themselves struggling to control the typically Andalusian tendency to combine

the ptuely religious ritual with profrne elements, and usually incline the balance towa¡ds the

" a oou çnpr. I 940), 234(a)-23 4(c).

tuon ¿as Cruces de Mayo in villages of Granada, see P. Gómez Garcia, Religion popular y mesianismo.

Anólisis de cultura andaluzq (Granada, l99l),40-1.

t'BooM luay 1942),356.
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latter rather than tho fornrer. With sonre religious celebrations -zuch as first hoþ communions- it

was difficult to ascertain where the religious part ended and where the profrne celebration began

Santos Olivera was a typical representative of Castile and was steeped in Castilian religiosity:

sta¡k, intensely spiritual, austere. In comparison, the Andalusian celebnations were cha¡acterised

by exuberance, colour, and gaiety. All the senses canre into play; music, food and drink, and

elaborate visual dþlays were an intrinsic part ofthe event. Santos Olivera found the Andalusian

style of religious expression to be excessively trivial and frivolous. In his "Circula¡ on First Hoþ

Communions," the bishop asked his clergy and the teachers to exhort parents to celebrate the

first hoþ communior¡ "but not with profanities and lavish ostentation ...to the point of taking the

children, in their First Hoþ Communion clothes, to proåne and improper spectacles."ss

Despite the complaints of the bishops, the traditional religious practices, both mass

celeb'rations -such as the processions, Zas Cruces de Mayo, etc- and the private personal

celebrations -usualþ associated with the traditional rites of pÍNsage: baptisnt, first hoþ

communior¡ etc.- continued to rnaintain strong roots in the communþ. Some becarne more or

less popnlar depending on the social and political circumstances. Las Cruces de Mayo, lor

example, began to decline at one point because they had traditionally been held amongst

neighbours; when the local communities began to be affected by emigratiorU the custom began to

lose force. The changes that occur arise out of the extemal circumstances ofthe community, and

not as a resuh of ecclesiastical pressure.

In comparison, "official" religiosity apparently experienced very little improvement.

Despite the efforts ofthe bishops, the clergy and religious communities, and Catholic ActiorU the

population had not returned to religious services in great nunbers. The reception of sacraments

had not dramatically increased. Catholic Action remained a numerically insignificant

organisation, which attracted only certain members of the dominant classes. The optimism of

Bishop Santos Olivera was such that he had expected that the population would have poured

into religious services en masse ¿ìs soon as the province had been "liberated." A year after his

return to the diocese, and in seemingly genuine astonishment, he lamented the religious apathy

that he was still encountering.

That this should occrÌr in times of rabid laicisrn, of determined persecution of the
Church of mockery and ridicule of sacred people and things...., might be

explicable, although never jusifiable. But that in our day and age and under the
new state of things, urder a Christian régime which is totaþ deferential to the
ChurctU after the tremendous lesson that the past has given us, and seeing the

tttbid. iMay 1946),284
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profourdty religious reaction that lps spread tluoughout the real Spain.., it is
truly inconceivable and inexplicable.o'

Barely five years later, in 1943, the bishop confessed his embarrassment on having had to send a

questionnaire to the Vatican on local mass attendance and compliance with obligatory religious

observance. Onty holy days, approxirnately 15-20% of the worrrcn attended mass. Of the merl

onþ about 5o/o attendeÅ, and about 50% of the children. Approximateþ the saÍrc proportioq if
not less, complied with religious oblþations at Easter. The bishop noted that these figures onþ

constituted the provincial average, ild that there were even gteater differences between

individual parishes.eO What is perhaps more striking, given Santos' optimistic nature, is the Èct

that the bishop suspected that not all the faithful who attended mass were there for pureþ

spirinral reasons. ln 1942, he c.omplained that

There are many... who attend [nrass] passively, with the lack of interest and the
apathy ofthose who compþ with an aruroying arìd boring duty out of routine or
respect, without understanding the reål significance and importance of the Ndass,

without realising what is going on on the alta¡, without fip"ntg a pious book,
without saying a prayer or taking part in liturgical stnging."

Santos Olivera's suspicions were also aroused by the fact that there were also faithftl who went

to mass, and then spent the rest of the day occupied with "dangerous entertainment" or in

"clearly sinfi.il activities. "e2

The response ofthe bishops to this manifestly wsatisfactory situation was to increase the

nurnber and intensþ of missions. In 1948-1950, now under Herrera, the rural missions were

inauguratd and were intensiveþ ca¡ried out tlroughout l95l.e3 In 1950, an important series of
missions were also held in the capital under the slogan "The suburbs for Christ." As usual, the

missions constituted intensive indoctrination of the "ignorant," taking advantage of the presence

of the clerical instructors to administer sacraments and "rectify" immoral circumstances. These

events were also accompanied by the usual paternalistic acts of social and religious welfare, such

as the construction of churches, schools, sports fields, medical clinics, public dining rooms, etc.,

tntbid. 
1Feb. 1938), 97-8.

'tbid. 1r'eu. 1943), 71.

n'rbid. 1oct. 1942), 778.

e2ld.

e3The references to missions and pastoral visits are particularly intense in the diocesan bulletin of 1951. See

ibid. (195 l), 67-72,90-4, 182-7,322,387-9. There were 33 mission centres scattered over the province in
this year; the mission in the capital went from 30 January to 4 April l95l .
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in the working class suburbs of the capital. The Catholic publications expressed great optimism

as to the positive effects of the missions. "How easúy the sinners have surrendered to grace and

how rapidþ the good souls have improved, and have embraced perfection!," decla¡ed one

commentator in the diocesan bulletin.ea The missions continued in 1951, in which year Bishop

Herrera personally undertook missions thnoughout the province. This function was taken over by

the Auxiliary Bishop Benavent during Herrera's @uent absences.

The Spiritual Director of the Seminario Menor punior Seminaryl had decided to attack

the problem in the countryside by creating a "Centre ofmissionary irradiation" in Antequera. The

idea wa.s to station a group of clergymen there, exclusiveþ dedicated to missionary activities. In

this centre there would be adequate Írearìs of communication and information available for the

task. By 1954, between 28 February and ll npnl,43 missions were held, involving 103

missionaries, which constituted half of the clergy available in that year. The sacrifice and

enthusiasm was considerable. The participants paid for their own expenses, and the seminarians,

who also joined ir¡ renounced their summer holidays in order to be able to participate.ot The

missions and pastoral visits appeared to be particularly intense in the last years of the fifties, and

in the earþ sixties.nu Appatently alluding to the traditional alliance between clergy and

bourgeousie, it was acknowledged that

Ip¡rorance is not the worst enemy of the rural missionary.... The worst enemy is
the prejudice with which priests are received. That is why it is very important to
¿lssu¡e the independence of the missionary, so that he does not look, to
suspicious eyes, like a man under soÍrcone else's influence, or an emissary or
friend ofanybody's...e7

The preeminent role given to the clergy in the recatholicisation constituted an insoluble

problenr, at least in the short terrn The population demonstrated an appalling ignorance of the

most basic elements of Catholic doctrine. One priest had examined one hurdred rural children

and found only six who knew the ten comnuùîdments. The missionary sent to Barr¿nco del Sol

was asked if he was a teacher, "and on seeing the missionary's crucifix, sad it is to say, they

nnlbid. 
1Rpr. 1955), ll5.

ntlbid. 
1Apr. lg55), 119-22.

'uln 1957-1958. the auxiliary bishop assumed the burden of pastoral visits, carrying out an extensive
programme of rural visits. See ibid. (1958), 49-55,78-81, l14-21, 150-62,'195-204,235-43,388-93,444.
Seealso ibid. (1959),34-7, 104-10;and ibid. (1960), on missions in Ronda.

ntlbid. 
1npr. lg55), l2l-2.
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thought it was a pistol."es Another reported that no one attended his chwch except for two old

ladies. There were villages where Easter attendance did not reachTo/o of the population.en Th.r.
was no prospect of improving religious vocations until the population had received a thorough

instruction and had been won back to the church.

Yet without clergy to direct the instruction, administer the sacraments, and zupervise

public morals and customs, it was impossible to expect dramatic changes in the spiritual

preparation of the faithftl. The capital ought to have had 30 parishes, but had only 19. The

parishes were enonnous in all Mâlaga, and chronically understaffed.'oo Th" shortage of clergy

had remained as acute a problem as it had been in the days of Santos Olivera. ln 1947, Bishop

Angel Herrera stated that there were only 200 clerry for a population of 600,000, and parishes in

the capital with more than 30,000 souls attended to by one priest.rot [o 1955, on average, there

was one priest to every 100,000 souls in the parishes of the capital.'o' At that date, there were

215 diocesan priests, 26 of whom lived as students at the seminary, and another 40 were

occupied in work in the cathedral or for the diocesa¡r curia; others were retired or chaplains.

Excluding the 18 religious dedicated to pastoral work and the administration of sacraments, a

population of one million was being attended to by barely 150 secular clergy. As a result, in the

capital there were parishes of 40,000 people attended by one parish priest, possibly in failing

health, and one coadjutor; there were parishes of 15,000 people with no coadjutor at all; and

there were parishes of 2,000 with no resident priest. Most parish priests were responsible for

various parishes, with no coadjutor to assist then¡ and obliged to cover enornror¡s distances in

perilous conditions (usually on donkeys) in order to see to their pastoral duties.rO3 The princþal

remedy was that of promoting vocations to the seminary, but as we have seer¡ a great

proportion of those who entered abandoned before being ordained, and there was no revolution

in the number of vocations in Málaga.

Other solutions included sayng Sunday mass in the aftemoons, instead of the moming.

This was possible due to the Apostolic Constitution Christus Dominus of 6 January I 953, which

ntlbid. 
1Apr. 1955), l2l.

ttbid. graay ]-952), 142-3.

'ootbid. (May 1952), t4t-7.

totA. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas,764

'o'rbid., Bl5.

to'B)OM l\pr. 1955), I l6-7.
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authorisod the saying of aftemoon mass. This permitted ttrc few clergy of Milaga to say their

regular Sunday morning rnass and tread out to say mass in the villages, suburbs, and latifundist

estates in the afternoon The clergy \¡/ere supported by various Catholic lay and religious

organisations, including the inevitable female branches of Catholic Action. Their apostolate

consisted of the organisation of catechisnL reading and writing classes, sewing classes, regional

dance and music, relþious singing, and va¡ious social services, such a.s the distribution of foods

and rnedicines, or the preparation of necessary paperwork -"for baptisms, marriages, military

service, etc.t'lo4

Over tinre, in the interest of improving pastoral care, greater attention began to be paid

to the question of compiling statistics and information in general on religious practice in the

diocese. To this end, Bishop Herrera established tIre Oficina de Estadßtica de Ia lglesia [Church

Office of Statistics] in the 1960's. At the same tinrc, other studies were being carried out for

simila¡ purposes in other parts of Spain Far fiom parntmg a bright picture, they tended to

confirm the frct tlr,at religious ob,serva¡rce in Spain continued to follow the sanre pattern that had

existed in th€ 1930's and well before. That is to sa¡ that Catholic religious observance was still,

"a characteristic of the north rather than the soutlU of property owners rather than manual

workers, ofthe better rather than poorþ educated, of women rather than men"l0s

When the first sociological studies of religiosþ and frequency/regularity of official

relþious obaervarrce began to appear in the late 1950's a¡rd 1960's, Andalusia rankd at the

bottom of the rest of the nationrou In the late 1950's, the Bishop of Málaga began to show an

interest in carrying out studies on the state of religious practice in the diocese. On Sunday, I 1

February 1962, a survey was carried out on mass attendance and reception of communion in the

parishes of the capital of Malaga The diocesan bulletin was able to decla¡e with evident

satisfaction that in Malaga every Sunday 28.5% of the population -excluding children of under

s€ven years of age- attended mass, and 7%o of the population -that is, one in four of the

congregation- received communion. The total number at rrass on that date was of 71,905.107

The resuh was regarded as positive: "The sum we believe to be frankly consoling after the

'*Ibid. (Apr. 1955), I18.

'otF. Lannon, Privilege, Persecution, and Prophecy,18.

rmspanish religious practice is extensively analysed in R. Duocastella (ed.), Análisis sociológico del
catolicismo español.

'o' B ooM çJune 1962), 574-8 1 .
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excessively pessimistic hypotheses of very scarce Sunday compliance in all Andalusia (at most a

ISYo or 20o/o), which frequently have been suggested."r0s This relativeþ positive result

"manifestly reveals the considerable ntxnber of Christians in grace..."loe

The disparity between the religious observance of men and women remained constant.

Only I7% of men over fourteen years of age attended, in comparison with 28.5% of women.

This disparity is noticeable even among those less than fowteen years of age: 49%o of boys

attended, in comparison with 52% of girls. t t0

It must be noted that the survey was only carried out in the capitaf and in the capital

attendance was concentrated in ten churches, that is, the parish chwches of the more afluent

suburbs, and the Cathedral. It was impossible to evaluate what proportion of the parishioners of
each parish attended mass, for strictly practical reasons. For example, many people attended

mass in parishes other than their owr¡ and others came to the capital from the countryside to

attend nìass, so that it was inrpossible to come to any conclusion. However, the statistics on

reception of communion are complete. Examining the figures carefirll¡ it would app€il that the

statistics on reception of communion are susceptible to a far less positive interpretatioq because

the masses said in the seminary, the religious congregations, and the Catholic colleges of the

capital "artificially" inflated the percentage of population receiving communiont" To take one

example, in the parish of La Victori4 2,072 people affended mass, of which 258 received

communior¡ a percentage of l2Vo of those attending. Nevertheless, within the parish there was

also a chapel in the military hospital and congregations of male and female religious

(Adoratrices, Capuchins, and Carmelites). There were also two schools, as well as the diocesan

seminary. These constituted a total mass attendance in the parish of 3,043. Between them aL

except for the military chapel, where no one received commtrnior¡ the rate of reception of

commu:rion was raised to a healthier 3lo/o.ttz Other parishes showed very similar results. In the

small working class suburbs, where there were no religious congregations or Catholic colleges,

the panorama was very much bleaker than the average of the capital would indicate. In the

working class parish of San Pablo, reception of communion was of l3Yo of the congregation; in

'otlbid. (June 1962), 574-5; see also ibid. (Nov

'onlbid. (Nov. 1962), 973.

"otbid. (June 1962), 575.

"tlbid. (June 1962), 580.

"'lbid. (June 1962), 656.

t962),973
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Santo Domingo, l6Yo; arñin San Jose, I l\o."3 ïre parish ofEspíritu Santo, vúer€ onþ 39 nren

and I 12 wornen attended mass, the reception of communion was a more positive 23o/o.tta ln

other working class parishes, the presence ofreligious inçitutions elevated the overall percentage

of reception of commwrion. In the parish of La PurísimA the initial figure of 25o/o went up to

3lo/o due to the presence of a Catholic girls' college. Another curious fact is the parish of La

Sagrada Famili4 where the Provincial Prison was situated. In the prison, 210 rnen attended

mass, (the percentage ofmass attendance as a percentage ofthe total population of inmate is not

giveÐ, but not one received communion"t S,rb,seq.rentl¡ another survey was carried out, on

the natr¡¡e of active participation in tlre liturgy -particþation in the prayers, the cerernonies such

as the processior¡etc. Here it was noted tllø;t 55o/o of masses included some kind of direct lay

participation, whilst 45% exluded all such participation.r16

Anottrer indicative sþ of the strength of "official" religiosity in Mrirlaga was the state of
the religious press. The Spanish Church's office of infornration and statistics compiled a guide of
the Churcb its organisations, schools, publications, etc., which provides some useful information

on the different dioceses. ln 1957, it irrcluded a list of all the Catholic publications available at

that tirne, classified in 28 different categories, and where they were situated. Mrálaga only

boasted eight religious rnagazines in 1957, in a population of 676,000, arid these sold a total of
34,600 copies. One was the diocesan bulletiru the rernaining seven were Catholic college

rnagazines for fonner students.rrT There were twenty other categories ofrelþious publications in

which the province ofMálaga did not produce a single publication These included the categories

of "Social Action," "Charit¡/," "Bulletins of Religious Orders," "Clergy," "Teaching," "Training

Secular Apostolate," "Missions," and "Vocations. "

If the situation had not changed radically in the capital what was the state in the

countryside? A peculiarity of Andalusia was that, unlike the rest of Spair¡ religious observance

was higher in the cities than in the countryside. This has been explained with reference to the

economic and social structure of the region. The cities of Andalusia were not generally industrial

"'rbid. (Juty 1962), 660- l.

"orbid. (Juty 1962), 670-l .

"trbid. (July r962), 660-1, 670-1.

"utbid. (Nov. 1962), 916-7.

"'O¡riro General de Información y Estadística de ta lglesia en España. Guía de ta lglesia en España.
Suplemento de I 957, 3l I -6.
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cities, with the concentration of working class suburbs that this implies. On the contrary, they

tended to concentrate the bourgeoisie, which wÍ¡s very respectfirl of religious observance. The

countryside, on the other hand, wð dominated by afisans, small peasant proprietors and a

landless rural proletariat, much distanced from the Church.r'8

An interesting source of inforrnation on the state of religioru feeling and observance in

the rural sphere is available from the reports of the seminarians who were sent out on rural

missions in the late 1950's and earþ 1960's. The reports reveal a curious panorama ranging from

absolute irdifference or even hostility, to warm reception and particþation in the missions. The

missions were based on localities where there were rural schools. The seminarians visited people

in their homes, taking notes of their particula¡ conditions. They organised catechism for the

children, nightly chats for the adults, nìass€s, and other religious ceremonies such as processions.

Dudng visits, the missiona¡ies distnbuted rosaries, scapularies, and pamphlets on prayer, the

sacrarnents, the Virgfu, the education of childrer¡ etc. In many cases, instruction had to be

carried out by other nrcans because the åithfl¡l were totalþ or substantialþ illiterate. To this

purpose, Spanish classical plays were adapted and performed, as well as parables from the

Gospel.r'e Sacraments were administered, if anyone happened to be in need of then¡ but there

was no mass administration of sacraments as in the missions of the 1940's, nor any evidence

whatsoever of any pressure being put on the local population

As a general rule, it might be said that the seminarians were received with respect, but

the people's interest in religious observance left a great deal to be desired. In Viruenda

(Antequera), a village of about 300 families, mostly small proprietors or leaseholders, only tluee

men attended mass, along with seventeen to twenty young people and women. The night

meetings had to be cancelled due to the lack of attendance.''u Something similar applied in

Chinchila, a village of about 140 inhabitants, comprised of largely literate small leaseholders and

proprietors. Here, one marL three women, five young rwonrcn, six boys and six girls attended

Sunday mass. The four or five people who attended the religious chats stopped going and they

had to be cancelled. As for the reception given to the seminarians, "it has been cold and full of
indifference. Some retumed visits merely out of courtesy."r2' In Las Tosquillas, "The reception

rr8R. Duocastella (ed.), op. cit., 49-53

"n BOOM 7Ãug.-Sept. 1959), 280-90.

'2otbid. (Mar. l96l), 276.

'r'ld.
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given to the seminarians has been acceptable. Many people, however, absented themselves from

their homes when they expected the seminarians to visit."r22 Other villages reacted in very similar

fashion.

Sonre villages reacted much more favourabþ. In Ca¡iada Pareja (Antequera), "Only

those truþ unable to attend did not come to Holy Mass and other religious acts." [n other

villages, too, the overwhelrning majority attended rnass -90% of the population in Fuente del

Fresno (Archidona), 85o/o in Saladillo (Archidona), arñ 74%o of nrcn and 70% of women in

Cortüuelo (Villanueva del Trabuco).r23 Some villages gave the seminarians an excellent

receptior¡ completely in contrast with the indifference of others, even if mass attendance was

lower than the villages nrentioned above.''o Nevertheless, the seminarians themselves were not

fooled by the warmth ofthe reception They noted,

A good disposition of the neighbours towa¡ds the priest is commor¡ although
rarely founded on zupernatural motives. Generally they sec him as a public
functionary,,,influentiat of pleasant character, with whom it is not unhelpful to
get on well."

The material conditions of these villages were amply described by the semina¡ians. [n

general terms, the lives ofthe villagers were characterised by ignorance, and extreme poverty. In

many cas€s, everyday existence was entireþ dedicated to the quest for survival. In those sectors

dominated by large estates and with families dependent on working on then¡ the t¡pical

problems included abusively low wages, insufficient foo{ the substitution of (cheaper) female

labou for male labour, obligatory work on Sundays, extensive working hours (from sunrise to

stmset), and abserrce of social security. These circumstances -no different to those which had

existed in the Republican period - caused undernourishment in many ñmilies, and forced

emigration. There were also the familiar complaints that large landowners deliberateþ left land

untilled.'26 In Cariada Parej4 the isolation and poverty of these villages is made painfirlly clear.

There was little access to information because illiteracy was higl¡ and there were only three

radios. There was no medical assistance, and the ill had to be taken elsewhere, such as

Antequer4 on horseback. There was no electric light due to the simple lack of a transformer, and

'"lbid. (Mar. l96l), 283.

'"tbid. (Mar. l96l), 277,280-1.

'2asuch was the case, for example, of La Parrilla (Archidona); ibid. (Mar. l96l),283.

'"rbid. (oct. r962). 837.

'tusuch was the case in Chinchilla and Cañada Pareja (Antequera); ibid. (Mar. l96l),276-9
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the nearest water was half a kilometre away, because the general public was not permitted access

to the water that was closer. Many rural poor lived in huts. In Fuente del Fresno, where the

majority were landless labourers, the water fountain was actuaþ polluted, causing illness arnong

the population. Communications with the nea¡est villages were difficult at best, and impossible in

winter. In Ca¡boneras, where the majority of the workers were unemployed nnre than half the

year, the village was completeþ cut offin winter, inaccessible even to beasts of burden Products

had to be brought in by donkey, thus raising the price of these products. Due to the lack of
enrergency rnedical senrice, a one month old child had died after having þen canied by her

mother to Archidona According the seminarian's report, "They die without assistance. That a

doctor corne to their homes costs what they cannot afford."r27 A particularty unjust situation was

lived in Las Tosquillas, where in the winter, the inhabitants had to walk sixteen kilometres to get

to their jobs every rnoming, even though their worþlace was only 200 metres away, because the

river had no safe crossing.'" Another considerable problem was the shortage of schools, which

Bishop Herrera's rural schools programme had not renredied entireþ.

A subsequent mission caried out in YélezWálaga n 1962 gave very similar results.r2e

That is to say, extreme ignorarrce, dire poverty, isolatioq indifference or apathy with respect to

"official" religiosity, or a good receptior¡ but for reasorìs which were not necessarily spiritual.

The services -roads, water, electricity, bridges, schools, nidical- were in equatþ dismal

conditions. In 1955, it was estirnated that over 200,000 citizens of Mrílaga lived in srnall and

highty dispersed populations of this t),pe.t'o

In short, over the yea$, the efforts made to recatholicise did not seem to have made

much headway. Bearing in mind the circumstances in which many of these nral villagers live{ it

is perfectly reasonable to suppose that it was vfutually impossible to comply with religious

observance, for the simple reason that the people had to work, either in the fields, or doing the

innumerable domestic tasks that were complicated so greatþ by the ab,solute lack of

infrastructure and services of any kind. It seenìs likely that the economic, cultural and social

backwa¡dness of the rural population was a bigger obstacle for its recatholicisation than the

anticlerical propaganda of ea¡lier years, although there had been a few episodes which seemed to

'"tbid. (Mar. l96l), 280.

'tttbid. (Mar. l96l), 283.

"nrbid. (oct. 1962). 872-Bl

''otbid. (Apr. 1955), 119.
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be anticlerical attacks. In 1941, Bishop Santos Olivera issued a circula¡ \,varning against ttrc

circulation of impious propaganda A leaflet, apparentþ reproving the worshþ of images,

criticising the clergy, and announcing a day of vengeance against Christianity and its total

destructiorL had been extensively distributed throughout the capital and various vüages.''' [n

1945, tlre bishop was again oblþed to take nrcasures against a pamphlet being sol{ allegedþ

with ecclesiastical licence, entitled "Devotion to the drops of blood spilled by our loved rcdeenrer

Jesus." The pamphlet was not in åct authorised" and accordiog to the bishop, was theologicalþ

incorrect. Probably this case constituted opportunism rather than anticlericalisrn'" During the

period of Herrer4 another pair of disagreeable events took place. In 1947, the collection boxes

of one church were robbed, and the contents of the sacristy spilled everywhere.t" [n 1949,a

robbery took place in a village chu¡ctu in which the robbers onþ stole one of the chalices, which

they had previously filled with the Host.r3a

Yet these were isolated cases. The most that could be said was that the official Church

was regarded with indifference. Meanwhile, the religious fe€ling of the population continued to

be expressed in the form of popular relþiosrty, and this is apparent in the villages visited by the

seminarians. Despite their apparent indifference to the s€minarians, the villages had cofradías,

which organised the local processions of the patron saints, Virgins, etc., which attracted great

devotion In Archidona for example, there was great devotion to the Virgen de Gracia. In

addition to this, orrc village -Huertas del Río (Archidona)-, boasted aCofradía de fun Isidro of
300 nrcmbers. Afd yet, according to the semina¡ians' report, religious ob,servarrce on Sundays

consised of fifteen nrcrL twenty wornen, twenty-five young people, ard forty children!'3s

From what has been expounded, it is obvious that Andalusian religiosþ was, and is, a

highly complex phenomenon The bishops treated the phenomenon of Andalusian religiosþ,

with its lack of orthodoxy and its anticlericalisrq as being a manifestation of popular ignorance

which would disappear when cultural levels improved. The clergy's pastoral role was therefore

oriented towa¡ds safeguarding orthodoxy and guaranteeing adequate religious instruction.

'''rbid. (Feb. l94l), 148-9.

132 Ecclesia (30 June 1945),7 .

t" BooM 7\ug. 1947), 337 -9.

r3aThe robbery took place in the parish of Valle de AMalajis. Ibid. (Dec. 1942),384-5

'tttbid. (Mar. l96l), 278.
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In r€ality, ttre vþour of the popular forms of relþiosþ were not nrcreþ a question of
igrrorance. The popular forms of religiosity were never entireþ consistent with cleric¿l norrns,

because they responded, apart from mystical or spiritual considerations, to complex

psycho-social, cultural, and even political needs, either directþ or syrnbolically. The social

scierrces -sociology, anthnopology, history, psychology- are increasingly berng applied in order to

reach an understanding of the conplexities of Andah¡sian relþiosity. As a result of this worþ

nrany theories have arisen as to the social-cultural role ofpopular reþosity.

Undoubtedþ the most important distingulshing characteristic of Andalusian religiosity is

the role and inrportafrce of tlp cofradías. The atomised and adversarial natu¡e of Andaft¡sian

society has been noted by the antlropologist David Gilrnore.l3u tn many villages, tbe cofradía

was the onþ private association in existence, and as zuch they forrned the onþ organised channel

of rnale sociability. Tlre cofrades were statute bound to provide chariøble assista¡rce for other

nrembers in nee{ ard in sonre cases, were oblþed to carry out charitable works at communþ

level in general. Therefore, they also served an inportant frurction in fonrcnting goup

solidarity.t"

Anthnopologists have assessed the rituals organised by the cofradías as being powerfirl

sources of symbolic group cohesion ard identification Tlre nature of nrembership -or the nature

and degree of exclusivþ- determined the group. Sonre cofradías had very hþh entry conditions,

which required that ttìe rnernbers belong to a particular p'rofession, or social group. In some

cases, the position of cofrade is passed on ûom Èther to sor¡ or tlrere is a long waiting list. In

these cases, the admittance of a new member is dependent upon the death of one of the existing

rnembers. Other cofradías were vertical, and atrÍn€d the collective consciousness of an entire

c.ommunity, cutting ¿rcross class lines, and even including those who a¡e not religious. This

symbolic integration of individuals within a particular social goup, whether according to

neighbourhood, occupatior¡ social class etc, is, according to the anttropologist Isidoro Moreno,

one ofthe most important fi.rnctions ofthe cofradías ofAndalusia.r3s

The clearest exarrple of this situation is the case of the feasts of the local patrons of

villages and towns, where the local cofradía is often the the only association in the communþ.

The inrrage is ca¡ed for by the members of the cofradía, who also organise and run the

''uD. Gilmor e, Aggression and Community, 38-9 .

'"1. Moreno, Cofradías y hermandades andaluzas. Estructura, simbolismo e identidad (Seville, 1985), 32

'"rbid.. 33.
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processior! and these may consitute -either principally or totally- the social élites of the

community. Nevertheless, all the members of the community participate in one way or another,

all those who belong to the social and cultural world of the community -whether resident there

or not- identify with the image, symbol of their community. The annual celebration of the feas

day constitutes an act of reaffrmation of belonging, and on no few occasions, the members of
the community resident in other parts of Spain retum to particþate in the festivities. On many

occasions, the patrons are identified with a critical moment in the history of the community -a

saint which saves the community from a natural catastrophe, assists it in a critical battle, a Virgin

which appears to a member of the community, etc. [n other cases, the advocation of the Virgin

or Christ refers to a local geographical featrne -Our Lady of the Valley fNuestra Señora del

Vallel, or The Virgin ofthe Rock [Zø Virgen de la Roca], for example.

The worship of the patron is therefore identified with a local cha¡acteristic that

distinguishes the community synrbolicalþ and spatialþ from other communities. Often the

sanctuaries a¡e on the outskirts or limits of the community, and serve as a kind of geographical

boundary. The nature of the ritual confirms the fact that the image is symbol and representative

of the whole community as suct¡ and not merely the symbol or patrimony of a particular group.

On many occasions, the shrine is situated outside the limits of the community, on a hill top, near

a waterfall, in the local woods. Thus the worship of the image is closely associated with the

forces of nature, and is in "neutral" territory, "physically distanced from the daily social universe

of the community, which is precisely where the intemal divisions operate...." Otherwise, the

image will be in the principal churct¡ as long as this is not symbolically associated with any

particular local group.'tn F.r.th".-ore, in the rural sphere, the parish is not merely a religious

unity, but is also a geographical and administrative unity. Religious feast days are civic as well as

religious ceremonies, thus giving the event a meaning that goes beyond the mere expression of

belief of the religious group.' oo

The religious ritual -usually the feast day of the local patron- is often used as a form of
social integration a¡rd self assertion in the face of other rival groups, for example, other local

villages. The spirit of animosity between neighbouring villages in Andalusia is a notable

characteristic of cultural values.'o' The religious ceremony, therefore also constitutes an act of

'tnlbid., l09.

raoc. Hermet , Los católicos en la España franquista, vol.ll, 54-5

'o'J. Pitt-Rivers, op. cit., 8-13.
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tenitorial delimitation'ot The sanrc process can be observed in a modern urban context, except

that the "rival" goup is no longer a neighbouring vüage which needs to be reminded of the

territorial limits, but an alien -and spatially and territorially identifiable- group which provides a

symbolic threat to the local community. Such is the case in the Malagan coastal town of Mijas,

where the thousands of tourists who visit the town every year physically "take over" the social

spac€. The annual åir and its accompanying religious procession has been interpreted as a

symbolic "recovery" of the social space "lost" by the local inhabiønts, who impose their own

tastes, traditions, and customs, usually adapted to the tastes and needs of foreigners during the

rest ofthe year.'ot

On other occasions, popular religiosþ served (and serves) to enhance group solidarity

between nrembers of a larger community, in opposition to other members of the same

commnnity.Tlre cofradías ofthe working class suburbs ofl-a Trinidad and Perchel, for example,

spring Êon¡ and represent, the popular classes of M¿í'laga and no one with social status or

pretensions would be even remoteþ interested in either joining tbe cofradía or participating in

the processions. The celebration of Corpus Christi in La Trinidad, for example, dates back to

1923, when the Hermandad Sacramental de San Pablo was established. The sacrament is taken

bajo palio to be administered to all the ill and disabled of the neighbourhood. In the afternoon,

the young take the Virgen de la Trinidad out in procession The festivities -which begin two

days before and end two days after the feast of Corpus Christi- are accompanied by bands from

different villages which come to play. N{any cofradías are composed of manual labourers and a¡e

not socially prestigious, while others a¡e dominated, entirely, or at least at the top ofthe pyramid,

by members of the dominant élites. Hence, they are a reflection of social class, identifying and

consolidating the group, and serving different interests and tastes. In the case of the cofradías of

La Trinidad and Perchel, the processions and rituals take place independently of the participation

of the dominant sectors of the populatioq and there is no direct conflict, either real or symbolic,

involved.

In other c¿rses, however, a religious ceremony serves to ritualise class conflict or act as a

symbolic representation of popular protest and resistance, and a kind of safety valve for the

la2see J. A,. Gonzâlez Atcantud, "Territorio y religión popular en Andalucía oriental," in C. Alvarez
Santaló, M. J. Buxó, and S. Rodríguez Becerra (coords.) La religiosidad populør (l): Anlropología e

Historia (Barcelona, 1989).

'ttJ. C. Lisón Arcal, "Religiosidad popular y recontrucción simbólica de la comunidad: el caso de Mijas," in
C. Alvarez Santaló, M. J. Buxó, and S. Rodríguez Becerra (coords.) La religiosidad popular (I).
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rnanifestation ofoppositio4 of hostiþ a¡rd rebellion to the dominant forces.'no Equally, it could

represent the triumphalist victory of the victors of the war over the Republicans. One such

ritualised manifestation of social/political conflict in M¿ílaga is the procession of a mutilated

irnage of Christ known as the Cristo de los Mutilados. The statue was mutilated during the

anticlerical attacks of the 1930's, when both its feet were knocked off ln 1937, a cofradía was

established -tbe Cofradía Nacionol del Santísimo Cristo Mutilado- comprised entireþ of
mutilated ex-military nrcn It was taken out in procession for tlre first time in 1939, constituting

an annual blow in ttrc face of all ex-Republicans and sympathisers of the vanquished regime, as

well as a form of constantþ reviving the old division between the "two Spains." So much so that,

after Franco's deatt¡ under ecclesiastical pressure, the cofradía was persuaded, in the interests of
national recorrciliatior¡ to abandon its practice of taking the inr,age out in processior¡ and the

image is now revered in the parish church where it is housed.'nt Whereas these ceremonies may

in effect be manifestations of rih¡alised class conflict, Isidoro Moreno has also dennnstrated how

sonrc religious rituals and cofradías actr¡ally act to impede the formation of class
. 146cofìsclot¡sness.

Another notable characteristic of Andalusian religiosþ is its extraordinariþ deep

attachment to the Virgin Mary.to' This phenonrcnon has been explained with reference to

psycho-social and historical åctors.'ot The suggestion that traditional religiosity possibty fulfills a

conplex psycho-sociorcultural role goes sonre way towa¡ds explaining why rnany of ttre
populæion who were completeþ oblivious to the doctrines and religious oblþations imposed by

the Churct¡ were nevertheless fervent devotees of the local patror¡ indeÈtþable participants of
the processions, etc. There are compelling reasorìs of a social cultural political or psychological

nature that give traditional forms of religiosþ a vitality that is notably absent in the clerical forms

of religious observance.

'aaAn excellent example of this is reported in Níjar (Almería), by D. Provansal and P. Molina, "Rituales
religiosos y tensiones sociales en Andalucía oriental," in C. Alvarez Santaló, M. J. Buxó, and S. Rodríguez
Becerra (coords.) La religiosidad popular (III): Hermandades, romeríqs y santuarios,452.

rasConversation with Rafael Contreras, 4 Septernber I 995.

'nul. Moreno, op. cit.,69-95.

'otD. E. Brisset Martín, "Patronos, fiestas y calendario festivo: una aproximación comparativa," in C.
Alvarez Santaló, M. J. Buxó, and S. Rodríguez Becerra (coords.), La religiosidad popular (III.
lo8c. Domínguez Morano, "Aproximación Psicoanalítica a la Religiosidad Tradicional Andaluza," in P.
Castón Boyer (coord .), La religion en Andalucía. (Aproximación a la religiosidad popular) (Seville, 1985).
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If there are compelling reasons of a psycho-social or cultural nafure than explain why

popular religiosity flourished, equally, they also exist to explain the relative unpopularity of
clerical forms of religious practice. Some antlropological studies suggest possible conflicts

between the cultural code and Catholic practice and rituals which would explain the anrbivalent

attitude of rnany to religion. Sexual values, as we have seerl constituted a point of divergence in

thinking. The Catholic virtues of submission, hurnility and meekness fmansedumbref fly in the

face of the Andalusian man's idea of pride, honour and self esteem. The emphasis placed on

virtues which implied passivity and meekness implied the adoption of cha¡acteristics that were

demeaning to any Andalusian marL because it implied the adoption of values associated with

women. A man who adopted these values was figuratively emasculated and humiliated.

The identification ofthe Church as the House of God was also contradictory to the male

ethos. The woman's sphere was limited to the home and domestic duties, with very limited

exceptions as might be the olive harvest, where in any case, labour was divided according to

gender. The e4pression "House of God" connoted a domestic sp¿ìce, tranquillity from the hustle

and bustle, which appealed to women. It was inconsistent with the masculine ethos of avoiding

the domestic sphere and everything domestic.

The rites carried out in the church "involve symbolic submission to God and his

representative, the priest." For this reasor¡ men who are enticed to religious ceremonies,

especially when these also constitute rites of passage, manifest their indifference or rejection by

remaining outside the Church smoking and chatting with other mer! or remain standing at the

back ofthe church. Male participation in religious events that take place in churches is generally

low, whereas the opposite hupp"* in outdoor religious services where the clerical control is

minimal.ton In the processions priests exercise little or no authority, and the great efforts of the

men who carry the floats gives them all the protagonisq and the opportunity to show offtheir
physical strength and manifest their narcissism. Brandes has even detected a euphemism for

ejaculation in the prevalent use of rockets at the traditional processions and ceremonies.''o

Another sowce of conflict was the Churclt's insistence on sexual purity. The Andalusian

male fully accepted this point of view for the womenfolk, but it was completely inconsistent with

the masculine ethos which was based on sexual predation as proof of virility. There is abundant

'anH, Driessen, "'Elite' versus 'Popular' Religion. The Politics of Religion in Rural Andalusia, an
Anthrohistorical Perspective," in C. Alvarez Santaló, M. J. Buxó, and S. Rodríguez Becerra (coords.), Ia
religiosidad popular (I), 95.

'tos. H. Brandes, Metáþras de la masculinidad,234.
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antlnopological eviderrce on the irnportance of demonstrating sexual aggessivity as affrnration

of viriþ and suggesting ttrat men did not consider any form of sexual activity as being sinñrl,

immoral or contrary to religious norrnr.'t' The importance of manifesting virility and avoiding

anfhing symbolic of femininity has also led Brandes to identift a possible conflict between the

traditional sexual values of the population and the clerical nonns, which could have some bearing

on the well known nrasculine rejection of communion This is based on the åct that traditionalþ

communion was received while kneeling, a position which is regarded as essentially feminine,

and closeþ identified with feminine submission and passivity. This symbol of submissior¡

inferiority and humiliation constitutes a symbolic emasculation for men, which some manage to

avoid by kneeling only on one knee and leaving the other one stretched out straight behind
., 152tnenL

Another potential problem was the conìrnon -albeit mistaken- belief that it was necessary

to go to confession before receiving communion The role of the clergy as confessors, and

especially as confessors of wonrerL was a much contested issue. The clergy occupied an

uncomfortable position in the world of popular sexual values and beließ. Spanish popular

sayings are fi.ilIof allegations against they hypocrþ of the clergy, and one ofthe most notable of
the allegations made against them is that of hlpocrisy in sexual matters. In Andalusia -as in the

rest of the country- the clergy were regarded as being red-blooded males, with sexual urges

which did not disappear as a result of ordinationtt' lvfany people are willing to express the

conviction th,at the clergy enjoy active sexual lives.tto This perception evidently nrade the

clergyman a potential sexual tt¡reat. Indeed, he was the onþ man whose cofnpany wonren could

legitimateþ seeh in order to receive spiritual guidance, or the sacraments. The possibility that

these contacts be the begiming of a relationship that was not merely spiritual is reflected in

't'See the works of D. Gilmore, op. cit.; and S. H. Brandes, op. cit., especially I I I

r'2S. Brandes, op. cit., ll8-23,222.

't'G. Brenan, The Spanish Labyrinth: An Account of the Social qnd Politicql Background of the Spanish
Civil lVar (Cambridge, 1990),49.

rsaThe popular jokes involving the sexual life of the clergy are also abundant. An indicative example
involved a religious community which decided to castigate one of its members, whose language was foul. lt
was agreed that the next time he uttered a foul word, the other members of the community would bolt away,
leaving him abandoned, as a sign that his vulgar behaviour was not fit for civilised ears. Later, they all sat
down to dinner, and after a while, said priest remarked that a new whorehouse had just opened down the
block. Immediately, as planned, all his fellow priests got up and bolted from the table. "Hold on a moment,"
called out their colleague, "it do€sn't open until 8 o'clock."
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Spanish literature. t tt

The sacranrent of confession was therefore a source of tension There is a widespread

belief that the clergy were not interested in confession from the pureþ spiritual point of view, but

that they were motivated by morbid ctuiosþ, in particular of everything related with the sexual

life of the åithful, which they lived vicariousþ.'tu Fu.th"r-ore, the revelation of intimate rnatters

to another man gave that individuat a degree of power and control over the donrestic life of
a¡rother frmity which was r¡naooeptable to the Andalusian male. In effect, if the clergynran "rules"

over the mind of the head of the household, the womar¡ he therefore has an important influence

over the rest of the frnily, pertraps rnore so than the tread ofthe farnily, which would rnake him

look ridiculous. For these reasons, the Andalusian nrale c.ould not heþ but be resentfrrl of, and on

guard against, the clergy. The existence of evidentþ honourable and well respocted clergynren in

many different parishes did not do away with the general impression that the clergy were not to

be trusted.l57

Finally, the work of the cultural anthropologists J.R Corbin and M.P. Corbin zuggests

that the cosmology of Andalusia is one in which the role of the Chr¡rch as institution is to provide

a rneans of courting supernatural power, but it is not regarded as being an absolutely necessary

internrediary between the zupernatral world and the nahual.'tt According to their analysis, the

Andalusians court the grace of God -something which "can be sought but cannot be willed.

Grac€ is not reward for effort or instrinsic merit; it is a fo" gtt a welcome but arbitrary

disposition of zuperior power."'te Grace is legitirnateþ courted as part of a cosrnology which

does not incorporate an element of personal liberty and responsibility with respect to relations

with the zupernatural. The Church is treated as the producer of symbolic goods but there is no

concept that salvation has to be "eamed," nor that the Church is the necessary channel that the

individual must follow in order to "eam" it.

Andalusian religiosity, ther¡ can be interpreted as being characterised by elements which

serve a complex web of communal needs. Popular rituals served to forge collective

't'For example, in the famous novel La regentq (1884), by Leopoldo Alas Clarín.

rs6s. Brandes, op. cit., 2lg-21.

ls?The resentment that men felt towards the sacrament of confession, and the sexual competition of clergy
with women was something visible in all Spain, and even amongst men who were otherwise pious. See W.
A. Christian Jr., Person qnd God in a Spanish Valley

'ttJ. R. Corbin and M. P. Corbin, Urbane Thought,66-8.

''nlbid., 68.
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consciousrìess, either vertically or horizontall¡ serve collective psychological necessities, and

reject aesthetic values and clerical norTns which were inconsistent with those of the community.

Religiosþ is thus adapted to the moral framework and the cosmology of the community. The

rejection of "clerical" or "official" religiosity can also be interpreted as a rejection of the Church

as insitutioq as an trnspoken yet clear manifestation of oppositiorU not to religior¡ but to the

institution and to its ministers. Spanish anticlericalism has a long history and many of the

accusations made against the clergy and the Church in general relate to the abandonment of the

Gospel virtues, and to its hypocrþ in general. The Chwch preached fraternal love and solidarity;

but it nevertheless allied itself with the rich and powerfirl. The clergy, it was sai{ did exactly the

opposite of everything preached. They were alleged to be ignorant of the value and dignity of
worlq while preaching it for everyone else. They excelled in preaching humility and service

whilst being themselves proud, arrogant, demanding, intriguing, and overþ attached to power

and influence. They did not serve the general populatio4 but only the wealtþ and inffuential,

and dominated society by virtue of their intrigues and wily manoeuvres. In their personal lives,

they advocated the avoidance of things of the flesh and sources of temptation In reality, they

were held to be greed¡ lustful, mean, lazy, and, dedicated to their material comfofts.r60 The

authenticity oftheir faith was not visible in their actions.

The continued vigour of poptrlar religiosigl standing alongside the apparent indifference

to clerical or official forms of religiosity, should have alerted the hierarcþ to the wealmess of the

relationship between the flock and the institutional Church. It should also have indicated that

there was sometines considerable divergence between the cultural code of the Church and that

of the natural community. This contradicted the basic premise of National-Catholic ideology,

that is, that traditional Spanish culture and Catholicism were consubstantial, and indissolubly

linked.

The objective of the bishops was that the faithful develop an authentic and personal

relationship with God, and assimilate religious values as part of their own value system. The

sociologist of religioq Marcos Alonso, has called this form of religious behaviour the clerical

idea\ lcatolicismo eclesiall.'6t The religious motivation of the individual would thus be of a

transcendental and spiritual natwe. It might be expected that individuals who have assimilated

religious values into their daily lives would also be visible at religious rituals, would voluntariþ

tuov. M. Arbeloa, Aquella España católica,34-45.

'u'J. A. Marcos Alonso, "Hacia una tipología psicosocial de la identificación religiosa en el catolicismo
Español," in R. Duocastella (ed.), Análisis sociológico del catolicismo español, 130-2.
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participate in all aspects of religious li[e, and comply with religious obligations. In Málag4 those

who complied with the external obligations of the åith were the élites; yet Herrer4 as we have

seerL w¿ts especially sensitive to the defective religious motivation of Malaga's élites, which

combined external piety with a lack of understanding of how to appþ Christian princþles to their

everyday lives.tu' According to Marcos, what characterised the reþous nrentality of groups

zuch as the bourgeoisie of Málaga was a form of religious motivation which he called "cultural

catholicism" fcatolicismo calturall.tu' It is cluracterised by the confi¡sion between religious

norms and cultural norms of a nafural group -ethnic, national-, so that the former becornes an

identifying element of the latter. Psychologically, conformity with the religious norrns permitted

membership of the natr¡ral group, and affirmed and safegrrarded its social and cultu¡al norms, and

thus its unþ and solidarity. A violation of these norrns, in comparisor¡ would imply detachnrent

fiom the natural community, social sarrctions and loss of standing. The nrere outwa¡d compliance

with certain obligated rþnns of the religious community -attendance at relþious services, for

exanple-, would suffice to gunrantee membershþ of the group and preservation of its collective

cultural identity. Religiosity was "compartmentalise{" that is, limited to public acts and

ceremonies in which usually the affrmation of religious and goup values was intermingled and

conf.lsed. The reþious values of the religious group were not reflected in other aspects of life.

The stereot¡@ model of the wealthy industrialist or large la¡rdowner who occupied the fiont

pews at Church on Sturdays and was a much publicised patron of the Cht¡rclt's charities on the

one hand" but paid starvation wages and relied on blackleggers to break shikes on the other, is

fi,rlly consistent with this psychological portrait.National-Catholic ideology, firnrly subscribed to

by the bishops, served to consolidate this rnentality, which was radicalþ opposed to what the

bishops themselves sought to foster.

As for religious motivation in the ru¡al a¡eas in particular, Ma¡cos has characterised it as

being of a pragmatic and utilita¡ian nature, based on a concept of God as being an irrational and

punitive forc€, identified \¡iith the forces of nature. As the relationship between God and the

individual is essentially impersonal this form of religiosþ depends merely on the correct

carrying out of certain rituals and rites which seek to appease hostile forces. Other rites and

practices were related to the cycle of life and rites of passage -birtt¡ deattu maniage- or to the

agricultwal year, or to community or social relations. According to this mentality, there was no

'u'4. Herrera Oria, Obras selectas,520.

'u'J. A. Marcos Alonso, op. cit., 124-8.
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irrcompatibilþ between religious indifference or even anticlericalism arid a frnatical devotion to a

saint, patrory or cofradía.'un Fro- a psychological point of view, doctrine is of very little

relevance, and therefore the manifestations of religious feeling may contain theologically

incorrect elements.rót Religious belief may take on a less mystical and more humanistic tone,

whicþ without abandoning the basic core of Christian values, manifests rejection or indifference

to the Church as an in*itutior¡ and to the clergy as internredia¡ies between this world and the

next. This view is often accompanied by "religious relativisnr," which suggests that religion and

religious values are important, but that which religion is inelevant. Ma¡cos defines this type of
religious conduct a.s "non institutional Catholicism" fcatolícismo no institucionall.tuu

It is easy to see that this kind of religious motivation is not close to the ecclesiastical

ideal, and unlikeþ to become so. It was also easily disrupted by changes in life circumstances,

princrpally, by migration au/ay from the coturtryside to the cities, which is precisely what began

to happen in the 1950's, radicalþ altering social and economic life in lvLálaga" By rennving

spirituality from its usual communal context, distancing it from the icons and slrines and

religious festivals that normally rna¡ked out the spiritual frame of reference, religious observance

was undermined in rnany individuals who left the rural areas for the largely impersonal and

indifferent cities.

For the Church to have brought these doctrinally irnp€rfect forms of reþious rnotivation

closer to the ecclesiastical ideal would have implied a greater self anaþsis and self criticisn4 it

would have implied the abandonment of National-Catholic ideology, so that relþious nonns

were not used as identifying hallrnarks of a natural goup. It would have implied the acceptance

of different forms of spirituality in Spain, acknowledging that spirituality varied from region to

region and from class to class. It would have implied understanding that religious motivation was

often coloured by factors of a ptuely humaq and not mystical or transcendental nature. It would

have led to the acceptance of a greater plurality which was completely inconsistent with the

ethos of National-Catholic ideology. It would have implied the abandonment of inflexible,

archaic mentalities and intellectual traditions.

Instead, the ecclesiastical hierarchy used religiosþ to define the bounda¡ies of a natu¡al

goup, confusing religious and cultural norrns so that the former defined the latter. Universality

'uorbid., l r2.

'utrbid.. l2l-2.

'6urbid., 128.
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and uniformity became the ultirnate values; in defining what was universal the hierarcþ referred

to a spirituality and a code of underlying values that satisfied the needs of the established élites

and served to entrench the status quo. Spiritual life and religious observance was therefore

centred on extreme personal piety, an intimist spirituality, patemalisn¡ a high level of ritr:alisn¡

and a great dependenc€ on hierarchy and clergy. As a result of both its clerical and classist

nature, clerical religiosity was rejected by the ntasses. Clerical religiosity also failed to meet the

complex pqycho-social role that often came to play apart in popular religiosity.

The masses were not won over to clerical religiosþ. Despite the best efforts of the

régime and the hierarcþ to impose an authoritarian, clericalised, uniform and universal model of
religious observance, popular practices continued to escape ecclesiastical control. Cleric¿l

religiosity continued to be an overwhehningly urban bourgeois phenomenon in lWilaga. As we

will examine in the conclusior¡ probably the most definitive evidence of the failure of the

recatholicisation project to change the religious motivation of the nìasses was the destruction of
traditional rural religiosity, as a result of the enorrnous social and economic changes and the

laicising influences from Europe, which began to penetrate Spain as a direct result of the régime's

industrialisation po licies.

In practice, religiosþ had been manipulated by the régime for its own propagandistic

purposes with the consent of the Chwch in the years of triumphalisrnb as proof of the

"Catholicity" of the natior¡ and to ju$Iry the régime's reactionary policies. When it was deemed

necessary to modemise, the effects of the modemisation of the nation upon the social and

culttual system were not of overwhelming concem, so that considerable damage was done to

value and belief systems. The bishops suddenly found modemity thrust upon then¡ and were

defenceless against its effects.
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CONCLUSION.

The spiritual reconquest of postwar Mrilaga was ca¡ried out by close collaboration

between civil and ecclesiastical authorities, and was based on coercion and by the perpetuation of
Civil War rhetoric and social divisions. The social and economic car¡ses of the Civil Wa¡, and of
religious apostasy, were turderestimated, when not ignored or rejected altogether. The "social

question" was reduced to being a question of personal ignorance and spiritual immaturity.

Consequentl¡ the solution to the social questioq once the necessary repressive measures had

been adopted, was to subject the population to a process of intense indoctrination. In the prisons,

this was a relatively simple process. The socialisation of the Republican sectors of society was

also carried out, on entire classes (namely the rural and urban working classes), via the

educational systenU and through women

The ideology irnposed assumed that there was such a thing as an identifi¿ble and

homogeneous "Spanish" culture, which comprised an amalgam of religious, spiritua! political,

social, and cultural values, and which was the purest expression of Catholic orthodoxy in

existence. It purported to restore a cultr¡ral model based a glorified, idealised past, and an

essentially tridentine spirituality, rejecting modernity and all its social, philosophical and political

values.

In reality, the homogeneity of Spanish culture proved to be a myth. It is clear that the

traditional values were not as consubstantial with Catholic doctrine as had been supposed by

National-Catholic ideologues. To suggest that Catholicism permeated Spanish culture is not the

same as to assert that Catholicism was Spanish culture. In many ways, perhaps most notabþ in

the case of sexual values, the people of Málaga demonstrated that there was an identifiable

popular cultural code which was distinguishable from the ecclesiatical cultu¡al code. Whfüt

maintaining their intense manifestations of religious belie[ the people of Málaga did not rush

back into the temples, and remained impervious to the Constantinian political philosophy of their

bishops. Many particþated in the pro-democracy movements and worked to undermine the

dictatorship. These movements began to assume great force in the years immediately after

Herrera's resignation n 1966, and culrninated in the establishment of the parliamentary

democracy after Franco's death lri'1975.

Nor was Spain immune to the changes derived from its own social and economic

progress or to intemational events. The economic changes that took place in Mtílaga from the

late 1950's on had the effect of transforming social and economic life whilst leaving unaltered the
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inequalities and injustices that had cha¡acterised the history of the province. The paradoxes are

considerable. Migration destroyed traditional village life as vast nurnbers of peasants left for the

cities; yet it also relieved the pressure for employment on the great landed estates, which

continued to exist and prosper as they had before. The demand for a skilled labour force obliged

the regime to address the issue of education for the nuns€s. This educatior¡ according to the

standards of the tinrc, had an intenseþ religious and moral component. Nevertheless, the increase

in educational possibilities for both nren and women must be considered in the context of the

massive dþlacement caused by migratior¡ which severed ttrc individual from the traditional

beließ and practices, including religious beließ and practices, and the traditional cosmology,

which even if unorthodo¿ was unreservedly religious. It must also be assessed in the light of the

cultural changes cat¡sed by the massive influx of tourists and the impact of modem mass

communications, which opened the rest ofthe world up to Spanish citizens.

Changes taking place outside of Spain also had a rnassive impact. Like the rest of the

industrialised world, after the Second Vatican Council, the clergy experienced a profound crisis

which saw numbers in seminaries decline drarnatically during the course of the 1960's and early

1970's. The same trend took place in Spain, where the crisis of vocations is especially notable

a.fter the "inflation" that took place in the two decades after the end ofthe Civil War.

The impact of these economic, social, cultr¡ral and spiritual changes in Málaga were

necessariþ negative for the recatholicisation project, which depended upon a retum to a secure

pa^st and not a leap into the uncert¿in and changeable futue. The effects of the penetrating social

and economic changes were already been noted by researchers in the late 1960's and early

1970's, whose findings indicated that religious and spiritual life in Mâlaga, as indeed in most of
Spain, left much to be desired, and was possibly worsening. A pastoral study of the diocese of
Málaga was published n 1972. It was prepared by the Instituto de Sociología y Pastoral

Aplicadas.t The study throws 'some light on the belief system and the religious practice of the

populatioq at least in the sense of revealing the general tendency of previously identified

phenomena" such as the state of mass attendance. It also provides interesting information on the

general state of values, such as the opinion on sexual mores, and state of knowledge of Church

doctrine. To some extent, it permits the resea¡cher to evaluate to what degree the

recatholicisation process altered the pre existing beließ and religious practices.

The study was based on a series of questionnaires distributed among 5,000 parishioners.

I Instituto de Sociología y Pastoral Aplicadas (ISPA), El fenomeno religioso y sus condicionamientos
socioculturales. Estudio sociorreligioso de la Diócesis de Málaga (Madrid, 1972).
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One first conclusion drawn by the investigators was that religious observance wa.s still notabþ

deficient. When asked about the fiequency with which they attended mass, over 50Vo decla¡ed

that they attended regularþ.2 Nevertheless, as the interviewers themselves acknowledged, the

methodology used (of direct interview) resulted in an inflated rate of mass attendance. Rates of
mass attendance continued to be higher for women than for men. In general terms, it tended to

be hþher for the very young and the very old" although the rates depended considerably

according to gender andzntre.In Antequer4 Colmenar, Campillos, and Archidona the decline in

mass attendance began after childhood, and continued to decline thereafter. The exact age

brackets at which people began to neglect mass attendance also varied. Compliance with Easter

obligations, however, was significantly higher (the diocesan average was 90.8%¡.r This was

attnbuted to the social and cultural role that Easter festivities implied, which gave Easter the role

of social, rather than strictly religious ritual.

In comparisor¡ other rites and practices gave lower rates of participation.n As for the

reception of communion, the diocesan average for the reception of commwrion was of 2l.l%o

for nren and28.8Yo for women -much lower than the rate of mass attenda¡rce, and much as it had

been in the surveys carried out in the capital in the 1960's.s There was a direct relationship

between religious practice and the level of education or professional status. The higher one's

studies, the hþher the rate of rnass attendance and reception of communion Converseþ, the

lower the level of education of the interviewed" the laxer the conpliance with both -although the

greater the tendency to compþ with traditional customs and hold firm to traditional beließ and

mores. With respect to professional status, there was a notable tendency amongst the peasantry

to comply with the observance of regular mass and Easter obligations, more than participate in

acts of personal devotion like receive communion, family prayer, etc. A simila¡ phenomenon is

clearly visible anrong the urban and rural proletariat, although these show higher rates of non

observance.6

The resea¡chers noted that there was considerable confi.rsion between cultural and

religious motivation. The majority of people related membership of the religious community with

'rbid.,liz-g.

'rbi¿., lz:-¿.

non the reception of the last rites and family prayer, see ibid., l7l-81. Also R. Duocastella (ed.), op. cit., 61.

sThe rural smallholding region of Ronda-Caucin stands out as having rates well above the diocesan
average; it gives a rate of 48.9%o for men and 55%o for women; ISPA, El fenómeno religioso, I 80- l.

urbid.. rgz-q.
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their nrnrbership ofthe åmity or ofthe natioru whereas only 30% identified being Catholic with

making a voluntary and free decision to belong to the religious community.t TTte potential

danger was that people removed from their traditionat rural environment and the values that

govern it, might abandon the traditional beließ and practices once they were uprooted from

those åctors that served to keep them alive in ttrc traditional environrnent. In the case of nual

migruÍs who migrated to cities, belief in God might consist of a diffi¡se deisnl but without any

extemal religious obrservance or practice.t Thir process has been observed by Duocastella in the

working class zuburbs that surround big industrial cities like Bilbao and Ba¡celon4 which

atFacted a considerable influx of migrants from Andalusia He has noted that the religious

observance of these people, now distanced ûom their native communities, and without the

communal frarne ofreference that gives their religious practice its sense, is åirly weak, and many

abandon religious observance altogether.e This was also noted in Mrálaga where the resea¡chers

noted th€ the predominance of a deist attitude characterised by a somewhat confused and ill
defined concept of God. 

I o

An overwhelrning proportion of the population manifested a total ignorance or

disinterest in the Church as institutior¡ and in its decisio^.tt W"[ over half of those interviewed

either did not know what the Second Vatican Cor¡rrcil was, or had hea¡d of it but had shown no

interest in it whatsoever. The interviewed were asked to name which of the papal encyclicals

was, in their opiniorL the rmst inportant. A full 76.7% of those interviewed either did not know

what an encyclical was, or knew what it was, but were unable to nanp one.t' As to relations

with the ecclesiastical hierarchy, there appea¡ed to be a curious willingness to accept the

authority of Chruch dogm4 but somewhat less disposition to accept the authority of the Pop",

and even less ofthe bishop.r3

Sexual mores appeared to be basically conservative, although possibly more influenced

trbid.,2oo.

tThe researchers noted that as only 40Yo ofthe population had a theologically orthodox concept ofGod, the
rest of the population had to be deemed to manifest an interpretation of God which was not specifically
Christian, even if not irreligious; ibid., 192-5.

eR. Duocastella (ed.), op. cit., 49-53.

'olSPA, El fenómeno religioso, 200.

"rbid., 2or-9.

''rbid.. 206.

''rbid.. 206-8.
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by the traditional nonns of the natural connnunity ttrran by ecclesiastical nonns. A considerable

proportion ofthe interviewed expressed a poor opinion of the rnoral standards of foreþen, and

manifested their opposition to sexual relations outside rnariage. Moral and sexual values were

predominantly traditional and conservative.'a Attitudes towa¡ds divorce, and to the use of
contraceptives, were less clea¡ cut. The researchers manifested their surprise that onþ 5l% of
the population was ngidly opposed to divorce, despite the general consenatisrn slpwn towa¡ds

sexual afd åmily values.'t The reaction to the question on contraceptives was even more

arnbiguous.'u This seenìs to reflect the classicalþ arrbivalent attitude to the Church's nonns on

sexual rnatters.

Relations with the clergy appeared to be relativeþ good, and there was no sign of
anticlericalisrn It is notable that, when asked they would react if any of their sons decided opted

for cleric¿l vocations, onþ 8% declared they would be displeased or opposed; over half

expressed indifference.tt The perception of ttre role of the clerry was essentialþ conservative.

The rnajonty of the interviewed believed that the clergy were entitld or werc obliged, to

intervene in questions of an economic or social nature.ls It was also believed that the clergy

could carry out their ministry amongst the workers. The majority of those interviewed believed

this was necessary or was useful for the work of the clergy.re On the otter han{ answering the

question of whether the clergy should denor¡nce cases of social or political injusice, nearþ half

responded that a priest should not be involved in politics.2o

In short, traditional relations between the åithf.il and the ecclesiastics did not appear to

have experienced great changes. The population appeared to expect the clergy to compþ with

their classical role as administrator of spiritual goods, instructor of Catholic doctrine, and

support mechanism for the poor, but did not appear to expect them to carry out a prophetic or

political role. To this extent, the population manifested an essentially traditionalist and

conservative attitude.

tnrbid., 97-r20.

'trbid., l14.

'urbid., l l5-7.

"rbid., 224-s.

'trbid., 216-7.

'nrbid..2lg-2r.

'orbid., 2r7-9.
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The faithful appeared to link their religious afiliation with their family or their nation.

When the surveyed were asked why they considered themselves to be Catholic, the rnajority of
the surveyed, -61.8%- seemed to identify their faith with an accident of birth or the weight of
tradition, -having been born in Spain, or having Catholic parents.2r Nevertheless, the integrist

mentality which identified being a good patriot with being a good Catholic was not prevalent.

When asked if a Spaniard who is not Catholic could be a good patriot, only 38.4% accepted this

proposition; over half rejected it. The sectors of the population with at least prinrary, or

secondary/tertiary studies were more likely to manifest religious tolerance.22 Finall¡ just over

half ofthose surveyed believed that Protestants should have the same rights as Catholics. Again,

the tendency was for those with higher studies to be much more favourable to tolerance for

Protestants.23

The survey was designed in order to ascertain and see to the pastoral needs of the

diocese of Málaga and cannot be taken as conclusive proof of the practices and beließ of the

faithf.il. Nevertheless, certain tentative conclusions may be drawn. Firstl¡ the results of the

survey, interpreted in the light of other evidence and in the light of historical events, seem to

confirm the suspicion that the diocese was far from the clerical ideal of religious behaviour.

Many factors could come into play in determining the nature and extent of religious behaviour.

In the minority of cases, religious adherence was based on a free and vohlrtary decision. In many

others, tradition, custon¡ and a series of cultural and social frctors conditioned religious life.

Whether mass attendance increased more or less is therefore not particularþ relevant except to

pastoralists. The fact remains that, in generaf the population remained firm in its traditional

practices, whilst registering amongst the lowest rates of official religious observance of the

nation.

Similarly, the diocese manifests little change in its ecclesiology. There is no evidence of
articlericalism as suct¡ but there is also little evidence of a new spirituality, which would irnply a

greater consciousness and sense of responsibility among the lay people. Indeed, when asked

what they thought the modem mission of the priest consisted of, 44.9% "gave very vague

replies, such as 'what they have always done'."24 It is possible to interpret an approximation to

t'Ibid., 196-9.

"rbid.,I9g-2oo
t'rbid., 199.

'nlbid., 213-5.
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or greater r€spect for the clergy, but not a significant change in the nature of rel¿rtions between

frithful and clergy. Similady, the efforts to educate th€ population in Catholic doctrine do not

appea¡ to have bome great fruit, except amongst the élites, given the number of replies which a¡e

not consistent with orthodox Catholic teaching.

The füthftl appeared to cling firm to traditional beließ, practices, cr.¡stoûN, and nnraþ,
except in a¡eas of great migratior¡ social a¡rd economic change, and eqpecia[y in the urban areas.

The conservative nature of sectors of the population, especiaþ the ru¡al, rnay be attributable to

conformism or ñtalism bom of the fea¡ of challenging the existing social and economic order."

Nevertheless, whilst accepting traditional social and religious norrns, the evidence suggests that

the efforts to impose the political-religious arnalgam that constituted the ideology of National-

Catholicism was not successfi.rl in any sphere. That is to sa¡ the attempts of the rhetoricists and

ideologues to make traditional culture synonynþus with Catholic culture, and Catholic culture

sypnynþus with the values of the Counterreformation and the Crusades, ñiled. [t åiled in part

because it was based on the mistaken assunrption that "Spain is Catholic." As Gonzllez Ruiz

noted an entire people or nation cannot be Catholic, but Catholicism can be rnore or less present

in society. He asserted that 'the proposition 'Spain is Catholic' is pureþ academic and always

has beery" an assertion which Herrera Oria would have regarded as nothing less than heretical.2ó

Herrera's own role in the recatholicisation project was a paradoxical one. He was

unreservedþ devoted to the cause of resolving the "social problern" His contribution to the

development of pastoral practice and apostolate consisted in the idea of training people, both

clerical and lay, in modern techniques and strategies, but within the philosophical franrework of
the tridentine Church. It is possible to argue that Herrera heþd promote the modernisation of
the Spanish Church insofar as he helped foster social consciousness and stimulated a greater

professionalism amongst lay workers and religious alike. On the other hand, economic and social

changes made many of his reforms and ideas inelevant to rrndern conditions. His rural schools in

Mrílaga were soon superseded by the rural exodus. The great agrarian reform was still-born.

Herrera's atternpts to prevent the class struggle from reappearing failed; the first communist-led

worker's movements were being established even while Herrera was still alive, and would

bwgeon after his death The social school at the seminary w¿rs soon overtaken in importance by

the Instituto Social León XIII established in Madrid; but this too did not ñrlfill Herrera's

expectations. In 1960, Herrera had sought to have the Vatican concede the Institute status as an

ttrbid.. 
r 85.

tuJ. M. GonzâlezRuiz. Otra lglesia para olra España: Diario de un Protagonista (Bil6ao, 1979),31
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independent faculty of Sociologr at the Pontificial Universþ of Salamanca. After many delays

and an apparent lack of enthusiasm on the pan of the Vaticaru n 19& Rome conceded the

Institute recognition as part of the Faculty of Philosophy of the Universþ, not the separate

facuþ that Henera desired. With the lapse of time, the emphasis placed on spiritual doctrinal

and apostolic formation was lost, and it became an academic centre like others, reflecting the

move away from confessionalism in education and the secularisation of society.2T

The other educational institutions established in Madrid suffered a similar åte. The

Colegio Møyor Pío XII was obliged to relax the severity of its academic/apostolic programme of
studies, and after Herrera's death became nothing more than a student residence. Similarl¡ the

courses offered at the Valley of the Fallen did not last long in the strict and demanding academic

format that he had envisaged.2s Amongst the association of Catholic propagandists that he had

heþed establistU by the 1960's there were increasing signs of dissent within its ranks, some of
whom were arguing for a liberalisation of the régime and a more phral political life.2n Herrera's

life work largely disappeared with hinn, or changed its nature to such an extent that it no longer

reflected the mentality and intention of its founder.

The recatholicisation had been intended to stem modemity and recover the traditions and

values of an idealised past; but the régime was unable to immunise Spain from changes derived

from its own social and economic progress, or isolate Spain from the effects of international

events. What is more, it would appeff that the traditional values of the Spanish were not as

consubstantial with Catholic doctrine as National-Catholic ideologues had supposed. As a result,

the recatholicisation project failed to secure the changes it had envisaged.

Despite thirty years of socialisatioq it appeared that the population had not been cured

of the materialist, classist virus. Economic exploitation continued as before, the élites continued

to be entrenched in the defence of their vested interests, and during the 1960's onwards, the

workers begatr to mobilise again in defence of their own class. Political life after Herrera Oria

was dominated by the reconstruction of Communist, Socialist, and other parties and movements,

and by the forging of a mass anti-Franco political platform.

On the theological plane, the two contrasting spiritualities and cosmologies which

dominated post war European Catholicism were personified in the neo-Thomist Bishop Angel

27J. Sánchez |iménez, El Cardenal Herrerq Oriq,223-64.

28J.M. García Escudero, Conversaciones, 252-3, 294-5, 348-9, and 4 I I .

tnlbid., 182-4,242-3; and G. Hermet, Los católicos en la España frønquista, vol. l, 254, and vol. II, 396-
411.
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Herrera Ori4 and the Canon of the Cat¡e¿ral, Jose María Ctot:zÍúez, Ruiz The intellecû¡al

influerrce of both on the Spanish tlmlogical arena r¿m parallel with tlrc events of the Second

Vatican Council, which as we have seer¡ tended to corroborate the thinking of theologians like

Gorzilez Ruiz who sought to integrate the Church into modernity and the temporal world.

After thirty years of intense instruction of Catholic doctrine, the bishops might have

legitirnateþ expected at least an improvenrent in public morals and an irrcrease in relþious

observance. Yet this was not tlæ case either. Relþious a¡d moral practices and beließ were often

determined more by peer pressure tlr,an by voluntary adhesion to the requisites of the religious

community, and peer sta¡rda¡ds suffered great changes during Spain's drive for economic

modemisation

It ls possible to identifi the absence of anti-clerical violence, or even of anti-clerical

feeling in N{.ilaga Nevertheless, this can be attnbuted to frctors other than the recatholicisation

project Wr se, prirnariþ to the repressive character of the Franco reginp. The clergy were

perhaps no longer the hated class enemies they had been during the Second Republic; but nor

were they the moral and ideological reference point of ttrc communþ either. Indee{ while

hostiþ did not tend to be manifested indifference to clerical aftirs and to the clergy was

extended.

It is clear that, by "recatholicisatior¡" the intention of the bishops of N{rálaga had been to

inplant Cn¡sade ideolory a¡rd National-Cæholic r¡ahres -antidernocratic, anti,liberal, anti.

nrodem- within the context of a highþ cleric¿lised society. According to these criteri4 they

trnreservedþ failed.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY AND SOURCES.

PRIMARY SOURCES.

NOTE ON PRIfuURY SOURCES
The sea¡ch for primary sourc€ material in N{rilaga is greatþ complicated by a number of

factors, some of which are national and sonre of which are particular to Mllaga In the case of
the fornrer, researchers of postwar Spanish history a¡e limited by the Ley 16/1985 del

Patrimonio Histórico Español, which decrees that docunrents containing personal åcts of a
police, judicial, clinical or any other nature and which affect the person's security, honour,

privacy or inrage caffiot be publically consulted without the express permission of the parties, or

until 25 years have passed since their deattu if it is knowr¡ or 50 years from the date of the

docunrent ifthe date of death is not known At the tinr that archival research was being carried

out in l99l-1Ð2, therefore, docunpnts more recent tlnn 1942 were autonnticalþ excluded

Êom scrutiny. Public functionaries are required to sift ttnough all public docunrentation in order

to sift what is accessible from what is inaccessible to the general public, which implies delays in

accessing whatever relevant docunrentation strrvives this process. Fufhennore, sorre public

organisms, zuch as the Mnistry of Justice, also insist on personalþ approving every application

for consultation of its docunrcnts, also adding to the delay in obtaining access to nraterials.

Difficuhies of a more local nature can also vex the researcher. The provirrce of Málaga has

suffered years of neglect, during which unknown quantities of source rnaterials have been

inetrievabþ lost. This apart from the wilfrrl destruction caused after the death of the dictator, so

that potentialþ compromising papers would not be released by political opponents after the

restoration of democratic govemment. During and after 1991, efforts were being made to

establish archives (such as that of the Civil Governor, non existent until then) or to properly

organise and catalogue others (including ecclesiastical archives and libra¡ies). Since 1991, when

much of the primary rnaterial for this thesis was collected, much work has gone on at the

semina¡y of Malaga which now probabþ houses much of the material which was formerly

housed at the small library at the Oficina de Medios de Comunicación Social, in C/Santa \Iary
20. All references to the "diocesan library" refer to this library as it was then. Specific comments

on the difficulties with particular a¡chives experienced by the author have been noted under each

heading on a¡chives.

It should be noted that access to other archives -these include the archive of the Provincial

Prison of Málaga and the a¡chive of the cathedral of Málaga- is conceded to the resea¡cher at the
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discretion of the relevant authorities, which so fa¡ have been impervious to requests from the

author, as well as to requests from rnost other historians.

I. UNPUBLISHED DOCUMENTS.

Archivæ.
Díaz de Escobar Archive (lvlílaga).
Contains documents and press cuttings ofthe Republicanperio{ up to 1939.

Archive of the Civil Government of Málaga Province (Málaga).
Correspondence and reports to the Civil Governor. It is of very recent establishrnent and
contains what is left of official correspondence after years of consciots and tmconscious
destruction and neglect. Its contents a¡e very patchy.

Archive of the Institute of Hßpanic-American Cooperation (Madrid).
Contains periodical publications ofthe Movenrcnt, Mnistries, Catholic publications, the syndicål
orgarizatiorL judicial and semi-judicial and peml oryanizations, and of the National Institute of
Statistics. The nraterial is va¡ied, and collected without reference to any particular criterion or
uni$'ing thenre.

Archive of Comisiones Obreras (MáJaga).
Clandestine shopfloor, uniorl and party leaflets, bulletins of the labour movement, reports and
propaganda for elections, anti-régime leaflets, etcetera.

General Archive of the State (/JcÂlâde Henares).
Archive of papers, reports and conespondence of various Ministries and the Administration. All
docunrcntation is comprehensiveþ vetted before acc€ss can be given to the researcher.

P rov inc i al Arc h iv e (Málaga).
Unpublished documents of the Movement, especially of the Wornen's Sectior¡ and Youth
organizations.

D i o c e s an Ar c hiv e (Máfaga).
In 1991, situated in the diocesan building in C/Santa Mada" it contained the BOOM,
miscellaneous pamphlets and unpublished documents, including reports on the social a¡rd
economic situatior¡ apostolic activities, Bishop Henera Oria's educational reforms; as well as a
small collection of monographs. It was in state of complete disorder due to the building reforms
being carried out both there and at the seminary, which may now house its contents. Not to be
confused with the cathedral a¡chive which contains the documents of the diocesan curi4 and
which the resea¡cher did not obtain access to.

Muni c i p al Ar c hiv e (Mtílaga).
Contains publications of College San Estanislao de Kostkn, of local Movement publications, and
of its institutions, and local press.

The Herbert Rutledge Soutlrworth Collection of the Spanish Civil War.
Vast private collection of original documents available on microfilm, including e.g. Fr. VillalaÍn's
memoirs of his activities as chaplain in the Prison of Málaga.
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L¡brar¡æ and Nenspapr Reading Rooms
Seminary Library (Málaga).
The seminary library was in disarray in l99l because of the building works and changes in
organisation of ecclesiasical resources taking place. Access to the library was not conceded to
the resea¡cher in 1995, and it rnay no longer be open for consultation to lay people.

The National Library G\dadrid).
Contains some publications of interest; its newspaper reading room (Hemeroteca Nacional)
contains some ofthe BOOM.

He mero te ca Muni c ípal (lvfadrid).
The princtpal newspaper reading room in SpafuU contains an excellent range of national and
provirrcial publications.

2. PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS.

Amtario Católico Español. Madrid.

Anusrio de la Historia de la lglesia (Navarr4 1993).

Anusrio Estadístico de España (N{adrid, 1943).

Anuario Religioso Español. lvladrid.

Araruadi. Repertorio Cronológico de Ingislación. Parplona-

Boletín Eclesiastico del Obispado de Mólaga (BEOM).

Boletín Oficial del Obßpado de Málaga (BOOM).

Boletín Oficial del Estado (BOE). Maftid.

Boletín Ofcial de la Provincia de Málaga (BOPlvf).

Catálogo General de Málaga.

Ecclesia. Madrid.

Forja. Malaga.

Formación. Revista para formación e información de los Aprendices de la I.S. Francisco
Franco. Malaga

Fuego. Revista de la obra de Acción Católica. Mrílaga.

Guía de la lglesia (Madrid, 1955).

Guía de Ia lglesia y de la Acción Católica española (Madrid, 1943).
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Oficino General de Información y Estadística de la lglesia en Españo. Guía de la lglesia en
España. I 954- I 970. Madrid.

Redención. Semanario para los reclusos y susfamilias. Madrid.

Revista de Ia Obra de Protección de Menores @OPM). Madrid.

Sur. lvlálaga

3. MEMOIRS, CONTEMPORARY ACCOT]NTS, AND
THEORETICAL WORIß BY PROTAGOMSTS.

Brenan, G.,AI sur de Granada (À,{adrid, 1974).
--Memoriapersonal 1920-1972 (Madrid, 1974). Originaledition: Personal Record 1920-1972
(London, 1974).
--IÃfaz de España @arcelon4 1985). Original edition: The Face of Spain (London, 1950).

Chalmers-Mtchell, P., My Howe in Málaga (London, 1938).

Coll Pérea A., Memoria de un deportado (Madrid" 1933).

Comín, A. C., Fe en la tiema (Bilbao, 1977).

Díez AJegrí4 J. M., ¡Yo creo en la esperanzal (Bilbao, 1972).

DomÍnguea J., ¡Yo øeo en laju.tticia!(Bilbao, 1973).

En el recuerdo y el calor de Alþnso C. Comín (Málaga 1981).

Formica, M., Visto y vivido @arcelona, 1 982).

García Alonso, (S.J.), Flores de heroísmo (Seville, 1937).

-Mis dos meses de prisión en Mólaga (Granada 1937).

Ga¡cía Escudero, J. M., Conversaciones sobre Angel Herrera (Madrid, 1986).

-El pensamiento de Angel Herrera. Antología política y social (Madrid, 1987).

Godden, G. M., Conflict in Spain. 1920-1937. A Documented Record (Londor¡ 1937).

Gollomet Megías, 4., and Morales LoWaJ., Sangre y Fuego. Málaga (Granada 1937).

Gómez Bajuelo, G., Mólaga bajo el Dominio Rojo (Cáda 1937).

GovÍlezMoralejo, R., ^E/ momento social de España (Madrid, 1959).

GoruäezRuiz J. M., Sa¡¿ Pablo al Día (Barcelon4 1956).
--Marxismo y Cristianismo frente al hombre nuevo (Madrid, 1962).
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-EI Cristianismo no es un HumanLlzo (lvladrid, 1966).
--Creer es Comprometerse @arcelon4 1968).
--Dios está en la base @arcelon4 1970).
--Dios es gratuito pero no supérflzo @arcelomr 1970).
--¡Ay de mí, si no Evangelizarel @ilbao, l97l).
--"Gérrcsis de las Comunidades de Bases y Contexto Eclesiaf" n ln lglesia Hoy (Colección de

conferencias y Artículos) (lv[ánagab l97l).
--"Tres Iglesias que Jesus no quiso: democrática, institucionalizad4 ideal," in J. M. GotuÍúez
Ruia et a\ Ia lglesia que Jesús no quiso (Madrid" 1973).
--Otra lglesia para otra España. Diario de un protagonlsfa @ilbao,1979).
--La lglesia a la intemperie: Reflexiones postmodernas sobre la lglesia (Santander, 1986).

Herrera Oria 4., Concepto de la j u.stic ia social (Granad4 1 945).

-(coord.) La Palabra de Cristo: Repertorio orgánico de textos para el estudio de las homilías
dominicales yfestivas. l0 vols. (Madrid, 1952-1958).
--Docamentos Pastorales. Cartas Pastorales. Homilías. Exhortaciones pastorales. Discursos.
Orientaciones sobre prensa (N{adrid, 1955).

-þrologue) Doctrina fucial Católica de León XIII y Pío XI (Madnd' 1956)
--Conciencia social y conciencia ciudadana (À{adri{ 1962).
--Obras selectas de Mons. Angel Henera Oria (IÙ'{aÅnd,1963).
--(prologue) Curso de Doctrina Social Católica (N4adri{ 1967).

-(epilogue) El Diálogo según la mente de Pablo W. Comenarios a la "Ecclesiam suom"
(Madri{ 1968).
--Meditación sobre España (Madrid, 1976).

Koestler, A-, Spanish Testament (Londoq 1937).

I,itryz Cerio, P. T., Treinta semanss en poder de los rojos en Málaga. De julio a febrero
(Seville, 1938).

Octavio, M., Relación de los sucesos acaecidos en el Sanatorio de San Jos¿í, de la ciudad de
Málaga, durante la dominación marxista (Palencia 1937).

Ruiz Muño1 J. A., Como viví el movimiento obrero de Málaga (1965-1977) -unpublished
typewritten memoirs, in the Municipal Library of Málæa, dated June 1987.

Valls, Ll. F., Mi diario entre los mártires. Cárcel de Mólaga 1936.2ndedn. (Granada 1937).

Villalaírl P., Memoria de la actuación del Rdo. P. Villalaín durante los primeros días del
Movimiento y en la Prisión Provincial de Málaga (Málagq 1939).

4. INTERWEWS AND ORAL TESTIMONY.
(Including description of their role dtring the Franco régime)

Almudena (Sor) -Librarian and member of the Congregation of María Assumpta Madrid.
Conversation held in Madrid, on 25 April 1991.
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Carnairo Gónæa Antonio -militant of CCOO in MáJaga in the 1960's, and now mSeuetaría de
Relaciones Sindicales de CCOO de la Provincia de Mólaga. Conversation held in Mrálaga on
20 September 1995.

Concepción (Sor) -Member of the Order of Adoratrices, Miilaga- Conversation held in lvfilaga,
on l6 May 1991.

Conûeras, Raåel -journalist and specialist on Catholic associations, cofradías ald hermandsdes,
1o¡ Disrío 16 Málaga, and member of the Real Herrnandad de Nuesîro Padre Jesús del Santo
Sepulcro y Nuestra Señora de Ia Soledqd. Conversation held in Milaga, on 4 September 1995.

Echamendi, Frarrcisco (Fr.) -student of the Seminary of NLilaga under Herrera Oria
Conversation held in Maôella (Mrírlaga), on26 May l99l.

Femríndea Inocerrcio -discþle and friend of A. C. Comín Conversation held in lvl¿ilaga on2l
September 1995.

Fenr¿ández Casarnayor, Alfonso (Fr.) -Fonner Rector of the Seminary of Mäaga at the time of
interviewing; discþle of Tom¿ás lt¡falagón, co-founder of tlrc HOAC. Conversation held in
IN{âlagaon 1l June 1991.

Fraser, R., Mijas. República, Guena y Franquismo en un pueblo andaluz @arcelon4 1985)

García, Tornás. -former communist, u/riting under the name Juan Gónrez. Conversation held in
ùfadrid.

Gónpz MarÍn, Rååel (Fr.) -student of the Seminary of Málaga under Herrera Oria
Conversationheld inNftilaga, on28 June lÐ1.

GotuálezRuiz Jose Mart -Canon of the cathedral of N{rálaga Conversation held in Mrilag4 on
2llvlay 1991.

GovilezRuiz Manuel -Canon of the cathedral of Malaga Conversation held in Málaga on 28

June 1991.

Josefa (Sor) -Mother Superior of the Order of Adoratrices, Madrid. Conversation held in
lvfadrid, on2 May 1991.

JuáreZPepe -former-member of the HOAC in Granad4 and President of the Andalusian HOAC
in 1970. Conversation held in El Palo (Málaga), on22 September 1995.

LeorL Miguel (Fr.) -ex counsillor in charge of the HOAC in Malaga in the 1970's. Conversation
held in Malæa" on29 June I 991 .

Pilar (Sor) -Mother Superior of the Order of the Adoratrices in Alcalá de Henares. Conversation
held in Madrid, on I May 1991.

Puche, Francisco. -former collaborator and friend in Málaga of Alfonso Ca¡los ComÍn.

Conversation held in Málaga on22 September 1995.
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Ruiz Muñoz, Jose Antonio +x-nrcmber of the JOC and CCOO in Mrirlaga Conversation held in
Iu{ánaeuon28 June 1991.

S¿inchez Pérez. Jesus (Fr.) -Auxrliary and parish priest in various parishes in Mrílaga-
Conversation held in Málaga on I I June 1991.

5. PUBLISHED IXrcAMENTS

"Al semicio de Mólaga." Memoria Resumen de la labor desanollada por el Gobierno Civil de
Málaga, I 946- I 95 0 (lvIáia9a,- I 950).

Nvarez Pérez A., Enciclopedia. Tercer Grado Q,an:rlrra' I 945)

Artola M., Partidos y programas políticos. 1808-1936.2 vols. (IÁadri{ 1974).

Colegio de San Estanislao de Kostka 1882-1932-1941. Núm. extraordinsrio de Forja (Núilaga
te42).

Comentarios a la Constitución "Gaudium et Spes" sobre la lglesia y el Mundo Actual (N{adrid"
le68).

Comentarios a Ia Encíclica "Pacem in Tetis" (Madri{ 1966).

Comentarios a la "Mater et Magistra" (Madrid, 1963).

Cnulvlartírcg J. de la ¿Cruzada o rebelión? (Zaagozal937).

Cwso de doctrina social católica (Madri{ 1967).

Debate parlamentario sobre la Inquisición Española (Márlaga 16 N4ar. 1919).

Díez de River4 P., "Esas buenas gentes que son los pescadores," in Instituto Católico de

Estudios Técnicos. Publicaciones del I.C.E.Z. (Miraflores de El Palo, N{rilaga l9M).

Documentos Colectivos del Episcopado Español 1870-1974 (Madricl, 1974)

Excmo. Ayuntamiento de Málaga. Memoria de su labor desde la gloriosa liberación de la
ciudod, el día 8 defebrero de 1937, hasta el 30 se septiembre de i,939 Mánaga).

El diálogo según la mente de Pablo W. Comentarios a la "Ecclesiam Suom" (Madrid, 1965).

Escuela Diocesana de Asistencia Social San Vicente de Paúl (Málaga, 1959).

Ga¡cía-Nieto, J., and Díez Alegrí4 J. M. (S.J.), "El Sindicato," in Curso de doctrina social
católica (Madrid, 1967).

Inauguración y bendición de la Escuela "Nuestra Señora del Carmen" de Formación
Profesional (Miraflores de El Palo, Málagq 1945).
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Indice de actividades del Gobierno Civil y de la Jefatura Provincial del Movimiento (lvlÍlag4
Ma¡. 1950).

Instituto Católico de Estudios Técnicos. Publicaciones del 1.C.8.7tr (Miraflores de El Palo,
MÁlaea,l94).

Jefatura Provincial del Movimiento de Málaga, 1939-1969. I"a Paz rinde su cuenta a Málaga
Málaga,1969).

Los futuros oradores. Debate sobre la Mala Prensa. Ensayo Parlamentario de alumnos del
Colegio San Estanislao de Kostka Miúagu22May 1916).

Málaga contemporánea: textos y documentos (Mrirlaga 1983).

Memoria de la labor realizads por la Delegación Provincial del Frente de Juventudes de
Málaga durante el año 1949 -fourdnttrc Archivo Histórico Provincial (Milaga).

MerÉndez-Reigada I., IÃ guefta nocional española ante la moral y el derecho (Salarnanca
te37).

Muguet4 8., Ellos y nosotros. Al mundo católico y al mundo civilizado @amplona 1937).

Ocho grandes mensajes.gthedrr. (Madrid, 1976).

Oficina General de Inforrnación y Estadística de la lglesia en Españo. Guía de Ia lglesia en
Espaîta. Suplemento de 1957.

Operación Clwbola. In lucho contra el chabolismo en la provincia de Málaga. Publicaciones
de la Jefatura Provincial del Movimiento (Miúag4 undated).

OrtograJía española y redacción de cartas. Colegio de San Estanislao (M¿á,lagq 1939).

Patronato de Protección a la Mujer. Informe sobre la moralidad: Inþrme Conespondiente al
año 1942 (Madrid, 1943).

Patronato de Protección a la Mujer. La moralidad pública y su evolución: Memoria
conespondiente al bienio 1943-1944 (Madrid, 1944).

Pérez del Pulgar, J. 4., La solución que España do al problema de sus presos políticos
(Valladolid, 1939).

Prados y LoWzMr, Ruta malagueña y triunfal del Generalísimo a Málaga. 19 y 20 de abril
del año de la victoria (}t[ahgu 1939).

¿Qué es el I.C.E.T.? Publicaciones del 1.C.8.71, no. I (Miraflores de El Palo, Mrílag4 May
re44).
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Redondo, T. H., intoduction to Franco, Caudillo y Salvador de Espaia. Trabajos Premiados
en el certamen literario celebrado en la Prisión Provincial de Granado (Granad4 1938).

Reglamento Diocesano de Cultura Superior de Málaga (M:ilagq I94l)

Reseña estadística de Málaga (Madri{ 1956).

Resumen de la Labor Religiosa Realimda por la Obra de Awilio Social durante el año 1952

Gv[ánaga,1953).

Starnpalrueste, F., El delito de rebelión (Madri{ 1945).

SECONDARY SOURCES.

1. MONOGRAPHS AA{D GENERAL IYORK.S.

Abell4 k, Por el imperio hacia Dios. Crónica de una posguena (1939-1955/ (Barcelona,
1978).

Actas del I Congreso Historia de Andalucía. Andalucía Contemporánea (Córdoba, 1979)

Actas del Iil Coloquio Historia de Andalucía. Historia Contemporánea. Vol. I. (Córdoba"
1e83).

Actas del II Congreso Historia de Andalucía. Tomo II: Ins Mujeres en la Historia de
Andalucía (Córdoþ 194,4).

Actas de las Segmdûs Jornados de lrwestigación Interdiscipliøria: La mujer en la Historia de
Españo (Siglos XVHü) (Madrid, 1990).

Aguirre, A., La antropología cultural en España. Un siglo de antropología @arcelon4 1986).

Alted Vigil, A-, Política del nuevo Estado sobre el patrimonio cultural y la educación durante
la Guena Civil española (Madrid, 1984).

Alvarez Bolado, 
^., 

El experimento del Nacional-Catolicismo (1939-1975) Madnrd,1976).

lJvarez Oblanca W., La represión de postguer. a en León: Depuración de la enseñanza
I 93 6- I 943 (Madrid, 1 986).

Alvarez Santaló, C., Btxó, M. J., and Rodríguez Becerr4 S. (coords.), La religiosidad popular.
3 vols. @arcelona, 1989).

Aparicio, M., El sindicalismo vertical y laformación del Estadofranquista (Barcelona, 1980)

Arbeloa, J. M., Aquella España católica (Salarnanc4 1975).
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Aróstegui, J. (c.oord)., Historia y memoria de la Guena Civil. Encaentro en Ca$iUa y I'eón. 3

Vols. (Salarna¡rca" I 986).

Arrarás, J., Historia de Ia República Española.2voß. (Madrid' l9&).

Balfour, 5., Dictatorship, workers and city: Labour in Greater Barcelona since /939 (Odor4
lese).

BallarfrL P., arrd Orttq T.(eds.), La mujer en Andalucío. lo Etrcaentro Interdisciplinario de

Estudios de la Mujer.2 vols. (Granad4 1990).

Barranquero Texeir4 8., La implantación del nuevo Estado en Mólaga (1937-1949) Minaga,
I 99 I ) -doctoral thesis.
--Málaga entre la guerra y la posguerra. Elfranquismo (INlátagu 1994).

Bastid4 J., Jueces yfranquismo. El pensamiento político del Tribunal Superior en la dictadura

@arcelon4 1986).

Benavides, D., El fracaso social del catolicismo español: Arboleya-Martínez (|870-/,951)
(Ba¡celona 1973).

Bemal, A. M., La propiedad de Ia tiena y las luchas agrarias andalwas @arcelon4 1974).

Biescas, J. A, España bajo la dictadurafranquista (/,939-/,975) (Barcelona 1980).

Blázquez.E., La traición de los clérigos en la España de Franco. Crónica de una intolerancia
( I 9 3 6- I 97 5) (Àíadrid" I 99 I ).

Blinkhorn, M., Carlism and crisis in Spain |93 I - I 939 (Canrbridge , 197 5).
--(ed.) Spain in conflict 193/,-1939. Demoqacy and its enemies (London, 1986)

Botti, A., Cielo y dinero: EI nacional-catolicismo en España (/,881-1975) Gvladrrd,1992).

Brandes, S. H., Metáþras de la masculinindad. Sexo y estatus en el folWore andalw (Madrid,

1991). O.iginal edition: Metaphors of Masculinity: Sex and Status in Andalusian FolWore
(Pennsylvania 1980).

Brenar¡ G., The Spanish Labyrinth. An Account of the Social and Political Background of the

Civil l4tar. Canto edn. (Cambridge, 1990). Otiginal edition: Cambridge, 1962.

Calero, A., Movimientos sociales en Andalucía (1820-1936) Qvlafi¡1d.1976).

Cáma¡a Villar, G., Nacional-Catolicismo y escuela. La socialización política del franquismo
(t 936- I 95 I ) (JaérL 1984).

Campbell, J.K, Honour, Family and Patronage: a Stuþ of Institutions and Moral Values in a

Greek Mountain Community (O>Cord, I9e).

Capmany, M. 4., Elfeminismo ibérico (Madrid, 1970)
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Cárcel ftí, V., La persecación religiosa el España durante la Segunda República (1931-
1939).2nd edn. (Madrid, 1990).

Ca¡riór¡ P., Los latifundios en España: su importancia, origen, consecuencias y solución
(Ba¡celona 1975). Original edition: Barcelonu 1932.

Casarnayor FemátÅe1 A., Teología y creencia en Tomás Malagón (I\4adri{ 1988).

Castán I-aconvrL., Esbozo.de una teología de la Información (lvÍødrtdr 1956).

Castillo, J. J., Propietarios muy pobres: Sobre Ia subordinación política del pequeño

campesino. ln Confederación Nacional Católica Agraria (1917-1942) (Madrid, 1977).

Castón Boyer, P. (coord.), In religión en Andalucía. (Aproximación a la religiosidad popular)
(Seville, 1985).

Chao Rego,J., La lglesia en el Franquismo (N{adrid" 1976).

Christian Jr., W. A., Person and God in Spanish Valley (New York, 1978).

Cierva R. de h Historia ilustrada de la Guerra Civil Española.2voß. (Ba¡celona 1970).

ComírL A. C., España del Sur (Madrid, 1966).
--Fe en la tiena (Bilbao, 1977).
--Notícia de Andolucía (Seville, 1985).

Corbi4 J.k, The Anorchist Passion. Class conflict in buthern Spain (1810-1965) (Avebury,

lee3).

Corbin, J. R, and Corbin, M. P., (Jrbane Thought: Culture and Class in an Andalusian Cþ
(Aldershot, 1987).

Crespo Redondo, J., et a! Purga de maestros en la Gueta Civil. In depuración del magisterio

nacional de la provincia de Burgos (Valladolid, 1987)'

Davis, J., People of the Meditenanean (Londort,1977).

Díaz,E., Pensamiento español 1939-1973 (Madricl, 1974)-

Díaz del Moral J., Las agitaciones campesinas del período bolchevista (/,9/,8-1920) (Granad4

1e8s).

Domínguez, J., (hganizaciones obreras cristianas en la oposición ol franquismo (1951-1975)

@ilbao, 1985).

Duocastell4 R. (ed.), Análisis sociológico del catolicismo español (Ba¡celona 1967).
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Eiroa San Frarrcisco,M., Málaga tras la guefta. El asentamiento del sistemafranquista (1939-
1 9 4 2) Qvfahga 1992), -doctoral thesis.

Ellwood, 5., Prietas lasfilas: Historia de la Falange Española Q933-1987) @arcelon4 1984).

Estudios sobre Ia II República en Málaga (Mfnaga 1986).

Fanés, F., La vaga de tramvies del I95l @arcelon4 1977\.

Febo, G. di, Res¡.rfenciay movimiento de mujeres en España (1936-1976) @arcelon4 1979).

--La funta de la Raza. Un calto barroco en la Espaiafranquista @arcelon4 1988).

Ferruí¡rdez Areal, M., La política católica en España (Ba¡celona 1970).

Feni, Ll., Muiro, J., and Sanju.irl 8., Ias huelgas contra Franco (1939-|956) @arcelon4
te78).

Fontan4 J., (ed). España bajo elfranquismo @arcelon4 1986).

Foweraker, J., Making Democracy in Spain (Carnbridge, 1989).

Gallego Méndea M. T., Mujer, Falange yfranquismo (N{adri{ 1983).

Garci+X., Ndartfu, J., and MalagórU T., Rovirosa, apóstol de Ia clase obrera (Madridr 1985).

Ga¡cia Hoz, V., In educación en la España del siglo Æ (Madri{ 1980)'

García Motq F., Escuelas Rurales. Patronato Mixto de Educación Primøia (Salantanca,

I 989), -unpublished doctoral dissertation.

-Escuelas Rurales. Patronato Mixto de Educación Primaria. Obispado de Málaga
(Salarnanca 1990), -pamphlet, summary of the 1989 doctoral dissert¿tion
--El Cardenol Herrera Oria: su teoría y practico educativas. Lección inaugural del Curso
1990-1991. Seminario Diocesano de Málaga (Málaga I Oct. 1990).

Ga¡cía Sánchez, A., La Segunda República en Málaga: Lo cuesiión religiosa (1931-1933)
(Córdoba" 1984).
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--Aggression and Community. Paradoxes of Andalusian Culture (Yale, 1987).
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